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       	 MRI wait times among the longest in the province for London, Ont. area patients
(March 27, 2024) By: Bryan Bicknell, CTV News

Newly released provincial data shows London and area hospitals have some of the longest wait times in the province to receive an MRI scan.

That’s a major concern, according to health watchdog Ontario Health Coalition. London representative Peter Bergmanis said the long waits can take a toll on patients.

“Well I would think I’d be very stressed out and I also wouldn’t want to have that worry on top of what a diagnosis could be,” said Bergmanis.

According to the data from Ontario Health, as of January 2024, London Health Sciences Centre (LHSC) University Campus had an average wait of 230 days for an MRI scan for the lowest priority patients.

Overall, it only met its MRI target times 16 per cent of the time.

The wait at LHSC Victoria was 218 days with 21 per cent of patients receiving scans within the target time. While at St. Joseph’s Health Care the wait was 92 days, but only 13 per cent of patients received scans on time.

The provincial average was 91 days, with 31 per cent on time.

LHSC Clinical Diagnostics Executive John French said he’s hoping the long waits will become a thing of the past as new MRI machines have recently been installed, and new staff have been trained.

“This is an area of concern for us,” said French. “Currently we’re trying to improve it. And the means to improve it is by improving the technology, the equipment that we have, and making sure we have the adequate staffing to operate that equipment.”

OPSEU 106 President Steve McCaw, who represents MRI technologist among other health care staff, said the province only funds so many hours per week for MRI scans, so the machines sit for several hours every week without getting used.

“So to me, there’s still the capacity to staff these scanners to run more hours if the provincial funding allowed them to do so,” said McCaw.

At Stratford General Hospital, just 16 per cent of patients received an MRI scan within the target time, with an average wait for low priority patients of 147 days.

Woodstock General has an average wait of 176 days with 17 per cent of patients scanned within target time.

MRI wait time data was not available for hospitals in Sarnia Lambton, Chatham-Kent, or Windsor, which were all targeted in a major cyber attack last year.

Click here to watch the video clip

‘Stolen Time’ doc shows grim reality in some long-term care homes
(March 27, 2024) Doreen Nicoll, Rabble

Extendicare, Revera Inc and Sienna Senior Living are thriving long-term care (LTC) corporations.

Extendicare claims they are, “Helping people live better, one life at a time.” While Revera wants seniors to know, “Some things get better with age.” Sienna Senior Living claims to be, “Cultivating happiness in daily life.” And, they apparently do this while still generating really quite sizable profits from the homes they operate.

In 2019, Extendicare earned $1.1 billion in revenue. Total earnings were $91 million. Cash dividends totalled $42 million.

Revera’s profits are reported to be approximately $25 billion annually.

Sienna Senior Living’s total adjusted revenue for the year ending December 31, 2023 was $816.7 million up $79 million over the previous year.

Melissa Miller, Personal Injury Lawyer and partner with the firm Howie, Sacks and Henry, wants to know why these obscenely profitable long-term care facilities lock up incontinence products, serve unpalatable – and, often unidentifiable — food and routinely have dangerously low staffing?

Stolen Time, is writer-director Helene Klodawsky’s compelling documentary that follows Miller as she takes on the corporate for-profit nursing-home industry notorious for its lack of transparency and accountability.

Certified in Elder Law, this is Miller’s most challenging case yet – a mass tort (class action) against some of the world’s most powerful long-term care corporations who stand accused of neglecting the very people they are paid to care for.

Klodawsky includes the voices of families, frontline caregivers and change-makers as she lays bare the truth behind this industrial complex of death that is driven by one goal – to make a profit.

Laura discusses the ‘chemical straight jacket’ that caused her father’s early death. ‘Chemical straight jacket’ is the term used for medical sedation which makes residents much more malleable and that means they need less attention from overworked staff.

As the name indicates, the elder is sedated to the point of appearing comatose and virtually unable to move. Eventually, they stop eating and drinking which accelerates their premature death.

In fact, the most common complaints in these ageist, anti-disability facilities are serious dehydration, malnutrition, injuries, misdiagnosis, skin and wound care and systemic, chronic understaffing.

Miller maintains that these conditions exist because it is status quo and families have been kept in the dark. Success for her would be putting an end to business as usual.

Since 2018, Miller has been suing some of the largest for-profit nursing home corporations in Canada and around the world.

During a peaceful protest in front of Queen’s Park, a demonstrator mentions he had a family member who died at Orchard Villa, in Pickering, Ontario.

It is important to paint a fuller picture of what happened at the 233-bed long-term care facility owned by Southbridge who subcontracted operations to Extendicare.

In April 2020 the Ford government sent the military into Orchard Villa. That exposed horrific conditions including residents lying on mattresses on the floor; a lack of hygiene, unsafe infection control and medication practices, and inadequately trained staff.

They also found cockroaches and flies, rotten food, residents in soiled diapers, residents without access to hydration and improper feeding among other highly problematic issues like oxygen generators without oxygen.

The military reported systemic issues that could be directly tied back to inadequate staffing and chronic underfunding.

That finding did not surprise family members who testified before the COVID-19 Long-Term Care Commission detailing dangerously low levels of staffing on a regular basis that led to chronic neglect of residents long before the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Claims made by the military and family members were backed up by a documented history of chronic non-compliance. In fact, Orchard Villa continues to be cited for poor care in a litany of inspection reports that describe many of the same issues exposed by the military.

Eventually, the local hospital took over management of Orchard Villa. The remaining residents were taken to hospital where it was determined that they were severely dehydrated, anorexic, and some in kidney failure. A hospital spokesperson reported that Orchard Villa had only 20 per cent of the necessary staff on duty.

The fallout from this horrific tragedy should fall squarely on the shoulders of Extendicare and Southbridge executives who created and implemented policies that failed to provide the necessities of life.

But instead of holding executives accountable, the Ford government recently issued Orchard Villa a new 30-year licence and 87-bed expansion.

Private investigator, Brett Rigby, states in the film, “There’s essentially no regulatory oversight and no repercussions at all for the complete systemic failure across all the companies while they bring in record profits.”

In fact, by June 2020 governments across North America began passing legislation protecting these corporations from lawsuits. That fall, the Ford government passed Bill 218, Supporting Ontario’s Recovery and Municipal Elections Act, shielding for-profit LTC home operators from lawsuits for negligence. That meant families who had filed lawsuits for negligence then had to file lawsuits for gross negligence which requires a higher burden of proof.

That should not come as a surprise given the fact that these corporations back powerful government lobby groups including the Ontario LTC Association which lobbied for immunity for LTC during COVID.

Ryan is the son of an LTC resident. In the film he says his mother fell after having a mild stroke. His mother broke a bone in her neck and three bones in her arm. Ryan’s mother was left in bed for six days and was given only Tylenol for the pain.

This abhorrent elder abuse continues because when held accountable, the operators simply pay traumatized family members. That money, however, is paid by the corporation’s insurance company. At the end of the day, those insurance companies may in fact be the agents pushing for changes in this broken system.

However, those insurance companies are not going down without a fight. Family members who sue are questioned by insurance company lawyers during depositions and aggressively cross-examined on the witness stand regarding their role and responsibility.

There’s also the additional threat that the LTC corporation may actually sue family members for not doing their due diligence which is a thinly veiled attempt to bully families into withdrawing their cases.

Add to that the fact that hospitals do not have to report a ‘medical facility’ – aka LTC home – for improper care or elder abuse when it comes to their attention.

This part of the healthcare system should never have been privatized. Because when shareholders and investment banks expect LTC corporations to generate income in amounts large enough to satisfy everyone’s greed, something has to give – and that is the basic standard of care that residents and their families expect to receive in return for their monthly payments.

Conservative Premier Mike Harris is responsible for the privatization of LTC. Harris also set himself up to receive millions in cash and shares for serving as Chair of the Board for Chartwell Retirement Residences since 2004.

Chartwell Homes describes itself as an “open-ended real estate trust which indirectly owns and operates a complete range of seniors housing communities, from independent supportive living through assisted living to long term care. It is the largest operator in the Canadian seniors living sector with over 200 quality retirement communities in four provinces, including properties under development.”

Harris and his third wife, Laura, started the for-profit home-care franchise, Nurse-Next-Door, in 2012.

Harris is also vice president of LTC Operations at Extendicare.

The entire LTC system is an exercise in maximizing assets from investment funds generated from housing – which is a human right. The industry is becoming increasingly incestuous as this excerpt from Inori Roy’s article for the Ontario Health Coalition, The Private Deals Remaking Long-Term Care (March 2023), shows:

“In March 2022, the publicly traded long-term care provider Extendicare announced an agreement to buy competitor Revera’s shares in 18 long-term care homes, and manage the remaining 31 Revera-owned homes. Extendicare also announced that it would partner with Axium Infrastructure Inc., a Montreal-based investment management company that owns 85 per cent of the remaining interest, to redevelop the Revera homes in question.”

Essentially, we have enabled publicly traded corporations to make indecent amounts of profit without having any expertise in the provision of care.

Revera is a bit different. It is a Canadian company that owns LTC homes in the US and Britain. Since 2007 it has been owned by the Public Sector Pension Investment Board – a Federal Crown Corporation with over 160,000 members made up of all civil servants and some members of the military.

As Miller points out, Revera is exploiting seniors to grow a government pension fund. While elders languish, public money is being funnelled into real estate instead of being used to provide care.

The lack of transparency – the Public Sector Pension Investment Board does not have to disclose its profits – and accountability has created a system that was destined to fail.

Stolen Time also examines the ghettoization of Black and Brown labour in LTC which writer and anti-Black racism teacher, Rai Reece, notes is facilitated by governmental policies.

Please make the time to watch Stolen Time which lays bare the corrupt industry of warehousing elders, looks inside a mass action lawsuit and provides hope through the emerging elder justice movement.

Stolen Time by Helene Klodawsky (85 min)

Produced by Ina Fichman for Intuitive Pictures Inc.; Ariel Nasr for the NFB.

Screening Tuesday, April 2, and Wednesday, April 3, at the Hot Docs Ted Rogers Cinema in Toronto

	Presented as part of Doc Soup, a screening series from Hot Docs.
	Filmmaker Helene Klodawsky and elder rights lawyer Melissa Miller will be in attendance, with a Q&A on both nights.
	Doc Soup will also be streaming Stolen Time online for subscribers.


More info: hotdocs.ca/whats-on/films/ds-stolen-time

Click here for the original article

Nearly 300 Ontario patients moved to LTC homes they didn’t choose
(March 20, 2024) By Allison Jones and Liam Casey, The Canadian Press

Nearly 300 people in Ontario have been moved from hospitals to long-term care homes not of their choosing under a law the government implemented over a year ago.

The law can see those patients placed in homes up to 70 kilometres away — or 150 kilometres if they are in northern Ontario — without their consent and requires hospitals to charge them $400 a day if they refuse the transfer.

It is aimed at moving so-called alternate level of care patients — who can be discharged from hospital but need a long-term care bed and don’t yet have one — in order to free up hospital space.

If there are no spaces available in long-term care homes a patient has put on their preferred list, they can instead be transferred to a home selected by a placement co-ordinator at the hospital.

The Ministry of Long-Term Care has not previously publicly disclosed the numbers of patients moved under those new rules, but Long-Term Care Minister Stan Cho’s office now confirms to The Canadian Press that 293 alternate level of care patients were admitted to homes they didn’t choose between September 2022 and January of this year.

That represents about 1.7 per cent of all of the alternate level of care patients discharged from public hospitals to long-term care homes in that time period, Cho’s office said.

Cho said he wants people to be able to age comfortably in long-term care homes, not in hospital beds.

“We need to get people who belong in a long-term care home out of the hospitals, into the home and what that’s doing is leaving hospitals freer for that acute care,” he said Wednesday in an interview.

“Let’s have the appropriate care for the right place, the right person.”

Cho said he has not been made aware of any fines being issued under the law.

NDP Leader Marit Stiles said the threat of being fined $400 a day is likely enough to make most people acquiesce.

“They’d be afraid, frankly,” she said. “Running this kind of program on fear is a terrible option and it was always going to result in people being forced to leave their communities.”

Seniors are appalled at the effect the legislation has had, said Patricia Spindel, co-founder of Seniors for Social Action Ontario.

“Hundreds of people are now subjected to this ageist, cruel and dehumanizing legislation that has taken away their basic rights – and these are vulnerable people – to choose where they will live,” she said. “That’s a human rights violation.”

The legislation has had a chilling effect on seniors, she said, with many members of her organization saying they are afraid to go to a hospital for fear they will never return home and be shipped off to a nursing home they do not want to go to.

In one survey of more than 1,000 people aged 55 and older commissioned by Home Care Ontario, 91 per cent said they’d prefer to remain at home if additional supports were available. Those numbers resemble previous polls by the National Institute on Aging where the vast majority of respondents 65 and older preferred home over long-term care.

Forcing nearly 300 seniors into nursing homes not of their choosing is a “very significant deprivation of liberty,” said Graham Webb, executive director of the Advocacy Centre for the Elderly.

“The people who actually have been moved without legal consent is just the very tip of the iceberg,” he said.

The advocacy centre has several clients who have been forced into nursing homes under the new law, Webb said.

“We’re hearing that this is a very worrisome and oppressive measure that happens when families are least able to deal with it,” he said.

His organization, along with the Ontario Health Coalition, have taken the province to court over the issue, challenging the constitutionality of the law. They say the law, the More Beds, Better Care Act, also known as Bill 7, violates the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, particularly the rights of older patients.

The matter is set to be heard in the fall, Webb said.

Ontario Liberal parliamentary leader John Fraser said the legislation is plain wrong.

“The government should be looking at changing that law,” Fraser said. “It’s not right and it’s not fair to families.

What’s worse, he said, is there is no recourse or appeal process for patients and families.

“Where else do we do that in the society where we say, ‘You have to do this thing otherwise we’ll fine you, but you don’t have a right to appeal?’” he said. “It’s the heavy hand of government that we need to protect against.”

Green Party Leader Mike Schreiner said he is thinking of seniors who have been moved away from relatives and supports.

“That’s 293 families whose loved ones are not in the community where their care providers are,” he said.

“One of the things that’s so underappreciated is the role that members play in caring for their loved ones. When those loved ones live a long ways away it means they’re not able to care for them the way they would be if they’re in community.”

Click here for the original article



Retired Sault Steelworkers feel targeted by Group Health Centre cuts
(March 18, 2024) By: Cory Nordstrom, CTV News Northern Ontario.

Among those hit particularly hard by the Sault’s Group Health Centre de-rostering of 10,000 patients are former Steelworkers, who helped create the health centre.

A meeting from those retirees took place Monday, with plenty of discussion about the current state of health care.

It was a nearly full room of raised hands, representing retired Steelworkers who have been de-rostered by the group health centre.

“I was pretty upset, said former GHC patient Barry Armstrong, who was de-rostered after 60 years.

“I’m 85 years old so I may never find a doctor while I’m still here on Earth.”

A quarterly meeting of SOAR (Steelworkers Organization of Active Retirees) included a discussion with the local Ontario Health Coalition rep.

Several officials in the room said they believe that the growing trend toward private health care in Ontario, combined with ageism, played a role in 10,000 people losing their family doctor.

“This is the first time it’s ever happened, and I think it’s been done on purpose,” said USW 2251 Local president Mike Da Prat.

“If you send everybody out with the doctor, that means that you can send out senior people with junior people without the appearance that you’re targeting senior people.”

SOAR member Burnie Thorp has similar suspicions.

“If we create a situation where it gets so bad that we say ‘well look, here’s the solution, it’s the only solution, we’re going to bring in private clinics, and we’re going to allow privatization.’ That somehow that works its way in,” Thorp said.

“Am I saying that’s exactly what’s going on? You know, if it looks like a duck, walks like a duck, sounds like a duck …”

People feel betrayed

Albert Dupuis from the Ontario Health Coalition said people feel betrayed.

“The majority of the consumers of health care are going to be people that are older, for the most part, that’s just a fact of life,” Dupuis said.

“People worked all their lives supporting the existence, and the maintenance of a public health-care system, only to find that when they need it the most that it’s not going to be there for them.”

Leadership with SOAR requested a meeting to discuss the de-rostering with Sault MPP Ross Romano a month ago and is still awaiting a response.

The group is looking to increase its 500 members to become a seniors coalition for the area, with the aim to form a collective voice for older adults they believe politicians are more likely to listen to.

Click here for the original article

Protest at Brampton Civic will push for better healthcare following release of alarming Ontario Health Coalition report highlighting PC move to privatization
(March 17, 2024) By: Hafsa Ahmed, The Pointer.

Click here for the original article

EVENT:  May 30 Giant Protest & March: The fightback is on to save public health care
(March 18, 2024)

Thursday May 30

12 pm noon

The Fightback is On

Either we save our public medicare now, or we are going to lose it

Giant march & protest. Send a message to the Ford government & Ontario’s Legislature that cannot be ignored.

In Toronto: Gather at 12 p.m. noon at the south side of Nathan Phillips Square across from the Sheraton, 123 Queen St. W. We will march to the Ontario Legislature at Queen’s Park which is in session — local Members of Provincial Parliament from across Ontario will be there.

There is a designated space at Queen’s Park for people with mobility issues who cannot join the march. Meet us at Queen’s Park in front of the Ontario Legislature. The march will arrive at Queen’s Park at 1 p.m.

Across Mid- & Southern Ontario: There will be buses/transportation to the Toronto protest. We will post details on our website about buses and how to reserve a space as soon as we get them. For now, please contact your local health coalition here to let them know you want a seat. If you don’t have a local coalition please email us at info@ontariohc.ca.

In Northern Ontario (N. Ontario locations where it is too far to travel in to the Ontario Legislature): 

Sault Ste. Marie: Gather at 12 p.m. noon at Roberta Bondar Pavilion for protest and march. . Contact Al Dupuis at the Algoma Health Coalition algomahc@gmail.com.

Thunder Bay: Gather at 12 p.m. noon at mini Queen’s Park. Contact Jules Tupker jtupker@tbaytel.net.

If your organization can book buses and bring people to the protest, please do. At this point, every single person is needed.

__________________________________

The situation has never been more urgent 

The Ford government is dismantling public non-profit health care, closing local public hospitals’ emergency departments and other vital services. They are privatizing hospital care, long-term care, primary care and other services to for-profit corporations.

They are allowing for-profit clinics to charge patients hundreds — or even thousands — of dollars for needed medical care, in violation of our Public Medicare laws. Thousands of Ontarians are now being forced to pay out-of-pocket for access to health care.

Don’t let the Ford government destroy public health care.

Save our public health care & restore it so we can be proud of it again.

Ottawa woman ‘outraged’ at $110 charge at Appletree clinic for routine cervical cancer screening
(March 12, 2024) By: Elizabeth Payne, Ottawa Citizen

Ontario’s Ministry of Health says it is launching an investigation into the practices of an Ottawa Appletree clinic after a woman was charged $110 to see a nurse practitioner for a routine cancer screening test.

Eileen Murphy says she registered with the Appletree clinic near Carling and Woodroffe last year because both she and her husband were without a family doctor. Their former doctor switched her practice from family medicine to dermatology in 2022.

But when Murphy tried to make an appointment for a routine Pap test recently — part of the Ontario government’s preventative cervical cancer screening program — she was told the doctor she was registered with through Appletree was now located in Northern Ontario. She tried other doctors but they said they wouldn’t take her without a referral. She was told she could make an appointment with a nurse practitioner for the test at the Appletree clinic on Carling Avenue, where she had registered.

When she got there, she says she was stunned to see a “laundry list” of fees to access the nurse practitioner and have the test performed. In Murphy’s case, because she is over 50 and has an OHIP card, the fee was $97 — $110 with taxes. Patients under 50 are charged $49, plus taxes, for an appointment, Murphy saw.

The appointment consisted of a more general examination than just a Pap test and Murphy says she was referred on for several unrelated tests.

She was told that when the results of the Pap test were in, she could book another appointment to go over them with the nurse practitioner, for an additional $110.

Murphy calls the situation outrageous and ageist, and has filed complaints with provincial and federal officials, but says she has received little or no response.

“I have contacted Health Ontario about this matter only to be brushed aside and told it is a matter I must deal with on my own with Appletree clinics,” she said.

On Tuesday, a spokesperson for provincial Health Minister Sylvia Jones, after being told of Murphy’s experience by this newspaper, said the ministry will investigate the practices of the clinic.

“We will not tolerate any clinics taking advantage of a loophole created by federal legislation and charging patients to access primary care,” said spokesperson Hannah Jensen.

Jensen also said the federal government needs to take action to close the “loophole.”

“It is federal legislation that sets out when and what services it is illegal to charge patients for, in other words, what violates the Commitment to the Future of Medicare Act. We hope the federal government will take action to ensure Ontarians and Canadians can access publicly funded care.”

The Canada Health Act prohibits charging patients for medically necessary services that are covered under provincial health plans. Nurse practitioner services are not covered through the Ontario Health Insurance Plan the way physicians are and they can’t bill for individual services.

Last year, Minister Jones said she would investigate another Ottawa nurse practitioner clinic, South Keys Health Centre, alleged to be charging a $400 access fee for primary care. It is unclear whether that investigation took place.

The Opposition NDP’s health critic, France Gélinas, said clinics cannot be allowed to charge desperate Ontario residents for primary care.

“This is illegal. You shut them down,” she said.

Gélinas said there are many nurse practitioners across the province who want to work but cannot find a salaried position and feel they have only one recourse — charging patients for their services.

“People are so desperate for care that they are willing to pay.”

She said opening significantly more OHIP-funded nurse practitioner clinics would help many of the 2.3 million Ontario residents without doctors. She noted that the province now has $5.1 billion in its contingency fund, according to a recent Financial Accountability Office of Ontario report.

“The Ford government could do something.”

The Ontario Health Coalition, a group of advocates for accessible public health care, has called on the province to shut down South Keys and other clinics allegedly charging fees for primary care through nurse practitioners.

The group says the imposition of a $400 fee to access insured primary health services would be unlawful and would re-establish the two-tier health system that Medicare was designed to end in 1966.

“Premier Ford regularly repeats the claim that people in Ontario will not need their credit card to access basic health care — but the South Keys Health Center now boasts that they are happy to accept credit cards, cash, and other forms of payment to access their primary care program,” according to a recent report from the Ontario Health Coalition and the Ottawa Health Coalition.

Osman Nor, clinical director at the South Keys Health Centre, at Bank and Hunt Club, previously told this newspaper the clinic is filling a desperate need for primary care in the community and is doing so legally.

“This is something the community needs and we are here to help.”

Nor acknowledged the clinic had received some patient complaints about the fee, but, as of the time of his comment, 10,000 people had signed on to pay the fee and get access to primary care through the walk-in clinic. The clinic will also charge patients a fee per visit, Nor said.

Murphy, meanwhile, said she is especially frustrated because she was never notified by Appletree that she had been “attached” to one of its family doctors — that information came from Ontario Health. But her doctor is a person she has never met and who is now located in Dryden, more than 1,700 kilometres away from her home in Ottawa.

“I am now in a pay-as-you-go system that I did not ask for or want,” she said. Because she is signed on with a doctor, Murphy couldn’t sign up with another family physician — if one was available. Some 2.3 million Ontario residents are without a family doctor and that number is expected to grow sharply in the next few years.

She said the situation is affecting her mental and physical well-being. “My anxieties over my husband’s health and now my own are causing continuing concern.”

Murphy and her husband are both seniors and he has a number of chronic health issues.

The growth of fee-based nurse practitioner clinics has been in the spotlight in Ontario in recent months as growing numbers of residents are in need of primary health care.

Ontario has the most nurse practitioners in the country, and, in Ontario, nurse practitioners have an expanded scope of practice, meaning they can do many things that family physicians can. But, unlike doctors, nurse practitioners cannot bill directly to OHIP.

The only way their services can be supported through OHIP is if they work as salaried employees of a clinic. The province recently invested tens of millions of dollars in new interprofessional primary health clinics around the province, but those do not come close to meeting the needs, say health advocates and experts.

This newspaper made repeated attempts to contact an official from Appletree for comment on this story, including by phone, email and through its website, but failed to reach anyone. In an automated response to a message sent to an email address found on its website, the company said: “This email address is not monitored daily, please note that we do not respond to all inquiries sent via email.” Attempts to reach someone by telephone resulted in being left on hold, with a constant warning that the call volumes were higher than normal. No calls were answered nor was there anywhere to leave a message.

Click here for the original article

Five-month investigation paints a picture of a dangerous and disturbing “Wild West” of private clinics operating with little or no oversight.
(March 9, 2024) By: Burlington Gazette

Five-month investigation, paints a picture of a dangerous and disturbing “Wild West” of private clinics operating with little or no oversight.

A report released by the Ottawa and Ontario Health Coalitions contains shocking revelations about the ownership and management behind private health clinics in Ottawa. Based on a five-month investigation, Freedom of Information requests, corporate filings, interviews and court records, the report paints a picture of a dangerous and disturbing “Wild West” of private clinics operating with little or no oversight.

The report centres on the South Keys clinic featured in a flurry of media reports last fall when its “Clinical Director” announced that patients would be required to pay a $400 annual fee to access primary care by a nurse practitioner.

The report is 85 pages long – we need some time to dig through the details.

At the time, Health Minister Sylvia Jones promised an investigation, noted the Coalition. No update has been forthcoming and the Health Coalition reports it conducted its own inquiry into the clinic resulting in three major findings, as follows:

A review of the two key statutes establishing the legal rights of Ontarians to primary health care services confirms that the $400 per year fee recently introduced by the South Keys clinic is unlawful.

The Coalition called on the Ford government to stop stalling and enforce Ontario’s and Canada’s Public Medicare protection laws.

The Coalition called for an investigation into the charges levied on patients, and said that the scope of this investigation must be expanded to examine the ownership and management of the South Keys clinic and another Ottawa clinic co-owned by the same individual.

The owners of the South Keys clinic and a second related clinic – Neuromotion Therapy – appear to have been convicted of serious crimes including 64 counts of insurance fraud and sexual assault.

The Coalition also identified a troubling pattern of misleading practices in the marketing of these clinics. A number of individual practitioners who are now, or have been, listed on the roster of the clinics’ health professionals appear to live in communities far away from Ottawa, or were listed on the website long after they left, or never worked at the clinics.

The report’s authors concluded, “The details contained in this report reveal the consequences of the Ford government’s policies that have allowed more and more vital health care services to be owned by profit-driven business people and investors who lack a social commitment to the provision of health care.”

“We call upon the Ford government to take immediate action to enforce our public health care laws and stop the South Keys clinic from charging patients for primary care services, at bare minimum,” said Natalie Mehra, executive director of the Ontario Health Coalition.

“The extremely disturbing details about the apparent legal histories of the clinics’ owners illustrate the serious dangers to the public created by the privatization of our vital health care services,” added Kevin Skerrett, of the Ottawa Health Coalition. “Along with actually “shutting down bad actors”, as Minister of Health Sylvia Jones promised in October, this broader problem must be addressed through ending the for-profit privatization of primary care that has accelerated significantly under the Ford government and establishing public and not-for-profit community health teams with strong public oversight.”

Click here for the original article

Click here for the report

Durham ED to close overnight indefinitely beginning March 10 due to staff shortage
(March 08, 2024) by: Greg Cowan, Owen Sound Sun Times

The emergency department in Durham will soon close overnight due to a critical shortage of nurses, South Bruce Grey Health Centre announced.
Starting on March 10, the emergency department at the Durham hospital will shut its doors every night at 5 p.m. and reopen at 7 a.m. the next day. Until then, the emergency department in Durham will remain 24/7 barring any temporary closures.SBGHC said in a news release the overnight closures will extend for an indefinite period after March 10.SGBHC president and CEO Nancy Shaw said it’s too hard to predict when the emergency department will open overnight again, hence the indefinite timeframe.
“We certainly had lots of discussion around that, because that would be ideal, to be able to identify an end date, but unfortunately we can’t do that and we don’t want to give false hope and say six weeks and then in six weeks turn around and it’s now extended,” Shaw said.

Shaw said schedules are required to be delivered to nurses six weeks in advance under a collective bargaining agreement, and because of significant vacancies and the busy summer season around the corner, the outlook isn’t promising for a quick return to overnight services in Durham.

“Now we’re looking at the next schedule, and it doesn’t look any better, and then the next thing is we’re going to be upon summer when there will be vacation requests coming in. So, given where the timeframe is it was really hard to predict,” Shaw said.

Shaw said SBGHC is committed to keeping the four hospital sites open to patients.

“High-quality, accessible, sustainable patient care and access to care at all four sites,” she said. “When you’re supporting the delivery of rural healthcare it’s really important to sustain those access points for the communities.”

After March 9, patients requiring emergency care from 5 p.m. to 7 a.m. who would typically travel to the Durham emergency department at 320 College St. are being asked to travel to the 24/7 emergency departments in Hanover (18 km), Mount Forest (24 km), Markdale (28 km), Walkerton (29 km) or Owen Sound (46 km). Or they can call 911 to be taken to the nearest 24/7 emergency department.

Shaw took over as president and CEO of SBGHC in April 2023. Over the past few years, SBGHC has had to temporarily reduce the hours at all four of its hospital sites in Chesley, Durham, Kincardine and Walkerton due to staffing shortages. Previously the most severely impacted hospital has been Chesley, where the ED was closed for eight weeks in the fall of 2022 due to a critical shortage of nurses. The Chesley ED remains closed overnight and on weekends.

“That has been going on for some time and there does not seem to be an end in sight at this point,” Shaw said. “The smaller sites, Chesley and Durham, appear to be more difficult to recruit to, so, I don’t anticipate any more closures at this time, however, scheduling remains precarious so it’s hard to predict.”

The Walkerton and Kincardine hospitals remain 24/7 sites.

Recently, SBGHC closed the Chesley emergency department completely on Feb. 3, Feb. 5, Feb. 7 and Feb. 14 due to staffing shortages, according to news releases. The Durham emergency department was closed overnight on both Jan. 27 and 28.

According to a report from the Ontario Health Coalition, an organization that advocates for publicly funded healthcare in Ontario, there were more than 868 temporary emergency department closures in the province in 2023, with the SBGHC site in Chesley among the hardest hit.

There were at least 51 emergency department closures at the Durham site in 2023.

“In the counties of midwestern Ontario – Perth, Huron, Wellington, Dufferin, Bruce and Grey – we are seeing multiple hospital emergency departments closed at the same time with little to no notice. Patients in medical crises have to confirm on their own that the next hospial emergency isn’t also closed,” said Natalie Mehra, executive director of the Ontario Health Coalition in a news release from Dec. 5, 2023.

“Hospitals across Canada and Ontario are facing staffing challenges and South Bruce Grey Health Centre is no exception. There are a significant number of unfilled nursing shifts for the Durham hospital that begin on March 10. We are experiencing an ongoing shortage of nurses and do not have the necessary staff to keep the Durham hospital emergency department open at night for the foreseeable future. This difficult decision has been made for the safety of our patients and staff,” said SBGHC in its news release.

“There are significant vacancies. We do continue to use agency staff as well, and even with the transition to straight days it still does not provide us with a robust schedule. A significant number of nurses are required,” Shaw said. “Ultimately there are not enough nurses in the system.”

Meanwhile, recently Ontario and the federal governments agreed on a $3.1 billion funding deal that is supposed to create new primary healthcare teams, which include family doctors, nurse practitioners, nurses, pharmacists and social workers, as well as open another 700 spots in medical education programs.

A national health summit held in February 2023 resulted in the federal government offering to juice up the Canada Health Transfer to provincial and territorial governments with $46 billion in additional spending. The Province of Ontario and the federal government agreed in principle to an $8.6 billion deal over 10 years, of which this recently announced $3.1 billion covers the first three years.

– With files from Rob Gowan

Click here for the original article


RELEASE & REPORT:  Fraud, criminal conviction, misrepresentation and unlawful user fees: New report exposes a “Wild West” of for-profit health care in Ottawa private clinics
(March 8, 2024)

A new report released by the Ottawa and Ontario Health Coalitions contains shocking revelations about the ownership and management behind private health clinics in Ottawa. Based on a five-month investigation, Freedom of Information requests, corporate filings, interviews and court records, the report paints a picture of a dangerous and disturbing “Wild West” of private clinics operating with little or no oversight.

The report centres on the South Keys clinic featured in a flurry of media reports last fall when its “Clinical Director” announced that patients would be required to pay a $400 annual fee to access primary care by a nurse practitioner. At the time, Health Minister Sylvia Jones promised an investigation, noted the Coalition. No update has been forthcoming and the Health Coalition reports it conducted its own inquiry into the clinic resulting in three major findings, as follows:

	A review of the two key statutes establishing the legal rights of Ontarians to primary health care services confirms that the $400 per year fee recently introduced by the South Keys clinic is unlawful. The Coalition called on the Ford government to stop stalling and enforce Ontario’s and Canada’s Public Medicare protection laws. The Coalition called for an investigation into the charges levied on patients, and said that the scope of this investigation must be expanded to examine the ownership and management of the South Keys clinic and another Ottawa clinic co-owned by the same individual.
	The owners of the South Keys clinic and a second related clinic – Neuromotion Therapy – appear to have been convicted of serious crimes including 64 counts of insurance fraud and sexual assault.
	The Coalition also identified a troubling pattern of misleading practices in the marketing of these clinics. A number of individual practitioners who are now, or have been, listed on the roster of the clinics’ health professionals appear to live in communities far away from Ottawa, or were listed on the website long after they left, or never worked at the clinics.


The report’s authors concluded, “The details contained in this report reveal the consequences of the Ford government’s policies that have allowed more and more vital health care services to be owned by profit-driven business people and investors who lack a social commitment to the provision of health care.”

“We call upon the Ford government to take immediate action to enforce our public health care laws and stop the South Keys clinic from charging patients for primary care services, at bare minimum,” said Natalie Mehra, executive director of the Ontario Health Coalition.

“The extremely disturbing details about the apparent legal histories of the clinics’ owners illustrate the serious dangers to the public created by the privatization of our vital health care services,” added Kevin Skerrett, of the Ottawa Health Coalition. “Along with actually “shutting down bad actors”, as Minister of Health Sylvia Jones promised in October, this broader problem must be addressed through ending the for-profit privatization of primary care that has accelerated significantly under the Ford government and establishing public and not-for-profit community health teams with strong public oversight.”

Click here for printable version of release

Click here for full report

EVENT:  2024 Derrell Dular Memorial School
(March 6, 2024)

Where: UNIFOR Family Education Center, 115 Shipley Ave, Port Elgin

When: Friday June 21 –  Sunday June 23, Check in: 3 pm (Friday), Check out: 11 am (Sunday)

A weekend educational to be held in the beautiful town of Port Elgin on the shore of Lake Huron, it is an exciting opportunity for Health Coalition members and supporters to come together, discuss the threat to our public health care system & how we can safeguard & improve it. The weekend includes guest speakers, education, opportunities to network, share and strategize, and have fun!

Derrell Dular was on the Board of Directors of the Ontario Health Coalition for over twenty years. He was the Managing Director of the Alliance of Seniors to Protect Canada’s Social Programs. He dedicated his life to improving the lives of the less fortunate. His extraordinary passion, dedication, and endeavors to the cause will be memorialized with this school.

Register online here: https://forms.gle/DwiWsT2isBJFejoC7

This school will be an exciting opportunity for Health Coalition members and supporters to come together and discuss the challenges facing our public health care system and how we can advocate to protect and improve it.

This school will include guest speakers along with opportunities to network, educate, share and strategize with other public health care supporters in different courses.

Together we can work towards developing strong Health Coalitions in every community in Ontario to protect and improve our public health care. We hope to see you there!

Courses

Choose one of the following classes which will run for the day on Saturday:

	Building a Social Movement & Community Organizing


These skills are transferable to all kinds of organizations & local unions. We will cover how to do community outreach and organizing, how to recruit more people, how to engage volunteers, and ultimately how to build the movement to safeguard & expand Public Medicare that cannot be ignored.

	Privatization 101


A primer on health care privatization. What is public & what is privatization? Who benefits? Who is pushing it? Who is harmed? Why do we oppose it? Everything you need to know to be comfortable talking about public health care & privatization.

	Taxes and Public Service


We pay for health & public services through taxes and cuts are threatening all of them. Taxes actually create equity. This course covers the growing gap in wages, income & wealth. How bad is it? What do tax cuts mean? Who benefits? Everything you need to know about fair taxes, growing inequality & cuts to our public services.

	Train the Trainer 101 


A primer for those who want to hold your own local educational & instruct the courses.

	Media & Social Media for Social Change


Tools and techniques to use for traditional & social media.

Accommodation packages: There are 2 accommodation packages available – double occupancy at $890/person and single occupancy at $990/person. All packages include room, board, classes, and meals.

There are a limited number of single occupancy rooms available – this is a first come first served situation – so please register early for your room.

If you want to room with another person who is attending the school, please indicate that on your registration form.

All meals are included in the weekend rate for all guests and will be served cafeteria style, starting with supper on the day of check-in and end with lunch on the day of check-out.

Make sure to register before spots run out by filling in the registration form and making a payment as soon as possible! The registration form can be found here: https://forms.gle/DwiWsT2isBJFejoC7

Arrangement Assistance: If you require any assistance, please contact Deb Tveit at tveitdebbie@gmail.com or 519-673-2656

Facilities:

The Family Education Centre at Port Elgin is a beautiful facility: light and airy, filled with art and surrounded by the natural beauty of Port Elgin. The food is plentiful and delicious. Every day there is a full salad bar, hot food and cold food, vegetarian options and yummy desserts. There is a gym and a pub onsite. Each room has an outdoor patio. The facility is on the shore of Lake Huron and it is a 2-minute walk to the beach. Here are some photos of the facility.

[image: ]

Our heartfelt thank you to the Alliance of Seniors/Older Canadians Network, Cher Richards- wife of Derrell Dular, Jack Pinkus, former president of the Alliance of Seniors to save Canada’s social programs, and the Family Education Centre & Unifor for making this weekend educational possible.

Health coalition says province starves public hospitals
(March 2, 2024) By: James Matthews, Minden Times

Allowing some medical procedures to be done at private facilities starves public hospitals, says the Ontario Health Coalition.

A new report, entitled Robbing from the public to build the private: The Ford government’s hospital privatization scheme, reveals that local hospitals in every region of Ontario have operating rooms sitting idle the majority of the time.

The public has funded local hospitals for more than 70 years to build operating room capacity that is unused while the Ford government is shunting unprecedented public money to private for-profit clinics and hospitals to build new operating rooms, the coalition reports.

In early 2023, the provincial government passed legislation to allow more private clinics to offer certain publicly funded surgeries and procedures. Premier Doug Ford said at the times that it was an effort to cut long wait lists for care.

Procedures opened up to private facilities include cataract surgeries, diagnostic imaging and testing, and hip and knee replacement surgeries.

Government said at the time that the move was to address a backlog of those procedures.

For the last year, the coalition researched the unused capacity in local public hospitals through Freedom of Information requests and interviews with surgical staff.

Natalie Mehra, the group’s executive director, said they gathered figures from Ontario government budget and expense documents, media reports, contracts, and accountability agreements to provide a litany of examples of much higher costs and large funding increases provided by the Ford government to for-profit corporation clinics, hospitals, and staffing agencies.

“At the same time, the government has imposed dollar cuts, deficits, and wage caps on public hospitals, robbing them of the ability to attract and retain staff and use their existing operating room capacity,” she said.

Alexandria, Brockville, Cambridge, Hawkesbury, Kitchener, London, North Bay, Oakville, Sault Ste. Marie, St. Catharines, Southampton, and Wiarton are communities that have functional operating rooms that are unused.

Hospitals in Alliston, Almonte, Barrie, Bowmanville, Carleton Place, Collingwood, Cornwall, Kingston, Meaford, Nepean, Niagara Falls, Orillia, Oshawa, Ottawa, Pembroke, Peterborough, Toronto, and Welland have operating rooms that are closed the majority of the time.

Their closed either late afternoons, evenings, overnight and/or on weekends.

Mehra said Queen’s Park has imposed real dollar cuts on public hospitals, pushing them into service closures and deficits, while funding for-profit hospitals and clinics with increases up to and over 300%. Ontario funds its public hospitals at the lowest rate of all provinces.

The province has funded private for-profit hospitals at double the rate per surgery than it funds public hospitals and has funded private for-profit ophthalmology clinics across Ontario at 21 per cent to 56 per cent more for each cataract surgery.

She said the coalition has found that government has refused to act on the for-profit staffing agencies that are charging up to three times more than public hospitals for staff, having escalated their prices by more than 70 per cent since Ford took office, while imposing wage caps and real dollar cuts on public hospital staff.

The health care budget has been underspent, shunting billions to contingency fund and budget surplus, while leaving hospitals in unprecedented crisis, Mehra said.

“Hundreds of millions of dollars in public money is being used to dismantle and privatize our public hospitals, robbing the public to build the private,” she said. “A few for-profit corporations are being enriched by the Ford government’s privatization scheme while our public hospitals and patients pay the price.

“It is beyond time that there is a rigorous investigation into who is benefitting from these policy choices and what their connections are to this government because the costs and threats to our local public hospitals and the future of our single-tier public health system are very real and urgent.”

Click here for the original article

Private American companies supplying HHS with staff for cardiac surgery
(March 2, 2024) By: Joanna Frketich, The Hamilton Spectator (behind a paywall)

–> The first part of the article is as follows: 

Hamilton’s largest hospital network signed contracts with two private American companies to temporarily supply staff to operate heart-lung machines that the union claims are costing tens of thousands of dollars a week.

Hamilton Health Sciences (HHS) refused to provide any details about the six-month contracts, including the names of the companies, how much they’re making for providing the perfusionists, what the medical professionals are paid and whether the hospital network is covering costs such as Canadian certification, travel, car rentals, lodging or food.

Click for the original article

Murky rules for nurse practitioners give rise to private clinics in Ontario
(March 1, 2024) By: Sarah MacMillan, CBC News

When Kyle Truong needed medical attention for a respiratory infection last year, he said there weren’t many convenient options for accessing timely care. Truong, who lives in Toronto, hasn’t had a family doctor for about four years.

But then he discovered a private clinic where he could quickly get an appointment with a nurse practitioner, though it would not be covered by the Ontario Health Insurance Plan (OHIP).

“First I was a little disappointed,” Truong, 29, said. “Because if I’m paying tax dollars and we’re supposed to have great health-care coverage, it kind of sucks that I have to pay for accessibility in this case.”

Even so, he said he had a “great” experience at the clinic, with next to no wait times, a comprehensive appointment, and the prescription he needed to treat his infection. He’s since signed up for a one-year membership for access to unlimited appointments. Lucky for him, he was able to have the $450 fee covered through private insurance.

Truong is part of what appears to be a growing number of Ontario patients who are accessing private primary care from nurse practitioners. There are clinics popping up throughout the province, charging patients typically $70 to $90 for a single appointment, and in some cases hundreds of dollars for an annual membership.

The province, like much of Canada, is facing a worsening doctor shortage.

The situation highlights a lack of clear provincial regulations related to nurse practitioners. Critics say the province needs to act to protect Ontario’s single-tier health-care system. Meanwhile the Nurse Practitioners’ Association of Ontario says the trend is proof that more funding options are needed, so that nurse practitioners don’t resort to charging patients.

Can’t bill OHIP

Nurse practitioners have more training than registered nurses, and can perform more tasks. In recent years their scope of practice has been expanded in Ontario including, since 2017, allowing them to prescribe controlled substances. They can now perform the same standard primary care tasks as family doctors, including diagnosing and treating common conditions, referring to specialists and prescribing medication.

But unlike physicians, nurse practitioners cannot bill OHIP for their services. Some nurse practitioners work in salaried positions at a limited number of publicly-funded family health teams, and nurse practitioner-led clinics.

Since they cannot bill the province for services outside those settings, like physicians do, those who operate private clinics say billing patients is legal.

“I know this is a very touchy subject,” said Alon Birshtein, CEO of Care & Family Health, a private nurse practitioner clinic in Toronto that opened its doors in 2020, and has since opened a second location.

“But really the fact is that, you know, most Canadians aren’t aware that we’ve had a so-called two-tier system for many years already. This isn’t really something new, I think it’s just more at the forefront, more people are kind of talking about it.”

Provincial legislation related to OHIP does not specifically mention nurse practitioners, but Natalie Mehra, the executive director of the advocacy group the Ontario Health Coalition, argues that charging patients for nurse practitioner services violates the Canada Health Act, which guarantees universal access to medically necessary insured services.

“When you change who provides a physician service, it doesn’t mean that you can start to charge patients for it,” Mehra said.

The murky rules are an issue not just in Ontario. Health Canada spokesperson Anne Génier told CBC News in a statement the federal government is concerned that recent expansions in the scopes of practice for nurse practitioners has led to patients being charged for services “that would be insured by provincial and territorial health insurance plans if provided by a physician.”

Génier said the previous health minister sent a letter to his provincial and territorial counterparts a year ago, outlining those concerns, and “clarifying” that Canadians must be able to access medically necessary care “without having to pay out of pocket.”

Province says it will investigate

When asked about private clinics by CBC News, Ontario Health Minister Sylvia Jones said charging for OHIP-funded services is “a hard stop.”

Jones said the province “will make sure that any clinic that is charging for an OHIP-funded service is ended, and the patients will be reimbursed.”

Despite those strong words, the province’s actual stance on private nurse practitioner clinics is not entirely clear. CBC News asked the Health Ministry for clarity on whether it considers nurse practitioner services to be “OHIP-funded,” but the ministry did not respond.

Last fall, Jones promised to investigate after a new private clinic set to open in Ottawa caused public uproar. Months later, the clinic is now up and running, and continues to advertise private nurse practitioner primary care services.

Mehra, with the Ontario Health Coalition, says some simple provincial regulations explicitly addressing nurse practitioners could easily eliminate any legal ambiguity.

“The government could have moved months ago to clear that up,” Mehra said.

Limited funding, growing demand

Because these clinics don’t draw on public funds, there is no central database, which makes counting them difficult. But their number appears to be growing. The Nurse Practitioners’ Association of Ontario says it has noticed more private clinics opening up in the last couple years, and is now aware of about two dozen throughout the province.

CEO Michelle Acorn says those clinics are a sign of the demand, and “are a consequence of a lack of funding models for nurse practitioner practices.”

Acorn said she applauds a recent $110 million provincial funding announcement for new and expanded primary care teams, but said she would like to see even more investments. She also wants nurse practitioners to be able to bill for services in a similar way as physicians.

That’s a sentiment shared by Rizwan Shaik, who is working on plans to open a primary care clinic in Pickering, Ont., east of Toronto. Until early this year, his company QUBE HUB operated a clinic in downtown Toronto. He said challenges with recruiting and retaining physicians led him to change models this past fall, instead hiring nurse practitioners and billing patients for appointments.

Shaik admits there was “mixed reaction” from patients. He said he would prefer to be able to bill OHIP for the services, but argues that in the meantime, private nurse practitioner clinics are helping to fill a need.

“There are people in this country who are suffering with long-term care issues, and they’re not able to access family doctors. And if you have the capacity to pay, you should have the ability to do so and have the access,” Shaik said.


	For $30/month, Ontario doctors offer rapid access to nurse practitioners


	
CBC Investigates Ontario government paying for-profit clinic more than hospitals for OHIP-covered surgeries, documents show






But Mehra, with the Ontario Health Coalition, said privatization only creates greater inequities in access to care.

“This obviously is a slippery slope that would cause the undoing of public medicare in Ontario and Canada if we’re allowed to continue.”

Click here for the original article

Private surgeons group doubles weekend orthopedic surgeries in Ottawa
(February 28, 2024) By: Elizabeth Payne, Ottawa Citizen

One year after a group of orthopedic surgeons began renting vacant operating rooms on Saturdays at The Ottawa Hospital’s Riverside campus, the group is doubling the number of surgeries it performs there.
Cameron Love, president and CEO of The Ottawa Hospital, said the Academic Orthopedic Surgical Associates of Ottawa (AOAO) has already performed around 500 hip and knee surgical procedures at Riverside. Love said AOAO would do 1,000 more surgeries working two days on weekends.


The group originally performed surgeries on Saturdays.  It began doing surgeries on Sundays as well last September.
AOAO is also applying to the provincial government to build a standalone surgical centre in Ottawa where it plans to eventually do the surgeries, said Love. The province is expanding for-profit licensed clinics to perform health procedures, including surgeries, outside of hospitals.

Provincial health officials say the expansion will cut surgical wait times and free hospitals to perform more complex surgeries. Health-care advocates, though, point out that across the province, hospital operating rooms sit vacant on weekends, late afternoons and evenings. Research from other provinces suggests private surgeries cost the health system more.

Love says funding for AOAO’s surgeries goes through the hospital and will continue to even after AOAO sets up an independent surgical site.  Weekend surgeries are less expensive than those performed at the hospital, according to an earlier statement from the hospital posted to its website, adding the cost of hip or knee surgery is around $8,000 at TOH but the cost of doing the same surgery through AOAO is $6,400. The difference, the hospital says, is reinvested in the hospital.


Love said the orthopedic surgeries were one cost “efficiency” the hospital was finding. TOH is also working with hospitals in Kemptville and Renfrew to expand operating room access, including for gynecological surgeries.
Love said an increasing focus of the hospital was to “expand capacity” outside of the hospital walls to ease crowding and offer specific care.

The surgeries have raised fears of poaching staff from the public hospital system at a time of widespread nursing and health worker shortages. AOAO had been paying nurses a flat rate of $750 for a 10-hour day. Registered practical nurses were being paid $550 and clerical staff $600. That is about double the rate in the public system, but without benefits.

Health advocates and critics are watching warily for the expansion of independent clinics which will introduce more for-profit players into the already stretched health system.

A recent report from the Kingston Health Coalition found it was costing the health system 56 per cent more to do cataract surgeries in private clinics than at hospitals. The report was based on access to information documents.


Hannah Jensen, a spokesperson for Health Minister Sylvia Jones, said surgical wait times were now returning to pre-pandemic levels in Ontario, with 80 per cent of patients having surgery within recommended times. Still, she said: “Our government knows wait times for surgeries and diagnostic tests have been increasing year after year. We are not okay with the status quo and know more work needs to be done.”
She said the government was excited to see TOH embracing innovation “to provide more publicly-funded procedures, reducing the surgical backlog and reducing wait times so more people can receive the care they need.”

She did not respond to a question about how much the province pays for the weekend surgeries.

Meanwhile, patient Deb Paterson, who had knee replacement surgery at the Riverside last year, said she had an excellent experience.

Five months after being told the wait could be a couple of years, she received a call asking if she wanted to have her surgery through “this new program.” She had surgery about four months later.

After being assured it was covered by OHIP, she said yes.

“You hear about so many things that aren’t going well. This sure went well for me.”

Click here for the original article


Ontario Health Coalition calls out Ford government
Feburary 21, 2024 By: Tina Yazdani, City News

The Ford government is under fire over the state of the province’s healthcare system. As Tina Yazdani reports, OHC officials say the government is ‘pouring’ money into private-for-profit clinics and hospitals.

Click here to watch the video clip

Ontario Health Coalition presents latest report into privatization at Cornwall event
(February 21, 2024) by: Shawna O’Neill, Cornwall Standard-Freeholder

Cornwall was once again a host as the Ontario Health Coalition released its most-recent report on privatizing services available at publicly funded hospitals on Wednesday.

Ontario Health Coalition Cornwall/SDG chapter co-chairs Elaine MacDonald and Louise Lanctot spoke about how the coalition believes policies approved by the Premier Doug Ford’s government continue to destabilize Ontario’s publicly funded hospital system and support a private, for-profit model.

Cornwall is a frequent stop for the coalition, given how active the local chapter is in helping promote its advocacy.

MacDonald said the recent announcement the Ontario Ministry of Health is distributing $4,074,398 in funding to the local Great River Ontario Health Team is great news. She said she attended the Ontario legislature’s standing committee on finance and economic affairs’ pre-budget discussions at the end of January where local voices from the Great River Ontario Health Team stressed an even greater funding need: $165 million provincewide (a 12.3 per cent increase) over the next five years.

“Right now, without a major infusion of cash, (health clinics are) in danger… of a progressive loss of services,” said MacDonald. “These government ‘good news’ announcements lose their lustre when you look at the context… I thought this was a great example of how the (provincial) government tries to counter any kind of bad report (like the Ontario Health Coalition’s) with a ‘good news’ announcement.”


MacDonald proceeded to focus on the topic of hospital privatization, breaking down what she called a three-part horror story for attendees, including information about the province budgeting for less than what it needs, underspending what is budgeted, and disproportionately using public funding to support private clinical ventures. She said the province has not properly budgeted for the current rate of inflation.

“It’s a system that’s ripe to be monetized, which is of course not in compatible with the Canada Health Act,” said MacDonald.

Lanctot told a personal story about a family member who moved from the public to the private health system for eye surgery who was charged $1,700 for each eye. Referencing an Ontario Health Coalition report released Wednesday titled Robbing the Public to Build the Private: The Ford Government’s Hospital Privatization Scheme, Lanctot spoke about how data supports that public hospitals will receive approximately $508 for cataract surgery while the Don Mills Surgical Unit Ltd. for-profit hospital, for example, can receive up to $1,264 for the same surgery.

In closing, the co-chairs said they want to ask Stormont—Dundas—South Glengarry MPP Nolan Quinn and the provincial government which investors the government is accommodating in its privatization efforts “because it’s not the taxpayer.”

The coalition held events to promote the report at Queen’s Park in Toronto, as well as in Brampton, London, Welland, and Waterloo.

Click here for the original article

RELEASE & REPORT:  Robbing the public to build the private: The Ford government’s hospital privatization scheme
(February 21, 2024)

A new report, Robbing from the public to build the private: The Ford government’s hospital privatization scheme reveals that local hospitals in every region of Ontario have operating rooms sitting idle the majority of the time. The public has funded local hospitals for more than 70 years to build operating room capacity that is unused while the Ford government is shunting unprecedented public money to private for-profit clinics and hospitals to build new operating rooms, the Coalition reports.

For the last year, the Coalition researched the unused capacity in local public hospitals through Freedom of Information requests and interviews with surgical staff. They gathered figures from Ontario government budget and expense documents, media reports, contracts and accountability agreements to provide a litany of examples of much higher costs and large funding increases provided by the Ford government to for-profit corporation clinics, hospitals and staffing agencies. At the same time, the government has imposed dollar cuts, deficits, and wage caps on public hospitals, robbing them of the ability to attract and retain staff and use their existing operating room capacity. For example, the following communities have operating rooms that are functional but unused: Alexandria, Brockville, Cambridge, Hawkesbury, Kitchener, London, North Bay, Oakville, Sault Ste. Marie, St. Catharines, Southampton, and Wiarton. In addition, the majority of operating rooms in the following communities are closed the majority of the time (late afternoons, evenings, overnight and/or on weekends): Alliston, Almonte, Barrie, Bowmanville, Carleton Place, Collingwood, Cornwall, Kingston, Meaford, Nepean, Niagara Falls, Orillia, Oshawa, Ottawa, Pembroke, Peterborough, Toronto, and Welland.

In addition, the Coalition reports the Ford government has:

	Imposed real dollar cuts on public hospitals, pushing them into service closures and deficits, while funding for-profit hospitals and clinics with increases up to and over 300%. Ontario funds its public hospitals at the lowest rate of all provinces.
	Funded private for-profit hospitals at double the rate per surgery than it funds public hospitals.
	Funded private for-profit ophthalmology clinics across Ontario at 21% – 56% more for each cataract surgery.
	Refused to take action on the for-profit staffing agencies that are charging up to three times more than public hospitals for staff, having escalated their prices by more than 70% since Ford took office, while imposing wage caps and real dollar cuts on staff in public hospitals.
	Chronically underspent the health care budget, shunting billions to contingency fund and budget surplus, while leaving hospitals in unprecedented crisis.


“Hundreds of millions of dollars in public money is being used to dismantle and privatize our public hospitals, robbing the public to build the private,” said Natalie Mehra, executive director of the Ontario Health Coalition. “A few for-profit corporations are being enriched by the Ford government’s privatization scheme while our public hospitals and patients pay the price. It is beyond time that there is a rigorous investigation into who is benefitting from these policy choices and what their connections are to this government, because the costs and threats to our local public hospitals and the future of our single-tier public health system are very real and urgent.”

Click here for printable version of release

Click here for full report

Public Healthcare in Peril: The Price of Privatization and Economic Mismanagement in Ontario and Zimbabwe
(February 18, 2024) by: Olalekan Adigun, BNN Breaking

Ontario faces a public healthcare crisis as the Ford government pushes for privatization, while Zimbabwe’s healthcare sector collapses due to neglect and mismanagement. Discover the policy implications and the need for reform in both regions.

In the heart of Ontario, a storm brews over the future of public healthcare as the Ford government’s latest moves draw sharp criticism. At the center of this controversy is a comprehensive report by the Ontario Health Coalition, which lays bare the consequences of a push towards the privatization of hospital services—a move that’s not only costing patients and the province dearly but also stripping local communities of vital services. But the healthcare sector’s woes don’t stop at provincial borders; they echo a larger, more distressing narrative of neglect and mismanagement that stretches to the very core of Zimbabwe’s health and economic policies.

The Price of Privatization

The Ontario Health Coalition’s findings are alarming, revealing a shift of resources from public hospitals to for-profit clinics that threatens the very fabric of public healthcare. This transfer not only incurs financial costs to patients—who find themselves facing increasing out-of-pocket expenses—but also leads to service losses that ripple through local communities. The report underscores a critical question: At what point does the cost of privatization outweigh the value of public health?

A Global Health Crisis Unfolds

Parallel to Ontario’s healthcare dilemma, Zimbabwe faces its own set of challenges, with a healthcare sector on the brink of collapse. Public hospitals, bereft of basic medication and adequate resources, have become harbingers of despair. The departure of over 4,000 health workers has left a void that seems almost insurmountable, painting a grim picture of a system in distress. This crisis is further compounded by allegations of governmental negligence, with accusations that institutions like the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe are shielded from the scrutiny and accountability that could perhaps pave the way for reform.

Economic Missteps and Uncertain Futures

Amidst the healthcare turmoil, Zimbabwe’s economic strategy—or lack thereof—comes under fire. The Minister of Finance’s announcement to index the exchange rate against gold is met with skepticism, fueled by concerns over the adequacy of gold reserves in a country plagued by plundering and smuggling. Critics label the government’s handling of the economy as clueless, a sentiment that resonates with those observing the unfolding healthcare crisis in Ontario. In both scenarios, the common thread is a series of decisions that seem to prioritize short-term gains over long-term viability and well-being.

The narratives from Ontario and Zimbabwe, though miles apart, converge on a critical point: the repercussions of governmental policies on public services. In Ontario, the push towards privatization threatens to dismantle a public healthcare system that serves as a lifeline for many. In Zimbabwe, neglect and economic mismanagement have pushed the healthcare sector to the brink, endangering lives. These stories, though distinct, serve as a cautionary tale of the real-world impact of policy decisions—underscored by the strong>Ontario Health Coalition’s critical report and the stark realities facing Zimbabwe’s healthcare and economic landscape. As we navigate these challenging times, the lessons are clear: the health of a nation’s citizens and the integrity of its economy are not mere line items on a budget—they are the very foundation upon which a society is built.

Click here for the original article

 

Kingston Health Council Report Released
(February 14, 2024) by: Jeff Green, Frontenac News

Report on Cataract Surgery in Kingston offers a long view of the pitfalls of healthcare privatisation.

The Kingston Health Council (KHC), and its affiliate the Ontario Health Council, have been persistent critics of the Ford government’s efforts to support private delivery of publicly funded healthcare as part of the solution for the increasingly stretched Ontario Healthcare system.

This week, the KHC is releasing a new report, entitled “A Clear Eyed Analysis of Cataract Surgery Privatization – The Kingston Health Sciences Centre’s contract with a private-for profit company”.

The report is based upon documents obtained from the Kingston Health Sciences Centre (KHSC) using freedom of information requests, and searches for information regarding Independent Health Facilities, new Integrated Health Facilities Centres, and the Ontario Business Registry The intention of the study was to get a picture of the flow of money, contractual relationships and how service delivery has played out in a relationship that was entered into in 2021, and formalised when a contract was signed a year

It was shared with the Frontenac News, in advance of its release on Thursday, February 15.

The contract was signed February of 2023 between the KHSC, which oversees both Kingston General Hospital and Hotel Dieu Hospital, and Focus Medical Ancillary, to perform some of the hospital’s cataract surgeries.

The KHC report quotes an article from the Whig Standard, wherein the CEO of KHSC, Dr. Pichora, said that the hospital did not have enough nursing staff to keep up with the demand for cataract surgery, and that was why it was entering into the contract. The surgeries would remain under hospital oversight and would be done by hospital surgeons at the Focus Medical Ancillary owned site. There would be no extra charges to patients.

The 2023 contract formalised a memorandum of understanding which had been in place for two years, since February of 2021. If Focus Medical Ancillary does not sound familiar, it operates in Kingston as Focus Eye Centre, and is owned by the same person, Kevin Chadwick.

According to the KHC report, between February of 2021, and September of 2023, the cost to the Ontario taxpayer for the KHSC ordered surgeries, that have been performed at the Focus Eye Centre, has been 56% higher than if they had been done at KHSC. The costs are outlined in the report.

“The total cost was $2.1million, including top up funds from provincial grants. If the same 2,590 procedures had been done in KHSC it would have cost $1.3 million” according to the report

The KHC report goes on to outline a complicated contractual relationship between the KHSC and FMA, concluding that the contract may have lapsed in September of 2023. but that the arrangement has been maintained.

It also said that the original rationale for off-loading the surgeries, all the way back in the fall of 2021, was for it to be a temporary solution to problems brought on by the COVID pandemic.

“Ostensibly, extra temporary space was needed so the hospital could ‘focus on urgent work,’ such as cancer cases, more complex ophthalmology cases and orthopedic cases. KHSC ophthalmology operating rooms (OR) were to be used for more urgent non-ophthalmologic cases, and the proposal, to make up for the loss in operating space, was that easier eye surgeries would go to FMA. This was the public story explaining why KHSC was using the FMA facility” – KHC report page 7.

However, in a briefing note released in April of 2023 by KHSC, the temporary arrangement seems to have changed into a pilot project that is being proposed as a model for not only cataract surgery, but other health care services as well: “The continued collaboration with Focus Eye Centre (FEC) …. demonstrates a return on investment with a public and private partnership which has moved activity to the community that does not require academic hospital care.”

The report pointed to what it calls convenient wording in the above-quoted passage: “In this sentence, ‘community’ needs to be read as a ‘for-profit clinic’ and ‘public and private partnership’ as a contract to privatise. If a real ‘community-based’ clinic was needed, a better option would have been to establish a facility completely operated by the hospital,” it says.

Click here for the original article

NDP raises concerns about ‘executive health’ clinic charging patients thousands
(February 16, 2024) by: Sneh Duggal, The Trillium

Toronto residents said they lost their family doctor last year after she moved to the ‘executive health’ clinic

As the province grapples with a family doctor shortage, New Democrats are raising concerns about clinics offering health care to Ontarians for hefty fees.

Last fall, the South Keys Health Center in Ottawa made headlines for its plan to charge patients $400 to be enrolled in its nurse practitioner clinics.

At Queen’s Park on Friday morning, the NDP raised the alarm about MDDirect, an “executive health” clinic in Toronto that charges patients nearly $5,000 per year.

NDP MPP Jessica Bell said she is “concerned about … the rise of private medical clinics in Ontario like MDDirect and what this means for the future of health care.”

“What we believe is that, in Canada, everyone should get access to good public health care based on need — not on how much you earn, not on where you live, not on the colour of your skin, not on how old you are,” said the MPP for University–Rosedale.

“This shouldn’t be happening. There shouldn’t be clinics in Ontario that charge $4,995 a year in order to access medically necessary care,” Bell said. She accused the Progressive Conservative government of moving on a “path of creating a two-tier health-care system where we have a for-profit care system for people who can pay $4,995 a year to access their doctor and a public health system for the rest of us.”

Bell called on the government to “investigate” such clinics for any possible violations of the Canada Health Act and to “enforce the ban on excessive extra-billing and extra fees for medically necessary care.”

On its website, MDDirect markets itself as “designed to pick up where other executive health clinics leave off” through its “Healthcare On Demand” program.

An email from the clinic outlining its services obtained by The Trillium states that MDDirect provides “comprehensive annual physicals” along with “extensive diagnostic screening,” same-day visits or calls and emails, “24/7 access to their personal physician for urgent health problems,” house calls in some instances and patient advocacy during hospital stays or for tests like MRIs.

The annual fees outlined were $3,695 for individuals aged 14–20, $4,595 for those 21–49, $4,795 for people 50–64 and $4,995 for individuals 65 and older.

MDDirect did not respond to questions from The Trillium before publication.

Asked about the NDP’s concerns on the clinic, Hannah Jensen, a spokesperson for Health Minister Sylvia Jones, didn’t say whether the government would investigate this specific health centre.

“It is a violation of the Commitment to the Future of Medicare Act (CFMA) to charge an individual for an OHIP-insured service or a component of an insured service,” Jensen said, adding that patients who think they’ve been charged for a service covered by OHIP can contact the CFMA program.

“The ministry reviews all possible violations that come to its attention and ensures that all OHIP-insured patients who are charged for an insured service are reimbursed in full,” she said.

Natalie Mehra, executive director of the Ontario Health Coalition, said under the Canada Health Act and provincial legislation health clinics aren’t allowed to charge for “medically necessary hospital or physician services” or co-mingle unnecessary services with medically necessary services in order to charge patients.

Mehra said she thinks MDDirect and the fees it’s charging “crosses the line.”

“You can’t give preferential access to physicians for people who pay and not give access to physicians for people who can’t pay, you cannot do that,” she said. “A consult with a physician whether it’s the same day or tomorrow or next week, you cannot charge for, urgent care is a covered service … a physical, if it’s medically needed, is a covered service,” she said.

Meanwhile, Bell also raised concerns about the family doctor shortage, which groups like the Ontario Medical Association have been trying to draw attention to. She called on the government to include more funding for primary care in its upcoming budget.

Toronto residents who spoke at Queen’s Park alongside Bell said they’re among around 1,600 patients who lost their family doctor at Taddle Creek Family Health Team last year after the doctor decided to move to MDDirect.

Wendy Campbell said she found out last March that she’d be without a family doctor by the end of June.

“I’ve reached the age of 87-and-a-half with very good primary care consistently, and it was very scary to have it suddenly gone and to join the hundreds of thousands of people without a family doctor,” she said. “I’m able to speak up for myself and I finally found a new doctor. Many of the other 1,600 patients of the clinic may not have been so lucky.”

Campbell said this isn’t just about one doctor, but rather more for-profit entities cropping up, costs for patients and “moving us away from our values that ensure universal rights.”

Jensen said the government has added more than 10,400 new doctors since 2018, including a 10 per cent bump in family doctors. She said the government has been taking other steps to tackle the issue, including adding more medical school seats and reducing barriers so health-care workers who are educated abroad or in other provinces can work in Ontario.

She said the province is also investing $110 million to expand “interprofessional primary care teams.”

“Our expansion, in addition to our programs to grow the physician workforce, will ensure 98 per cent of Ontarians are connected to a primary care provider over the next several years,” she said.

Click here for the original article

Ford government facing lawsuit over expansion of Pickering care home where dozens died during height of COVID
(February 13, 2024) by: Maria Iqbal, The Toronto Star (behind a paywall)

–> The first part of the article is as follows: 


A health advocacy coalition and the daughter of a deceased long-term-care resident have launched a court challenge against the Ministry of Long-term Care’s approval of the expansion of a Pickering home where the Canadian military reported disturbing conditions during the pandemic.




The challenge announced Tuesday calls for a judicial review of the ministry’s decision to approve an 87-bed expansion of Orchard Villa long-term-care home and a new 30-year licence for its parent company, Southbridge Care Homes.

Click here for the original article



RELEASE & REPORT:  Health Coalition Exposes Significantly Higher Costs & Irregularities in Kingston Hospital Cataract Surgery Privatization: New Report
(February 15, 2024)

The press release and report was released on February 15. An update with a response to statements made by the Kingston Health Sciences Centre CEO can be found below the initial release.

The privatization of cataract surgeries in Kingston, Ontario, costs 56% more than if the same procedures had been done in a public hospital, reports the Kingston Health Coalition (KHC).

The KHC’s new report, A Clear-Eyed Analysis of Cataract Surgery Privatization, examined two years, November 24, 2021, to September 30, 2023, of Kingston Health Sciences Centre (KHSC) privatizing cataract surgeries to a private for-profit chain, Focus Medical Ancillary (FMA). The cost to the health care system was $2,036,779, a 56% increase over what it would have cost to perform the same services in the public hospital.

The data was compiled from documents released after Freedom of Information requests. “The private cataract surgery contract means $2 million is lost to the public health system.  Instead, these funds were used to build up a more expensive for-profit health care provider,” commented Ross Sutherland, KHC co-chair and author of the report.  “On top of the increased cost, the $2 million spent supporting a more expensive private facility is ultimately outside the control of the hospital or government. It is subject to the workings of the market. The company could go bankrupt or move on, either way taking the benefit of that public investment.”

“The 56% increase in cost over doing the surgeries in the public hospital is pubic money that could have been spent opening unused hospital operating rooms, retaining and expanding staff, or funding cataract surgeries in a smaller, nearby, regional hospital, such as in Napanee.”

The Coalition also found that the KHSC-FMA contract lacks transparency, an ongoing problem with public money being spent on for-profit corporations.  The private corporate partner is not clear. Proper extensions in the contract are in doubt. Is it a temporary “occupancy agreement”, or a more in-depth long-term privatization? And, what options, like opening closed hospital operating rooms, were considered?

Possible conflicts of interests in the creation of the privatization contract were identified and the approval of the contract appears to violate the procurement directives under the Public Sector Accountability Act.

“Without transparency there cannot be public accountability and trust that decisions are being made in the public’s interest not for private for-profit interests,” argued Joan Jardin, the other KHC Co-Chair. “To begin to establish trust in the system, and stop the waste of public money, the private cataract surgery contract needs to be ended as soon as possible.”

Click here for printable version of release

Click here for full report



(February 27, 2024)

MEDIA RELEASE: Kingston Health Coalition responds to Kingston Hospital CEO’s Comments on Cataract Surgery Privatization: Invites CEO to a public discussion

Following the Kingston Health Coalition’s (KHC) release of its analysis of the Kingston Health Sciences Centre’s (KHSC) privatization of cataract surgeries, Dr. Pichora, CEO of the hospital, has been quoted in the media dismissing the report’s conclusions. He said he “fundamentally disagrees” with the KHC’s findings and “has no idea where they get some of their interpretation of the numbers from.”  The Health Coalition would like to invite Dr. Pichora to a public meeting with the Health Coalition for a full discussion of the issue.

In the meantime, the Health Coalition issued the following corrections and responses to the claims attributed to the KHSC’s CEO:

	The Coalition’s report and analysis of the costs of the cataract surgery privatization come directly from data in the contracts and documents from the hospital obtained through a Freedom of Information request by the Kingston Health Coalition. The Health Coalition is happy to share the documents with anyone who would like to see them.


 

	Pichora is quoted in The Kingstonist saying “The provincial price [for cataract surgeries] is, I think, something like $505, to the hospital or to Focus.” Dr. Pichora further stated that the surgeries have the “same price tag” whether performed at the hospital or the clinic, a price which is covered by the province.


The documents from the hospital tell a different story.  The KHSC is funded $504 dollars per cataract surgery under the Quality Based Procedures (QBP) funding program from the provincial government.  The QBP funding system expressly covers hospital overhead costs. Not only did the Ontario Health Coalition confirm this in a meeting with Dr. Alan Hudson, neurosurgeon and former head of the Ontario Wait Times Strategy, who developed the QBP program for the province, it is also spelled out clearly in the Ontario Hospital Association’s fact sheet on the QBP funding system:

“This approach used total costs which included both direct (e.g. salaries, supplies) and indirect (e.g. education, administrative and support services, research) costs.”

Whether in a private clinic or in a public hospital, the surgeons also bill OHIP for the surgery, and it is the same rate ($397.75 for a basic cataract including insertion of intraocular lens). Again, for clarity, the QBP is on top of the OHIP billing rate for surgeons, and it covers the hospitals’ overhead costs.

The documents show that KHSC essentially transfers its $504 QBP funding to Focus Eye for the surgeries performed at the for-profit clinic, but that is not all.  On top of this, the hospital applied to the province and obtained an extra $200 per procedure to be paid to the private clinic. Further the provincial grant paid $213,300 for additional costs required to coordinate activities between the Focus facility and KHSC.

When all of this is totaled, cataract surgeries at Focus Eye Centres (FEC) cost $786 per procedure in the first two years of the arrangement (up to September 2023) compared to $504 dollars per procedure in the hospital: a 56% higher cost.

In other words, whether the work is done at the hospital or at the clinic, the operating costs are covered by the QBP funding.  Which leaves the question: Why is the province willing to pay an the extra $282 per procedure at the private clinic (56% more),  rather than at the hospital, and what does the for-profit company use that money for?  There are no details in the hospital’s media response answering these questions.

 

	Pichora’s claim that patients have to wait for surgery at KHSC or have it performed privately at their own expense is false. As Dr. Pichora must know, it is both unlawful under the Canada Health Act to charge a patient for a needed surgery in Ontario and illegal under the Commitment to the Future of Medicare Act (Ontario), regardless of whether that surgery is done in a private clinic or a public hospital. Patients who are being extra-billed and subject to user fees in private clinics are being charged illegally. Those clinics should be fined and stopped. We hope Dr. Pichora will ensure in the future that he not misinform patients about their rights under our Public Medicare laws.


The Alternatives

The privatization of hospital cataract surgeries to FEC cost $732,000 more than if the same surgeries had been done in the hospital.  The list of other items this money could have been spent on, rather than building up a for-profit company is long, but includes, increasing funding to the hospital for hospital services, retaining and expanding staff, expanding operating room capacity, or helping meet the many needs in the health care system that the province says it cannot afford.

There are alternatives that would reduce wait times, save money and strengthen our public health care system.

A. Use existing hospital operating rooms. Kingston Health Sciences Centre’s cataract surgery operating rooms only operate from 7:30 to 3:30 during the week and are closed on the weekends. The cheapest and fastest way to rapidly increase the number of cataract surgeries would be to open one of these rooms on a weekend day and/or for a few extra hours during the week.   The hospital chose not to do this and Dr. Pichora argues, in the media, that it is hard to get nurses and surgeons to work extended days or on the weekends. The hours staff work is largely a question of leadership and pay.  With proper pay staff, as most hospital staff do, will work shifts, including weekends and evenings.  Underfunded hospitals and poorly compensated staff, make this choice harder. Also, if more staff are needed to meet a well-documented growing medical need, then hiring more staff is needed. Asking for volunteers and/or overtime hours is, at best, a short-term strategy and short sighted.

The $282 extra per procedure that is paid the use the for-profit facility means approximately $564 dollars more per hour (two procedures per hour) that could have been paid to the hospital easily covering any shift premiums or overtime costs needed to expand the use of hospital operating rooms: ORs that are already heated, have electricity, and have adjacent sterilization equipment.

B. Increase hospital infrastructure to meet medical need. It is important to note that the hospital’s cataract surgery privatization did not increase the number of cataract surgeries done in the Kingston area. It only moved surgeries that had already been allocated to the hospital into a for-profit clinic at extra cost. A significant part of the problem is underinvestment in the hospital infrastructure.

The problems with capacity for cataract surgeries were known before the pandemic and steps could have been taken then, as they could be taken now, to expand capacity in the public system.  The province could fund the use of regional hospitals like the Lennox and Addington County General Hospital in Napanee to do cataract surgeries, which it had done before that work was moved to KHSC.  Providing this service in Napanee would meet the needs of many people from the west end of Kingston through to Deseronto and Prince Edward County. It would also help strengthen that hospital, which is important to the Napanee community.

As a teaching hospital with a very well-respected ophthalmology program, the hospital could have (and maybe still should) establish a regional ophthalmology center as a hospital division, that is fully integrated in the hospital, to expand both the surgical capacity, and the research and teaching opportunities. There is no need to pay extra to a have a for-profit corporate chain involved in this process.

Regardless of the wisdom of using FEC to maintain capacity during the pandemic, now that the pandemic-induced loss of capacity has passed, the hospital should be taking any steps to increase its public capacity and end its relationship with FEC.

Contract Irregularities

The hospital has not addressed concerns raised by the Health Coalition over contract irregularities. Proper extensions in the contract are in doubt. Is it a temporary “occupancy agreement”, or a more in-depth, long-term privatization? What options were considered? How were decisions made? Was there a violation of the Public Sector Accountability Act? Without transparency there cannot be public accountability, or trust, that decisions are being made only in the public’s interest.

In conclusion, the findings of the Kingston Health Coalition align with 30 years of research on for-profit delivery of health care that shows privatization to be more expensive, more inequitable, and of lesser quality. The evidence is clear that privatization decreases access and undermines democratic decision making.

Click here for printable version of response to hospital CEO’s statement

Health advocates asking judge to quash licence renewal for Pickering’s Orchard Villa
(February 13, 2024) Durham Radio News

Advocates and family members are asking for a judge’s opinion on whether Pickering’s Orchard Villa residence should have received a licence extension by the province.

The Ontario Health Coalition announced the legal action Tuesday. The group is seeking a judicial review of the matter, noting alleged health violations and the deaths of residents during the early waves of the COVID-19 pandemic.

“The Ministry [of Municipal Affairs and Housing] has approved a new build for Southbridge Care in Pickering in contradiction to its own legislation,” said Cathy Parkes, whose father Paul died at the home in April 2020, in a release on Tuesday. “Long-term care homes with repeated failures do not deserve a free pass. After the deaths of so many loved ones, including my father, and the continued failures detailed in incident reports, Southbridge care should not have received the award of extra beds and a 30-year license for Orchard Villa. Ontarians deserve to know that care is the primary focus of long-term care.”

The Orchard Villa property includes a long-term care home and retirement home.

The owner, Southbridge Care Homes, is looking to demolish the 233-bed long-term care facility and build a successor on the same property. The new long-term care home would be 15 floors high, and hold as many as 320 beds.

The government approved the operator’s request, granting them a new long-term care home licence for up to 30 years. Protestors had rallied against the licence renewal request in 2021.

In 2023, Pickering council opted not to support Southbridge when it asked the government for a powerful Ministerial Zoning Order (MZO). Despite this, then-Housing Minister Steve Clark issued an MZO for the site, cutting red tape and speeding it up.

“The Ford government promised accountability but is doing the opposite,” said Natalie Mehra, executive director of the Ontario Health Coalition, in a release on Tuesday. “A massive expansion and a new 30-year license is absolutely not in the public interest.”

“Under the Fixing Long-Term Care Act, the government is required to ensure that the past conduct of long-term care home owners offers reasonable grounds to believe that the home will not be operated in a manner that is prejudicial to the health, safety and welfare of its residents,” argued the coalition.

Orchard Villa was the site of a massive COVID-19 outbreak in the spring of 2020. At least 78 deaths have been linked to the first wave alone.

That April, the home was one of five, in Ontario, that the Canadian Armed Forces were brought in to inspect. The military would eventually release a damning report, alleging severe health violations and staffing shortages. The report describes the presence of flies and cockroaches, as well as residents being left in soiled undergarments and left to sleep on bare mattresses. During one incident, a patient allegedly died while choking on a piece of food; they had not been been sat up properly for their meal.

On Tuesday, Premier Doug Ford was asked about Orchard Villa.

“I acknowledge it was a tough time throughout COVID, not only here but around the world,” said Premier Doug Ford. “But we have corrected those problems. We’re going to continue improving the processes in all long-term care homes. People are now going to able to live and call it home in brand-new facilities all over Ontario.”

“We’re going to continue to build,” he said, citing population growth.

The Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing gave similar reasons in a statement to Durham Radio News.

“The people of Pickering deserve a new, modern long-term care home, where currently hundreds of people are waiting for care,” wrote Daniel Strauss, a spokesperson for Long-Term Care Minister Stan Cho. “Our government believes in building Ontario’s long-term care capacity, not reducing it. To do this, we have invested a historic $6.4 billion to build 58,000 new and upgraded long-term care spaces. It was our government that brought in the most robust safety requirements in North America in the Fixing Long-Term Care Act. All proposed license extensions must undergo a rigorous undertaking process to show they can meet these new high standards, as is the case with the proposed Pickering development.”

You can read the Ontario Health Coalition’s court filing by clicking here.

Click here for the original article

RELEASE:  Families & Advocates Announce Legal Action as Ford Government Grants New Long-Term Care Licenses to Corporations with Hideous Records
(February 13, 2024)

Toronto – The daughter of a deceased long-term care resident and the Ontario Health Coalition are asking the court to require the Ford government live up to their own long-term care legislation. The advocates are seeking a judicial review of the Ford government’s decision to grant an 87-bed expansion and new 30-year license for the 233-bed home owned by Southbridge at Orchard Villa in Pickering and have asked the court to quash the undertaking (link for court filing here.) Under the “Fixing Long-Term Care Act”, the government is required to ensure that the past conduct of long-term care home owners offers reasonable grounds to believe that the home will not be operated in a manner that is prejudicial to the health, safety and welfare of its residents.

Two hundred and six of Orchard Villa’s 233 residents contracted COVID-19 and more than 70 died. At 30 deaths per 100 residents, Orchard Villa has one of the worst pandemic death records in Ontario. This should have been its own “never again” contend the families and the Health Coalition, but it does not end there.

The military exposed horrific conditions at Orchard Villa including residents’ mattresses set on the floor so they could not get up, lack of hygiene, and unsafe infection control and medication practices. They found the home was dirty with cockroaches and flies present, a rotten food smell, residents left in soiled “diapers”, residents left without hydration, improper feeding, a resident with a likely fractured hip left without proper care, multiple resident falls without assessment. There was poor access to supplies. Not only were residents on bare mattresses without linens, but also scarce wound care supplies, oxygen generators without oxygen, and broken suction units.

The military’s findings were not an aberration. Orchard Villa has a history of chronic non-compliance and continues to be cited for poor care in a litany of inspection reports that describe many of the same issues exposed by the military.

The Ontario government has gone to extraordinary lengths to force through the approval of Orchard Villa’s expansion, issuing an MZO despite a unanimous vote by Pickering City Council opposing the plan.

“The Ford government promised accountability but is doing the opposite,” said Natalie Mehra, executive director of the Ontario Health Coalition. “A massive expansion and a new 30-year license is absolutely not in the public interest.”

“The Ministry has approved a new- build for Southbridge Care in Pickering in contradiction to its own legislation. Long-term care homes with repeated failures do not deserve a free pass,” said Cathy Parkes, daughter of Paul Parkes who died at Orchard Villa. “After the deaths of so many loved ones, including my father, and the continued failures detailed in incident reports, Southbridge care should not have received the award of extra beds and a 30-year license for Orchard Villa. Ontarians deserve to know that care is the primary focus of long-term care.”

“While enforcement is important it will do little to protect residents from companies that have proven themselves to be utterly incapable of providing proper care,” said lawyer Steven Shrybman, from Goldblatt Partners LLP.

Click here for printable version

Click here for court filing papers (Notice of Application)

Doug Ford’s new infrastructure bank will benefit investors, not the public
(February 8, 2024)

By: Linda McQuaig, Toronto Star


It seems like a good rule-of-thumb that the housing of frail and vulnerable people should not be left to those with a voracious appetite for profit.




This could be regarded as a key takeaway from the pandemic, when it emerged that death rates were four times higher in private, for-profit long-term care homes than in municipally operated ones.




So it’s curious that the Ford government, citing the need for more long-term-care facilities, recently announced plans for a new infrastructure bank that would rely on private sector financiers, rather than the tried-and-true method of publicly financing our infrastructure.


The new bank, as structured by Doug Ford’s government, seems to be less about meeting public needs and more about providing lucrative opportunities for major investors.




It’s likely to exacerbate the already serious problem of privatization in long-term care. In 2022 — after the pandemic disaster — the Ford government awarded contracts for 30,000 additional long-term care beds to private operators, including chains with some of the highest pandemic death rates.




The new bank will mean that even more public money allocated for long-term care gets diverted into private profits, says Natalie Mehra, director of the Ontario Health Coalition.




Traditionally, Ontario has raised money to build infrastructure by selling bonds to the public, and this public financing method has worked well, according to Brian Lewis, former chief economist for the province.


Teaming up with the private sector is often sold to the public as a way to entice private investors to put their money into public projects, thereby saving the public money.




But this makes no sense. To believe that involving private investors saves us money, you’d have to believe that these private players — including notoriously penny-pinching private equity firms — give us their money or provide it at bargain-basement rates. (Spoiler alert: they don’t.)




Rather, they insist on collecting high rates of return. This diverts a significant chunk of public money to their profits, and drives up the cost of our infrastructure.




We should have learned this lesson long ago. In 2014, Ontario’s auditor general investigated 74 infrastructure projects — built as “public-private partnerships” — and concluded they had cost Ontario taxpayers $8 billion more than if the government had publicly financed the infrastructure.


Similarly, B.C.’s auditor general concluded the province paid only 4 per cent interest when it raised the money itself, compared to rates as high as 14 per cent paid to private investors on infrastructure projects.




Furthermore, introducing profits undermines the public goals of the project, says Thomas Marois, a political economist at McMaster University who studies public banks around the world.




Marois points to successful public banks like Holland’s BNG, which provides low-cost financing to municipalities, explicitly declaring on its website: “Instead of maximizing profits, our priority is to maximize the social impact of our activities.”




Another widely respected public bank, Germany’s KfW, is notable for its democratic governance.




Marois notes that Canada has an impressive history of creating useful public banks — including the Alberta Treasury Branch, Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, Farm Credit Canada — that don’t involve private investors.


But, in 2017, the Trudeau government broke with this tradition when it created the Canada Infrastructure Bank. Designed with heavy input from Wall Street, the bank was structured to attract major investors with high rates of return, and it’s done little to advance the public interest. In 2022, a parliamentary committee recommended it be abolished.




Marois argues it should instead focus on low-cost public financing, without private investors.




The Ford government is now replicating the failed privatization model in its new infrastructure bank. One telltale sign the bank will likely have a pro-corporate approach is its governance. Ford has appointed former Scotiabank CEO Brian J. Porter as chair, and the two other board members so far both have backgrounds in the financial sector.




But what we need is a public bank, governed by people representative of the community, that isn’t all about maximizing profits.

Click here for the original article











URGENT SURVEY:  Ontario Health Coalition Survey on Extra Fees in Private Clinics
(February 5, 2024)





The Canada Health Act says that patients cannot be charged for medically necessary hospital and physician services, such as cataract surgeries and MRIs. Public health care is supposed to cover all Canadians equally, but sometimes private clinics charge extra fees to patients unlawfully. Private clinics also sometimes charge fees for medically unnecessary tests or procedures, including special cataract lenses or extra eye measurements for cataract surgery.









If you or a direct family member has been charged these unlawful extra fees in recent years, please fill out our survey and send it to us by February 29, 2024. The survey takes most people less than 5 minutes to complete, and almost everyone finishes within 10 minutes. It’s really easy to do!

We will use the information from your survey responses to make a public report and submissions to the provincial and federal governments to stop extra user charges for patients and protect equal access to public health care for all Canadians. We will not include any patients’ names or personal information in the report or submissions without permission to do so.

If you have completed a previous version of this survey, please do not submit the same occasion of being charged extra fees more than once.

Take the survey by:

	completing the online version here: https://forms.gle/F3Z8E5Kkj4iuCvC98, or
	downloading, printing, and completing the printable version at the bottom of this page.


If you are using the printable version, send us your completed survey by:

	emailing info@ontariohc.ca with the subject line “EXTRA FEES SURVEY”, or
	mailing Ontario Health Coalition, 15 Gervais Drive, Suite 201, Toronto, Ontario, MC3 1Y8.


Survey deadline: please send us your completed survey or complete the online version by February 29, 2024.

Please share this survey with your seniors’ organization, patient group, community group, friends, family, and neighbours to collect evidence on what patients are being charged in private clinics.

Click here for printable version (PDF)

Health coalition holding discussion on fate of Fort Erie hospital
(January 8, 2024)

By: Allan Benner, Standard


There’s increasing interest in a public meeting on the state of health care in Fort Erie, after a previously scheduled meeting was cancelled due to a medical emergency that resulted in death.




Organizer Sue Hotte from Niagara Health Coalition said the scope of Thursday’s meeting has grown since it was cancelled on Nov. 30, when a volunteer collapsed as the meeting was starting.



This is a snippet of the paywalled article.

Click here for full article

Ontario’s Hospital Labour Force Is At A Breaking Point
(January 8, 2024)

By: Adam D.K. King, The Maple

No one will be shocked to learn that health-care workers across Canada are overworked and stressed out. Yet the extent of the problem revealed by each new study or poll can’t help but astonish.

This past Wednesday, the Ontario Council of Hospital Unions (OCHU), part of the Canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE), held a press conference to present the findings from a recent poll of its hospital workforce. What OCHU reported was truly staggering.

Ontario’s hospital labour force is at a breaking point and is calling on a government with no effective plan to deal with the years-long staffing crisis to finally act.

The Nanos-conducted survey of unionized hospital staff found that 62 per cent of workers are dealing with exhaustion and high stress levels stemming from overwork. Additionally, 44 per cent of workers report having trouble sleeping, while 41 per cent say they dread going to work.

The OCHU represents roughly 50,000 hospital staff members across Ontario, including registered practical nurses, personal support workers, housekeepers and clerical staff. The Nanos survey polled more than 750 workers and is a rare opportunity to gauge the working experiences of staff other than doctors and registered nurses.

Like nurses, these union members have faced a health-care system buckling under the strain of underfunding and the continued fallout from the COVID-19 pandemic, though many earn lower wages and face greater employment precarity than their more credentialed coworkers.

As CUPE/OCHU have argued, Ontario’s health-care workers across the board are being forced to bear the brunt of a systemic crisis and they’ve simply had enough. According to the union’s polling, 69 per cent of workers felt hospitals didn’t have enough staff to deliver high-quality care, with nearly as many reporting doing the work of two or more people. Just under half of respondents said they are dealing with work-induced anxiety.

Additionally, 26 per cent of surveyed hospital workers are considering quitting their job and leaving the field. In a vicious cycle, stressful working conditions drive workers out of the sector, worsening the situation for those who remain and encouraging further staff to consider departing.

A persistent and significant shortage of trained staff has led to the current situation. According to the union, the two primary issues driving the staff shortages are overwork and poor compensation.

Sharon Richer, secretary-treasurer of OCHU/CUPE, highlighted that the sector continues to lose trained and experienced staff due to poor working conditions. “The whole system depends on workers – and yet their needs continue to be neglected,” Richet commented, adding that the Ford governments’ lack of any staff retention plan is “shocking.”

In early December, the acting auditor general of Ontario reported that the province had no central plan to tackle the nursing shortages leading to the long-running staff exodus as well as hospital emergency room closures.

Recruitment and retention have been long-festering issues in Ontario’s health-care sector — a problem dramatically worsened by the pandemic. As economy-wide job vacancies reached their peak in the second quarter of 2022, shortages in health care and social assistance also worsened. In the third quarter of 2022, health-care and social assistance job vacancies grew by 9.5 per cent and reached a record high of 150,100 nationally. At that time, vacancies among registered nurses and registered psychiatric nurses, nurse aides, orderlies and patient service associates, and licensed practical nurses accounted for 69.2 per cent of all health job vacancies. According to the most recent data — covering quarter three of 2023 — vacancies in health care still lead most other occupations, despite overall declines in vacant positions.

In a previous study, OCHU has documented the staff shortages throughout the Ontario health-care system. As troubling as the shortages of OCHU members are, however, the largest staff deficit remains in nursing and inpatient services. According to OCHU’s research, Ontario has 0.285 full-time equivalent workers per 100 people in inpatient services, compared to 0.395 in other provinces across Canada. This amounts to a 38.7 per cent deficit. As the report points out, “If Ontario had the same ratio of inpatient health care workers, there would be another 16,201 full-time inpatient jobs in our hospitals.”

As the CBC reports, Ontario’s Financial Accountability Office (FAO) found that the province needs to hire 86,000 nurses and personal support workers by 2028 alone to get back to pre-pandemic staffing levels in hospitals and home- and long-term care facilities. This wasn’t the first time that the FAO warned of the health-care staffing crisis and its long-term impacts.

Of course, a primary driver of staff shortages is low and/or stagnant wages. Unsurprisingly, the OCHU poll found that 52 per cent of surveyed union members reported being unhappy with their compensation. Health-care workers had their wages and salaries repressed for three years by the Ford government’s unconstitutional Bill 124. Now that that law is no longer in force, pay for some health-care workers has improved. For example, Ontario nurses received an average of an 11 per cent pay increase over two years through arbitration this past summer. Yet, for many other health-care workers, there has yet to be any recovery from the real wage losses incurred during the post-pandemic inflation.

As unionized hospital staff bargain for new collective agreements, it’s important to reiterate that poor conditions also have negative impacts on Ontario patients. For example, in December, the Ontario Health Coalition released a damning report tracking emergency room and other health facility shutdowns. The OHC’s study found that, up to November 24, there were 868 temporary or permanent emergency room closures across the province, along with 316 urgent care centre closures. In total, the health coalition tracked 1,199 hospital service closures, constituting 31,055 hours of lost care. Such closures and lack of care are often devastating for rural and under-served communities.

As well, in November, the CBC reported in advance the findings from the latest report of the Ontario patient ombudsman, who handles public complaints concerning the province’s health system. According to the ombudsman’s report, complaints grew by 33 per cent year-over-year, reaching 4,388 total complaints in 2022-23. Though roughly one in five complaints concerned primary physician care, which is outside the purview of the ombudsman’s office, the past fiscal year nevertheless saw a significant growth in patient dissatisfaction with Ontario’s understaffed and underfunded health system.

As OCHU argued at its presser, the Ontario government funding plans for the province’s health-care system fall far short of what is needed. Surveyed union members strongly agree. Nearly 80 per cent of workers polled said they aren’t confident in the Ford government’s plans to improve Ontario’s health care, an understandable response after the government’s moves to outsource and privatize various services.

The hospital union council’s study demonstrates that its members are profoundly unhappy with their working conditions and it’s taking a major toll on workers’ mental health. As troubling as this finding is, it’s hardly new. Statistics Canada has been regularly studying and releasing reports on the deteriorating state of health-care working conditions and their deleterious impacts on worker mental health. A combination of excessive overtime, crippling workloads and the emotional burden of caring for patients in an underfunded system has been driving nurses and other health workers out of the field for three years.

With OCHU’s latest study, the union is again calling on the government to act, while offering its own proposals to address the staffing crisis.

As a first step toward a solution, the union is proposing that the Ford government invest an additional $1.25 billion annually over the next five years, on top of inflation.

The union also wants to see staff-to-patient ratios implemented to provide greater certainty to both workers and patients. British Columbia recently became the first Canadian province to introduce minimum staffing ratios for nurses, though they have yet to be implemented. Such ratios have also been a rallying cry among many unionized nurses in the United States.

Of course, the pay and conditions of health-care workers must be also addressed head on to recruit and retain staff. According to OCHU, only half of its members have full-time status. The union wants this improved to 70 per cent within five years, an entirely reasonable ask.

Health-care unions and the Ontario public are broadly in agreement when it comes to opposing the Ford Conservatives’ attack on public health care. Yet as sensible as OCHU’s proposals are, without a concerted fight the government will continue on their current, destructive path.

Click here for original article 

Hallway health care: Ontario Health metrics put numbers to strained system
(January 3, 2024)

By: Jessica Smith Cross, The Trillium

On an average day, 1,326 people were on stretchers in Ontario emergency department hallways or other “unconventional spaces” at the end of the last fiscal year.

It’s one of the metrics Ontario Health (OH) uses to track the health of the health-care system, and it’s at its highest reported level since the province began tracking the stat in 2017, according to the health super agency’s latest annual report, recently tabled in the legislature.

The report notes that for this figure, lower is better — but the organization does not have a specific target it hopes to meet.

When Doug Ford’s Progressive Conservatives came to power in 2018, it was on a promise to “end hallway health care” altogether.

In 2017-18, before the Ford government was elected, there was an average of 1,087 patients in unconventional spaces and the figure stayed roughly at that level until dropping during the height of the pandemic to 713 in 2020-21. 

Since then, it has climbed steadily, now reaching its new high.

Many of the problems that caused hallway health care in the days of the Liberal government persist: patients are in hallway stretchers when there are no inpatient beds for them. One of the reasons there are not enough inpatient beds is that some people who don’t need to be in hospital any longer still are because there is no safe place for them to go.

They are called “alternate-level-of-care patients” and there were 4,565, on average, at the same time there were 1,326 people, on average, on stretchers in unconventional spaces. Of those ALC patients, 1,802 were waiting for long-term care beds, according to OH.

At the same time, 2,238 people deemed “crisis patients” were waiting for LTC in the community. That’s down slightly from the year prior. As of March 31, 2022, there were 2,546 — a little more than twice as high as the pre-pandemic baseline of 1,078 on March 31, 2019.

The high numbers were primarily driven by hospital patients taking priority over community patients on the waitlist, according to OH. The number of crisis patients in the community peaked at 3,199 in January 2022 due to the Omicron wave.

According to Home and Community Care Support Services, the median wait times for people seeking long-term care in 2022-23 was 202 days for those in the community and 75 days for those in hospitals. By comparison, the median wait for the year prior was 217 days for people in the community and 77 days for people in hospitals.

One of the ways the Ford government sought to ease hallway health care was to move ALC patients into long-term care with the controversial “More Beds, Better Care Act,” which allowed placement coordinators to select homes for ALC patients without their consent and fine them if they refused to move into them. According to a recent Auditor General report, 99 patients were moved into homes not of their choosing from the day the bill was passed in the fall of 2022 to the fiscal year-end of March 2023.

Two advocacy groups — the Ontario Health Coalition and the Advocacy Centre for the Elderly — are challenging the bill in court, arguing that the legislation infringes on the right to life, liberty and security of person under Section 7 of the Charter and discrimination based on age under Section 15 of the Charter.

The province initially said it expected the law to free up 250 beds in the first six months alone. While it’s not possible to measure how many patients made choices about their care they would not otherwise have made, had the law not been in effect, the auditor found that the proportion of people in hospitals who moved into a long-term care home that was not their first choice was 60 per cent, roughly equal to what it was before the law came into effect.

Emergency department closures

Some of the problems facing the health-care system are relatively new.

In 2019-20 and 2021-22, OH tracked unplanned hospital emergency department closures due to staffing shortages with the goal of having none — a goal it met in both years. Today, ED closures are a constant problem, but the agency no longer tracks that metric in its annual report.

According to figures compiled by the auditor general, there were 203 temporary emergency department closures in Ontario between July 2022 and June 2023, “involving 23 hospitals primarily located in rural or remote areas, largely related to a nursing shortage and other staffing challenges.”

While OH no longer publicly tracks closures, its annual report outlines some of the measures it’s taking to reduce them and says it averted 410 ED closures by providing crisis staffing support.

However, the closures have continued. For instance, three of four hospitals in the South Bruce Grey Health Centre network, serving southwestern Ontario, were closed overnight Tuesday.

In response to The Trillium‘s questions on the metrics in OH’s annual report, a spokesperson for Health Minister Sylvia Jones touted the province’s efforts to recruit and retain nurses.

“Ontario’s nurses are one of the highest paid nursing workforces across the country,” said Hannah Jensen. “Last year alone, our government is proud to have added 15,000 new nurses and through our Your Health plan, we are growing and supporting our healthcare workforce for years to come.

“We have broken down barriers to make it easier for internationally and interprovincially educated nurses to register and practice in Ontario, expanded the Learn and Stay program to provide tuition costs to more eligible nursing students with tuition while removing financial barriers for nurses looking to upskill, creating mentorship opportunities through the Clinical Scholar Program, adding a historic 121 new nurse practitioner education seats and continuing to work with our partners to expand nurses’ scope of practice, including recent changes that will allow registered nurses to prescribe contraception and deliver more immunizations.”

Click here for original article 

South Bruce Grey Health Centre hospitals were plagued with emergency department closures
(December 28, 2023)

By: The SouthGrey

This was the fifth most-read story of the year and was seen as the local indicator of a much bigger problem facing the province.

In an Ontario Health Coalition report released on December 5, it was revealed that the number of Ontario hospital emergency closures has soared to a new record level.

Across Ontario, vital hospital services, such as emergency departments, maternity and obstetrics, outpatient laboratories and intensive care units, have been subject to repeated closures in the last three years. Those closures were unprecedented. In its report, the Coalition found that the number of emergency department closures has increased even more. Not only are emergency departments shuttered for evenings, overnights, weekends or weeks and months at a time, but so too are labour and delivery units, obstetrics, outpatient laboratories, urgent care centres and intensive care units. The duration of closures is getting longer. Multiple towns across regions are closing vital services at the same time. Public notice is often last minute.

The Ontario Health Coalition tracked the closures of these urgent hospital services and found the following closures to date in 2023:

	868 temporary or permanent emergency department closures (one is permanent);
	316 urgent care centre closures;
	two outpatient laboratory closures;
	eleven obstetrics unit closures;
	one ICU closure, and;
	one labour and delivery unit closure (long-term).


In total, there have been 1,199 closures of vital hospital services this year up until November 24, meaning these services have temporarily or permanently closed in 1,199 instances. Consequently, 31,055 hours of care (equivalent to 3.44 years) have been lost to local communities this year so far.

A growing number of local hospitals are at risk of permanently losing services.

Locally, the local emergency department in Chesley has been closing evenings, overnight and on weekends since December 5, 2022. The Durham hospital has had at least 51 emergency department closures in 2023 to date.

According to the Coalition, the immediate cause of the closures is staff shortages including nurse, health professional and physician shortages. Staffing shortages that were emerging prior to the pandemic have grown over the last three years into the worst crisis anyone has seen.

Click here for original article 

Rural communities ‘suffering from the lack of health-care services,’ Niagara Falls MPP tells Fort Erie council
（December 22, 2023)

By: Sarah Ferguson, Fort Erie Post



Having access to health care when it’s needed is not a privilege; it’s a human right.




However, Niagara Falls NDP MPP Wayne Gates said accessing health care is a problem here in Niagara and across the province.




At the Dec. 18 Fort Erie council meeting, Gates spoke to councillors about the auditor general’s latest report on emergency departments, and the importance of restoring overnight services to the Douglas Memorial Urgent Care Centre (UCC).




“The reality is small, rural communities across this province have been suffering from the lack of health-care services,” Gates said.




Referring to the auditor general’s probe into emergency departments, Gates said the report indicated wait times are up, closures have become increasingly common, and some hospitals are struggling with as many as one in four jobs left unfilled.




The report, which was released this month, stated that prior to 2019, unplanned emergency department closures were rare. Between July 2022 and June 2023, there were more than 200 unplanned emergency department closures involving 23 hospitals, mostly in rural or remote areas, largely due to nursing and doctor shortages




“The report says UCCs play an absolute vital role in supporting our health-care system. In fact, we should be investing in more urgent care, not cutting services from communities. It’s important for communities like Fort Erie, Port Colborne, Minden, which has been fighting as well, like we have,” Gates said.




Gates said he planned to attend the meeting to talk to council about results from a public meeting on health care that was planned for last month. That meeting was cancelled due to an attendee who suffered a medical emergency prior to the start of the meeting.


“Because we had that health emergency at the town hall meeting, and everybody went home and we didn’t hold the meeting, I still thought it was important to go and encourage the residents to come,” he said. “I want the residents to come and listen to the stories that we’re facing.”




Originally planned for Nov. 30 at the Fort Erie Leisureplex, the meeting was supposed to be an opportunity to hear from local politicians, as well as from members of advocacy group Fort Erie Healthcare SOS, Niagara Health Coalition, Ontario Health Coalition and the Yellow Shirt Brigade about community health care.




The goal was to gain public input to help the health-care advocacy groups in their next steps in a fight to ensure health-care services are restored and protected.




As for the meeting that was supposed to take place, it has been rescheduled for Jan. 11. The meeting will begin at 6:30 p.m. at the Fort Erie Leisureplex at 3 Municipal Dr.



Click here for original article 





Death of man awaiting start of Fort Erie forum on health care highlights need for rural services, says health coalition chair
(December 12, 2023)

By: Sarah Ferguson, Fort Erie Post


What was supposed to be an opportunity for community members to share their thoughts on the state of health care turned into an emergency situation.




Just before the Fort Erie meeting on public health care was expected to start, a man in attendance had a medical emergency he did not survive and the meeting was cancelled.




Niagara Health Coalition chair Sue Hotte described the situation as an unfortunate event that highlights the important need for emergency health care in small rural communities.




Originally planned for Nov. 30 at Fort Erie Leisureplex, the meeting was supposed to be an opportunity to hear from local politicians, as well as members of advocacy group Fort Erie Health Care SOS, Niagara Health Coalition and Ontario Health Coalition about community health care.




The goal was to gain public input to help the coalitions and Fort Erie SOS plan their next steps in a fight to ensure health-care services are restored and protected.




“Before the meeting started, one of our members collapsed and hit the back of his head,” Hotte said.




The crowd was asked if there were any medical professionals that could assist.




“We had three nurses in attendance that performed CPR (for 20 minutes) until an ambulance arrived. Paramedics took over and we decided to cancel the meeting.”


It’s Hotte’s understanding that the man’s vital signs were absent by the time paramedics arrived.




He was transported to the nearest site with emergency services, which was Greater Niagara General Hospital in Niagara Falls, about a 30-kilometre drive from the Leisureplex.




In June, Niagara Health announced operating hours at its urgent care centres (UCC) in Fort Erie and Port Colborne would be cut overnight, and patients would be accepted between the hours of 10 a.m. and 8 p.m. starting July 5.




Since then, Fort Erie SOS and Niagara Health Coalition have been advocating for the restoration of services through rallies, protests and petitions.




Douglas Memorial was previously downgraded to an UCC after the site’s emergency room was closed in September 2009.




In an email, Fort Erie Health Care SOS founder Heather Kelley said the incident that occurred on Nov. 30 must be talked about.




“All levels of government must be held accountable for the lack of emergency health care in small and rural communities,” Kelley said. “Ontario needs to fund and staff our underused public hospital, emergency rooms, operating rooms and patient rooms. Lives are being lost.”




In May, Ontario Health Coalition responded to Bill 60 by launching a provincewide citizen referendum to convince the provincial government not to privatize some health care services under what is known as the Your Health Act.




The bill called for private clinics to provide services, including cataract surgeries, MRIs, CT scans, and hip and knee replacements.




Niagara Health Coalition hosted advanced polls at sites across Niagara leading up to the May 26 and 27 referendums.




“We had over 17,000 votes in our own area that we combined with the 400,000-plus that were collected provincewide,” Kelley said.




Between May and November, hospital advocacy groups, including Fort Erie Health Care SOS, gathered signatures for a petition delivered to the provincial government.




“We sent over 4,000 signatures to Queen’s Park to let the government know we need them to help Niagara Health see the error in their strategic plan,” Kelley said.




“The plan no longer meets the needs of our growing communities and they have left a number of people in our small rural communities without equitable access to urgent or emergency care. This is not acceptable.”




As for the meeting that was supposed to take place, it has been rescheduled for Jan. 11. The meeting will begin at 6:30 p.m. at Fort Erie Leisureplex at 3 Municipal Dr.








Click here for original article 












Ontario healthcare report finds over a thousand service shutdowns
(December 11, 2023)

By: Freq 90.5/Oldies 96.7

The Ontario Health Coalition released a report this past Tuesday, December 5th, which they say paints a stark picture of the province’s healthcare system.

The report tracked the closures of hospital services in 2023 and found a total of 1,200 temporary or permanent closures across Ontario occurred.

OHC Executive Director Natalie Mehra says these are jarring figures.

That number includes emergency departments, outpatient laboratories, obstetrics units and more. Mehra says public trust is gone.

Mehra made those remarks front of Queens Park in Toronto, where she put a lot of the blame on what the OHC calls “an unprecedented failure of leadership,” saying the staffing crisis has been compounded by policy decisions.

Read the full report here.

Click here for original article

Kitchener nurse practitioner operating private clinic
(December 9, 2023)

By: Tyler Kelaher and Karis Mapp, Kitchener

As Ontario’s public health system continues to battle long wait times and a shortage of family doctors, a Kitchener nurse practitioner claims to have the first and only private health clinic in the area.

Phlox Health in south Kitchener offers many of the same services as a public health clinic or family doctor – but operates as a private facility.

“Sometimes it’s called ‘private pay’ because obviously not everybody has the money nor the accessibility, but we feel that it’s very affordable and makes it accessible,” said the nurse behind the clinic, Sandra Dudziak.

Dudziak says she sees anywhere from seven to ten patients per day. Each pays a $75 flat rate per hour-long visit, with most primary services still covered by OHIP.

“Blood work, X-rays, things like that, are still covered,” said Dudziak.

Phlox Health believes it to be the first private nurse practitioner clinic in Waterloo Region and serves as an alternative for residents without a family doctor.

“We have a system that’s poorly designed for the needs of people today in general,” said Dr. George Heckman, an associate professor with the School of Public Health Sciences. “Add to that the shortages of family doctors, psychiatry, geriatrics, nursing and then you have the recipe for what we see now.”

As Ontario’s public health system continues to battle long wait times and a shortage of family doctors, a Kitchener nurse practitioner claims to have the first and only private health clinic in the area.

Phlox Health in south Kitchener offers many of the same services as a public health clinic or family doctor – but operates as a private facility.

“Sometimes it’s called ‘private pay’ because obviously not everybody has the money nor the accessibility, but we feel that it’s very affordable and makes it accessible,” said the nurse behind the clinic, Sandra Dudziak.

Dudziak says she sees anywhere from seven to ten patients per day. Each pays a $75 flat rate per hour-long visit, with most primary services still covered by OHIP.

“Blood work, X-rays, things like that, are still covered,” said Dudziak.

Phlox Health believes it to be the first private nurse practitioner clinic in Waterloo Region and serves as an alternative for residents without a family doctor.

“We have a system that’s poorly designed for the needs of people today in general,” said Dr. George Heckman, an associate professor with the School of Public Health Sciences. “Add to that the shortages of family doctors, psychiatry, geriatrics, nursing and then you have the recipe for what we see now.”

In a statement to CTV News, a spokesperson for the Minister of Health said in part:

“Our government is proud to have one of the largest publicly-funded healthcare systems in the world. A system that we have invested $80 billion in this year alone.”

The statement added that surgical backlog has been reduced to pre-pandemic levels, while workforce and hospital development is on the rise.

The Ontario Health Coalition doesn’t like Phlox Health’s model.

“No patient should ever had to pay for access to their medical care. That is a cornerstone in Canada. As a nurse, I would think that that should be unethical. They’re supposed to be advocates to their patients. They’re supposed to value equity as a core value in the access of their healthcare and this is not right,” said executive director Natalie Mehra of the Ontario Health Coalition.

But some patients aren’t willing to wait for public healthcare to catch up.

“I find coming here – everything I need happens almost immediately,” said Phlox patient Tea Susnjar.

“I don’t want to sit waiting six hours for something that you could get here faster.”










Click here for original article 





EVENT: 2023-24 Health Action Assembly & Annual Conference
(December 9, 2023)

Ontario Health Coalition

Health Action Assembly & Annual Conference

In person: Central YMCA, 20 Grosvenor Street, Toronto,

or by Zoom for those who want to participate virtually (from home by computer)

Saturday January 20 & Sunday January 21

10 am – 4:30 pm       9 am – 12:30 pm

The Ford government is trying to close and diminish our local public hospital services. They are privatizing and deregulating health care workforce. They are privatizing our core hospital services, long-term care, home care, primary care, Public Health. They are also building the infrastructure for private for-profit hospitals.

The fightback is starting to see some success. In the early summer, the government reversed their decision to cut funding for locums to staff hospitals which was threatening services in rural and northern communities. The government was forced to open a non-profit urgent care centre in Minden to “replace” the closed emergency department. They spent the summer holding press conferences announcing public hospital funding and have funded out some hospital deficits caused by the high cost of private for-profit agency staffing. However, this is a tough government and they have not yet changed course on privatization.

Now, more than ever, we need fearless, strong, ambitious action to stop privatization and force the rebuilding of our public health care.

Each year, we invite everyone who believes in Public Medicare and wants to defend and improve it to join together in a major strategy session. Join us for an important and fun weekend of briefings, speakers, report-ins and strategizing on January 20 & 21.

Hotel Rooms: We have reserved a block of hotel rooms at a reduced rate at the Chelsea Hotel on 33 Gerrard Street West. The rate is at $199 + tax/night.

To book your room, please use this link: http://tiny.cc/9g6hvz or call 1 (800) 243-5732 and cite the Ontario Health Coalition Room Block to receive the reduced rate. Please book as soon as possible, as space is limited and the deadline to book your hotel room at the discounted rate is Friday December 22. 

Local Coalitions: We will fund up to two representatives from each active local health coalition. All subsidies must be pre-approved by Natalie Mehra, executive director. You must fill out a subsidy request form & email it to Natalie Mehra at ohc@sympatico.ca. Note: we will subsidize amounts up to the block rate for a hotel room only.

REGISTRATION FORM 

If you are joining by Zoom, please register at this link http://tiny.cc/ys6hvz and indicate how you will be paying.

For all those who will be joining us in person, please fill in this attached form.

Note: you can register and pay online at: https://store.ontariohealthcoalition.ca/products/2023-health-action-assembly-annual-conference

National charity calls on northern communities to keep the hope alive
(December 8, 2023)

By: Austin Campbell, Superior North News

A charity that promotes equitable access to healthcare and provides free medical transportation is calling on communities along the north shore of Lake Superior for their support.

Established in 1986, Hope Air is a nationwide charity that provides transportation to and from medical appointments for patients living in remote communities or who face significant challenges in accessing healthcare.

Hope Air’s chief hope officer, Mark Rubinstein, said that their “primary mission is to assist low-income or poverty-stricken families, individuals, or children, who need to travel long distance for medical care that is not available in their home community.”

They have partnered with airlines such as Air Canada and Bearskin Airlines to make this possible.

Rubinstein observed that due to the unique structure of healthcare in the province — and the specific challenges that northern communities face when it comes to accessing healthcare services — most patients in northern communities reach a point where they are required to travel south to larger medical centres like Sick Kids Hospital in Toronto or the Health Sciences Centre in London for further treatment or advanced/specialty care.

He said that the “vast majority” of the patients they serve reside in Northern Ontario.

Over 25 per cent of the patients Hope Air serves are children from low-income families.

“In 1986, the founders of Hope Air recognized there was this gap in our healthcare system,” Rubinstein said. “Healthcare is supposed to be universal, but actually getting to healthcare, if you live far from treatment or diagnosis, is not universal and it turns out that many people can’t afford the many thousands of dollars that it might cost to travel from home – communities like Thunder Bay, Sault Ste. Marie, Gore Bay, or Hearst – to Toronto.”

“Without Hope Air, patients would cancel appointments, they would delay appointments, which ultimately leads to poorer health outcomes.”

Hope Air has been operating nationally for 37 years and 30 years in the province of Ontario.

Rubinstein said that, historically, the charity has run on private donations with “no material funding from the government of Ontario.”

Now, however, the bills are beginning to add up quickly – especially in the wake of COVID restrictions being lifted.

“Up until COVID, we were barely able to keep up with demand,” Rubinstein said. “We have to purchase airline tickets, hotel rooms, [and] taxi vouchers so patients can get from airport to hospital.”

“As we came out of the worst of the pandemic, toward the end of last year, we started to see a real increase in demand for Hope Air programs and services. This year – 2023 – program demand has increased over one hundred per cent. And so, it became very clear earlier this year that we simply did not have the funding to sustain this level of demand.”

According to Rubinstein, the company met with the provincial government “several months ago” to present government officials with data and testimonials about the work Hope Air is doing and to discuss a possible partnership or funding model.

The timing is key, Rubenstein noted, because the provincial government is currently in the midst of their overall budget consultation.

While the province continues their deliberation and Hope Air awaits a final decision, the charity has reached out to multiple communities in Northern Ontario for vocal support, launching a cross-community tour and meeting virtually or in-person with dozens or even hundreds of stakeholders including municipal councils, hospitals, social workers, airports, pilots and, patients.

“Almost everyone we spoke to [was] aware at some level of our work and were really concerned about the challenges moving forward and the possibility that Hope Air may have to suspend or withdraw programs from the province,” Rubenstein said.

“Fortunately, we’ve had virtually every major Northern Ontario [community] and other stakeholders write letters and simply say, ‘This is the impact of Hope Air on our community and it’s really important to ensure equitable access to healthcare.’ Everyone knows the challenges people have living in Northern Ontario and the fact you have to travel long distance often for life-threatening medical needs.”

In a letter addressed to Nipigon’s town council on Dec. 5, Hope Air’s community engagement manager Kristina De Marzio stated that they will have provided over 3,000 travel arrangements to patients across Ontario in 2023.

Across the country, the 20-employee organization will deliver over 20,000 travel arrangements in 2023.

“I think as a society we’re committed to equitable access to healthcare and I also think we’re committed to trying to do better when it comes to people who are either in poverty or struggling financially, and not try to exacerbate that by making people pay for what should be an essential right,” Rubinstein said.

With the recent report released by the Ontario Health Coalition on Dec. 5 addressing the number of emergency department closures across the province, the service that Hope Air provides is important to ensuring that residents – particularly in remote communities in Ontario – still have equitable access to healthcare services no matter the distance or cost.

“This problem can be solved tomorrow,” Rubinstein said. “This problem is purely an issue as it relates to adequate funding… Let’s help pull people out of poverty and let’s not exacerbate people’s financial problems because they have an unexpected major health issue that requires them to travel long distance and potentially incur major financial expenses.”

Click here for original article 

Gélinas continues to voice concerns over emergency room closures
(December 7, 2023)

By: Sudbury

Nickel Belt MPP France Gélinas, who is also the Ontario opposition health critic, said the numerous temporary closures of hospital emergency rooms in Ontario is putting lives at risk.

Gélinas was voicing her concern in the Ontario Legislature on Tuesday when she quoted a number of department closures that have occurred to date in 2023.

“The Ontario Health Coalition was able to identify 1,199 vital hospital services closures, 868 ER closures, 316 urgent care closures, 11 obstetrics closures — the list goes on. Labour and delivery closures, ICU closures, hospital out-patients lab closures. Every single one of these closures put patient health and life at risk,” Gélinas told the legislature.

“The Minister must be very proud, her plan to create a crisis in our health-care system is working perfectly. How many more private clinics will the minister be able to fund given this level of crisis?“

Health Minister Sylvia Jones said Gélinas was mentioning numbers that had not been measured previously. Jones said no other provincial government has recorded those incidents before, and had not saved any data.

“And frankly, you cannot manage what you don’t measure,” said Jones, adding her Conservative government is measuring those changes.

Jones added her government continues to make investments in health care and she mentioned the recent 52-bed expansion at Health Sciences North and the 72-bed expansion for St. Joseph’s continuing care centre.

Click here for original article 

“An unprecedented failure of leadership,” Ontario Health Coalition tracked 2023 hospital closures
(December 7, 2023)

By: Lake 88.1 News

The Ontario Health Coalition released a report Tuesday which they say paints a stark picture of the province’s healthcare system.

The report tracked the closures of hospital services in 2023 and found a total of 1,200 temporary or permanent closures across Ontario occurred.

OHC Executive Director Natalie Mehra says these are jarring figures.

Mehra says public trust is gone.

Mehra made those remarks front of Queens Park in Toronto, where she put a lot of the blame on what the OHC calls “an unprecedented failure of leadership,” saying the staffing crisis has been compounded by policy decisions.

There were 868 temporary or permanent emergency department closures in 2023.

Locally, the Almonte General Hospital emergency department closed four times overnight due to staffing shortages, the Carleton Place site closed 11 times overnight, and the Smiths Falls birthing unit temporarily closed once.



Read the full report




Click here for original article 







Ontario hospital ERs have closed 867 times so far this year, health coalition says
(December 6, 2023)

By: Elizabeth Payne, Ottawa Citizen

Emergency departments and other hospital services have closed a record number of times in Ontario so far in 2023, according to a new Ontario Health Coalition report being described as “staggering.”

As of Nov. 24, there had been 867 temporary emergency department closures in the province this year, including more than a dozen temporary overnight closures at Carleton Place & District Memorial Hospital, mostly earlier this year, and a handful at Almonte General Hospital, the most recent just in November. Arnprior Regional Health also temporarily closed its emergency department twice overnight, in May. All three hospitals are located outside Ottawa.

Across Ontario, there was one permanent emergency department closure in Minden.

In addition, there have been 316 temporary and permanent overnight closures at urgent care centres, two outpatient laboratory closures, 11 obstetrics unit closures, one long-term labour and delivery unit closure and one temporary intensive care unit closure, in Hamilton.

Those 1,199 closures of “vital hospital services” totaled more than 31,000 hours of care lost to communities this year, Ontario Health Coalition head Natalie Mehra said.

“These closures are staggering. The numbers are like nothing we have seen before,” Mehra told a media conference at Queen’s Park on Tuesday. “These are the most urgent health-care services that we have in our communities. That means, without question, peoples’ lives have been put at risk.”

Until 2022, temporary emergency department closures in Ontario were rare. But staff shortages, especially a shortage of nurses, forced a number of closures that year and numbers continued to rise in 2023 as the health staffing crisis worsened and COVID-19 continued to affect nurses, putting more strain on hospitals.

In addition to closures in smaller hospitals around Ottawa this year, there have been frequent emergency department and other service closures across the province. Some of the most difficult have been in the north, where hospitals can be hours apart.

In some parts of mid-western Ontario — in Perth, Huron Wellington, Dufferin, Bruce and Gray counties — multiple emergency departments have been closed at the same time, with little notice.

“Patients in medical crisis have to confirm on their own that the next hospital emergency isn’t also closed,” Mehra said.

Opposition politicians at Queen’s Park called for urgent action from the provincial government to better fund hospitals and bring nurses back into the system.

“Hospitals are a safety net for everyone and these closure rates are absolutely shocking,” said France Gélinas, NDP critic for health.

Opposition politicians also said the government’s focus on privatizing delivery of health care was worsening the situation in public hospitals because they were likely to poach nurses from the public system. Meanwhile, hospital emergency departments will face more staff shortages.

The province’s move to fund more private clinics is set to expand in 2024 with the opening of private day-surgery clinics to offer less complex surgical procedures covered by OHIP. Recent reporting has shown that at least one private clinic receives significantly more per surgery than public hospitals do.

Ontario Green leader Mike Schreiner called for the provincial government to end the privatization of health care, to stop its appeal of wage restraint legislation and to properly fund all health-care sectors.

“It is shameful that Ontario has the lowest per capita funding for health care in the country,” Schreiner said.

A spokesman for Ontario’s Health Minister Sylvia Jones said the province has increased funding to the hospital sector by four per cent this year.

In addition, 15,000 nurses and 2,400 physicians have been added to the province’s health workforce through changes to break down barriers for “internationally and interprovincially” educated health care workers and expanded a learn and stay grant, said spokesperson Hannah Jensen.  The province also extended a temporary locum program which provides urgent locum coverage to rural and local hospitals in need of physicians.

“Since we initially extended this program going into the summer, all hospitals in need of physician coverage and all northern hospitals stayed open throughout the summer,” she said.

Click here for original article 


Ontario hospitals closed for thousands of hours this year: report
(December 5, 2023)

By: Isaac Callan and Colin D’Mello, Global News

A new report from a health advocacy group suggests there have been more than 1,000 hospital closures in Ontario so far this year.

A new study released by the Ontario Health Coalition tracked closures between Jan. 1 and Nov. 24 and found that 1,199 closures had taken place.

The closures were predominantly at emergency departments, with some urgent care centres closing too. The report also found an intensive care unit had been forced to close.

“It is indisputable that these closures are endangering the health of Ontario residents,” Natalie Mehra, the executive director of the Ontario Health Coalition, said in a statement.

“There is no excess hospital capacity to be closed.”

The report identified some sites where the Ontario Health Coalition says closures are becoming commonplace.

The emergency department in Chesley has closed evening and overnight at the weekends since December 2022, the report found. Clinton’s emergency department has closed from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. since 2019.

The Ford government said it had poured money directly into plans to avoid emergency closures and to increase hospital staffing.

“This year alone we have added 15,000 new nurses and 2,400 new physicians to the healthcare workforce through changes our government has made,” a spokesperson for the minister of health said.

The spokesperson referenced regulatory changes to how nurses trained outside of both Canada and Ontario are able to work in the province.

They also said $44 million has been spent helping emergency departments stay open.

The Ontario Health Coalition, however, said staffing was the reason that 31,055 hours of care had been lost over the past year to hospital closures.

The advocacy group — which has decried changes to health care brought in by the Ford government, including increased use of independent and private health clinics — said policy choices had led to the closures.

The Ontario Health Coalition suggested the Ford government wage restraint legislation, Bill 124, had led to an exodus of nurses.

The bill was thrown out by an Ontario court at the end of 2022 and nurses have since been awarded retroactive pay increases worth an extra 6.75 per cent over three years.

“The Ford government has not stepped in and set a standard of expectation that these vital services remain open,” Mehra said.

“The failure of the provincial government to take responsibility for planning, recruiting and retaining needed health care staff, dealing with crises and setting standards for access to the most urgent of health care services is at odds with the approach of Ontario’s governments dating back at least forty years.”

Click here for original article 

London region ERs have closed 77 times this year: Report
(December 5, 2023)

By: Free Press

Rural and small-town hospital emergency rooms in Southwestern Ontario have been closed at least 77 times so far this year, a new report by a provincial health advocacy group says.

There have been 868 temporary emergency room closures, including one that was permanent, so far this year across Ontario, the report released Tuesday by the Ontario Health Coalition says. At least 77 involve hospitals in the London region, including St. Marys, Clinton, Seaforth, Listowel and Wingham.

“In the counties of midwestern Ontario – Perth, Huron, Wellington, Dufferin, Bruce and Grey – we are seeing multiple hospital emergency departments closed at the same time,” coalition executive director Natalie Mehra said in a news release.

“Patients in medical crises have to confirm, on their own, that the next hospital emergency isn’t also closed.”

The emergency room at St. Marys Memorial Hospital, a Huron Perth Healthcare Alliance site, was shuttered overnight three times between May and August, and twice in early November, the report said. Staff shortages have been the most frequent reason for the temporary closures.

The hospital network also has been forced to temporarily close its ER in Seaforth 17 times in 2023, the report said. The emergency room at the Huron Perth Healthcare Alliance’s hospital site in Clinton has been closed overnight since 2019, and faced additional cuts to its hours three times in June and July, the report said.

During the closures, patients were routed to emergency rooms at other nearby hospitals, including Stratford.

Wingham’s emergency department has been closed 31 times this year, the Ontario Health Coalition report said. Its sister site in Listowel, a member of the same hospital network, was shuttered temporarily during the day on Jan. 8 due to a staff shortage, the report said.

The emergency room at the South Bruce Grey Health Centre in Walkerton has had 20 closures, the report said.

The Ontario Health Coalition report analyzed emergency room closure reports from the start of the year up until Nov. 24.

The summer months and holiday season can be particularly difficult for smaller hospitals, with routine absences by doctors and nurses, including scheduled vacation, plus illnesses putting pressure on already under-staffed and over-capacity departments.

Rural and small-town hospitals, like others provincewide, also continue to grapple with challenges in recruiting and retaining the specialized health-care workers they require.

Focused recruitment efforts are underway to attract workers to smaller centres. This year, hospitals in the London region have been taking advantage of a provincial program that gives new nurses $25,000 in grants for a two-year commitment in an under-served community. The Huron Perth Healthcare Alliance alone has hired at least 16 nurses under the program.

Queen’s Park critics were quick to react to the Ontario Health Coalition report Tuesday, vowing to push for accountability from the Progressive Conservative government.

“Hospitals are a safety net for everyone and these closure rates are absolutely shocking,” New Democrat health critic France Gélinas said in a news release.

Added Green Party Leader Mike Schreiner, “It’s shameful and it’s inexcusable. Each and every closure is felt personally by an Ontario family.”

Click here for original article 

Ontario hospital services shuttered over 1,000 times this year: advocacy group
(December 5, 2023)

By: Jessica Smith Cross, The Trillium

There have been more than 1,000 closures of hospital services in Ontario this year, totalling more than 31,000 hours of lost care, according to an advocacy group.

The Ontario Health Coalition, which advocates for public health care, tracked the closures of emergency departments, urgent care centres and other facilities through news reports and public statements from the hospitals.

They found 867 temporary emergency department closures and the permanent closure of the one in Minden, 316 urgent care centre closures, two outpatient laboratory closures, 11 obstetrics unit closures, one long-term labour and delivery unit closure and one partial ICU closure, mainly impacting small-town and rural Ontario.

The findings of the report, Unprecedented and Worsening: Ontario’s Local Hospital Closures 2023, include:

	the local emergency department in Chesley has been closing for evenings, overnight and on weekends since December 5, 2022;
	Clinton’s emergency department has been closed evenings and overnight since December 2019;
	the Town of Durham has had 51 emergency department closures in 2023 so far;
	Seaforth has had 17 temporary emergency department closures;
	Walkerton has had 20 emergency department closures;
	Wingham has had 31 emergency department closures;
	the Fort Erie and Port Colborne urgent care centres permanently closed for overnights on July 5;
	the Minden hospital’s emergency department permanently closed on June 1;
	and in Hearst, the labour and delivery unit has been closed for months.


“The immediate cause of the closures is staff shortages including nurse, health professional and physician shortages,” the report says. “Staffing shortages that were emerging prior to the pandemic have grown over the last three years into the worst crisis anyone has seen.”

The group blames the government’s decision to expand procedures in private clinics, its wage restraint legislation known as Bill 124, and its decision not to act on the rapid expansion of for-profit health-care staffing agencies for the staffing shortages.

The health coalition held a press conference outside of Queen’s Park Tuesday attended by politicians from the New Democratic, Liberal and Green parties.

“I’m going to be very clear, the Ford Conservative government just doesn’t seem to care,” said NDP Leader Marit Stiles. “They have seen our health care system as just another way to help their insider friends make a buck. And while they’re funnelling those public dollars into private pockets, we cannot go back to a government that lays off nurses and slashes hospital budgets in this province. That is not what Ontario needs.”

Adil Shamji, the Liberal health critic and an emergency physician in Toronto said the report doesn’t capture “the full magnitude of the tragedy in our province.”

“It doesn’t capture the terror that a hospital feels when it can barely keep its emergency department alive. It doesn’t capture the trauma that a family experiences when they call 911 and don’t know whether someone’s going to pick up, or when the ambulance is going to come,” he said.

That was echoed by Green Leader Mike Schreiner.

“Imagine a young family going to hospital for the birth of their child in the labour and delivery unit is closed,” Schreiner said. “Imagine someone taking their elderly parent to an emergency department where every second matters and it’s closed, and they have to drive miles away putting their loved one’s life at risk.”

In a statement, a spokesperson for Health Minister Sylvia Jones touted the government’s $80 billion in health care spending this year, including a four per cent increase to the hospital sector.

“This year alone we have added 15,000 new nurses and 2,400 new physicians to the healthcare workforce through changes our government has made to break down barriers for internationally and interprovincially educated health care workers, expanding the learn and stay grant and launching the largest medical school expansion in over 15 years. While investing $44 million to help emergency departments stay open, this investment includes smaller and rural hospitals for the first time,” said Hannah Jensen.

“Our government also further extended the Temporary Locum Program this fall, which provides urgent locum coverage to rural and local hospitals. Since we initially extended this program going into the summer, all hospitals in need of physician coverage and all northern hospitals stayed open throughout the summer.”

On Wednesday, Ontario’s auditor general is expected to release an audit of the province’s emergency departments in the office’s annual reports.

Click here for original article 

RELEASE & REPORT: Number of Ontario hospital emergency closures soars to new record: Health Coalition demands Ford government finally take action
(December 5, 2023)

Toronto – A new report, Unprecedented and Worsening: Ontario’s Local Hospital Closures 2023 released by the Ontario Health Coalition at Queen’s Park this morning, paints a stark picture of a health care system that has tipped into collapse.

Across Ontario, vital hospital services, such as emergency departments, maternity and obstetrics, outpatient laboratories and intensive care units, have been subject to repeated closures in the last three years. Those closures were unprecedented. Now, the Coalition found that the number of emergency department closures has increased even more. Not only are emergency departments shuttered for evenings, overnights, weekends or weeks and months at a time, but so too are labour and delivery units, obstetrics, outpatient laboratories, urgent care centres and intensive care units. The duration of closures is getting longer. Multiple towns across regions are closing vital services at the same time. Public notice is often last minute.

In its report released today, the Ontario Health Coalition tracked the closures of these urgent hospital services and found the following closures to date in 2023:

	868 temporary or permanent emergency department closures (one is permanent);
	316 urgent care centre closures;
	two outpatient laboratory closures;
	eleven obstetrics unit closures;
	one ICU closure, and;
	one labour and delivery unit closure (long-term).


In total, there have been 1,199 closures of vital hospital services this year up until November 24, meaning these services have temporarily or permanently closed in 1,199 instances. Consequently, 31,055 hours of care (equivalent to 3.44 years) have been lost to local communities this year so far.

A growing number of local hospitals are at risk of permanently losing services.

	The local emergency department in Chesley has been closing evenings, overnight and on weekends since December 5, 2022.
	Clinton’s emergency department has been closed from 6 p.m. to 8 a.m. since December 2019.
	The town of Durham in Western Ontario has had at least 51 emergency department closures in 2023 to date.
	Seaforth has had 17 temporary emergency department closures this year, Walkerton has had 20 and Wingham has had 31.
	The Fort Erie and Port Colborne urgent care centres permanently closed overnight on July 5, and;
	The Minden hospital’s emergency department permanently closed on June 1.
	In Hearst, more than an hour away from the nearest hospital, labour and delivery has been closed for months.
	Communities as remote as Red Lake and Manitoulin Island have warned they are on the brink of closures.


“It is indisputable that these closures are endangering the health of Ontario residents,” warned Natalie Mehra, executive director of the Ontario Health Coalition. “There is no excess hospital capacity to be closed. Ontario has well-documented levels of hospital overcrowding and consequential emergency department backups that are extreme by all standards, national and international. The hospitals to which patients must drive — or to which they must somehow find transportation when their local hospital services are closed – are already overburdened and understaffed.”

“In the North, the distances between hospitals that are experiencing service closures are huge. Some hospitals have had services closed when they are an hour to four hours away from the next open service,” she added. “In the counties of Midwestern Ontario – Perth, Huron, Wellington, Dufferin, Bruce and Grey – we are seeing multiple hospital emergency departments closed at the same time with little to no notice. Patients in medical crises have to confirm on their own that the next hospital emergency isn’t also closed.”

The immediate cause of the closures is staff shortages including nurse, health professional and physician shortages. Staffing shortages that were emerging prior to the pandemic have grown over the last three years into the worst crisis anyone has seen. The staffing crisis has been compounded by public policy choices by the Ford government that have actively undermined staffing efforts, including wage suppression legislation (Bill 124), privatization of staffing through for-profit staffing agencies, the government’s decision to end emergency COVID funding for locums and other funding, and extremely short-term funding arrangements announced after short staffing has become critical.

Ms. Mehra also blamed the worsening situation on an unprecedented failure of leadership:

“The Ford government has not stepped in and set a standard of expectation that these vital services remain open,” she said, noting that historically the Health Minister has intervened to halt closures. However, in response to the permanent closure of the Minden hospital emergency department, in existence since 1956, the Minister said it is a local decision.

“The failure of the provincial government to take responsibility for planning, recruiting and retaining needed health care staff, dealing with crises and setting standards for access to the most urgent of health care services is at odds with the approach of Ontario’s governments dating back at least forty years.”

Long term policies of underfunding hospitals in order to downsize them meant that Ontario had no surge capacity left by the beginning of the pandemic. Ontario has the fewest hospital beds per person left of any province in Canada and funds hospitals at the lowest rate in the country. Despite promises to end hallway medicine and not to cut public services, the Ford government imposed a new round of austerity and real-dollar cuts to public hospitals when it took power. While the government provided extra funding during the early years of the pandemic, it cancelled  COVID funding in the most recent budget, imposing austerity again.

This year, hospital funding in Ontario is increasing by only 0.5% while health care inflation increased by 5.65%, a real-dollar cut, forcing hospitals to downsize their services and continuing downward pressure on wages for staff that are already in crisis-levels of short supply. At the same time, they have vastly increased funding for for-profit clinics and hospitals, and for for-profit staffing agencies.

There can be no solution to the staffing crisis without retaining and attracting back staff into the regular workforce of our public hospitals. Instead, the provincial government is making public policy choices to impose budget austerity on public hospitals while funding private staffing agencies, not taking leadership, attempting to impose further wage suppression, and providing only short-term and belated emergency funding. The Health Coalition demanded the Ford government take real action to address the crisis.

Click here for printable version of media release

Click here for full report

Patients languish on wait lists while ORs sit empty, Ontario Health Coalition claims

(November 23, 2023)

By: Joanna Frketich, The Hamilton Spectator

The Ontario Health Coalition says the majority of Hamilton’s operating rooms (OR) are not used on evenings or weekends.




The advocacy group claims Hamilton Health Sciences (HHS) has at least two ORs that have been permanently shut down and that other operating rooms sometimes close when there isn’t enough staff.




“In Hamilton, there’s so much unused operating-room capacity while patients are languishing on wait lists,” said Natalie Mehra, executive director of the Ontario Health Coalition. “It’s not being used because they don’t have the staffing and the funding to run them.”




The coalition is calling on the province, in a report released Nov. 2, to expand the use of operating rooms in public hospitals instead of increasing the number of surgeries done privately but paid for by OHIP. In May, the Progressive Conservative government passed Bill 60, which allows more surgical and diagnostic procedures to be offered at private clinics.




“There’s no reason whatsoever to pay to rebuild or expand operating rooms in private clinics,” said Mehra. “There is tons of unused operating room capacity in the local public hospitals that we have all paid to build over decades. They’re sitting there.”




HHS did not answer questions about whether it has shutdown operating rooms or provide how many ORs run on evenings and weekends.




The hospital network has 14 functioning operating rooms at Hamilton General and is restoring a pre-existing OR to bring that number up to 15. There are also nine operating rooms at Juravinski Hospital, two at Grimsby’s West Lincoln Memorial Hospital, and eight at McMaster Children’s Hospital and McMaster University Medical Centre.




HHS has struggled to get the number of surgeries back to what it was before COVID — it is currently at 90 per cent of its pre-pandemic surgical volume and doesn’t expect to reach 100 per cent until spring.


“This activity can vary on a daily/weekly basis in response to the availability of physicians and staff, and the availability of inpatient beds,” the hospital network said in a statement. “Increasing surgical activity is a key priority.”




A major barrier has been unprecedented staff shortages. HHS had 2,333 job openings in July, including 731 for nurses — this includes permanent, temporary, casual, full-time and part-time jobs.




Surgery has been hit particular hard with an acute shortage of perfusionists, who operate heart-and-lung machines. HHS also created a controversial unregulated job in 2021 to assist in operating rooms because the hospital network didn’t have enough specialized surgical nurses.




It has recently recruited 10 anesthesiologists, who will start in the upcoming months, but HHS still needs nurses, perfusionists and other critical perioperative staff.




The coalition fears these shortages will only get worse as the number of private procedures expand — despite the Conservative government saying the bill has safeguards to prevent an exodus of staff from hospitals.




“People think the private clinics are an add-on. But they are, in fact, a take-away because there’s only one set of staff,” said Mehra. “They take the staff out of the public hospitals.”




Another major issue is funding, as both St. Joseph’s Healthcare and Joseph Brant Hospital (JBH) are doing more surgeries than the province pays them to do.




JBH is 12 per cent above its provincially funded surgical activity.




“We are working with the province on funding,” the Burlington hospital said in a statement. “We will continue to explore opportunities and find new ways to increase access to health care for our patients and community and reduce wait times.”




Joseph Brant has nine operating rooms — one is used on evening and weekends. There is potential for a 10th OR that has not been fully built.




“At the time of redevelopment of the hospital in 2018, JBH built shelled-in space for the purposes of a future 10th OR,” stated the hospital. “This shelled in space has not been fitted out and is not in service today as a functioning OR.”




St. Joseph’s is performing six per cent more surgeries than it gets funding to do. It has 20 operating rooms — four at the King Campus and 20 at the Charlton campus, including four dormant ORs that the province recently paid to refurbish. The newly opened operating rooms are not just used by St. Joseph’s surgeons, but also by doctors from across Hamilton, Niagara, Burlington, Brant and Haldimand.




“This approach is highly innovative and allows for surgeons to provide surgical care at St. Joe’s, thereby reducing the overall wait lists in the entire region,” stated the hospital network.




St. Joseph’s also didn’t answer questions about how many ORs run on evenings and weekends.




“St. Joe’s physicians and staff understand the stress and burden patients are facing given COVID-19 pandemic-related surgical delays,” St. Joseph’s said in a statement. “They have been working diligently to address the significant backlog.”




A spokesperson for Health Minister Sylvia Jones says the expansion to OHIP covered procedures in private clinics will allow for 14,000 additional cataract surgeries a year, and 50,000 more hours of MRI and CT scans.




“We know there will always be those who are opposed to innovation that will deliver more connected and convenient health care to Ontarians,” said spokesperson Hannah Jensen. “Our government is not OK with the status quo.”

Click here for original article





Gates presents petition calling for restored Niagara Health urgent care hours
(November 22, 2023)

By: Allan Benner, The Standard


Niagara Falls MPP Wayne Gates has presented petitions signed by more than 4,000 people to the provincial government demanding restoration of 24/7 urgent care centre services in Fort Erie and Port Colborne hospitals, calling the current situation “completely unacceptable.”




Gates said the time it can take to travel to an out-of-town hospital “can make the difference between life and death.”




Gates shared stories of people attended to by staff at the Fort Erie urgent care centre (UCC), whom he said would not likely have survived if not for the care they received at the facility.




During a media conference before presenting the petition to the legislature Wednesday, he said a man who suffered a heart attack was “rushed to Douglas Memorial (Hospital) where the staff were able to stabilize him and send him to Hamilton for open heart surgery.”




“I’m happy today to say he’s still alive,” he said. “If that hospital had been closed and it happened after 8 o’clock at night, he would have died.”




In another example, he said the life of a seven-year-old boy was saved by staff at the hospital when he arrived suffering from appendicitis.




He said that boy, too, would have died if the UCC had been closed.




“If you have a heart attack after 8 o’clock and you have to get to that highway and get to Niagara Falls or St. Catharines, before you get there that individual is probably going to die. Make no mistake about it.”


Since July 5, hours of operation have been 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.




Niagara Health said anyone requiring emergency care should call 911 or go directly to an emergency department — not a UCC.




“The UCCs are not for emergencies or acute care and have not been since 2009,” it said in a steatment. “Any suggestion to the contrary puts patient safety at risk and we implore the community to not spread misinformation. If someone presents to a UCC needing emergency care, our staff will co-ordinate the transfer of the patient to one of our EDs.”




Gates said 37,000 people in the area rely on the Fort Erie hospital, including about 8,000 residents who do not have a family doctor.




He said the next closest hospital “is up to a half-hour away, and that’s not including what happens in the winter.”




“Last winter we had a historic winter storm in Fort Erie that left residents snowed in in their homes for days. Major roads were closed including the QEW. In situations like that here we have difficult weather, bad traffic conditions and a resident is having a heart attack at 11 o’clock at night, having an urgent care centre open in Fort Erie can literally save lives.”




Heather Kelley from Fort Erie Healthcare SOS, who joined Gates for the media conference broadcast on the ola.org website, said the QEW is sometimes closed due to winter storms.




“What is the plan to treat people in Fort Erie if the highway is closed and we can’t access the hospital?” she asked. “We might be able to risk the journey to our local facility on our roads, but to get to Niagara Falls may be absolutely impossible.




“This is not equal health care. Every community deserves a place where patients can be stabilized and taken care of when there are no other options available,” Kelley said.




Sue Hotte from Niagara Health Coalition said the population in Fort Erie is quickly growing, increasing by almost 10,000 people in less than 10 years.




“That is going to continue. Unless we have really good services in Fort Erie, people there are not getting access to the care they need — especially the seniors,” she said.




Gates said the nightly UCC closures also aggravate problems such as long wait times at emergency departments in over-capacity hospitals in neighbouring communities.




Although Niagara Health blamed the nightly closures on difficulty the hospital system is facing filling staff vacancies, Hotte said “one of the problems is they don’t have all the money they need to be able to actually hire the staff that they need.”




The hospital system, however, said the issues are a direct result of an ongoing, health human resources shortage being experienced across the country.




“This is a staffing issue, not a funding issue. There are not enough doctors, nurses and other health-care professionals to go around,” its statement said.




“One way to support care in the community is ensuring all Niagara residents have access to a family doctor or nurse practitioner. The region has long faced shortages of primary care providers and we remain committed to work with community partners and government to address the shortage of physicians and comprehensive primary care in Niagara.”




Gates criticized the provincial government for recent legislation that has impacted health-care services and providers, such as Bill 124 that capped public sector wage increases and Bill 60 that opens the door to more private health-care services.



Click here for original article



Home care bill will enrich private companies, create conflicts of interest, advocates warn
(November 20, 2023)

By: Jessica Smith Cross, Sudbury.com

EDITOR’S NOTE: A version of this article originally appeared on The Trillium, a new Village Media website devoted to covering provincial politics at Queen’s Park.

The Ford government’s plan to reorganize the home-care system will enrich the province’s for-profit providers and leave Ontarians struggling with a “fractured and chaotic system,” advocates are warning.

Health Minister Sylvia Jones tabled a bill in early October that would amalgamate the province’s Health Integration Networks (LHINs) into a new organization called “Ontario Health atHome.” The government’s goal is that, in the future, Ontario Health atHome will delegate the responsibility for co-ordinating and providing home care to the province’s Ontario Health Teams (OHTs) — 58 different groups of health-care providers.

Committee hearings on Bill 135, the Convenient Care at Home Act, were held this week and several stakeholders asked the government to toss it out.

“Bill 135 would create conflict between the financial interests of service providers and the health care needs of the home-care clients they serve,” warned the Advocacy Centre for the Elderly (ACE), a non-profit legal clinic.

The group’s lawyers warned that giving OHTs responsibility for home care will be giving the large private companies control over it, as home care companies are members of the teams.

“Under this model, health service providers will become responsible for the care coordination and engagement of publicly funded home care services,” they wrote in a submission to the committee. “Health service providers have a vital and inherent self-interest in the financial viability and profitability of their services and operations. Home care clients have a different and competing interest in receiving home care services that meet their health care needs.”

A spokesperson for Jones denied there will be a conflict because the responsibility for home-care will be “embedded into OHTs and not given to the providers themselves.”

One of the problems, according to the advocates, is that OHTs do not have any formal legal structure — so the distinction is neither clear nor guaranteed.

“They are loosely based collaborations of for-profit and not-for-profit health-service providers. They are not required to have any particular corporate structure — nor, in fact, any corporate structure at all,” ACE wrote. “There is no legally required process for the internal governance, oversight, operations and legal liabilities or other responsibilities of Ontario Health Teams.”

The group’s concerns about this conflict of interest are more than theoretical. The legal clinic is frequently called on to help people who are struggling to get the home care that they need and that they’re entitled to today, it said.

“Through decades of experience serving community-dwelling older adults, ACE has witnessed countless occasions where service providers are reluctant to serve sometimes demanding and difficult to serve clients, even to the point of the outright refusal of service,” ACE wrote.”It is our experience that service providers would much prefer to cherry-pick the easier to serve consumers of home care services, and to limit access to their services by difficult or demanding clients as much as is legally possible.”

Downloading home care to OHTs “creates the opportunity and incentive for care co-ordination services to focus on the ease of delivery and maximization of profits for the service delivery agents to the detriment of the client.”

The result, ACE predicts, will be to drive more complex patients into the already overburdened long-term care system.

ACE wasn’t the only group warning about the enriching of large private home-care companies and the further privatization of home care. Union groups, the Ontario Health Coalition and individual citizens raised the same concerns.

So did Ottawa’s raging grannies, in their own unique way.

Getting rid of the province’s 14 LHINs has been a long-held goal of the Ontario Progressive Conservatives. The goal of the regulation is to reduce a layer of bureaucracy in what’s long been seen as a dysfunctional system, where some tasks in the co-ordination of home-care are duplicated by both the service provider and the LHIN responsible, a criticism levied by unions and home-care providers alike.

In 2019, then-health minister Christine Elliott announced plans to create the new centralized Ontario Health agency along with local groups of health-care providers dubbed Ontario Health Teams. The plan was to phase out LHINs when the OHTs were mature enough to absorb their responsibilities, primarily home care.

Jones’ bill takes that next step. According to a government press release, the aim is for the province to make Ontario Health Teams “responsible for connecting people to home care services starting in 2025,” starting with a group of 12 OHTs have “been chosen to accelerate their work to deliver home care in their local communities starting” that year.

“With support from the Ministry of Health and Ontario Health, these teams will start by focusing on seamlessly transitioning people experiencing chronic disease through their primary care, hospital, and home and community care needs,” the Ministry of Health’s website says.

The provincial government has approved 57 out of 58 Ontario Health Teams in the province and is providing each with $2.2 million over three years “to better co-ordinate people’s care,” the release says.

One of the longstanding criticisms of the LHIN system is that the boundaries between them create a problem — when people move, or receive health care in another region, information gets lost or duplicated.

Some of the witnesses who spoke to the committee about Bill 135 warned that problem will worsen when 58 different groups — rather than 14 — are responsible for home care.

Jones’ spokesperson, Hannah Jensen, said that, unlike LHINs, OHTS are “patient networks and will further integrate care.”

However, most OHTs are regional in nature and the government’s goal is that they strengthen the connection between health-care providers in local communities. When ask how the OHTs will handle situations where patients move, Jensen replied that “this level of detail would be determined through regulations or other directives.”

Jones herself has not yet spoken to the committee about her bill. Testimony by the minister and top bureaucrats she oversees was cancelled this week and rescheduled for next Tuesday.

Another oft-repeated comment at the committee was that the bill doesn’t do anything to solve the foremost problem in home care: there isn’t enough of it because there aren’t enough personal support workers and nurses working in home care.

“We ought to be hiring more nurses,” sang the raging grannies to the tune of “My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean” in their submission to the committee. “We ought to be paying them more. And home care needs many more workers, not less regulation but more.

“Quash it! Quash it! Bill 135 is an evil thing. Quash it! Quash it! Doug Ford must not be the king.”

Click here for original article

Ford govt illegally expanded private hospital, lied to public: Ontario Health Coalition
(November 20, 2023)

By: CANINDIA

The Ontario Health Coalition (OHC) and Democracy Watch are calling out the Doug Ford government for its alleged illegal expansion of a for-profit hospital known as Don Mills Surgical Unit during Christine Elliott’s tenure as Health Minister.

OHC held a press conference along with legal expert on conflict of interest and integrity legislation, Duff Conacher, co-founder of Democracy Watch, to release their findings and lay out what the government and Ontario’s Integrity Commissioner must do in response.

In its statement submitted via Globe Newswire, the Coalition says that Don Mills Surgical Unit (now owned by Clearpoint) was expanded from three operating rooms in 2019 and mainly outpatient surgery unit, into a 20-bed inpatient unit hospital with 6 operating rooms and 7 recovery bays currently.

“The expansion of the remaining two private for-profit hospitals is expressly forbidden under the Private Hospitals Act, which banned any new private hospitals in 1971 and barred the expansion of the existing few that were grandfathered in,” stated Natalie Mehra, executive director of the Ontario Health Coalition. “For-profit hospitals were banned for good reason and it is unlawful to expand them.”

Mehra says that the Ford government expressly denied such expansion leading into the last election, even while they were doing it.

“The fact that the former Health Minister expanded a for-profit hospital, gave them an extraordinary funding increase of 278%, and the government is paying them more than double the rate of our public hospitals for the same procedures is terrible public policy,” Mehra continued. “Add to that, the former Minister has now registered to be a lobbyist for Clearpoint, the parent company of the private hospital, and it rises to the level of very serious questions that must be answered by the Ford government about integrity and ethics.”

Democracy Watch co-founder Duff Conacher says that Integrity Commissioner J. David Wake has refused for the past seven years to enforce the clear rule in Ontario’s lobbying law that prohibits lobbyists from placing politicians and public officials in a real or potential conflict of interest, and has let dozens of lobbyists, including Christine Elliott, violate this rule and corrupt provincial government policy and spending decision-making processes.

“Democracy Watch has filed several lawsuits challenging Commissioner Wake’s negligently bad rulings, but he should not wait for the courts to strike down his rulings and should instead do the right thing by making it clear that anyone who has been a Cabinet minister or worked for the Premier or a minister cannot lobby the government for several years afterwards, and anyone who has assisted, fundraised, campaigned or worked for any political party, politician or their riding association cannot lobby them for several years afterwards,” Conacher said in the joint statement with OHC.

Click here for original article

Ontario breaks all-time record for ER closures, health coalition says
(November 20, 2023)

By: CBC News

Advocacy group the Ontario Health Coalition says health-care access is worsening in the province with 1,199 instances where health-care services were closed so far in 2023, including 868 emergency room closures — an all-time high.

Click here for video coverage

RELEASE: Ford Government Expanded For-Profit Hospital in Violation of the Law and While Lying to the Public: Health Coalition and Democracy Watch Call for Concrete Measures to Protect the Public Interest in Wake of Revelations about Former Health Minister Lobbying for For-Profit Hospital
(November 20, 2023)

Toronto—The revelation that former Health Minister Christine Elliott has registered as a lobbyist for a for-profit hospital known as Don Mills Surgical Unit, now owned by Clearpoint Health Network, has raised serious questions about ethics and conflict of interest. The Ontario Health Coalition has looked into the funding increases given to that for-profit hospital during Christine Elliott’s tenure as Minister, and the restrictions on expanding for-profit hospitals. The Coalition is raising questions about why Don Mills Surgical was singled out for special treatment, receiving huge funding increases and an increase in its size, despite legislation forbidding expansion of private for-profit hospitals. CBC also revealed last week that the private hospital is being paid more than double per surgery than public hospitals.

The facts:

	The Coalition found that private for-profit hospital Don Mills Surgical Unit, now owned by Clearpoint, was expanded from three operating rooms in 2019 and mainly outpatient surgery unit, into a 20-bed inpatient unit hospital with 6 operating rooms and 7 recovery bays currently. This, despite the fact that the Private Hospitals Act in Ontario forbids expanding for-profit hospitals under Subsection 22 (1) and (6). The Act, amended in 1971, imposed a ban on any new private hospitals and forbids the expansion of the existing for-profit hospitals, grandfathered in under the legislation. While such expansion of a private hospital is clearly unlawful, any renovations or alterations to a private hospital also requires the express written approval of the Minister under the Act.
	A recent report from the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives found, through Freedom of Information requests, that the Don Mills Surgical Unit received a 278% funding increase between 2017-18 – the year the Ford government was elected – and 2021-22. Christine Elliott was Health Minister from 2018 – 2022 (page 20).
	An investigative report by CBC found that Don Mills Surgical (aka Clearpoint) is being paid more than double what public hospitals are funded for the same surgeries. For example, Don Mills Surgical is being paid $1,264 for cataract surgery while public hospitals are getting $508, and Don Mills Surgical is being paid $4,037 for knee arthroscopies while public hospitals are getting $1,692.
	In the lead in to the last election, the government lied to the public stating categorically that they were not expanding private hospitals and clinics. In one example, a Ministry spokesperson told the media: “These claims are categorically false…To be clear, the government is committed to supporting the province’s public health care system. The use or function of private hospitals and independent health facilities in Ontario is not being expanded or changed.” https://www.therecord.com/news/waterloo-region/2022/03/17/privatization-of-health-care-claims-are-categorically-false-ministers-spokesperson-says.html
	Subsection 18(4) of Ontario’s Members’ Integrity Act prohibits former Cabinet ministers from ever making representations to the provincial government in relation to a transaction or negotiation that the minister was substantially involved in as a member of the Cabinet, if the representation could result in a specific benefit for a person or entity.  Subsection 18(5) states that it is an offence to violate subsection 18(4) that is punishable by a fine of up to $50,000.


The Coalition held a press conference along with legal expert on conflict of interest and integrity legislation, Duff Conacher, Co-founder of Democracy Watch, to release their findings and lay out what the government and Ontario’s Integrity Commissioner must do in response.

“The expansion of the remaining two private for-profit hospitals is expressly forbidden under the Private Hospitals Act, which banned any new private hospitals in 1971 and barred the expansion of the existing few that were grandfathered in,” said Natalie Mehra, executive director of the Ontario Health Coalition. “For-profit hospitals were banned for good reason and it is unlawful to expand them. In fact, the Ford government expressly denied such expansion leading into the last election, even while they were doing it. The fact that the former Health Minister expanded a for-profit hospital, gave them an extraordinary funding increase of 278%, and the government is paying them more than double the rate of our public hospitals for the same procedures is terrible public policy. Add to that, the former Minister has now registered to be a lobbyist for Clearpoint, the parent company of the private hospital, and it rises to the level of very serious questions that must be answered by the Ford government about integrity and ethics.”

“Integrity Commissioner J. David Wake has refused for the past seven years to enforce the clear rule in Ontario’s lobbying law that prohibits lobbyists from placing politicians and public officials in a real or potential conflict of interest, and has let dozens of lobbyists, including Christine Elliott, violate this rule and corrupt provincial government policy and spending decision-making processes,” said Duff Conacher. “Democracy Watch has filed several lawsuits challenging Commissioner Wake’s negligently bad rulings, but he should not wait for the courts to strike down his rulings and should instead do the right thing by making it clear that anyone who has been a Cabinet minister or worked for the Premier or a minister cannot lobby the government for several years afterwards, and anyone who has assisted, fundraised, campaigned or worked for any political party, politician or their riding association cannot lobby them for several years afterwards.”

Former Health Minister Christine Elliott has claimed that she did not participate in decisions concerning funding for specific institutions. It is difficult to believe that she would not be involved as Health Minister in such decisions and, given Ms. Elliott has become a lobbyist for Clearpoint, owner of Don Mills Surgical Unit Ltd. whose funding the Ford government increased by at least 278% while she was Health Minister, a full investigation is warranted.

Click here for printable version

Click here for press conference recording

Bluewater Health CEO says sorry for concerns over cyberattack
(November 17, 2023)

By: Bryan Bicknell, CTV News

Bluewater Health says it’s sorry for the concerns of patients caused by a cyberattack at the hospital last month.

It was part of a major ransomware attack on hospital groups throughout southwestern Ontario.

“I want to acknowledge how unsettling it must be to our patients to have their personal health information compromised, and I sincerely apologize for the concern this has raised,” said Bluewater Health President and CEO Paula Reaume-Zimmer.

She was speaking at a virtual news conference Friday where she was joined by counterparts from the other affected hospitals.

While the hospitals have provided several updates on the recovery process, it’s the first time the group has spoken publicly together about the breach, and the first time Bluewater Health has answered questions directly.

“We know that some of you want to hear more,” said Reaume-Zimmer. “We also must be careful. This is an active incident. The perpetrators of this attack may still attempt to harm us further.”

Patient records from Bluewater Health dating back more than 30 years were stolen in the cyberattack, affecting 267,000 patients — also stolen were the social insurance numbers (SIN) of 20,000 patients.

Reaume-Zimmer explained that the SINs were collected for workplace insurance claims, as required by law.

She said a call centre has been established to provide patients information on credit monitoring services (519-346-4604).

In the meantime, ongoing patient care continues to be impacted in some areas.

Bluewater Health diagnostic and imaging labs in Sarnia and Petrolia have had to defer non-urgent cases.

Reaume-Zimmer said 3,500 appointments have already been canceled, “causing a significant and growing backlog.”

Sarnia Mayor Mike Bradley, who had been critical of the flow of information, is pleased a representative from Bluewater Health has finally spoken publicly.

“It’s welcome. I think it should have happened earlier. But it has happened. There’s a lot of discomfort in our communities about the accessing of these personal records. I hope now we can move forward and communicate, communicate, communicate. That’s what it’s all about. Even if you don’t have a lot to say sometimes,” said Bradley.

Bradley also wants the federal government to put a team in place to help public institutions deal with data breaches and cyber-attacks.

Reaction is also coming from health care watchdog, the Ontario Health Coalition.

Spokesperson Peter Bergmanis told CTV News public bodies need to re-think using private IT companies to manage personal data, as was the case in this ransomware attack.

“So much confidential material was lost to this nefarious third party. We have to put up much better public firewalls, and certainly have to re-think how we contract out data services too.”

Click here for original article

Outcomes are inferior when we deliver on a for-profit basis’: Longer wait times at private clinics, according to report
(November 11, 2023)

By: Bryan Bicknell, CTV News

A new study says operating rooms in southwestern Ontario hospitals are being under-utilized because of short staffing.

The report by left-leaning think tank Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives also warns that shifting some medical procedure to private clinics in Ontario will actually lead to longer wait times.

Study author Andrew Longhurst said operating rooms throughout the region are already operating on daytime hours only in most cases, because of lack of staff.

He said moving procedures to private clinics will drain even more staff from the public system.

“Underfunding, that has contributed to understaffing, worsened by the pandemic now,” added Natalie Mehra, executive director of the Ontario Health Coalition. “And the staffing that were missing is critical, is nursing health professionals, allied health professionals, and anesthesiologists,” she said.

Longhurst also pointed out that Ontario had the best wait time performance for hip and knee replacement surgeries in Canada last year, while in the public system.

He said jurisdictions that have shifted to private clinics have taken a step backwards.

“The threat with private equity, with hedge funds, with U.S. hospital chains coming into this country is a significant concern,” he said. “What we see from the bio-medical research is that outcomes are inferior when we deliver care on a for profit basis.”

In May of this year, the government passed Bill 60, which allowed private clinics to conduct some surgeries and other procedures. The reason given at the time was that it would reduce wait times.

In a statement provided to CTV News, Ontario’s Ministry of Health said there will “always be those who are opposed to innovation,” in response to the report’s findings.

“But our government is not okay with the status quo. That’s why, as part of Your Health, we announced in January that we are further leverage [sic] community surgical and diagnostic centres to deliver more publicly funded surgeries and procedures to reduce the surgical backlog and overall wait times,” a spokesperson for the ministry wrote.

Click here for original article 

Canadian Hospitals Face Underutilization due to Staffing Shortages, Study Finds
(November 10, 2023)

By: Somasetty Suresh, Express Healthcare Management

A recent study conducted by the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives reveals that operating rooms in hospitals across southwestern Ontario are being under-utilized due to persistent staffing shortages. The report also cautions against the shifting of medical procedures to private clinics in the region, as it would only exacerbate the existing issue of long wait times for patients.

According to the study’s author, Andrew Longhurst, many operating rooms in the region currently operate solely during daytime hours due to a lack of staff. Moving procedures to private clinics would further drain resources from the already strained public healthcare system. Longhurst emphasizes that the introduction of for-profit facilities, a trend observed in other provinces, would worsen the staffing challenges faced by public hospitals, which have the capacity to handle larger volumes of patients.


During a news conference held by the Ontario Health Coalition, Longhurst was joined by Natalie Mehra, the executive director of the coalition. Mehra highlighted the correlation between underfunding, understaffing, and the ongoing impact of the pandemic on the healthcare system. She stressed the crucial need for nursing health professionals, allied health professionals, and anesthesiologists to ensure patient care.

The study also points out that Ontario had the best wait time performance for hip and knee replacement surgeries in Canada last year, specifically within the public healthcare system. Jurisdictions that have adopted a model with private clinics have experienced a regression in wait time performance, highlighting concerns about the involvement of private equity, hedge funds, and U.S. hospital chains in the Canadian healthcare system.

In response to the findings, Ontario’s Ministry of Health acknowledged the need for innovation but expressed its commitment to address the existing challenges. The ministry stated that it aims to leverage community surgical and diagnostic centers to reduce the surgical backlog, overall wait times, and reliance on private clinics.



Overall, the study sheds light on the under-utilization of operating rooms in southwestern Ontario due to staffing shortages, urging policymakers to carefully consider the potential impact of privatization on wait times and patient outcomes.

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)

1. Why are operating rooms in southwestern Ontario under-utilized?

Operating rooms in southwestern Ontario hospitals are under-utilized primarily due to short staffing. Lack of available staff has limited the operations to daytime hours only in most cases.

2. What are the concerns regarding shifting medical procedures to private clinics in Ontario?

The study suggests that moving medical procedures to private clinics in Ontario would aggravate the staffing shortages in the public healthcare system. This shift could further strain available resources.

3. What are the risks associated with for-profit facilities and private equity in the Canadian healthcare system?

The study warns that introducing for-profit facilities, private equity firms, and U.S. hospital chains into the Canadian healthcare system may lead to inferior patient outcomes. Previous examples indicate that such models result in decreased wait times and compromised care quality.

4. How has the COVID-19 pandemic impacted staffing shortages in Ontario hospitals?

The pandemic has worsened staffing shortages in Ontario hospitals, contributing to the existing challenges related to underfunding and understaffing. The demand for nursing health professionals, allied health professionals, and anesthesiologists remains critical.

5. What steps is the Ontario government taking to address the issues raised in the study?

The Ontario Ministry of Health aims to leverage community surgical and diagnostic centers to reduce surgical backlogs, overall wait times, and the reliance on private clinics. The government acknowledges the need for innovation but is focused on improving the status quo.

Click here for original article

BRIEFING NOTE, ANALYSIS & SUBMISSION: Ford government’s new law (Bill 135) to further privatize home care
(November 5, 2023)

Background

Bill 135, the Convenient Care at Home Act has passed First and Second Reading in the Ontario Legislature. After Second Reading, bills are sent to Committees of the Legislature for public consultation. In this case, the bill has been referred to the Standing Committee on Social Policy and there will be just two days of public hearings before it returns to the Legislature for Third Reading and final passage.

Since they took office, the Ford government has, piece by piece, been setting up its new structure for home and community care. This new bill amends their previous legislation to make more specific the structures for home care.

In 2019, the Ford government introduced a sweeping new omnibus bill that restructured Ontario’s health care system. COVID-19 was spreading around the globe at the time the bill was introduced and the legislation was subsequently passed with virtually no public hearings (see this link for a summary and our formal submission to the hearings that includes details of the lack of consultation) during the first year of the pandemic. This was the first step in restructuring health care by the Ford government. The part of this bill that subsequently became the Connecting Care Act (2019) – it was retitled with the passage of the omnibus bill – is what is amended by the new legislation about which we are concerned today.

In 2020, at the height of the pandemic, the Ford government passed a major new home care bill, euphemistically titled Connecting People to Home and Community Care Act (2020), it gutted the existing home and community care legislation. The Coalition’s public statement on that legislation gives a sense of how profoundly disappointing and disturbing that legislation is:

This Bill was rushed through First and Second Reading in the Legislature in ten business days with very little time for stakeholders to learn about its implications and without adequate time for proper parliamentary debate. Yet the Bill has profound implications. It will result in the wholesale restructuring of home care, the dismantling of much of the existing public governance and oversight, the privatization of existing public and non-profit home care, the creation of a new tier of residential “congregate care”, the potential expansion of private for-profit hospitals and the privatization of public hospital care, among other major changes. It repeals significant clauses in existing legislation that protect clients’ and the public’s interests in home and community care including the Bill of Rights and complaint processes. It does nothing to improve the major problems in home care including poor and inequitable access, missed visits, and staffing shortages. It moves all of the key items of governance and democracy, and of public protection and client protections, to regulations that may or may not ever be written and that can be changed by Cabinet without ever going back to the Legislature. In this way, it takes Ontario’s home and community care backward more than 25 years. It would fragment home care and destabilize the workforce, which already suffers from severe staffing shortages.

“There is no justification that would warrant moving forward with this legislation even under normal circumstances. Currently, Ontario is in the midst of the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic. The last thing that is needed in home care, community care and hospitals in Ontario is significant destabilization and more privatization. Given the terrible experience of COVID-19 in long-term care homes and other congregate care settings, and in the for-profit homes in particular, we cannot understand how the government could countenance the expansion of another tier of congregate care without any clarity about the purposes; total permissiveness regarding for-profit privatization; no regulatory, inspections and enforcement system; and no governance regime.

“For all of these reasons, Bill 175 should be withdrawn and a proper consultation process regarding reform of home and community care in the public interest should be undertaken when the pandemic is under control and the context is appropriate.”

The Coalition has only twice in more than 20-years found legislation to be so problematic that it should be withdrawn.

In our formal submission to the public hearings on this bill, we outlined the changes:

The new regime set out for home and community care in Bill 175 [Connecting People to Home and Community Care Act (2020)] and the summary regulation dismantles most if not all public governance of home care. The general thrust of the Bill is to repeal the existing legislation and dismantle the existing governance of home and community care. Almost all of the key aspects of the governance and structures for home and community care are moved out of legislation into regulation that can be changed by Cabinet without ever going back to the Legislature. In this way, the Bill takes us backward more than 25 years.

This new legislation is the latest in the process of the Ford government fundamentally restructuring home and community care, following the 2019 Connecting Care Act and the 2020 Connecting People to Home and Community Care Act, and the new legislation needs to be understood in this context.

What Bill 135, Ford’s New Home Care Legislation Does

This bill does not improve home care. It has nothing in it about improved access to care, any rights for patients to access care, quality of care, democratic governance, responsiveness to communities etc.

This bill is all about the provider companies. At core, the new bill creates two new entities or types of entities:

	“Ontario Health atHome”, which will be a subsidiary of the Ford government’s super agency called “Ontario Health”. “Ontario Health atHome” will be an amalgamation of the LHINs which will formally cease to exist. Ontario Health at Home will be able subcontract home and community care provider agencies or Ontario Health Teams to privatize functions like care coordination – formerly done by the LHINs as public entities. There are no real details in the legislation, but it clearly sets up the structure and specifically enables the contracting of this work to provider companies and/or Ontario Health Teams (which are made up of provider companies – both for- and non-profit – and in home care the majority of services are in the hands of the for-profits). This is what we warned of in the preceding two pieces of legislation.
	“Client service providers” which can be health provider companies (for- or non-profit) or Ontario Health Teams (which are groups of provider companies) that can be subcontracted to provide home and community care services, including care coordination functions and other functions that have been public to date (provided by LHINs’ staff).


Summary of Bill 135

	Amends the Connecting Care Act (2019) to say that the Agency (which is Ontario Health, the “super agency” that the Ford government created in 2019) can fund a new entity that will be titled a “client provider” which will be a health service provider or an Ontario Health Team that is funded by the Agency under section 21 to provide home and community care services to the provider’s or Team’s patients and to which the Service Organization provides operational supports.


This is an add in to the existing Section 21 that provides for:

21 (1) The Agency may provide funding to a health service provider or Ontario Health Team in respect of health services that the provider or Team provides.

(1.1) The Agency may provide funding to a health service provider or Ontario Health Team for the purpose of the provider or Team providing funding to or on behalf of an individual to purchase home and community care services.

(2) The Agency may provide funding to a health service provider, Ontario Health Team or other person or entity in respect of non-health services that support the provision of health care.

Thus, there will be a new name “client service provider” for Ontario Health funded home and community support services.

	Amends the Connecting Care Act (2019) to create a new Health Service Provider that will be called, “The Service Organization”. Currently there is no such thing in the definitions of Health Service Providers that include hospitals, long-term care, home care agencies etc.


It then further amends the Act to say:

Section 1 (3) The regulations may provide that the Service Organization is deemed not to be a health service provider or to have been funded by the Agency under section 21 for the purposes of any provision of this Act or its regulations or any other Act or regulations.

Thus, the Service Organization may be considered a Health Service Provider, or may be excluded from being defined as a Health Service Provider under the regulations. It is not clear what they intend with this.

It gives Ontario Health oversight over the Service Organization as follows:

Section 6 (b.0.1) to provide oversight of the Service Organization in a manner consistent with the health system strategies set by the Ministry;

Presumably, to avoid conflict of interest, an additional amendment says:

A director, officer or employee of the Service Organization is not eligible to be appointed to, or to remain a member of, Ontario Health’s board of directors. (Addition under Section 8.)

And; The CEO of Ontario Health shall not be a board member or officer of the Service Organization.  (Amendment Section 10(3).)

3. Defines and clarifies the role of the new Service Organization which will be called “Ontario Health atHome”. (Not a typo.) Like the LHINs, Ontario Health atHome will be like a crown corporation – a non-profit corporation that will replace all of the LHINs and roll them into one central organization. Part III of the bill covers the final dissolution of the LHINs, their formal amalgamation and transition into the new centralized “Ontario Health atHome” which will formally be a subsidiary of Ontario Health.

4. Sets up the governance of Ontario Health atHome.

Ontario Health atHome will be governed by a Board of Directors, up to six of whom will be appointed by the Minister and up to three of whom will be appointed by the Minister upon recommendation from Ontario Health. The Minister will appoint a Chair and Vice Chair and the Board will meet four times per year. The Board will appoint a CEO.

Ontario Health atHome will also comply with any directives from Ontario Health and any regulations passed by cabinet under the powers given to cabinet to make regulations under the legislation.

There are no provisions for public meetings of the Board, public notice, public access to Minutes and documents nor any other democratic provisions. There are provisions for audits and reporting (upwards, to Ontario Health, not to the public per se).

	Sets out the roles of Ontario Health atHome as follows:


a. Providing home and community care services to patients of Ontario Health atHome (no details about eligibility, access etc.)

b. Providing the following operational supports to “client providers” to enable them to deliver home and community care services to their patients:

i. Care co-ordination services.

ii. The assignment of employees of the Service Organization to work under the direction of a client provider to deliver care co-ordination services.

iii. Any of the following shared services:

	
	
	Administrative or business support services that facilitate the management of service contracts with providers of home and community care services.
	Enablement and support of patient care technology platforms.
	Any other shared services that may be prescribed. (Prescribed means passed in a regulation, which Cabinet – ie. The Ministers of the Ford government – can make without going back to the Legislature.)








iv. Any other operational supports that may be prescribed.

  c. Providing information to the public about, and referrals to, health and social services.

  d. Providing placement management services to patients of the Service Organization or to patients of other health service providers or Ontario Health Teams.

  e. Any other objects that may be prescribed.

6. Sets out rules re: assignment of employees to provide care co-ordination services:

If the Ontario Health atHome enters into a service contract with a “client provider” which provides for the assignment of one or more Service Organization employees to work under the direction of the client provider to deliver care co-ordination services to the provider’s patients, the assigned employee remains an employee of the Service Organization and there is no termination of employment or change in the employment relationship between the employee and the Service Organization.

	There are also a number of housekeeping amendments to clean up and correct language of the Act.


8. Amends to other legislation:

Most of these are housekeeping, to amend other legislation to include the new entities created under this legislation and/or to remove references to discontinued entities (LHINs). There are some amendments pertaining to reporting on the use of consultants (upward, to Ontario Health or the Minister) and some regarding the public reporting of expenses – with no details because any reporting requirements are left to regulations that may or may not be created.

Click here for printable version of this briefing note and preliminary analysis of Bill 135

Click here for plain language background and summary

Government should use use surgical capacity in hospitals instead outsourcing it: report Author of the article:
(November 8, 2023)

By: Hugo Rodrigues, Standard-Freeholder

This article has been amended to clarify a statement from the Cornwall Community Hospital.

The author of a new report on the Ontario government’s stated intentions to increase the for-profit delivery of certain services in health care visited Cornwall Tuesday, bringing with him a message of support for increasing investment in services at hospitals such as the one in Cornwall.

At What Cost? was authored by Andrew Longhurst for the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, supported by the Ontario Council of Hospital Unions / Canadian Union of Public Employees, whose president Michael Hurley accompanied Longhurst on his Cornwall visit.

Both presented the report and its recommendations to members of the Ontario Health Coalition’s local chapter at the Cornwall Public Library. In his summary, Longhurst noted while there continue to be waiting lists for surgeries across Ontario, those wait times are better than in many other provinces. More germane to his point, Ontario’s existing wait times are better than those provinces that are further ahead in contracting out some surgical and hospital services to private, for-profit companies.

The report was commissioned in response to the Ontario government’s move to expand the involvement of for-profit providers within the health-care system through Bill 60, which passed earlier this year and allows companies to bid for and negotiate contracts with the government to provide medical services covered by provincial public health insurance. It’s already led to some increase in for-profit involvement, notably in examples such as the establishment of certain for-profit run surgeries within available operating rooms at The Ottawa Hospital.

In analyzing public accounts, information received through freedom-of-information requests, and research completed on the for-profit delivery of health care in other provinces, Longhurst recommended Ontario stop its current work to expand for-profit involvement in health care and invest that effort into maximizing the potential of already available facilities.

“First and foremost we should boosting staffing levels. Funding or staffing is required to perform surgeries and to have operating rooms operating during standard schedules (day times during the week),” Longhurst said. “This would be using infrastructure we’ve already paid for.”

While there are no examples of expanded for-profit delivery of health services within hospitals in Cornwall, Winchester, and Alexandria, Hurley noted the Cornwall Community Hospital has unused surgical capacity that could go further to reducing waiting lists, instead of leaving people with the choice of waiting or going elsewhere — potentially to service provided by a for-profit company in Ottawa.

Hurley said only four of CCH’s operating rooms are currently in use, one of which is set up for procedures such as endoscopes, and routine surgeries are offered only one evening a week. He said he didn’t know whether that was due to a lack of surgeons and OR staff members, or a lack of funding, but supported the recommendation it’s better to ensure there’s funding through the hospital to expand the number of surgeries rather than turn over that availability to a for-profit provider.

“If the hospital ran its six ORs that would expand capacity by 18 to 24 hours a day,” Hurley said. “There are staff shortages, but we know you can incentivize (to address them). They could get the ORs up and running while bringing (new staff members) on stream.”

CCH responded to an inquiry to confirm Hurley’s statements, noting there are five operating rooms in full weekday use, one of which is set up for scopes. Surgeries are done in one OR every weekday evening and weekend days. The sixth OR is set up for cystoscopy procedures, where there is not enough demand to have it running full-time.

The hospital statement noted it’s not currently a question of funding for its ORs, but having enough human resources to have all ORs running full-time, evenings, and weekends.

Longhurst noted one of the challenges is governments tend to turn on the funding taps to address problems in health care when they become acute enough to threaten their political survival, then once the crisis is addressed, go back to austerity and turn off the taps.

“Stable funding has to come first, because then you can do the recruitment,” he said. “Eastern Ontario has a large population and it’s not far-fetched you would start to see those (for-profit provider) facilities. I’m under no illusion this won’t happen if this policy continues.”

Click here for original article

Province insists that expansion of private health care is working
(November 8, 2023)

By Kyle Darbyson, The Sault Star

The Ontario government is pushing back on a recent report released by the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, which claims that the province’s health care system is “on the edge of the precipice” due to its recent elevation of for-profit facilities.

In this report, Simon Fraser University researcher Andrew Longhurst concludes that the province’s increased reliance on for-profit health-care delivery (made possible through the Your Health Act) worsens public-sector staffing shortages and destabilizes hospitals, alongside being generally more expensive and lower quality.

However, in a statement released to members of the press on Tuesday, a spokesperson for Minister of Health Sylvia Jones responded by stating that the province’s next approach to health care is working.

To ease pressures on the hospital system, the province announced in January that it is expanding the private delivery of public health care by funding clinics to perform more OHIP-covered procedures, such as cataract surgeries, MRI and CT scans, colonoscopies, hip and knee replacements.

And with the passage of the Your Health Act (Bill 60) back in May, the Health Minister’s office believes that they’ve managed to reduce surgical backlog to pre-pandemic levels by “adding 14,000 additional OHIP covered cataract surgeries annually and 49,000 hours of MRI and CT scans, with 80 per cent of all Ontarians now receiving surgery within the target time.”

“These requirements are in place for any new applicants and well as for any of the current 900 community and surgical diagnostic centers looking to renew their licenses,” the spokesperson wrote.

“Our plan is working and we will continue to reduce wait times and connect patients to the care they need, when they need it.”

Bill 60 and the province’s push to expand private health care remains a controversial topic amongst certain groups, with members of the Ontario Health Coalition protesting these decisions outside the Sault Area Hospital back in September.

Click here for original article

Ontario health care ‘on the edge of the precipice’
(November 7, 2023)

By: Kyle Darbyson, Fort Frances Times

Simon Fraser University policy researcher Andrew Longhurst is calling on Premier Doug Ford’s government to scrap its expansion of the for-profit health-care sector, which he believes comes at the expense of public hospitals.

Longhurst detailed his grievances with the for-profit health-care system in a new report titled “At What Cost?: Ontario hospital privatization and the threat to public health care,” which was published by the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives this past Thursday.

On Monday, Longhurst discussed the results of this report at a series of press conferences in Sault Ste. Marie, Sudbury and North Bay alongside Ontario Council of Hospital Unions president Michael Hurley.

Longhurst talked about how an increased reliance on for-profit health-care delivery worsens public-sector staffing shortages and destabilizes hospitals, alongside being generally more expensive and lower quality.

Even though public information surrounding the growth of Ontario’s for-profit health sector is hard to come by, Longhurst unearthed some new data using Freedom of Information requests.

For example, Longhurst cites that public payments to for-profit facilities (including independent health facilities and private hospitals) increased by eight per cent between 2017 and 2022, while payments for surgeries increased by 45 per cent within that same period of time.

“By dollar value, for-profit medical imaging facilities receive the largest share of public funding— $458.6 million in 2021-22,” Longhurst writes in his report.

“Of these, ultrasound and diagnostic radiology (x-ray) received the largest share of public payments.”

In May of this year, the Ford government continued this policy directive by passing Bill 60 (the Your Health Act), which expanded the types of surgical and diagnostic procedures allowed outside of public hospitals.

Even though this piece of legislation was designed to cut long wait lists for care, Longhurst insists that the for-profit model leads to worse outcomes for patients.

Not only does this system leave patients more vulnerable to predatory practices like upselling, but Longhurst said that their safety is sometimes sacrificed in order to protect a bottom line for investors.

To support his claim, Longhurst cites a 2017 study from the Centre for Health and the Public Interest, which revealed that 82 for-profit hospitals in England were responsible for £250 million in extra costs to the public system over three years, since patients were transferred to public hospitals because of complications at a private facility.

Despite these less-than-favourable outcomes for patients, Longhurst said for-profit organizations are still able to offer attractive incentives for prospective health-care professionals, such as reduced workloads, less complex patients and higher pay.

Because of this, public health-care groups are forced to recruit staff from an increasingly limited pool of specialists to contend with an already overburdened health-care system.

“Increasing surgical and diagnostic capacity depends on the availability of qualified staff, which is not magically increased by the addition of profit,” Longhurst said in a Monday news release.

“Ontario has the physical space and equipment to improve wait times for surgeries and medical imaging. What is missing is the health-care workforce and funding necessary to do the work.”

According to Ontario Health Coalition executive director Natalie Mehra, the province’s increasing neglect of public health care is being felt at the Sault Area Hospital, where only four operating rooms are open on most days.

Mehra insists that the hospital could run five to six operating rooms if it was properly funded.

“We have already paid to build the Sault Area Hospital. We should use it to its capacity,” Mehra said on Monday.

“And of course, the private clinic’s extra-billed patients have serious quality problems and every staff person that they take out of the public hospital damages access to care for the majority of people.”

Longhurst ends his report by listing a series of recommendations on how the province can ensure better patient outcomes by refocusing on public health care.

These measures include: extending public operating room capacity, prioritizing the use of single-entry and team-based referral models and increasing access to seniors’ home and community care (thereby reducing hospital overcrowding).

“Ontario is on the edge of the precipice,” he writes in the concluding paragraph of his report. “Pursuing a policy direction at odds with the evidence and policy experience in Canada risks destabilizing public hospitals, increasing wait times, and entrenching a for-profit hospital industry that seeks to dismantle public health care.”

To read Longhurst’s report in its entirety, visit policyalternatives.ca/publications/reports/at-what-cost.

Click here for original article

Thousands sign Niagara petition calling for restored urgent care hours
(November 7, 2023)

By: Sarah Ferguson, Welland Tribune News


With more than 4,000 signatures on it, Niagara Falls MPP Wayne Gates thinks a petition calling for restored service to Niagara’s two urgent care centres (UCC) will get the attention of the provincial government.




He intends to make sure of it.




“(The number of signatures) works out to probably one in seven people that live in this community who cared enough (about their health care) to sign the petition. I think that sends a strong message,“ Gates said.




The petition is calling on the province to return 24/7 urgent care services to the Douglas Memorial Hospital Site in Fort Erie and the UCC in Port Colborne.




In June, Niagara Health announced operating hours at the UCCs in Fort Erie and Port Colborne would be cut overnight, and patients would be accepted between the hours of 10 a.m. and 8 p.m. starting July 5.




Gates will present the petition at Queen’s Park in two weeks’ time, and will have the support of his colleagues behind him.




”Other MPPs will also read the petition and sign their name to the petition (before handing them) in to the clerk,“ Gates said, and added Niagara Centre MPP Jeff Burch and St. Catharines MPP Jennie Stevens are expected to lend their support.




Niagara Health Coalition chair Sue Hotte presented Gates with the petition Tuesday morning during a rally held in front of Fort Erie’s UCC on Bertie Street.


Hotte expressed her gratitude to the volunteers, and members of the Niagara Health Coalition, and the advocacy group Fort Erie Healthcare SOS.




”I can’t thank you enough for all that work,“ Hotte told the small crowd that had gathered for the event.




”This is wonderful. You all have worked so hard for the past couple months to get signatures for the petition.“




Heather Kelley, a member of Fort Erie Healthcare SOS, said a majority of the signatures on the petition came from residents living in Fort Erie, Stevensville, Ridgeway, and Crystal Beach.




Gates said there is a health-care crisis across Ontario, not only in Fort Erie, and he also criticized the Ford government for moving toward private hospital services, part of Bill 60, Your Health Act.




”How can (the provincial government) continue to shut down UCCs, and shut down emergency rooms when they’re sitting on $21 billion of surplus money that could go right back into health care that they’re hoarding for the next five years,“ he said.




Gates said health care should remain a public service, and added a private health-care system, similar to the health-care system used in the United States doesn’t work.




The MPP asked if anyone knew what the No. 1 reason for filing bankruptcy in the U.S. is, and then said the answer out loud; the reason most Americans file bankruptcy is due to the price of private health care.




Gates also discussed the importance of having health care nearby, and noted Fort Erie residents see significant weather events that make travelling to other municipalities for care more difficult. He gave the example of last year’s storm on Christmas Day, which left many without power, and unable to leave their homes due to the large amount of accumulated snow.




”We couldn’t even drive down the highway for five days; we couldn’t get out of our homes, and yet they want to shut this hospital down from 10 o’clock at night until 8 a.m. It’s absolutely wrong,“ Gates said. ”It’s a mistake.“

Click here for original article





Report raises red flags over Ontario’s health care privatization
(November 7, 2023)

By: BayToday

At a media conference led by CUPE’s OCHU and the Ontario Health Coalition in North Bay on Monday, the speakers urged the Ontario government to scrap private surgeries and invest in public hospitals.

The discussion turned to the situation at the North Bay Regional Health Centre where there are 10 operating rooms and three are dedicated to specific types of surgery such as labour and delivery. Of the remaining seven ORs, only five are used during daytime hours only and only one OR is in use on evenings and weekends.

“There is a lot of unused OR capacity in the public hospital, had they the funding and staffing to run them,” stated Natalie Mehra, executive director

of the Ontario Health Coalition. “There is no need to pay to build new ORs when the ORs in the North Bay Hospital are still unused and underused. Worse, any staff taken away by private clinics only takes much-needed people away from the already far-too-thin staffing at the hospital.”

Drawing on new data from Freedom of Information requests, financial and statistical analysis, and research, a new report raises red flags about the Ford government’s privatization of the core services of public hospitals — including diagnostics and surgeries.

At What Cost? Ontario hospital privatization and the threat to public health care, published by the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, lays out the negative impact of the Ford government’s plans for Ontario’s public hospitals and patients.

The report covers the difference in stated government expenditures on private clinics versus the actual spending.

“Increasing surgical and diagnostic capacity depends on the availability of qualified staff, which is not magically increased by the addition of profit,” said Andrew Longhurst, political economist, and author of the new report. “Ontario has the physical space and equipment to improve wait times for surgeries and medical

imaging; what is missing is the health-care workforce and funding necessary to do the work.”

A Simon Fraser University health policy researcher, Longhurst is concerned that Ontario is set to repeat the mistakes of Alberta, a province that saw wait times increase and total surgical volumes decline as public funding and staffing were diverted into investor-owned centres.

Longhurst noted Ontario has increased overall health funding by 1.2 per cent this year, less than the rate of inflation of 5.6 per cent. This is not the case for private clinics and hospitals. His report reveals that the government has increased their funding for for-profit surgeries by 45 per cent and public funding to the for-profit Shouldice Hospital and Don Valley Surgical Unit have increased 19 per cent and 278 per cent respectively since 2018 when the Ford government was elected.

According to the report, provinces that have the most for-profit clinics and hospitals (British Columbia, Quebec, Alberta) generally show poorer wait time performance than provinces with no or little to no privatization.

In Ontario, “1,290 patients are on stretchers in hospital hallways waiting for beds. There are 170,000 patients waiting beyond medically recommended guidelines for surgeries, 17,000 of these are children. Of that 170,000, over 2,400 died last year waiting for surgeries and 9,000 died on waiting lists for MRIs and CT scans and 145 emergency departments are closed due to lack of staff,” added Michael Hurley, president of CUPE’s Ontario Council of Hospital Unions (OCHU).

“The current Ontario government is promoting private hospitals and private surgeries, even though it is well documented that private hospitals have higher death rates and worse outcomes than public hospitals — and that private surgeries are much more expensive. This report details clearly why the government must scrap

its campaign to reward its rich investor friends and instead do its job to properly fund our public hospitals,” stated Hurley.

Ontario ranks at or near the bottom in comparison to the other provinces in key health care funding measures, the Ontario Health Coalition states.

“Ontario ranks last of all provinces in provincial funding for all public services. In the 1990s, the Harris government’s major cuts to taxes – primarily benefiting high-income people and corporations – resulted in $15 per year less in provincial revenues that could be used for public services and social programs. Subsequently, the McGuinty government cut corporate taxes further by additional billions per year. As Ontario dropped to the bottom of the country in funding for our public services, it also dropped to near the bottom of the country in funding for health care.”

Click here for original article 

Longer operating room hours would save lives, researcher tells Sault audience
(Novemeber 6, 2023)

By: Darren Taylor, SooToday.com

A small but concerned group of people gathered at the Sault Ste. Marie Public Library’s main branch Monday morning for an information session on the role of for-profit health care in Ontario.

The group listened to findings in a report titled At What Cost? Ontario hospital privatization and the threat to public health care, written by Andrew Longhurst, Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives research associate.

A key recommendation contained in Longhurst’s report is for Ontario’s publicly funded hospitals to keep their operating rooms open longer for surgical procedures — during evening hours and weekends — to cut down on surgical wait times and thereby steer away from for-profit healthcare.

“We know from the Ontario Health Coalition that there are two operating rooms here in the Sault that are sitting idle,” Longhurst told Monday’s audience, referring to Sault Area Hospital.

“They’re not staffed up. They can’t perform surgeries and the other four operating rooms are likely performing very regular schedules, like a 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. standard schedule, so what we need to do is build that acute care capacity and sustain it over the long term, to staff up those operating rooms so we can perform more procedures and look at extending operating hours into evenings and weekends.”

That same change is needed at hospitals across Ontario, Longhurst said.

Longhurst is a health policy researcher at Vancouver’s Simon Fraser University currently presenting his findings on a tour of Ontario communities.

“This will reduce wait times. It’s been proven again and again but that investment needs to be made. We know from the Auditor General that 34 per cent of hospitals in the province have unused operating room capacity and we need to extend and expand and make full use of this existing infrastructure that taxpayers have already paid for and have sitting in our hospitals. Let’s make use of it,” Longhurst said.

The Ontario government’s Bill 60 allows cataract surgeries and diagnostic imaging and testing to be expanded at for-profit clinics.

The government aims to increase the number of hip and knee replacement surgeries at those clinics in what the government says is a strategy to reduce wait times at publicly funded hospitals.

Despite Premier Doug Ford’s assertion that patients at for-profit clinics will pay for procedures with their OHIP cards and not their credit cards, opponents say that higher paying for-profit clinics will pull more doctors, nurses and medical technicians away from an understaffed public medical system, increasing already-long public health system wait times and endangering patients’s health and lives.

Longhurst was accompanied at Monday’s presentation by Michael Hurley, Toronto-based Ontario Council of Hospital Unions CUPE president and Al Dupuis, Blind River-based Ontario Health Coalition (OHC) spokesperson for the Sault and Algoma District.

Dupuis said extended hours for operating rooms is something the OHC fully supports and that the organization has urged the province to put that measure in place.

“They’re aware of our position. It’s a point that’s been made time and time again to the government, to say ‘look, just keep your operating rooms open.’ The government’s aware of it but that’s not their game plan. They want to satisfy whatever lobbyists they’re catering to with the for-profit strategy,” Dupuis told SooToday.

Longhurst began writing his report in January.

It was officially released Nov. 2.

While wait times for diagnostic imaging, surgeries and healthcare in general are of importance for all ages, a senior in attendance at Monday’s presentation urged young adults to be vigilant and speak out for the preservation of Ontario’s publicly funded healthcare system.

“The amazing thing is how important this is and how little attention it’s getting,” said Don Corbett.

“I think people are frustrated and frightened right now because our doctors and nurses are retiring or leaving and they’re finding themselves without a doctor to care for them. For my generation, the baby boomers, that’s frightening and alarming because most of us have grown up with the OHIP system in Ontario.”

Corbett, an OHC member, said younger people in Ontario are understandably concerned with other life issues such as the price of food, vehicle purchases and mortgages but urged them to take a closer look at Ontario political leaders’ stances on healthcare.

Corbett said for-profit healthcare delivers less and is life threatening.

“The question that we would ask young people is ‘are you aware, do you care?’ When you go to the voting booth in provincial elections, have you listened to their platforms, do you understand and can you see the repercussions of getting governments that are so private-oriented and profit-oriented that they would put the population in that kind of danger?”

Click here for original article

GROUP WONDERS WHY NIAGARA’S OPERATING ROOMS AREN’T BEING USED TO TACKLE LONG SURGICAL WAIT LISTS
(November 3, 2023)

By: Bonnie Heslop, iHeartRadio

A news conference was held in Niagara Falls today on the state of health care in the Region and across Ontario.

CUPE was joined by the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives and author of the new report, ‘At What Cost?’ which is critical of the Ford government’s plans to use private clinics to tackle long wait times for surgeries.

Executive Director of the Ontario Health Coalition, Natalie Mehra, says operating rooms are not being used in Niagara to capacity.

“The St. Catharines hospital has 12 operating rooms, of which 2 are not in use at all. On any given day, most of the other ORs will be in use in the daytime but then closed after 6 pm or so. Only one operates evenings and weekends. In Welland, the five ORs are closed entirely after 5 pm and not in use on weekends. In Niagara Falls, there are 4 ORs and only one in use evenings and on weekends.”

“There is a lot of unused capacity in the public hospitals to do tens of thousands more surgeries if they were only funded appropriately and staffed to do so. The government could – and should – have opted to expand public capacity in this way but instead is choosing to go the much more costly, dangerous, and slower route of expanding privatization.”

The report also finds that provinces that have the most for-profit clinics and hospitals (British Columbia, Quebec, Alberta) generally show poorer wait time performance than provinces with no or little to no privatization.

Meantime, Niagara Health says some of the numbers given out on their ORs are not accurate.

They say the St. Catharines hospital has 10 ORs that are used on any given day and there is space shelled for two more for future use. There is also an OR for urgent/emergent procedures after 6 p.m. Mon-Fri and on weekends.

When it comes to the Niagara Falls hospital, Niagara Health says it has 5 ORs with one for use after hours and on weekends for emergencies.

Click here for original article

New report looks at the threats of hospital privatization in Ontario
(November 3, 2023)

By: Evan Brewer, CityNews Kitchener

Andrew Longhurst is the author of a new report titled “At What Cost?” which looks into the Ontario government’s plan to put more funding towards for-profit facilities.

Longhurst spoke in the region on Friday in detail about some of his findings detailed in the report.

“For wait times, Ontario outperforms British Columbia, Saskatchewan, Alberta and these are provinces that have had much more involvement with for-profit healthcare delivery and more specifically for-profit surgical facilities. I want to be clear, wait times remain too long in Ontario and the sensible approach is not to destabilize our public hospital system but to properly fund and improve the public system.”

The Ontario government claims that a reason for expanding the for-profit facilities is to cut back on wait times in the province and increase capacity, however, Longhurst states this is unlikely to make a difference. Instead, it would destabilize the public system.

Longhurst also said “The big issue that this report draws attention to is the fact that we have a fixed pool of healthcare staffing in this province. It doesn’t grow overnight simply by paying a for-profit investor owned corporation to build a new facility. What we have heard consistently from surgeons and hospital administrators is that Ontario doesn’t have a lack of physical space. It lacks the healthcare workforce to do the work.”

Natalie Mehra, the Executive Director of Ontario Health Coalition spoke with healthcare workers at Grand River Hospital in Kitchener.

“At Grand River Hospital, the healthcare workers told me there are ten operating rooms, one of those is closed down permanently and being used for storage. Seven to eight of the operating rooms are being used pretty much everyday. They work in the daytime but basically at night those operating rooms are closed down unless there is an emergency.” Mehra stated.

Some of the solutions that Longhurst discussed and are mentioned in the report include maximizing and extending hospital operating room capacity instead of for-profit delivery and the need to implement single-entry models.

Full details of the report can be found here.

Click here for original article

Private health care won’t reduce wait times — it may raise them, report says
(November 3, 2023)

By: Eric Stober, Global News

A new report released Thursday says that privatization of health care in Ontario won’t reduce wait times but may actually increase them.

That’s because for-profit centres could as well face the staffing shortages that have plagued the public sector, and any talent that is attracted to the private model will in turn reduce staff in public hospitals, according to the report from the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives.

“Increasing surgical and diagnostic capacity depends on the availability of qualified staff, which is not magically increased by the addition of profit,” report author and Simon Fraser University health policy researcher Andrew Longhurst said in a statement Thursday.

“Expanded outsourcing is likely to worsen public hospital staffing shortages that cause longer waits.”

The problems of creating more for-profit health care include higher costs, less staff in the public system, as well as upselling, self-referrals and unnecessary procedures, Longhurst said.


University of Toronto health policy professor Raisa Deber told Global News that private health care differs from many other services because it is based on need, so for-profit centres could overcharge or upsell services that aren’t necessary given the consumer’s lack of knowledge but need for care.

“One of the problems that you run into is that market forces don’t work in health care,” she said.

“People get very nervous when you start throwing for-profit into the mix because it gives absolutely the wrong incentives to the providers.”

She pointed to the pharmaceutical industry as an example, where drugs can be sold for higher costs to drive profit and are still bought by consumers because they are needed.

While privatization of some services is being considered in provinces like Ontario and others due to long wait times and backlogs in the public system, the report noted that wait times in Ontario for “many priority procedures” are the shortest in Canada, such as for hip and knee replacement in 2022.

In May, the Ontario government passed Bill 60, which encourages the growth of for-profit health care for some surgeries and imaging. Less than two per cent of surgeries in Ontario were done in for-profit facilities in 2021-2022, CCPA said.

Rather than turn to privatization, the report recommends efforts to improve the public system, “not undermine it.”

“Ontario does not lack the physical space and equipment to improve wait times for surgeries and medical imaging; what is missing is the health care workforce and funding necessary to do the work,” Longhurst said.

The report recommends funding and staffing underused public hospital operating rooms and performing surgeries during the evening and weekends, as well as increasing hospital bed capacity.



Click here for original article






Expansion of private clinics likely to increase wait times in Ontario, report suggests
(November 2, 2023)

By: Katherine DeClerq, CTV News

Ontario’s plan to allow more for-profit clinics to conduct surgeries and diagnostic procedures is likely to increase wait times rather than reduce them, a new report suggests.

The report, released Thursday by left-leaning think tank Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, suggests that for-profit surgical and medical imaging was a half-billion-dollar industry in Ontario between 2021-22 and that an expansion into this sector will only worsen the public health staffing shortages.

“I’m very concerned to see the government moving in this direction when Ontario has actually been a fairly well integrated and coordinated system, in large part because it hasn’t farmed out surgeries to a cottage industry of for profit facilities,” Andrew Longhurst, health policy researcher at Simon Fraser University and author of the report, told CTV News Toronto.

According to Longhurst’s report, Ontario had the best wait time performance for hip and knee replacement surgeries in Canada last year. About 72 per cent of hip replacements and 68 per cent of knee replacements were conducted within the national benchmark of 26 weeks.

“Ontario is actually one of the best performers among all the provinces for hip and knees and MRI and CT scans,” Longhurst says. “And these are the four areas where we have heard the government most likely to expand for profit delivery.”

In May, the Ontario government passed Bill 60, which allowed private clinics, both non-profit and for-profit, to conduct more surgeries covered under the Ontario Health Insurance Plan (OHIP). The procedures covered include cataract surgeries, MRI and CT scans, minimally invasive gynecological surgeries and, eventually, knee and hip replacements.

The government has stressed that these procedures will remain covered under OHIP. However, experts and advocates have expressed concern about oversight, staffing and upselling—three of the most significant issues outlined in Thursday’s report.

“Ontario does not lack the physical space and equipment to improve wait times for surgeries and medical imaging; what is missing is the health care workforce necessary to do the work,” the report notes. “When surgeries and diagnostics are outsourced, the public and for-profit sectors compete for a limited pool of specialized health-care professionals.”

“The private sector may offer incentives to attract health care workers from the public system, such as reduced workloads, less complex patients, and higher pay.”

In a statement provided to CTV News Toronto, Ontario’s Ministry of Health said there will “always be those who are opposed to innovation,” in response to the report’s findings.

“But our government is not okay with the status quo. That’s why, as part of Your Health, we announced in January that we are further leverage [sic] community surgical and diagnostic centres to deliver more publicly funded surgeries and procedures to reduce the surgical backlog and overall wait times,” a spokesperson for the ministry wrote.

“Our plan has already reduced the surgical backlog to pre-pandemic level, adding 14,000 additional OHIP covered cataract surgeries annually and 49,000 hours of MRI and CT scans, with 80% of all Ontarians now receiving surgery within the target time,” the spokesperson added.

Between 2019-20 and 2020-21, operating rooms in Ontario lost 122 full-time equivalent staff, the report notes. The loss of staff in the public sector places more burden on not just hospitals but the health-care system as a whole, the report argues.

“If you don’t have enough patient flow happening through your hospitals, you can’t move people through the hospital and you’re constrained in terms of the number of inpatient surgeries you can do,” Longhurst said.

Instead of focusing on for-profit care, the government should instead ensure that operating rooms are able to work at full capacity, Longhurst says. According to the report, about 34 per cent of hospitals had unused operating room capacity in 2019-20.

“Additional capacity can be created by extending OR hours, but a significantly expanded for-profit surgical sector will be competing for the same skilled staff,” the report says.

PROTECTING PATIENTS FROM EXTRA-BILLING

Over last two decades, patients in Ontario have been reimbursed more than $3 million for unlawful extra-billing, the report suggests. In 2022, there were 43 complaints related to the Commitment to the Future of Medicare Act. The report notes that 35 per cent were “verified contraventions.” The report does note that the number of complaints and contraventions are at historic lows, however Longhurst says “it’s still an issue.”

“I think we would be we would be mistaken and I think government would be mistaken to say that extra billing and two tier health care is not an issue in Ontario,” he said.

The report argues that a complaint-driven enforcement regime will result in a conservative estimate in the number of unlawful extra-billing.

While Bill 60 specifies that a physician at a private clinic shall not turn a patient away for choosing to pay with their OHIP card, it does not prevent upselling or self-referrals. The Canadian Centre of Policy Alternatives is suggesting there should be measures outlined in legislation to protect patients.

While the government has promised to designate “expert organizations” to work with Ontario Health and the Ministry of Health to ensure quality and safety standards are met, advocates argue its not enough to combat instances of what they call “manipulative upselling.”

The Ontario Health Coalition, which advocates for publicly-funded health care while representing more than 500 member organizations and individuals, previously shared testimonies from patients in which people paid out of pocket for procedures. In some instances, patients said they were urged to get upgraded lenses, told they had to incur the costs of eye measurements, and invoiced for contrast dye needed for imaging.

The costs, according to the coalition, were anywhere from a few hundred dollars to over $8,000.

“I think we need to be live to the reality that this activity will continue as you see and you grow this for profit industry,” Longhurst said.

Click here for original article

New report highlights negative impacts of health care privatization in Ontario
(November 2, 2023)

By: Samantha Lawson

An independent group says its new report highlights negative impacts on the Ford government’s privatization of surgeries and diagnostic procedures, saying the government’s model is unlikely to increase capacity and reduce wait times.

The Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives says its report reveals the government has dramatically increased funding to for-profit healthcare while public hospitals are facing dollar cuts.

The report says for-profit delivery would make public sector staffing shortages worse and could end up costing more for patients.

And the Ontario Health Coalition says under the Canada Health Act patients can’t be charged for medically needed hospital or physician services like cataract surgeries. But it found some clinics in Ontario are trying to charge patients for cataract surgery at higher costs.

“In the public health system, hospitals are billed around $500 per cataract. It’s a seven minute surgery, per cataract surgery, so $500 compared to $2700 for the surgeries is a ludicrous price,” Natalie Mehra from the Ontario Health Coalition said.

“There are multiple operating rooms both at HHS and Joe Brant that are not active at all, they are being used as storage rooms, because they don’t have the funding and the staff to run them.”

In a response, the Ministry of Health says their plan is working and they’ll continue to reduce wait times and connect patients to the care they need.

Click here for original article

REPORT & RELEASE: Report advises Ontario government to scrap private surgeries and invest in public hospitals
(November 2, 2023)

Toronto – Drawing on new data from Freedom of Information requests, financial and statistical analysis, and research, a new report raises red flags about the Ford government’s privatization of our public hospitals’ core services including diagnostics and surgeries. The report, At What Cost? Ontario hospital privatization and the threat to public health care published by the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives lays out a cogent analysis of the negative impact of the Ford government’s plans on Ontario’s public hospitals and patients. It makes startling revelations such as the massive difference in stated government expenditures on private clinics versus the actual spending.

“Increasing surgical and diagnostic capacity depends on the availability of qualified staff, which is not magically increased by the addition of profit,” said Andrew Longhurst, political economist and author of the new report. “Ontario has the physical space and equipment to improve wait times for surgeries and medical imaging; what is missing is the health-care workforce and funding necessary to do the work.” Longhurst, a Simon Fraser University health policy researcher, is concerned that Ontario is set to repeat the mistakes of Alberta, a province that saw wait times increase and total surgical volumes decline as public funding and staffing were diverted into investor-owned centres.

“Today, 1,290 patients are on stretchers in hospital hallways waiting for beds. There are 170,000 patients waiting beyond medically recommended guidelines for surgeries, 17,000 of these are children. Of that 170,000, over 2,400 died last year waiting for surgeries and 9,000 died on waiting lists for MRIs and CT scans. 145 emergency departments are closed due to lack of staff,” added Michael Hurley, president of the CUPE’s Ontario Council of Hospital Unions (OCHU). “The Ford Conservatives promote private hospitals and private surgeries, even though it is well documented that private hospitals have higher death rates and worse outcomes than public hospitals – and that private surgeries are much more expensive. This report details clearly why the Ford government must scrap its campaign to reward its rich investor friends and instead do its job to properly fund our public hospitals.”

“In Toronto and across Ontario, hospitals have operating rooms that are closed after 4 pm and on weekends,” noted Natalie Mehra, executive director of the Ontario Health Coalition (OHC). “For example, in Toronto on April 1, Michael Garron and Sunnybrook hospitals partnered on an initiative to expand central intake for hip and knee surgeries and open additional operating room time on weekends to provide 1,335 hip and knee surgeries and plan to reduce Toronto and region wait lists by 24% in one year. The Ford government could – and should – have opted to expand public capacity in this way but instead is choosing to go the much more costly, dangerous, and slower route of expanding privatization.”

Ontario has increased overall health funding by 1.2% this year, less than rate of inflation of 5.6% – in economist terms “a real dollar cut.” However, the sky’s the limit for private clinics and hospitals. The new report revealed that the Ford government has increased their funding for for-profit surgeries by 45% and public funding to the for-profit Shouldice Hospital and Don Valley Surgical Unit have increased 19% and 278% respectively since the Ford Conservatives were elected.

The report finds that provinces that have the most for-profit clinics and hospitals (British Columbia, Quebec, Alberta) generally show poorer wait time performances than provinces with no or little to no privatization.

Click here for printable version of release

Click here for full report

BRIEFING NOTE: Health care funding briefing note: putting the fall economic statement in context
(November 2, 2023)

Today, the Ford government will release its fall economic statement. This briefing note is intended to give context with which to assess the claims of the government. As we write, Ontario is in the worst health care crisis in memory. The most urgent services in local public hospitals are facing repeated and unprecedented closures, including maternity and emergency departments. Intensive care units are desperately understaffed, putting patients at risk. Tens of thousands wait for long-term care. An unprecedented staffing crisis extends across hospitals, long-term care, primary care, home care and EMS. Minden has lost its emergency department. Fort Erie and Port Colborne’s urgent care centres – which were supposed to replace their closed emergency departments – have been closed down. This year, there have been more emergency department closures in Ontario than ever in our history. Small, rural and local communities are up in arms, fearing that their local emergency departments will be permanently closed also.

In this scale of emergency, one would expect that extraordinary efforts would be made to stabilize and improve health care. Instead, the provincial government is increasing health care funding at less than the rate of inflation – a real dollar cut – and funding plans are far less than needed, even to meet the announced plans of the government. The following briefing note gives the data and the context in which to understand where our health funding ranks and what the budget announcements mean for actual services.

 

Overall health care funding

According to the Ontario’s Financial Accountability Office (FAO), an independent body that reports to the Legislature of Ontario, much like the Auditor General, the health care budget for this year was expected to increase by $1.2 billion ($79.8 billion to $81 billion) a 1.2 percent increase.[1]

[image: ]

Statistics Canada reports that health care inflation is 5.6 percent (measured as per the most recent figures available covering the time period of September 2022 – September 2023).[2]

The budgeted increase for health care this year is less than the rate of inflation, in economists’ terms, a “real dollar” cut.


Next year, from 2023-24 to 2024-25, the budgeted increase for health care is 3.2 percent.[3] In the year following, 2023-24 to 2025-26 (leading into the spring election in 2026) the budgeted increase for health care is 3.4 percent.[4] Projected spending increases as we get closer to the next election but for this year and next, budget increases for health funding do not meet current or projected inflation.

The usual measure for health funding need is inflation, population growth and ageing, and sometimes an increased utilization adjustment (under various different names).[5]

Population growth projections from the Ontario government show that the provincial population is projected to increase at an annual rate of 3.2 percent in 2022–23, 2.7 per cent in 2023–24, and 2.1 percent in 2024–25.

Usually, aging is projected to add 1 percent annually.

To maintain existing services as population grows, to account for inflation, and provide for the needs of our population as it ages, without any major improvements in service, funding would need to increase by an amount equal to population growth (3.2 percent – 2.1 percent), aging 1 percent, and inflation which is projected to decrease from its high of over 5 percent down to the 3-4 percent range.

The budgeted increase for health care this year and over three years is significantly less than needed to meet inflation, population growth and aging, even without any significant improvements to services.


 

Actual spending vs. budget

The Ford government has made a practice of announcing health funding plans in its budgets and public announcements but not actually spending the money.

	The most recent quarterly report of the FAO shows that actual health spending in the first quarter of this fiscal year was approx. $1.2 billion less than planned. (End of first quarter 2023-24.)[6]
	By the end of last fiscal year (2022-23) the FAO reports that the provincial government spent $312 million less than planned on health care.[7]
	By the end of 2021-22, the FAO reports that the provincial government spent $1.8 billion less than planned on health care.[8]
	By the end of 2020-21, the FAO reports that the provincial government spent $1 billion less than planned on health care.[9]


The Ford government has repeatedly underspent its planned health care budget for years, choosing to impose real dollar wage cuts as staffing shortages worsened and refusing to increase service levels even as health care services have fallen into unprecedented crisis.

 

Can we afford it? Yes, we can. Everyone else does.

Ontario ranks at or near the bottom of the country in key health care funding measures

Ontario ranks last of all provinces in provincial funding for all public services. In the 1990s, the Harris government’s major cuts to taxes – primarily benefiting high income people and corporations – resulted in $15 per year less in provincial revenues that could be used for public services and social programs. Subsequently, the McGuinty government cut corporate taxes further by additional billions per year. (See Chart 5 below.) As Ontario dropped to the bottom of the country in funding for our public services, it also dropped to near the bottom of the country in funding for health care.

Currently Ontario funds health care at a lower rate than most other provinces.

	On a per-person basis, Ontario ranks second last in Canada.
	As a percent of provincial GDP, the most accepted measure of affordability, Ontario ranks third from the bottom of the country in health care funding.


In particular sectors, such as funding for public hospitals, Ontario ranks dead last in Canada.

	On a per-person basis, Ontario ranks last in Canada.
	As a percent of provincial GDP, Ontario ranks last in Canada.


[image: ]

See footnote for more information.[10]

The evidence shows that there is plenty of room for growth, even to come up to the average of other provinces.


 

Ford government announcements of improved capacity are not possible given their budget plans

According to the FAO.[11],

	The Ford government has announced commitments to expand capacity in hospitals, home care and long-term care. However, these increases in capacity will be more than offset by increases in demand for these services from Ontario’s growing and aging population. Relative to projected growth in demand, by 2027-28, Ontario will have less hospital capacity, similar home-care capacity and less long-term care capacity compared to what it had in 2019-20. Note: hospital overcrowding continues to be a major problem, there are more than 39,000 people on wait lists for long-term care, and home care continues to be poorly organized and inadequate.
	From 2022-23 to 2027-28, the province has allocated $21.3 billion less than will be needed to fund current health sector programs and deliver on its expansion commitments in hospitals, home care and long-term care.
	Ontario is currently experiencing shortages of nurses and personal support workers (PSWs), which is projected to persist through the FAO’s six-year forecast period. Even with the announced government measures to increase the supply of nurses and PSWs, by 2027-28, the FAO projects a shortfall of 33,000 nurses and PSWs. These nurse and PSW shortages will jeopardize Ontario’s ability to sustain current programs and meet program expansion commitments.






Federal funding share

According to the FAO, federal government funding covers about 24.5 percent of provincial health care spending in 2022-23. The federal share will increase to 27.4 per cent in 2023-24. However, federal transfers as a share of Ontario health sector spending will then gradually decline to 26.1 per cent in 2027-28, due to the expiry of some time-limited funding agreements. Over the three-year period from 2023-24 to 2025-26, the FAO estimates that the increase in federal health transfers to the province is $4.1 billion.

 

[1] https://www.fao-on.org/en/Blog/Publications/health-update-2023#_ftn3

[2] Source: Statistics Canada. Table 18-10-0004-08  Consumer Price Index, monthly, percentage change, not seasonally adjusted, Canada, provinces, Whitehorse and Yellowknife — Health and personal care

[3] https://www.fao-on.org/en/Blog/Publications/health-update-2023#_ftn3

[4] https://www.fao-on.org/en/Blog/Publications/health-update-2023#_ftn3

[5] By the 2018 election there was a deep consensus that >5% hospital base funding increase was needed. This was based on the following:

In the December 2016 Federal-Territorial-Provincial Finance Ministers’ meeting, the provinces and territories were calling for a Canada Health Transfer escalator that would match projected health care cost growth at 5.2 percent. This aligned with the Parliamentary Budget Office of the federal government prediction of a funding growth need. The Financial Accountability Office of Ontario set the needed rate at 5.2 percent. The Conference Board of Canada supports the calculation of a 5.2 percent cost projection. Health provider organizations issued public policy papers and statements supporting the 5.2 percent figure. This figure was also supported by the Canadian Health Coalition, the Ontario Health Coalition and coalitions across Canada. See further information here.

[6] https://www.fao-on.org/en/Blog/Publications/2023-24-expenditure-monitor-q1

[7] https://www.fao-on.org/en/Blog/Publications/2022-23-expenditure-monitor-q4

[8] https://www.fao-on.org/en/Blog/Publications/2021-22-expenditure-monitor-q4

[9] https://www.fao-on.org/en/Blog/Publications/2020-21-expenditure-monitor-q4

[10] https://www.ontariohealthcoalition.ca/wp-content/uploads/FULL-REPORT-February-10-2012.pdf

[11] https://fao-on.org/en/Blog/Publications/health-2023

Click here for printable version

Information thin as southwestern Ontario hospital cyberattack stretches on
(October 25, 2023)

By: CBC News


Information on the cyberattack affecting five southwestern Ontario hospitals is thin as the outage of key systems including email and patient records stretches on.

An OPP cyber crimes team is investigating the ongoing cyber attack, which was announced on Monday night.

TransForm is the IT provider for hospitals including Windsor Regional, Hotel Dieu, Bluewater Health, Erie Shores HealthCare and the Chatham-Kent Health Alliance.

The agency reported its systems were the subject of the cyberattack.

“I can confirm that the OPP cyber investigation team has been notified and is working in cooperation with the affected organizations, those being Ontario Health and the Windsor Police,” said Bill Dickson, an OPP spokesperson.

OPP declined to comment further on the ongoing investigation. Windsor police had previously said they were not involved in the investigation. Dickerson said Windsor police were involved as the police service of jurisdiction.

TransForm did not provide an update Wednesday, but had previously said it was investigating the scope of the outage — including whether any patient information was affected.

The Communications Security Establishment and its Canadian Centre for Cyber Security said in a statement Tuesday night it was aware of the incident affecting southwestern Ontario hospitals. A spokesperson said the agency does not comment on specific attacks.

“Cyber threats remain a persistent threat to Canadian organizations, as well as critical infrastructure owners and operators,” the agency said in a statement. CSE and the Cyber Centre continue to monitor any developing cyber threats and share threat information with our partners and stakeholders.”

The Ministry of Health said in a statement it was aware of the cyber security breach at TransForm.

“The ministry is confident that TransForm SSO has and continues to take appropriate steps in response to managing this incident,” the ministry said.

Patrick Hannon is the co-chair of the Windsor-Essex Health Coalition, a branch of the Ontario Health Coalition, a health-care advocacy group. He says they want to see an investigation into what went wrong in hospital cyber security.

“Right now, we have this is into the third day where people are are are not getting the treatments that they need hundreds, thousands of patients,” Hannon said. “This is not acceptable.”

“Now that we know who is handling the data for the hospitals in the area, we will be filing our Freedom of Information Act information requests to try and find out what kind of public oversight there is here and to ensure that public that private patient data hasn’t been compromised.”

Hannon, who notes he works as an analyst, says this is one of hundreds of cyber attacks that happens every day.

“This is not something unusual, a critical system such as what we’re seeing here with five hospitals has to have redundancy, has to be able to operate and manage,” Hannon said.

TransForm had previously said it was working from a back-up system that took additional time to access.

Barry Cox has been at Bluewater Health for two weeks awaiting a heart procedure before he can go home. On Tuesday, CBC News reported the procedure had been cancelled — but on Wednesday he told a reporter the procedure has now been rescheduled for Friday.

He says it’s good news and he’s cautiously optimistic the procedure will happen this time.

Click here for original article



Hamilton family seeks answers after dementia patient found outside in hospital gown
(October 10, 2023)

By: Hadi Azad, CHCH News

A Hamilton woman is angry after she says her father, who has dementia, was discharged from St. Joseph’s Hospital last Thursday evening, and was later found outside his supportive residence in just a hospital gown.

Leslie Lang-Clementi wants people to know what happened to her 72-year-old father Brian, who was left out on the cold last week, could happen to their family.

Brian lives with frontotemporal dementia and has been living at First Place Supportive Housing on King Street East in Hamilton since July.

She says last Thursday, First Place decided her father needed to go to the hospital but later that evening, Leslie says she got a call from an emergency room doctor at St. Joseph’s Hospital, saying her father seemed fine.

She asked if he could stay at the hospital until 8 a.m. the following day because she said First Place told her they can’t take anyone in outside of business hours.

The next morning, Leslie says she got a call from First Place. She says what they said, “shocked her.”

“They said, ‘we didn’t want to bug you last night, he’s fine, he’s safe, but we need to tell you what happened.’ I was like, ‘what happened?” said Leslie.

She was told her father was found outside the building after 11 p.m. wandering around in the rain, wearing only a hospital gown.

“Somebody coming off shift, was outside leaving to go home for the day, saw him, recognized him, and brought him back up to the unit, thank heaven,” said Leslie.

Leslie says she was not told that her father had been discharged from the hospital and she has no idea how he got from the hospital to First Place.

“There’s no way he would have discharged himself, because he has dementia, and two, he wouldn’t even have known to go there,” said Leslie. “I tried to wrap my head around the thought process and logic that gets you to that this is an ok safe thing to do.”

Brit Hancock from the Ontario Health Coalition says this incident could speak to the state of the healthcare system as a whole in Ontario.

“There have to be enough resources so that compassionate care can be provided, I think it just shows how stretched we are for resources, both human and financial resources, and that people need to know that Ontario funds its hospitals at the lowest rate in Canada,” said Hancock.

Leslie says she reached out to St. Joseph’s Hospital to find answers and they told her they are investigating the incident and ensured her that it would never happen again.

But Leslie remains frustrated.

“At what point does staff shortages, burnout, lack of help, lack of staffing, etc. etc., at what point does that stop becoming a reason and becomes an excuse,” said Leslie.

CHCH News reached out to First Place but they say because of patient privacy they won’t comment. St. Joseph’s Hospital says they are reviewing the matter internally, but also won’t comment further due to patient privacy.

Click here for original article

CFRA LIVE – HOW THE HEALTHCARE GAME IS CHANGING POST-COVID
(October 3 2023)

By: CFRA Live

A new Ottawa-based walk-in clinic is promising efficient service and no wait times. However, an annual price tag could soon be attached to that. How does this practice fit into our public healthcare system? How has Canada’s healthcare game changed since the arrival of COVID-19? CFRA’s Andrew Pinsent chats with Natalie Mehra, the Executive Director of the Ontario Health Coalition.

Click here for original audio

Public wants province to rein in private clinics, Gélinas says
(October 2 2023)

By: Len Gillis, Sudbury.com

Although the Ontario Health Coalition brought thousands of people to the front lawn of Queen’s Park this week, NDP health critic France Gélinas said the message was missed by the Conservative government.

Gélinas stood in the Ontario Legislature on Sept. 27 to say that Ontario residents want the government to stop privatizing the health care system.

“Speaker, on Monday the Ontario Health Coalition brought almost 10,000 people on the front lawn of our legislature. The entire NDP caucus was present, but not one member of the Conservative Party wanted to hear their message. The thousands of people who came, spoke with one voice. Their message to the government on behalf of millions of Ontarians is clear; stop privatizing our health care system,” said Gélinas.

Gélinas said many of those who attended the protest shared stories of being charged for health services at private clinics, when she said those services should be free.

She mentioned the examples of one person paying $200 to a nutritionist before they could get the free colonoscopy they needed. She said another person paid $1,000 for the lens their ophthalmologist “preferred” to use, but it was not covered by OHIP.

Gélinas charged that many clinics double bill for their services and there is no accountability for their actions.

She said that despite the obvious faults with privatizing health care, the government continues to support private clinics. She said the private clinics charge extra fees and poach health care workers from the public sector with better wages and better working conditions.

Click here for original article

New walk-in clinic generates plenty of healthcare chatter in South Keys
(September 29, 2023)

By: Kristy Cameron, iHeartRadio

Heading into the long weekend, the South Keys Health Centre is generating plenty of conversation around Canada’s Capital. Located on Bank Street and Hunt Club Road, the new walk-in clinic is promising efficient service and no wait times, a service they argue is filling a void in our fragile healthcare system. However, it comes at a cost. To be specific, an annual price tag of $400 per person. Kristy Cameron gets instant reaction from Kevin Skerritt, a member of the Ottawa Health Coalition.

Click here for original article and radio interview

New walk-in clinic in Ottawa’s south end charging membership fee
(September 28 2023)

By: Tyler Fleming, CTV News

It is something that thousands of people in the city of Ottawa need but don’t have, access to regular medical care. While a new clinic in the south end is offering just that, along with fast service and no wait times, it comes with a yearly membership fee.

The South Keys Health Center, located at Bank Street and Hunt Club Road, is set to open next week and clinic officials say thousands of potential members are already on the waiting list, ready to pay $400 per person a year for access.

“It’s called rapid access and it’s perfectly legal,” clinical director Osman Nur says. “Nurse practitioners are the ones seeing you. They can do prescriptions, they can do a lot of health information, they can send you to a specialist.”

While there will be doctors at the clinic practising family medicine, those who pay the membership fee will not have access to their services.

Under provincial health laws, it is illegal for doctors to charge a fee for services that are covered by OHIP, but nurse practitioners do not fall under this purview. Nur says with the clinic about to open, their clinic is filling a gap in the medical system due to a lack of family doctors.

“We have about 10,000 people on the wait list,” Nur says. “This is nurse-led, not medical doctors. You call us and you see us right away.”

The clinic also offers other services such as a pharmacy, chiropractic, physio and massage therapies, which are not always covered by OHIP.

“We’re seeing examples of kind of a combination clinics, where certain services are clearly not insured and outside but they are being combined with professionals and doctors and nurse practitioners that are provided covered care for insured and covered services. But if they are physically in the same space, even housed in the same clinic, I think this raises very serious concerns about conflicts of interests,” says Kevin Skerrett, with the Ottawa Health Coalition.

“It’s a source of real concern for people who advocate for our health system. We have seen with delisting of insured services, with experimentation, with more and more private clinics that are straddling the line between public health care and services that are not provided and people are seizing on this opportunity to bend the rules, if not break the rules and there are rules. There are strict legal perimeters that say you can’t be charging patients for insured health services in this country and in this province.”

Skerrett says the provincial government must provide more funding to adequately support the need for more family doctors in order to prevent a tiered, American-style medical system from emerging.

CTV News Ottawa reached out to Ontario’s Ministry of Health about the clinic. In a statement, a spokesperson for the Minister of Health suggested the ministry may investigate and that it reviews all possible violations that come to its attention and ensure that all OHIP-insured patients who are charged for an insured service are reimbursed in full.

“We will not tolerate any clinic charging for services,” the spokesperson said. “While at this time, services delivered by nurse practitioners who are not part of a nurse practitioner led clinic, are not covered by OHIP, we are taking steps to review this and shut down bad actors taking advantage of patients.

“It is a violation of the Commitment to the Future of Medicare Act (CFMA) to charge an individual for an OHIP insured service or a component of an insured service. If a patient feels that they have been charged for an OHIP-insured service, they can contact the CFMA program by telephone at 1-888-662-6613 or by email at protectpublichealthcare@ontario.ca to open a review.”

On Friday, interim Liberal leader John Fraser called on Health Minister Sylvia Jones to investigate the South Keys Health Center.

“It is deeply concerning that families in Ottawa South are having to pay for access to primary care services in our community,” Fraser said in a letter to Jones.

“The primary foundation for our publicly funded health care system is equal access to all. It is not based on your ability to pay. Access to primary care services should be through your OHIP card and not your credit card.”

Click here for original article

Ontario Health Coalition raise concerns about emergency department closure
(September 27 2023)

By: Elisa Nguyen, Fort Frances Times

Small, rural and local hospital services are under threat of permanent closures, says the Ontario Health Coalition who urges the Ford government to take action.

“Emergency departments are repeatedly closing down, birthing closed, critical care gravely understaffed, and yet the Ford government is doing substantially nothing,” said Natalie Mehra, executive director of the Ontario Health Coalition.

In northwestern Ontario, several emergency department closures occurred last year; however, Mehra said her main source of concern for the northwest pertains to the lack of planning for staff recruitment and retention.

The Wilson Memorial General Hospital in Marathon, Ontario, closed last December due to difficulties with staffing and essential services.

Red Lake Clinic in the northwestern Ontario town also temporarily closed down its emergency room due to a physician shortage in 2022.

The province cancelled funding for summer locums at the end of the last fiscal year, on March 31, Metra said. Although the funding has been reinstated, she feels that there hasn’t been much progress.

“How long do people continue like that and with the aging physician workforce,” she said. “I think that the issues are a bit different [in the northwest]. The distances are much more severe if anything closes… But what we’re seeing is this failure to act as the crisis worsens, it really does raise your red flags for the Northwest.”

Jules Tupker, chair of the Thunder Bay Health Coalition, also said he is concerned for his region.

“There’s a real concern in northwestern Ontario because of the distances,” he said. “Relating to Fort Frances, there’s an emergency room in Rainy River Health Center, which is an hour’s drive from Fort France. There’s an emergency room there, but it’s not mandated that there’s an emergency doctor that’s available.”

Also in attendance at the press conference on September 15 were representatives from southern Ontario who described what they saw happening at their local hospitals.

“Within the past year and a bit, the [Campbellford Memorial Hospital] emergency department has closed a number of times,” said Kim English, resident of Campbellford, professor of nursing and member of the Northumberland Health Coalition.

In Campbellford, emergency department closures often require residents to drive upwards of an hour to access services, placing an additional strain on nearby hospitals.

“It places that burden on the residents of our community who now have to travel to seek care when there is a closure. And it speaks to equity issues for residents of rural communities such as mine, when we don’t have access to even basic emergency care,” she said.

Over in St. Marys, located near Stratford, Clinton Public Hospital and Seaforth Community Hospital has also experienced emergency department closures.

Resident Karel Jennings said the closures often happened at the same time during the summer, a big cause for concern as summer tourism is often the busiest time of year.

“And these ER closures are taking place over weekends, sometimes long weekends, when many local events are happening, which could drive demand and need for your services. So that’s been an item of concern for myself,” Jennings said.

Adding onto the point about summer closures, Sue Hotte, chair of the Niagara Health Coalition, said that reduced urgent care hours has been a concern.

There are approximately 30,000 more people that stay at their cottages along the shore in the summer and a lack of public transportation during late evening hours.

“Where are you going to be going if you need to go to a hospital,” Hotte asks. “It’s a real problem for the people to try to access care when they need it.”

At the heart of the issue is the fear that occasional emergency departments foreshadow a permanent closure.

A local hospital in Chesley, Ontario has had their emergency department closed for an 18 day period. This came after multiple weekly closures throughout the summer.

“We’ve had to update our website with closures to inform the public,” said Brenda Scott, chair of the Chesley Hospital Community Support and Grey Bruce Health Coalition. “So we have a real concern that this foreshadows perhaps a permanent closure of our ER and we’re fighting that.”

Concerned that the aging population and the nearby Amish community may have nowhere to turn in the case of an emergency, Scott hopes that the Ford government will take account.

“We also have a very large senior population here,” she said. “And we have a whole number of Amish and Mennonite neighbors… if you think that the race to find an open ER is critical when you have car, imagine how you would do it in a in a buggy.”

“We definitely have to call the Ford government to account for this. And on September 25, we’re going to try and do that,” Scott said.

The coalition is planning a major protest against the closures and privatization of Ontario’s hospitals on opening day of the Ontario Legislature, Monday, September 25 at noon at Queen’s Park outside the Main Legislative Assembly.

Click here for original article 

Grey Bruce joins thousands calling for better healthcare
(September 26 2023)

By: Eric Thompson, CKNXNewsToday.ca
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Demonstrators gather in front of the Legislative Assembly of Ontario on September 25. (Photo courtesy of Ontario Health Coalition/Twitter)

Thousands of protestors, including a local contingent, gathered at Queens Park on Monday to oppose privatization of the province’s healthcare system.

The Grey Bruce Health Coalition brought a busload of around 50 residents to join in the demonstration and share their stories of unprecedented emergency room closures in the area.

Locals echoed sentiments expressed by three area mayors last week, calling for provincial support to address chronic staffing shortages that have resulted in consistently closed ERs in Chesley, Durham, and Walkerton.

Brenda Scott, co-chair of the coalition, said provincial representatives definitely heard their message.

“They came out after their session in the legislature and (Ontario NDP leader) Marit Stiles said while they were inside, apparently our crowd was a little bit loud and they could hear us outside,” she said. “I thought, ‘hey that’s cool.’ Just a little reminder of whose paying attention.”

Last week, mayors of Arran-Elderslie, Brockton and West Grey called on the Minister of Health to meet with their municipalities to collaboratively address the ER closures.

Scott says it was nice having the opportunity to bring the demand to the Ontario governments doorstep.

“Personally I think the fact that we got to call attention to our situation here on that stage, to the people that were there plus the media that were covering it, that’s really encouraging, because something has to happen here,” she said.

Scott thanked everyone who was able to join as well as bus captains Hazel Pratt and David Roach.

Click here for original article 

Kingston healthcare employees join anti-privatization rally at Queen’s Park

(September 26 2023)

By: Owen Fullerton, YGK News
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Protestors at Queen’s Park on Monday


Members of the Kingston Health Coalition and several hospital unions were part of a large protest at Queen’s Park on Monday afternoon.
Three full busses left Kingston on Monday morning to gather outside of Ontario Legislature as it made its’ return from summer break.

In total, close to 80 busses travelled from around Ontario bringing thousands of hospital employees to rally on the lawns in front of Queen’s Park.

Erica Benn, President of OPSEU Local 4106 said that the resounding message was a continuation of that which was carried through rallies in the spring: that healthcare workers aren’t happy with the Ford government’s privatization plan and have no plans of stopping their fight against it.

“We’re fighting to win this, we’re not going to back down,” Benn said.

“We’re in this to win public healthcare for Ontario.”

Benn added that both Marit Stiles, leader of the Ontario NDP and John Fraser, interim leader of the Liberals, spoke out against Bill 60 at the rally.

The Ontario Conservative government says it is implementing a three step plan to divert some non-emergency surgeries to private clinics, with payments still being made through OHIP and expanding the range of surgeries outsourced over time.

But healthcare workers, and the general public according to Ontario Health Coalition’s referendum earlier this year, worry that this will exacerbate staffing shortages in hospitals and open the door to a United States-style pay for care system.

Benn says the Ford Conservatives’ choice not to invest billions of dollars budgeted for healthcare system are helping to create the problem that they say they are aiming to solve.

“The money that he’s not giving to the public healthcare system is what’s speaking volumes to what his plan is,” Benn said.

“If you stop spending billions of dollars that you’re supposed to be spending… of course the healthcare system is going to crumble.”

The Ontario government, however, insists that they are only trying to reduce surgery backlogs and expand options for Ontarians.

Hannah Jensen, a spokesperson for Ontario’s Minister of Health Sylvia Jones, said in a statement that the provincial government has continued to take steps in improving the breadth of care people in Ontario can receive.

“Our government is proud to have one of the largest publicly funded healthcare systems in the world, a system we have invested nearly $80 billion in this year. Since 2018 we have grown our health care workforce by over 63,000 nurses and 8,000 new physicians and built 3,500 hospital beds across the province,” Jensen said.

“Our government is expanding capacity across the province, getting shovels in the ground for 50 hospital developments over 10 years that will add over 3,000 beds to connect Ontarians to the care they need now and into the future.”

The statement also noted the expansion of medical school in Ontario, easing the process for out of province and out of country doctors and nurses to work in Ontario, and the Your Health plan meant to improve connection and convenience in healthcare for people in Ontario.

An early 2023 report from the Financial Accountability Office of Ontario however says despite the commitments made by the Ontario government, the increasing demand will more than offset any investments being made, and all in all the Ford government is underfunding the system by over $21 billion during a six year period.

“Relative to projected growth in demand, by 2027-28, Ontario will have less hospital capacity, similar home-care capacity and less long-term care capacity compared to what it had in 2019-20,” the report reads.

Given that, hospital employees say their fight against privatization is only ramping up.

Benn says while the momentum died down a bit during the summer months, she feels after yesterday it is picking up once again, and healthcare workers are ready to make Ford walk back his controversial plans as he has recently with development on the Greenbelt.

“As far as the citizens of Ontario, we haven’t really been able to push back to far on Bill 60,” Benn said.

“But I wouldn’t say that this is the last time you’re going to hear from us, I think the momentum is going to keep building until he (Ford) has to eat his words and eat crow like he has with the Greenbelt.”

Further protests are expected, but have yet to be announced.

Click here for original article



‘Why would anyone trust this government?’ Doug Ford slammed as he unwinds Greenbelt plans




(September 25, 2023)

By: Kristin Rushowy, Robert Benzie and Rob Ferguson, The Peterborough Examiner

Under fire over the $8.28-billion Greenbelt land swap scandal, Premier Doug Ford will introduce legislation within weeks to return the properties to the protected zone.




Ford’s move will enshrine in law his policy flip-flop from last Thursday, when he announced housing development would be prohibited on the 7,400 acres of Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area land.




As some 5,000 protesters demonstrated outside the legislature — against his plan for more privately delivered, publicly funded health-care services — the premier faced a barrage of opposition Greenbelt questions on Monday.




“Why would anyone trust this government to fix a disaster of their own making?” demanded NDP Leader Marit Stiles of a controversy that has cost Ford two ministers and two senior aides. A third minister has left politics for the private sector.




“All roads lead to the premier’s office in this scandal,” charged interim Liberal leader John Fraser.




Ford was defensive, saying life in Ontario is “1,000 times better” since his Progressive Conservatives came to power in 2018.




“When we took office … we inherited a bankrupt province from the Liberals, and the NDP supporting them. We have turned things around,” the embattled premier insisted.




Municipal Affairs and Housing Minister Paul Calandra said legislation to be introduced soon would put 7,400 acres from the land swap back into the Greenbelt, along with 9,400 acres added elsewhere on the two-million-acre swath.








“If any other government wants to remove that (land), it has to be done through legislation in the house and not through the process we have right now, which is through regulation,” said Calandra of the beefed-up measures.




Mindful that Ford described the Greenbelt as “a scam” as recently as last month, opposition parties warned the Progressive Conservatives could leave “loopholes” in the new Greenbelt protection bill.




Indeed, the Tories still have not revealed how — or if — developers were tipped off to the changes last fall that made their land far more valuable.




Green Leader Mike Schreiner, who wants a public inquiry into the affair, said any legislation to “truly protect the Greenbelt” should also stop the construction of the proposed 60-kilometre Highway 413 and the 16.2-kilometre Bradford Bypass.




The RCMP is in the midst of deciding whether to investigate “irregularities” in the government’s handling of the zone after Ontario Provincial Police handed the matter over to them last month.




Facing a revolt last week at a Tory caucus retreat in Niagara Falls, Ford backtracked and apologized for breaking his promise to protect the Greenbelt, admitting last Thursday that “it was a mistake” to open up the lands.




Until the U-turn, the premier had maintained the environmentally sensitive land was needed to help meet a goal of building 1.5 million homes by 2031 to ease a shortage that has sent prices skyrocketing.




The entire episode has caused more destruction than construction for Ford, who was forced to shuffle his cabinet twice in less than three weeks.




On Labour Day, Steve Clark resigned as housing minister after an integrity commissioner’s report found he had his “head in the sand” by allowing his chief of staff, Ryan Amato, who has also since quit, to personally select 14 of the 15 parcels of land that were removed from the Greenbelt.




Last Wednesday, Kaleed Rasheed stepped down as minister of public and business service delivery after giving misleading information to the integrity commissioner about a trip to Las Vegas with Ford aides and a developer whose lands were removed from the Greenbelt. Rasheed now sits as an Independent MPP.




One of those staffers, the premier’s housing policy adviser Jae Truesdell, resigned Thursday.




Then, last Friday, Monte McNaughton announced he was stepping down as labour minister to take a job in the private sector. He remains the MPP for Lambton-Kent-Middlesex MPP for the time being.




That forced another hurried cabinet shuffle that saw David Piccini taking over labour, Stan Cho take over in long-term care from Calandra, Andrea Khanjin become environment minister and Vijay Thanigasalam named as associate minister of transportation.




Amid the turmoil inside the legislature, the building was ringed by dozens of buses that brought thousands of demonstrators to Queen’s Park carrying signs like “health care not wealth care.”




The rally was organized by the Ontario Health Coalition, which opposes changes that would see more private clinics offer OHIP-covered services — a move the government says is necessary to shorten waiting lists for treatment of cataracts and other conditions in some communities.




“We want to send a very strong message,” said coalition executive director Natalie Mehra, who is concerned patients will end up paying for health-care extras at the private clinics. “The Ford government has no mandate to privatize.”




Inside, the Liberals also welcomed two new MPPs who won July byelections — keeping the riding of Scarborough-Guildwood and taking Kanata-Carleton from the Tories.




Andrea Hazell, a local businesswoman, now represents Scarborough-Guildwood and Karen McCrimmon, a former Liberal MP, won Kanata-Carleton. As they were led to their seats in the legislature, both approached Ford — who campaigned against them — to shake his hand.




There are now 80 Tory MPPs in the 124-member house, 29 New Democrats, nine Liberals, four Independents, one Green and one vacancy.



Click here for original article 
















Ontario to introduce new Greenbelt bill soon, new housing minister says
(September 25, 2023)

By: Allison Jones, The Canadian Press

Ontario’s legislature resumed sitting Monday after a summer recess, with a controversy about Greenbelt land removals looming large, despite Premier Doug Ford saying last week that he is reversing the decision.

Ford said in question period that he admitted he made a mistake with the move to open up the protected area for development, and he is moving forward.

“That’s what you call leadership, admitting there’s a mistake, moving forward.”  he said. “That’s not going to deter us from building 1.5 million homes.”

Municipal Affairs and Housing Minister Paul Calandra said the government members wouldn’t support an NDP private member’s bill to return lands to the Greenbelt because the government will soon be introducing its own bill to do that. That legislation will also codify the boundaries of the Greenbelt, so that future changes would have to come through the legislature, and not just be done by regulation.

“It is an added extra layer of protection that doesn’t currently exist,” Calandra said after question period.

Through regulation in November 2022, the government removed 7,400 acres of land from the Greenbelt to build housing and added 9,400 acres elsewhere — though the auditor general later found that more than 2,000 of those acres were already protected by other means.

The Greenbelt land removals were in service of Ford’s target of building 1.5 million homes by 2031.

The government’s new legislation will ensure the lands that were removed from the protected area in the Greater Golden Horseshoe are returned, as well as the 9,400 acres enshrined, Calandra said.

Ford’s major backtrack comes nearly a year, and two scathing investigations, later. Both the auditor general and the integrity commissioner found that the process to select which sites were removed from the Greenbelt favoured certain developers.

The property owners stood to see their land value rise by $8.3 billion, the auditor general found. More than 90 per cent of the removed land was in five sites passed on to the then-housing minister’s chief of staff by two developers he met at an industry event, the auditor said.

The integrity commissioner said in his August report that he had no evidence of developers being specifically tipped off that the government was considering Greenbelt removals, though “it is more likely than not” that someone gave one developer a head’s up. Largely, the actions of the housing minister’s chief of staff had the effect of alerting developers that a policy change was afoot, the integrity commissioner found.

NDP Leader Marit Stiles said she is wary of the “giant legal loopholes” that may be in Calandra’s bill.

“I don’t trust this government at all to fix a mess of their own making,” she said.

Interim Liberal Leader John Fraser said he sees parallels between the Greenbelt controversy and the moves the Ford government is making to expand private delivery of public health care.

“We know that the Greenbelt was not about housing and immigration,” he said. “It was about a handful of people getting an $8.3-billion payday, all of who were friends of the premier, donors to the party, wealthy people already. (The) same thing’s happening in health care. It’s going to happen with the privatization and more for-profit clinics.”

Outside the legislature, people attending a protest organized by the Ontario Health Coalition advocacy group criticized the government’s plan to deliver more surgeries, such as for cataracts, and diagnostic procedures in for-profit clinics.

The legislature also resumed Monday with a very different-looking cabinet than when it rose in June, with Steve Clark resigning earlier this month as municipal affairs and housing minister and Kaleed Rasheed resigning as minister of public and business service delivery, both connected to Greenbelt-related revelations.

Monte McNaughton left his labour minister job last week for the private sector, with the three cabinet departures prompting two separate shuffles, resulting in new faces in the housing, long-term care, treasury, transportation, public and business service delivery and environment portfolios.

Click here for orginal article 

‘I love this hospital. It saved my life’: Residents show support for Fort Erie urgent car

(September 25, 2023)

By: Sarah Ferguson Niagara, The Standard

June Robinson says she has spent so much time at the Douglas Memorial Hospital site that most of the staff know her by name.




This past summer, when Niagara Health announced the urgent care centres (UCC) in Fort Erie and Port Colborne would no longer provide 24-hour services, and instead accept patients between 10 a.m. and 8 p.m., Robinson grew concerned.




When her great-grandchildren need medical attention, the 86-year-old great-grandmother brings them to the urgent care centre on Bertie Street. Driving out of town, especially overnight, is not something Robinson is comfortable with.




“The kids live with their grandmother, who is legally blind and cannot drive, so when they need something, I take them,” Robinson said. “Usually, when that happens, it’s in the middle of the night.”




When she heard the Yellow Shirt Brigade, a local group of health-care advocates, was organizing a vigil in front of the UCC on Monday, Sept. 25, Robinson knew she had to attend.




More than 25 people stood in front of the Douglas Memorial Hospital site, including local dignitaries such as Mayor Wayne Redekop, Coun. Joan Christensen, and regional representative Tom Insinna. Many of the protesters donned yellow T-shirts with the word “No” written across the front, and waved signs to passersby.




Two of those protesters were Robinson’s great-grandchildren, Jacob Baker, and his sister, Addison Baker.




“I love this hospital, it’s saved my life,” 10 year-old Jacob said, speaking about why he wanted to attend the protest.


The young health advocate said he has been treated for multiple bouts of pneumonia at the UCC and having access to nearby care is important.




“I’ve definitely been here too many times to count,” he said.




Robinson said Addison was born in the back of a car, while her mother was on the way to the St. Catharines Hospital site to give birth.




The event coincided with a protest on the lawn of Queen’s Park where thousands gathered on Monday to show their opposition to the provincial plans for privatization of health care.




The Ontario Health Coalition, which is an organization dedicated to protecting public health care, organized the protest.




Yellow Shirt Brigade member Joy Russell said there were many people that wanted to attend the protest in Toronto, but it wasn’t possible due to age, health, or lack of transportation.




As motorists honked their horns in a show of support, Russell said the vigil was an opportunity for people to get involved locally, and show support for the hardworking health-care workers that serve the Fort Erie community.




“This is one way to thank our health-care workers, and let them know that they are important to us,” Russell said.




Born and raised in Fort Erie, Linda York said having access to a local hospital is important to the community, and the health care provided at Douglas Memorial when it was a hospital and now an UCC are essential.




“I was born here (at Douglas Memorial), I had my tonsils taken out here, I had my appendix out here, a hysterectomy here and four of my grandchildren were born here,” she said.




“Politicians make all these choices for people and now if I need care, I have to call an ambulance or hope a neighbour can drive me.”



Click here or original article 



Ontario Premier Doug Ford Announces Cabinet Shuffle Following Third Minister’s Resignation & Greenbelt Reversal
(September 25, 2023)

By: Weekly Voice

Ontario Premier Doug Ford has undertaken a cabinet shuffle for the second time in recent weeks following the resignation of Ontario Labour Minister Monte McNaughton, who is leaving politics to enter the private sector.

David Piccini will replace McNaughton as the new labour minister, while MPP Andrea Khanjin will assume the role of environment minister and also serve as the deputy government house leader. MPP Todd McCarthy will take over the role of former Minister of Public and Business Service Delivery Kaleed Rasheed, and Vijay Thanigasalam will become the associate minister of transportation.

Monte McNaughton is the third minister to resign from Premier Doug Ford’s cabinet in the same month. However, he clarified that his departure is unrelated to the Greenbelt development controversy that has been unfolding.

In a statement, McNaughton expressed that his decision to resign is entirely unrelated to recent events and developments. In response, Premier Ford expressed his gratitude for McNaughton’s service and recognized his contributions, both as minister of infrastructure and, more recently, as minister of labour, immigration, training, and skills development.

The announcement of McNaughton’s resignation comes on the heels of the government’s decision to reverse its contentious plan to develop the province’s Greenbelt, which was mired in controversy. The auditor general’s report highlighted a decision-making process that favored specific developers, potentially increasing the value of their land sites within the Greenbelt by over $8.3 billion. Additionally, Ontario’s integrity commissioner found that Ontario Housing Minister Steve Clark had violated the Member’s Integrity Act, leading to his resignation.

Ontario’s minister of public and business service delivery, Kaleed Rasheed, also resigned after his office provided incorrect information about a 2020 trip to Las Vegas. In response to these developments, Ontario NDP Leader Marit Stiles described the government as being in a state of disarray, highlighting a series of scandals and controversies.

The Ontario legislature is scheduled to reconvene for its fall session on Monday. Monte McNaughton, who has been an MPP since 2011, will resign his seat in the coming days and will not seek re-election. During his tenure, he played a significant role in the government’s focus on workers and economic growth in the province.

The Ontario Legislature is reconvening following a 15-week summer break, marked by a series of significant political developments, including the resignations of three cabinet ministers and the reversal of a contentious decision regarding Greenbelt lands.

The return to session follows the release of critical reports by the auditor general and integrity commissioner on the process of removing lands from the Greenbelt for housing development, which fueled public outrage.

Premier Doug Ford has acknowledged the mistake in opening up Greenbelt lands for development, but opposition politicians remain unsatisfied and seek answers regarding what developers, the premier, and his staff knew in advance of the official announcement. The recent resignation of the director of housing policy and references to deleted emails have raised further questions.

Despite Ford’s backtrack, the controversy lingers, with the opposition demanding transparency and accountability. Marit Stiles, NDP Leader, emphasizes the need for answers to the lingering questions.

The situation casts a shadow over the government’s actions in other areas, such as healthcare privatization and the lease of Ontario Place. While tensions persist, politicians and the public will continue to scrutinize the government’s actions.

Interim Liberal Leader John Fraser expects ongoing scrutiny, though it may take time to obtain answers on Greenbelt-related inquiries. He also emphasizes the importance of addressing key issues like housing, healthcare, education, and the environment.

Green Party Leader Mike Schreiner underscores the ongoing housing affordability crisis and advocates for solutions that do not involve prime farmland or benefit developers disproportionately.

The auditor general’s report revealed that the removal of land from the Greenbelt stood to increase land values by $8.3 billion for landowners affected, but it remains unclear if they will pursue any recourse against the government.

Both the auditor general and integrity commissioner identified a rushed and biased land selection process that favored specific developers. The departures of two cabinet ministers further highlight the turmoil faced by Ford’s government.

Despite the challenges, the government proceeds with a mini cabinet shuffle, aiming to fill vacant ministerial positions. Opposition politicians and the Ontario Health Coalition have plans to express their concerns and demands at the legislature.

Click here for original article 

Ontario Health Coalition protests against private healthcare

(September 25 2023)

By: CJ Goater, CFOB 93.1 The Border
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Thunder Bay Health Coalition Protest – CJ Goater
Protestors gathered around the province for the opening day of the Ontario Legislature, to protest the privatization of health care.
The protest was organized by the Ontario Health Coalition, with the help of local municipal health coalitions.

Jules Tupker the Co-Chair of the Thunder Bay Health Coalition explained this protest was a response to a May 26-27 referendum coordinated by the Ontario Health Coalition.

The referendum asked citizens if they were in favour of privatized hospitals. “Over 400,000 people in Ontario voted, 98% voted no to the privatization of our health care,” said Tupker.

Tupker added that Premier Doug Ford made a mistake with the Greenbelt and he is making one here with healthcare.

Kari Jefford President of the Unifor Health Care Council highlighted that privatization will cost the average citizen “A public system is a fraction of the cost. Where you privatize those systems or pieces of health care, it becomes very expensive.”

Privatization of Ontario health care became a concern following Bill 60 the Your Health Act receiving Royal Assent (passing of the bill in the Ontario Legislature).

The main goal of the bill was to assist in the reduction of hospital wait times by allowing clinics to perform similar services, but ultimately according to healthcare professionals present at protests throughout Ontario, there is a risk Bill 60 causes staffing shortages.

The expansion of private healthcare opportunities could lead to doctors heading to the private sector, thus negatively impacting public healthcare.

Click here for original article



VIDEO: Local protest against provincial privatization of healthcare
(September 25 2023)

By: Leigh Nunan, TBnewswatch.com

Video coverage of the Ontario Health Coalition’s rally in Thunder Bay on September 25, 2023.
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Click here for video coverage

OHC holds protests in Dryden
(September 25 2023)

By: Clint Fleury, NWOnewswatch.com

DRYDEN – With rural hospitals across northern Ontario at risk of emergency room closures on a regular basis, the Ontario Health Coalition is pushing back against what it calls the province’s move to privatize the healthcare system.

Rural hospitals are already straining their operating budgets to afford agency workers, OHC leaders say, but the use of private agencies creates a more competitive market for recruiting and retaining healthcare professionals.

“They’re paying triple for agency workers her,” said Danielle Morash, an OHC organizer and vice-president of Unifor Local 324. “They’re paying their way in. They’re paying three times their wages just to come and give them benefits and these sorts of things and there’s no investment to bring in these folks that have supported us through the pandemic who are burnt out.”

“We need to make an investment to bring these folks back and then we need to fast-track training to get more folks in, but when your province underspends your healthcare budget by $1.7 billion in 2022 right at the end of the pandemic, we’re not seeing that investment,” she continued.

The coalition has raised concern over the Ford government’s increased use of private nursing agencies and its passage of Bill 60, which expanded the already substantial role of the private sector in Ontario’s health care system.

Morash said more privatization could mean higher wages, reasonable working hours and a better work-life balance, potentially luring more health care workers away from public settings.

“These folks are working overtime. They’re committing to putting in all the hours that they can. I mean, these situations can become dangerous when we’re so understaffed and so underfunded up in the north,” said Morash.

“We’ve seen privatization with even our roads up here and the disaster that causes. The dangerous position that they put us in,” Morash added.

Hospitals like Dryden Regional and Sioux Lookout’s Meno Ya Win Healthcare Clinic act as regional hubs where many patients from across northwestern Ontario end up in cases of emergency.

However, since Red Lake’s Margaret Cochenour Memorial Hospital closed its Saturday morning urgent care clinic due to the Ontario Ministry of Health funding cutback to the Rural Northern Physician Group Agreement decreasing the number of positions of doctors from seven to six, rural hospitals have been feeling the strain of exasperate wait times.

“Red Lake has been experiencing the threat of rolling emergency department closures and if that happens, they’re going to be one of 848 other emergency room closures across the province. We have specialists, but we don’t have them on the site. Our surgical departments are being depleted because we don’t have committed stuff because of burnout,” explained Morash.

“It’s a precarious situation now and then once we fight over labour with the private market, with the for-profit market, it’s going to be unprecedented,” continued Morash.

The OHC planned a rally at Kenora–Rainy River MPP Greg Rickford’s office on Monday, to support OHC’s larger protest at Queen’s Park in Toronto.

Protests were also occurring at Mini Queen’s Park in Thunder Bay, and the Sault Saint Marie Area Hospital.

Click here for original article 

Protests call attention to health care privatization
(September 25 2023)

By: Kevin Jeffrey, TBnewswatch.com

THUNDER BAY – As provincial representatives return to the legislature at Queen’s Park, calls to strengthen Ontario’s health care system are getting louder.

There were protests across the province organized by the Ontario Health Coalition (OHC), including at the government building known as “mini Queen’s Park” in Thunder Bay, where organizers looked to draw further attention to what they say is an effort by the governing Progressive Conservatives (PC) to weaken public hospitals and move toward privatization.

“[It doesn’t] matter whether you were born into a wealthy family or a poor family, everyone [should have] access to health care,” remarked Jenny Sharpe, who spoke to the crowd about her story of her family having to sell off items to bankruptcy to pay for health care. “Tommy Douglas and the Co-operative Commonwealth Federation (CCF) envisioned universal health care for Canadians to [help] reduce the burden on families like [mine], And Doug Ford is trying to remove that.”

Douglas served as the Premier of Saskatchewan between 1944 and 1961, and his CCF government (precursor of the New Democratic Party) introduced the first publicly-funded medical insurance system in Canada in 1961.

The governing Liberals under Prime Minister Lester B. Pearson passed the Medical Care Act five years later (1966) which extended universal health care coverage across Canada.

Sharpe went onto say, “It is obscene that our [Progressive] Conservative government is sitting on over a billion dollars that was earmarked for health care. As you’ll recall during the [COVID-19] pandemic, the federal government gave money to the provinces for health care. Is this what he has done with the money that was given in that terrible time?”

In August the province’s independent Financial Accountability Office (FAO) stated that the PC’s spent $1.7 billion less than planned on health care in 2022-23.

One spokesperson for the government dismissed the FAO report as “opinions”, even though the report is based on numbers from the province’s own accounting system.

Several other unions and groups came out to support the fight including Poverty Free Thunder Bay, the Hospital Professionals Division of the Ontario Public Service Employees Union (OPSEU), the Elementary Teachers Federation of Ontario (ETFO), Unifor, and United Steel Workers (USW)

The vice-president for Region 7 of OPSEU, Ed Arvelin, believes funding is going towards private clinics.

“The dollars [are not going] to the front-line staff, and with the front-line staff it becomes tough on retention and filling those positions, because health care isn’t that beacon that people once thought it was,” he said. “[People used to want to] come into health care because it was a good job, good pay and the prestige around it. Now you talk to anybody in health care and we’re burnt out. We’re feeling fatigued, it’s a tough profession right now.”

Jules Tupker with the Thunder Bay Health Coalition called Monday’s rally a continuation of the “people’s referendum” held in May.

That campaign mobilized against Bill 60, which allowed more private clinics to offer publicly-funded procedures like cataract surgeries and hip and knee replacements, a move the government said would help reduce long wait lists at public hospitals.

“Mike Harris opened the door to private corporations to take over long-term care, and now Doug Ford is going to finally privatize the last sector of public care, which is the hospitals,” he alleged. “We can’t allow this to happen. We’re fighting for not just for hospitals, [but also] for home care and long-term care.”

In 1998 the PC government, under Premier Harris, built 20,000 new long-term care beds and allocated the majority of them to for-profit corporations, including large chain companies.

“While sitting in the legislature this afternoon, I could hear the thousands of protesters gathered outside,” said Thunder Bay-Superior North MPP Lise Vaugeois in a statement provided to TBNewswatch.

“The Ford government refused to meet with the protesters, but they certainly could hear them from inside the legislature. It’s time for the Ford government to listen. The people of Ontario are demanding the end of the Ford government sell-off and the restoration of funding to our public health care.”

There were similar protests in Sault Ste Marie outside of the Sault Area Hospital and in Dryden outside of the Constituency Office of Kenora-Rainy River MPP Greg Rickford.

There will also be a second protest on Tuesday at Noon at Queen’s Park in recognition of the celebration of Yom Kippur on Monday.

Click here for original article 

‘Enough is enough’: Protesters rally at hospital against for-profit clinics
(September 25 2023)

By: Darren Taylor, SooToday

Approximately 40 people — including unionized healthcare workers, supporters from other unions and concerned citizens — gathered for an Ontario Health Coalition rally outside Sault Area Hospital Monday afternoon to voice their displeasure with the Ford government’s use of for-profit healthcare clinics in the province.

“The province has enough money to properly fund our hospitals and they’re deliberately choosing not to fund the hospitals,” said Al Dupuis, Blind River-based Ontario Health Coalition representative for the Sault and area while addressing the rally participants.

“We have operating rooms in most major hospitals in Ontario that sit idle after four o’clock in the afternoon and aren’t operating on weekends. If we increase the amount of time in our operating rooms by just 20 per cent, and that’s two hours a day, then we’d clear the surgical backlogs in a year in the public system if the operating rooms were funded and staffed, but that’s the key problem. For years we’ve been under-funding our hospitals in Ontario,” Dupuis said.

The Ontario government passed Bill 60, also known as the Your Health Act, in May.

Under the legislation, for-profit clinics are allowed to conduct cataract surgeries, MRI and CT scans, some gynecological surgeries and eventually knee and hip replacements under the Ontario Health Insurance Plan.

That led the Ontario Health Coalition and its supporters to protest.

Calling Bill 60 a step toward a two-tiered healthcare system in the province, the OHC organized a non-binding referendum in May, asking Ontarians: “Do you want our public hospital services to be privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics?”

Nearly 99 per cent of over 380,000 Ontarians who voted — including the majority of 5,800 Sault and Algoma citizens who cast a ballot — voted against private, for-profit healthcare.

Monday’s rally in the Sault was one of four held Monday by the OHC, along with others in Dryden, Thunder Bay and at Queen’s Park in Toronto.

“Privatization affects us in the north because most privatized care is in southern Ontario, attracting more nurses to migrate down south causing more shortages here in the north,” said Monique Storozuk, a Sault Area Hospital registered nurse and Ontario Nurses Association Local 46 coordinator speaking to SooToday.

“We are short more than 24,000 nurses in Ontario as of today. Privatization will only make that shortage worse,” Storozuk said.

Speakers at the Sault rally said more funding is needed from the province to hire more doctors and nurses to address numerous healthcare woes, including the temporary closures of some hospital emergency departments in Ontario.

“We are in crisis in the public service in Ontario. You can’t go anywhere without a lineup today if you need a public service,” said Tara Maszczakiewicz, OPSEU regional vice president, Region 6.

While criticizing private clinics, Maszczakiewicz also took aim at the Ford government’s Bill 124.

Passed in 2019, that legislation capped wage increases for public sector employees at one per cent annually for three years. Unions fought the law – which was ruled unconstitutional – and even though the province is challenging that ruling, Maszczakiewicz applauded unions in their fight against Bill 124.

Maszczakiewicz said the law has already caused harm, discouraging many nurses out of the profession and keeping others from going into it.

Jay Nixon of Batchawana Bay, a retired mental health and addictions worker, attended the rally with his family and encouraged other families to protest private healthcare.

“This is a no brainer,” Nixon said.

“My wife and three children are here at this rally. We believe that as a family this is one of the most important issues there is. One of my family members is a nurse, another is in the last year of nursing. People should bring their families to these rallies.”

Another OHC protest is planned for Queen’s Park at 12 p.m. Tuesday.

“We are concerned about for-profit healthcare,” said Dr. Claudette Holloway, a registered nurse and Registered Nurses Association president, speaking from Toronto in a phone interview with SooToday Monday.

“We do not see that for-profit healthcare will benefit any Ontarian therefore we are advocating for not-for-profit healthcare so that everyone in Ontario has equal access. For-profit healthcare tends to focus on developing funds for the stakeholders. They have no interest in what is best for Ontarians who need healthcare,” Holloway said.

Holloway said that the current system is under-utilized.

“We know that hospitals have operating rooms that are just sitting idle over the weekends and we know that there is a long waiting list for people to have surgery, so we’re saying let’s fully utilize the health care system, let’s address the nursing shortage by fairly compensating nurses. A two-tier system where some can pay and get ahead is not what we want to see.”

“It’s not fair to Ontarians and it is not the best practice,” Holloway said.

Click here for original article 

Protesters against healthcare privatization gather at Queen’s Park
(September 25 2023)

By: Samantha Lawson, CHCH News

As members of the provincial parliament returned to Queen’s Park, several thousand people gathered on the lawns outside.

They say there’s a healthcare crisis in this province, and they’re calling on Premier Doug Ford to fix it.

And advocates say the first step is reversing the government’s push for privatization.

Around 80 buses brought in several thousand people from right across the province to the rally on the lawns in front of Queen’s Park.

Earlier this year, the Ford government passed a bill allowing private, for-profit clinics to perform minor procedures like cataract surgeries, MRI and CT scans.

It’s part of the Ford government’s pledge to reduce provincial surgical backlogs.

Ontarians can use their health card to access the service, but advocates are concerned it will divert staff and government money away from the public system which is already understaffed.

“We don’t have enough nurses, enough doctors, PSWs, it is a human resource issue,” Ontario NDP leader Marit Stiles said.

“Having said that, instead of putting more resources into our operating rooms, into our hospitals, into our community clinics, this government has chosen to put it in the pockets of shareholders. That’s precious dollars that need to be in healthcare.”

And the concern also spreads to local areas in the Golden Horseshoe.

“We see the wait times, we see people struggling. We know that people can’t afford to pay extra for what they need in the healthcare system,” NDP MPP for Hamilton Mountain, Monique Taylor said.

“We all work in hospitals, we see the issues that are happening. we see services leaving the hospital,” St. Joseph’s healthcare worker, Kevin Cook said.

Earlier this year, Niagara Health announced urgent care centres in Port Colborne and Fort Erie would permanently shorten their hours to close overnight in order to redeploy staff across the region.

“There shouldn’t be one hospital service closure in Niagara, in Hamilton, across Ontario. There’s no surplus capacity. So the fact that we’re seeing cuts to public hospitals, these massive, major closures like emergency departments — what could be more of an emergency than seeing 500 emergency departments close in Ontario?” Natalie Mehra from the Ontario Health Coalition said.

The opposition says they’ll continue to bring the topic up in question period.

Click here for original article and video coverage 

Sault protesters worried about private health care
(September 25 2023)

By: CTV News Northern Ontario

Dozens gathered in Sault Ste. Marie on Monday to protest what they say are provincial plans to privatize health care.

[image: CTV Northern Sault video.png]


Click here for video coverage

Healthcare workers from London, Ont. and surrounding region among those taking part in Queen’s Park rally
(September 25 2023)

By: Gerry Dewan, CTV News London

Similar to the Greenbelt controversy, healthcare rally organizers in London are pointing to the Ford government’s reversal on Greenbelt land deals that stood to greatly benefit developers.

They’re hoping for a similar turnaround on the issue of healthcare privatization.

Peter Bergmanis is co-chair of the London Health Coalition, and on Tuesday told CTV News London, “They’re supposed to govern in the better interest of the people as opposed to the private interests of the view and this government has really been failing.”

Penny Moore is a senior and a cancer survivor, and was one of the dozens of people who boarded two buses in south London on Monday morning to attend a rally at Queen’s Park to voice concerns about greater privatization. She said she’s already seen some services cut and worries about what the future will hold,

“I still go through treatment and some of our treatments have been cut. Even physio has gone privatized and it’s hard to get physio,” she said.

“Costs go up and quality goes down,” added Lorrie Vandersluis before she boarded a bus.

Residents from London, Ont. and surrounding communities loaded up on buses on the morning of Sept. 25, 2023 as they head to Queen’s Park for a rally opposing healthcare privatization.

Vandersluis is president of the Canadian Office and Professional Employees Union, which represents a wide range of healthcare workers. She said businesses need a profit margin and that doesn’t work in the best interests of most patients.

“That is the premise of capitalism, right. They want the best bang for their buck and their shareholders,” she explained. “It doesn’t become about people anymore.”

Health coalition members said the province is currently sitting on a large surplus of funds, mostly transfers from the federal government dedicated to healthcare. Former nurse and Fanshawe College nursing instructor Pat Patterson said Premier Doug Ford doesn’t dispute the money is there.

“He was grinning in a news report saying he had $22.5 billion for health care,” she said.

“We’re looking at unheard of levels of ER closures,” stressed Bergmanis. “Especially in small communities in this province. That’s never happened before and yet we have a pile of money sitting there. It’s all tax dollars just not being utilized properly.”

The coalition members hope they can get on the road to improved funding models and better outcomes for patients.

[image: CTV London.png]


Healthcare workers prepare to board a bus to Queen’s Park on Sept. 25, 2023. They hope to see a reversal on privatization similar to the one the Ford made on the Greenbelt deals. (Gerry Dewan/CTV News London)
Click here for original article and video coverage


Healthcare groups flood Queen’s Park in massive protest
(September 25 2023)

By: CityNews Toronto

An estimated 8,000 healthcare workers and advocates rallied at Queen’s Park on the opening day of the legislature. As Tina Yazdani reports, they want the Ford government to stop what they describe as the privatization of the healthcare system.

[image: CityNews Toronto video.png]


Click here for original video

Thousands attended Queen’s Park to protest health care privatization in Ontario
(September 25 2023)

By: Beth Macdonell, CTV News Toronto

Thousands of protesters gathered on the lawn of Queen’s Park Monday afternoon to show their opposition to the privatization of healthcare as the legislature resumes following a summer break.

The protest was organized by the Ontario Health Coalition, an organization dedicated to protecting public health care. The group says some 4,000 people arrived at the site by way of approximately 70 buses from around the province, including North Bay, Sudbury, Cornwall and Niagara.

Organizers estimate attendance at Thursday’s event reached between 5,000 and 10,000.

“It’s the opening day of the legislature so we want to send a very strong message that sets the tone for this legislative session, the Ford government has no mandate to privatize. No one got to vote on that,” Ontario Health Coalition Executive Director Natalie Mehra told CTV News Toronto.

The Ontario government passed a bill in the spring which allows private clinics to conduct more OHIP-covered surgeries and procedures in a bid to free up health-care capacity.

Premier Doug Ford, however, has previously insisted that Ontarians will continue to be able to access health care using their OHIP card and has rejected concerns that the legislation will lead to a privatization of health care.

Mehra said that those at the protest includes patients, doctors, nurses and union members who believe the Ford government is dismantling local public hospitals in favour of privatizing them.

“More than 500 emergency department closures,” she said. “Dozens of birthing units in public hospitals, ICUs working terribly short staffed, dangerously short staffed, and yet they are shunting literally hundreds of millions of dollars of public money over to private-for-profit clinics to privatize our hospitals.”

Also in the attendance is a contingent from the Minden, Ont. area, who had their local hospital close in June.

“The impact has been horrendous,” said Bonnie Rowe who is the chair of the Haliburton Highlands Long-Term Care Coalition.

Rowe said nearest hospital is now a 25 minute-drive away.

“In a cardiac arrest, those minutes count.”

In a statement provided to CTV News Toronto on Monday, a spokesperson for Minister of Health Sylvia Jones said that the Ontario government is “proud to have one of the largest publicly funded healthcare systems in the world.”

“Since 2018 we have grown our health care workforce by over 63,000 nurses and 8,000 new physicians and built 3,500 hospital beds across the province,” they said.

Click here for original article and video coverage 

Ontario Health Coalition vows to keep ‘heat on’ in fight against privatization – WITH PHOTO GALLERY
(September 25 2023)

By: Jeffrey Ougler, The Sault Star

Keeping the “heat on” is necessary in battling what the Ontario Health Coalition brands as continued privatization of hospital services.

“I think we’ve got to bear down on the media scrutiny and we have to bear down on the public pressure to make sure this is in the public eye and that people understand that this is not something that (Premier Doug Ford) is trying to do to fix things,” OHC Algoma District representative Al Dupuis told the Sault Star during a noon protest at Sault Area Hospital. “He’s profiteering and we’ve got to stop it.”

An Ontario Health Coalition-led protest against ER closings and privatization of hospital services saw more than 100 picketers and supporters gather on Lukenda Drive in front the hospital’s main entrance. OHC argues the Ford government is repeatedly underspending the health care budget, “worsening” the staffing crisis and forcing “unprecedented” emergency and other critical hospital service closures across Ontario. At the same time, they are shifting hundreds of millions of public dollars into expanding private for-profit health care.

Monday’s action coincided with protests elsewhere in the province, including a major one at Queen’s Park, as MPPs return to the legislature.

The Ontario government passed Bill 60 in May allowing private clinics to conduct more OHIP-covered surgeries as advocates warn of potential legal action. The legislation was first tabled in February, with the province arguing it was necessary to prune the province’s large surgical backlog.

Dupuis said public pressure on the province can work, citing the government’s recent about-face on plans to develop protected lands for housing.

Ford announced last week he was reversing his plan to open the protected Greenbelt lands for development after sustaining nearly a year of blowback over the decision that has seen cabinet ministers and two top staffers resign.

“We have to keep the heat on and we see that it’s not necessarily in vain,” Dupuis said. “We saw what happened last week with the Greenbelt.”

Ontario created the Greenbelt in 2005 to protect agricultural and environmentally sensitive lands in the Greater Golden Horseshoe area from development. Last year, the province took 7,400 acres of land in more than a dozen sections out of the Greenbelt to build 50,000 homes, citing the housing crisis, and Ford has faced large amounts of opposition to the plan since then.

Reports from the auditor general and integrity commissioner found that the process to select lands was rushed and favoured certain developers.

Dupuis said there’s many “parallels” between the Greenbelt issue and the government’s health-care privatization efforts.

“The government is attempting to do something that’s clearly, according to the evidence, not in the public interest,” he added. “They’re being obstinate about heath care. They had been with Greenbelt.”

A May OHC-organized referendum, which saw more than a thousand voting stations set up province-wide last weekend, workplaces polled earlier in the month and online voting carried out all month, asked Ontarians if they wanted health privatized. In Algoma District (including Sault Ste. Marie), 99.9 percent said no; 5,814 voters were opposed compared to 72 in favour.

Click here for original article

Extended and extensive ER closures cause tension in rural Ontario
(September 23 2023)

By: Scott Miller, CTV News London

Chesley, Ont.’s emergency room was supposed to reopen on Monday following a three week closure — it has now been extended until Oct. 2. Walkerton’s ER has been closed most of this weekend, while Durham’s ER will be closed four of the next seven nights.

Such is the state of emergency healthcare in midwestern Ontario.

“We’re in a four hospital network and three of the four hospitals can no longer be said to have full-time ER services for their communities. So that’s a 75 per cent, failure rate, I’d call it,” said Chesley resident and hospital crusader, Brenda Scott.

The South Bruce Grey Health Centre, which operates hospitals in Chesley, Durham, Walkerton and Kincardine, said the increase in ER closures is a result of nursing shortages, compounded by short term leaves, vacations, and short notice sick calls.

It’s all too much for local mayors, who are demanding immediate action from the province to fix their healthcare crisis.

“We got the hospital ERs reopened, looks like based on agency nurses, so it was a mirage. It’s clear now the money has run out to pay agency nurses to keep rural healthcare open,” said Bruce County Warden Chris Peabody.

Not unlike the Greenbelt controversy, health advocates said it will take public pressure to show the government that chronic ER closures are not something rural residents are willing to stand for.

“There’s no other way to staff the hospitals without the recently retired staff coming back. So, the province has to do that. Nothing is happening. Absolutely nothing, as the situation worsens,” explained Ontario Health Coalition Executive Director, Natalie Mehra.

On Monday, Mehra hopes thousands of Ontarians join her at a rally at Queen’s Park to bring to light that Ontario emergency rooms have been closed for over 13,000 hours this year — with no end in sight.

“The public has to pour on the pressure on our local MPPs to say this is not acceptable,” said Mehra.

“A mere 14 months ago, after we fought so hard to get our ER open again, we now have to stand up again. The root of this problem is a lack of attention to rural healthcare,” said Peabody.

Click here for original article and video coverage 
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Ontario Health Coalition warns that Chesley hospital most at risk of closure in the province
(September 22 2023)

By: Pauline Kerr, Walkerton Herald Times

CHESLEY – Natalie Mehra, executive director of the Ontario Health Coalition, paid a visit to the Chesley hospital site for a brief press conference the morning of Friday, Sept. 15.

Mehra joined Brenda Scott, chair of Chesley Hospital Community Support and co-chair of Grey Bruce Health Coalition’s small and rural hospital caucus, for an in-person meeting at the hospital, and a number of others from across the province for a virtual meeting about concerns over hospital emergency room closures.

“Chesley is now ground zero,” said Mehra. “This hospital is the most at risk of closure in the province,” following the permanent closure of Minden.

At the time of the press conference, the Chesley hospital’s emergency room (ER) was on a two-week complete closure until Sept. 25.

She added that the four-hospital group that Chesley is part of – South Bruce Grey Health Centre (SBGHC) – is one of the most “unstable” in the province. SBGHC hospitals in Walkerton and Durham were also dealing with ER closures the same time Chesley’s ER was closed.

Other hospital alliances suffering a similar instability include the Huron Perth Healthcare Alliance (hospitals in Stratford, Clinton, St. Marys and Seaforth), Wingham and Listowel, and Carleton Place in Eastern Ontario.

“Instability begets more instability,” said Mehra, explaining that no nurse or doctor wants to accept a position at such a hospital. What’s needed from the province is a clear message there’ll be no more closures,” she said, so hospitals will be able to recruit personnel. To date, the only message from the province is the opposite – the closure of Minden.

As Scott explained, the number of ER closures, once a relative rarity in the province, has not slowed now that summer is over.

“We notice the pace of ER closures is picking up speed, and changing… here we are, with the leaves changing colour, and this (Chesley) hospital’s ER is closed for two weeks at a time.”

Scott went on to say, “I’m concerned it may foreshadow a permanent closure.”

She noted that three of the four hospitals in the SBGHC are hit with ER closures. The fourth, Kincardine, is not.

“That’s a 75 per cent failure rate,” she said. “We have questions.”

One of those questions is why half of the 14-member SBGHC board of directors are part of the Kincardine hospital refurbishment committee – but there’s no refurbishment committee for hospitals in Walkerton, Chesley or Durham.

Another is how do ambulance services and other hospitals cope with the added pressure. Scott said people are now calling an ambulance for things that don’t require one, for the reason that they figure paramedics will know which hospital ER is open. And the wait times at area hospitals with open ERs are becoming quite lengthy.

“The whole system is affected,” she said.

The community in Chesley isn’t going to see their hospital close without a fight, said Scott. There’s a large protest happening in Queen’s Park on Sept. 25, planned by the Ontario Health Coalition and the unions. Scott hopes to see a huge turnout.

“Small, rural hospitals are a vital part of health care,” Scott said. “They are not an ‘add-on.’”

That message hit close to home for Scott and her family when her brother suffered a serious heart attack only a week-and-a-half earlier. He was taken to the hospital in Chesley. Fortunately, the ER was open.

“He wouldn’t have made it to Hanover,” she said, adding that he has since received treatment at a larger centre.

And yet it’s those small, rural hospitals that are in danger of further ER closures and potentially, permanent closure.

Mehra said there were 848 ER closures in the province last year. This year there’ll be more – there were already 498 as of August.

Mehra said it’s at the point that if a hospital ER is closed in one place, there’s no guarantee the one at the next-closest hospital is open.

“You’d think that it would be ‘all boots on the ground’ and the province would be calling recently retired nurses and inviting them back to work,” Mehra said. That’s not happening. She said the province’s priority is centralization and privatization – “drive the public system into the ground and privatize.”

She continued, “We’re really worried. I think they’re going to close this (hospital in Chesley, as well as those in Seaforth and Clinton). The public has to say this is unacceptable!”

Mehra concluded by saying, “The province is the only one that can do anything.”

Protest in Markdale draws double the expected numbers

Friday’s press conference comes the day after another event not very far from Chesley – the grand opening of Markdale’s new hospital.

On Thursday, Sept. 14, Premier Doug Ford and Health Minister Sylvia Jones attended the grand opening.

They weren’t the only ones. There were also 170 protesters (85 had been expected, said Scott) on the street outside the hospital, carrying signs demanding Greenbelt accountability and an end to health-care privatization.

Click here for original article 

Frustration mounts for three rural hospitals
(September 22 2023)

By: CTV News

Three local hospitals demand provincial action to address emergency room staffing crisis.

Click here for full video
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“The whole system is affected,” she said.

The community in Chesley isn’t going to see their hospital close without a fight, said Scott. There’s a large protest happening in Queen’s Park on Sept. 25, planned by the Ontario Health Coalition and the unions. Scott hopes to see a huge turnout.




“Small, rural hospitals are a vital part of health care,” Scott said. “They are not an ‘add-on.’”




That message hit close to home for Scott and her family when her brother suffered a serious heart attack only a week-and-a-half earlier. He was taken to the hospital in Chesley. Fortunately, the ER was open.




“He wouldn’t have made it to Hanover,” she said, adding that he has since received treatment at a larger centre.




And yet it’s those small, rural hospitals that are in danger of further ER closures and potentially, permanent closure.




Mehra said there were 848 ER closures in the province last year. This year there’ll be more – there were already 498 as of August.




Mehra said it’s at the point that if a hospital ER is closed in one place, there’s no guarantee the one at the next-closest hospital is open.




“You’d think that it would be ‘all boots on the ground’ and the province would be calling recently retired nurses and inviting them back to work,” Mehra said. That’s not happening. She said the province’s priority is centralization and privatization – “drive the public system into the ground and privatize.”




She continued, “We’re really worried. I think they’re going to close this (hospital in Chesley, as well as those in Seaforth and Clinton). The public has to say this is unacceptable!”




Mehra concluded by saying, “The province is the only one that can do anything.”




Protest in Markdale draws double the expected numbers




Friday’s press conference comes the day after another event not very far from Chesley – the grand opening of Markdale’s new hospital.




On Thursday, Sept. 14, Premier Doug Ford and Health Minister Sylvia Jones attended the grand opening.




They weren’t the only ones. There were also 170 protesters (85 had been expected, said Scott) on the street outside the hospital, carrying signs demanding Greenbelt accountability and an end to health-care privatization.



Click here for original article







Health coalition urging Niagara residents to fight for their hospitals

(September 21 2023)

By: Allan Benner, St. Catharines Standard

[image: St Catharines Standard.jpg]




Allan Benner / Torstar

Niagara Health Coalition members held a rally at the Welland hospital Thursday, urging residents to join people from across the province for a protest at Queen’s Park, Monday.




As hospital service reductions continue in the region and across Ontario, Niagara Health Coalition members are urging as many people as possible to join them during a rally planned Monday in Toronto.

“There doesn’t seem to be an end in sight at all,” said Sue Hotte, who heads the local coalition.

“Why is this happening? There’s always been underfunding, but now it’s underfunding to the nth degree.”

Hotte was among 15 people who gathered at the Welland hospital Thursday morning, bringing attention to service reductions in Niagara and across the province and calling on hospital officials to restore services as well as for the province to provide adequate funding to ensure services continue.

While more than 70 people from Niagara have already registered to take part in the rally at Queen’s Park aboard two buses the coalition has chartered, protesting the temporary closures of emergency departments across Ontario, Hotte said “we have room for more.”

She asked people interested in joining to call 905-932-1646 to register for the bus, while contributing a $10 donation to reserve a seat.

Staff shortages forced Niagara Health to reduce hours at urgent care centres (UCCs) in Port Colborne and Fort Erie hospitals — closing the facilities from 4 a.m. to 10 a.m. nightly — after 274 shifts at the UCCs could not be fully staffed by physicians.

Hotte, however, wondered if summer vacation schedules may have contributed to staff shortages.

She said a shortage of anesthesiologists also forced Niagara Health to transfer patients needing emergency surgery from Welland hospital on evenings and weekends to other sites.

In a statement, Niagara Health said the staff shortage “is not a seasonal issue,” and it is continuing to face shortages of emergency department physicians as well as anesthesiologists, in addition to 502 vacancies among other hospital staff.

While continuing to work to fill shifts at the St. Catharines emergency department, the hospital system said reduced hours at the UCCs have allowed it to maintain full physician coverage at the Welland and Niagara Falls emergency departments.

“We cannot find enough physicians, nurses or specialists to fill the vacant positions we have. These pressures on our staffing are further exacerbated by the lack of family physicians in the region,” Niagara Health said, adding it is doing everything it can to recruit.

“We can’t run any services without staff.”

Hotte said the provincial government has continued to fail to address the shortage of medical staff.

She said staff “keep leaving” hospitals across Ontario “and nothing is being done to address that.”

“Only this year … are there going to be a few more spaces available for medical training at different universities for doctors and specialists,” Hotte added. “Why has this government not addressed the who staffing issue which they were very well aware of? They had all the reports from every single organization since 2004.”

Ministry of health spokesperson Hannah Jensen, said the province is taking action.

“Since 2018 our government has increased the health care budget by over $16 billion, grown our health-care workforce by over 63,000 nurses and 8,000 new physicians and built 3,500 hospital beds across the province,” she said.

Niagara Centre MPP Jeff Burch said the way health-care workers are being treated is part of the problem, including some who are still fighting for “pandemic pay” increases promised years ago.

“That’s the kind of thing that has led to this crisis,” he said. “That’s why we have problems finding hospital employees because we don’t treat them well. We treat them terribly. We don’t treat them with respect.”

Helen Hamilton, whose husband Tom has been a patient at the Welland hospital for about four weeks, said they are grateful for the care he is receiving.

Angie Desmarais, a former Port Colborne city councillor and health-care advocate, said about half the population of the city does not have a family doctor, and many of them are seniors who rely on the urgent care centre.

Niagara Health said UCCs are continuing to see a similar volume of patients, despite the nightly closures.

“It is difficult to provide a direct comparison as numerous variables affect ED and UCC volumes, but we are confident our teams are continuing to service the residents of Port Colborne and Fort Erie.”

Click here for original article



LETTER: Privatization is no solution to our healthcare woes
(September 21 2023)

By: SooToday

SooToday received the following letter about the state of health care in Ontario.

Reneging on its promise and despite widespread criticism, the Ford government has moved ahead to privatize core public hospital services. We should all be concerned.

Bill 60 was passed into law by the Conservative majority government last May. The Ontario government is cutting core services from public hospitals and transferring them to private for-profit hospitals and clinics. All opposition parties have denounced this legislation.The new legislation gives the government the power to deregulate a range of health professions. This includes an easing of the definitions of many healthcare occupations. Bill 60 also removes the oversight of private clinics from the strict rules of the Health Ministry and from public scrutiny or financial disclosure.

The government has promised to fund private clinics with tens of millions of taxpayer dollars while at the same time it is underfunding public health care. Public hospital funding in Ontario is the lowest of all the provinces and territories.

While we have been assured that we will just pay with our OHIP card, history has shown that patients will be faced with user charges and extra billing.

Many health-care advocates, such as the Ontario Nurses Association (ONA) and the Ontario Health Coalition (OHC), maintain that Ontario should invest in public hospitals to perform more surgeries rather than set up a new system that will rob resources from the public system. A scathing report by the Financial Accountability Office reveals that Ontario has billions of dollars in budget surplus and contingency funds, money that could be invested in our public system and used to bring Ontario from last in terms of healthcare spending per person to at least the Canadian average.

According to Dr. Katharine Smart, past president of the Ontario Medical Association, prior experiences with private companies delivering health care in Canada have shown that they “skim off the easiest, most simplistic” areas and fall short of developing an ongoing, meaningful relationship between the patient and doctor.

“It doesn’t do anything for patients who have chronic and complex needs; it doesn’t do anything for patients who may be having challenges because of social determinants of health,” she said. “Those people are left behind, for an under-resourced public system.”

Critics say that the privatization we already have has not resulted in improvements despite costing much more. Research shows that outcomes for privately delivered surgeries are worse and costs are higher. And privatization will worsen staffing shortages and decrease access to care.

If you are concerned about the privatization of our public hospitals’ core services, you might consider the following:

	Sign the ONA letter, “Privatization is not the Solution”, found at www.nursestalktruth.ca/mailer It will be sent to your MPP.
	Sign on to the Council of Canadians campaign, here.
	Attend the OHC rally. The Ontario Health Coalition is organizing a public rally at noon, Sept. 25 at Queen’s Park in Toronto. Several northern regions, including Algoma, will hold their events at the same time. The Algoma rally will be outside SAH on Lukenda Drive in SSM.


Marie DellaVedova

Ontario Health Coalition,

Sault Ste. Marie representative

Click here for original article

Health care privatization protested Monday
(September 22 2023)

By:Brian Kelly, The Sault Star

A demonstration Monday protests moving surgeries and diagnostics to for-profit sites.

Ontario Health Coalition is organizing the event opposed to privatization in health care that starts at noon on Lukenda Drive near Sault Area Hospital.

Similar gatherings will be held in Dryden, Thunder Bay and Toronto.

Click here for original article

LETTER: Coalition continues fight against privatized health care
(September 20, 2023)

By: BarrieToday

OrilliaMatters welcomes letters to the editor at dave@villagemedia.ca or via the website. Please include your full name, daytime phone number and address (for verification of authorship, not publication). The following letter is in response to a referendum held earlier this year about the privatization of health care in Ontario.

It’s not only the Greenbelt at risk of being sold to unscrupulous speculators.

The Simcoe County Health Coalition is deeply concerned about the privatization of health-care services, and we are not the only ones concerned.

In May, we invited citizens of Simcoe County to vote on a referendum about this subject and 15,385 people responded to our call. The overwhelming majority (99 per cent) voted against privatizing hospital services.

During the referendum campaign, we talked with thousands of people from all walks of life. Most were very skeptical of the government’s message and angered by the inaction on key subjects like wait-times — for procedures, specialists and to be seen in an ER — and staffing levels in hospitals.

Many respondents mentioned their fear that corruption was part of the reason for the collapse of our health-care system. In light of what is now known about the Greenbelt deals, it is possible that backroom deals also apply to the health-care portfolio.

Since they came into power, the current provincial government has made several detrimental decisions related to health care that cast doubts on their declaration to be “for the people.”

Let’s take a look.

The severe under-funding and under-staffing of our public hospitals are more evident every day, causing long wait-times and even closures of emergency rooms all over Ontario, especially in rural areas. We had a wave of an unprecedented number of permanent or partial ER closures.

Since January, there have been more than 100 temporary emergency closures across Ontario, in addition to the permanent closure of the emergency department in Minden.

Under the Ford government, Ontario is now the province with the least number of hospital beds per capita and the least spending in hospitals in the country. They have underspent the health-care budget by $1.7 billion, and the Ministry of Health is yet to unveil a comprehensive and urgent plan for the recruitment and retention of much-needed hospital staff.

Why would nurses and other medical staff come back to work in hospitals if they are underpaid, understaffed, overworked, and overwhelmed?

In the meantime, the government is spending precious taxpayers’ dollars appealing the Bill 124 court ruling. This bill enabled the government to freeze public servants’ salaries at one per cent increase annually. This affects the salaries of nurses, personal support workers, medical personnel, and any number of other professionals working for the government.

The court ruled this was unconstitutional and declared it void.

The Ford government is contesting this ruling while nurses leave the public health-care system in droves.

Who is benefiting from all this chaos? Mostly private companies. Nursing agencies, private clinics, private insurers, for-profit corporations like the ones operating long-term care facilities — see the recent Ombudsman report on long-term care to understand why they should have never been privatized — and all sorts of private entities have started to proliferate to fill “the gaps” in the system that the current government is causing.

How is this possible, many have asked us, considering that health care is a universal right and protected by the Canada Health Act? One answer: Bill 60.

Bill 60 was specifically designed to widen the loopholes that allow private health-care companies to enter our system, essentially creating fertile ground for our health-care system to become a two-tiered system. It eliminates the oversight over private entities that may enter the health-care system; deregulates health-care staff so no qualifications are needed for a person to call themselves a doctor, a surgeon, a nurse, an MRI technologist, a respiratory therapist, etc.; shields the new private clinic applicants’ information and the financial information of the deals made with the province from freedom of information legislation, essentially erasing transparency and accountability; and allows private clinics to up-sell services.

Bill 60 was bullied through the legislature without due process and without consultations, in much the same way that Bill 23, which allows the sale of the Greenbelt, was.

If there are not enough red flags already, recently the Ford government granted new 30-year contracts and provided money for major expansions to the worst of the for-profit corporations operating long-term facilities. After thousands of deaths during the pandemic from mismanagement and poor practices, the money is going to them rather than to our fund-starved hospitals.

We believe that accessible and high-quality health care should be available to all, regardless of their financial situation. Privatized services cost more, whether they are paid out-of-pocket or through our taxes.

Privatization removes essential staff from hospitals, causing more closures and increased wait-times. The recently released long-term care report and other studies comparing public and private health care show privatization reduces accountability and leads to poorer outcomes.

Privatization will compromise the well-being of our communities, and we are taking a stand to protect our health-care system.

The Ontario Health Coalition has organized a powerful demonstration in opposition to health-care privatization. On Sept. 25, 2023, members of the Simcoe County Health Coalition will be taking the GO train to join concerned citizens at a massive protest at Queen’s Park in Toronto.

We invite all concerned residents, health-care professionals and supporters to join us. Let your voice be heard and help us defend our public health care. Contact simcoecountyhc@gmail.com or 647-835-7870 to reserve a spot on the GO train.

Event Details:

Date: Sept. 25, 2023

Time: Meet at 8:30 a.m.

Location: Barrie South GO Train Station.

Destination: Queen’s Park, Toronto

Anisa Carrascal

Simcoe County Health Coalition, co-chair

Click here for original article

Ontario Healthcare Coalition says situation is dire
(September 20 2023)

By: 88.7 myFM News staff

In a press conference held by the Ontario Healthcare Coalition on Friday morning, September 15th, the dire state of healthcare in Ontario took center stage.

The numbers tell a grim story. In 2022, there were 848 hospital emergency room closures, and this year, they are on track to match that number.

Executive Director of the coalition Natalie Mehra’s words were definitive.

She continued with recognizing the absence of recognition from the province about the issue, and called to question the lack of action, and prioritization of for profit services.

Click here for original article

[image: ]EVENT:  Major Protest to Stop the Ford Government’s Privatization of Our Public Hospitals’ Core Services
(Updated: September 21, 2023)

MAJOR PROTEST 

OPENING DAY OF THE ONTARIO LEGISLATURE

Monday, September 25, 2023 at 12 Noon

TORONTO at Queen’s Park outside the Main Legislative Building at 12 Noon

THUNDER BAY at Mini Queen’s Park at South James St. at 12 Noon

DRYDEN outside MPP Greg Rickford’s office, 439 Government St. at 11:30 a.m. CST (Dryden time)

ALGOMA outside the Sault Area Hospital at Lukenda Drive at 12 Noon

Please join the protest closest to you. 

FOR MEMBERS OF JEWISH COMMUNITIES:

The Ford government has set opening day on Yom Kippur. 

We will hold a second event on Tuesday September 26 at noon outside the Main Legislative Building, Queen’s Park, Toronto for people who cannot attend on the 25th and all those who want to come out in solidarity and unity.



Make a major show of strength to set the tone for the reopening of the Ontario Legislature. We are not going away.

We are unalterably opposed to the privatization of our public hospitals. We paid for them. We built them. They do not belong to the Ford government to run them into crisis, gut their core services and privatize them.

We demand that the Ford government:

	Stop the privatization of our public hospitals
	Stop creating a crisis in our public hospitals by underfunding them, cutting and closing services, and trying to roll back wages of nurses, health professionals & support staff,
	Expand the use of existing ORs in our public hospitals, and
	Expand capacity in our public hospitals & restore closed services.




Click here to SIGN UP to attend or 

Scroll down to get on a bus to the Toronto protest on Monday September 25 at noon at the Ontario Legislature (Queen’s Park). 




September 25 Leaflet 

English leaflet 



French leaflet



September 26 Leaflet 

English leaflet




Poster with QR codes: 

Toronto: English / French



Thunder Bay: English / French

Dryden: English / French

Algoma: English / French





Poster without QR codes

Toronto: English / French

Thunder Bay: English / French

Dryden: English / French

Algoma: English / French










Get on a bus to attend! 

Please see our full list of buses to the Toronto protest on September 25 below. It is organized by region, then town (alphabetically) within that region. 



If your bus is missing on this list, or for corrections, please email us at ontariohealthcoalition@gmail.com







Central Ontario including Simcoe County, Dufferin County, Muskokas, Parry Sound






 







BARRIE 











	General community members – The Simcoe Health Coalition is organizing a group to travel by GO train. Please contact Anisa (647)835-7870 or simcoecountyhc@gmail.com for more information. If you prefer, there are also some spaces available on the CUPE Ontario and OPSEU buses for community members — see the following two bullets to book seats.
	CUPE Ontario members – Pick up at  Essa/Ardagh Carpool 19 Ardagh Rd. Bus departs at 9:10 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	OPSEU members – Barrie Walmart, 29 Mapleview Drive West Bus departs at 9:45 am. Go to  https://opseu.org/information/bus-sign-up-for-sept-25-health-care-rally-inoronto/198903/   for a seat on the bus. 












BRACEBRIDGE








	CUPE Ontario members & general community members – Pick up at Home Depot at 20 Depot Dr. Bus departs at 7:10 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.










MIDLAND/PENETANGUISHENE








	General community members- Pick up at Penetanguishene Legion, 2 Poyntz St., Penetanguishene. Bus departs at 8:30 am. Contact Don at 705-549-0366 or copping@rogers.com for a seat on the bus.
	OPSEU members – Pentanguishene Legion, 2 Poyntz St. Bus departs at 8:45 am. Go to https://opseu.org/information/bus-sign-up-for-sept-25-health-care-rally-inoronto/198903/ for a seat on the bus.














ORANGEVILLE









	General community members – Pick up at Home Depot 49 Fourth Ave. Bus departs at 8:00 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	CUPE Ontario members –  Pick up at Home Depot 49 Fourth Ave. Bus departs at 8:00 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.








ORILLIA







	General community members – The Simcoe Health Coalition is organizing a group to travel by GO train. Please contact Anisa (647)835-7870 or simcoecountyhc@gmail.com for more information. There are also some seats available on the OPSEU bus (see bullet point below) for community members if you prefer.
	CUPE Ontario members –  Pick up at Costco 625 University Ave. Bus departs at 8:20 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	OPSEU members – OPSEU Regional Office, 76 Coldwater Street. Bus departs at 9:30 am. Go to https://opseu.org/information/bus-sign-up-for-sept-25-health-care-rally-inoronto/198903/  for a seat on the bus. 








PARRY SOUND








	CUPE Ontario members and general community members –  Pick up at Parry Sound Canadian Tire 30 Pine Dr. Bus departs at 7:00 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.











Toronto and the GTA



 

AJAX




	OPSEU members and general community members – 248 Kingston Road East, Ajax (near Cineplex). Bus departs at 10:30 am. Go to  https://opseu.org/information/bus-sign-up-for-sept-25-health-care-rally-inoronto/198903/   for a seat on the bus. 









BOWMANVILLE






	General community members – Pick up at Home Depot, 120 Clarington Blvd. Bus departs at 9:00 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	CUPE Ontario members –  Pick up at Home Depot, 120 Clarington Blvd. Bus departs at 9:00 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.








BRAMPTON




	General community members –  Pick up at Bramalea City Centre, 25 Peel Centre Dr. Bus departs at 10 am. Contact Janine at 647-237-6276 or bramptoncaledonHC@gmail.com for a seat on the bus.
	CUPE Ontario members – Pick up at Brampton GO, 27 Church St W. Bus departs at 8:50 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	OPSEU members –  Pick up at Bramalea City Centre, 25 Peel Centre Dr. Bus departs at 10 am. Go to  https://opseu.org/information/bus-sign-up-for-sept-25-health-care-rally-inoronto/198903/  for a seat on the bus. 



HALTON


	General community members- Contact Helen at 416-500-6128 or ohchalton@gmail.com for a seat on the bus.




MISSISSAUGA




	General community members- Pick up at Square One (by the Crate & Barrel), 100 City Centre Drive. Bus departs at 10 am. Contact Ken Cole, 416-524-8335 or MississaugaHC@gmail.com to get on the bus.
	CUPE Ontario members – Pick up at Mississauga GO 2445 Dixie Rd. Bus departs at 9:30 am.Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	OPSEU members – 1 bus departing from Mississauga details TBD. Go to  https://opseu.org/information/bus-sign-up-for-sept-25-health-care-rally-inoronto/198903/  for a seat on the bus. 

















OAKVILLE 

















	General community members- Contact Helen at 416-500-6128 or ohchalton@gmail.com for a seat on the bus.
	CUPE Ontario members –  Pick up at Oakville Go, 214 Cross Ave. Bus departs at 9:40 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	Unifor members – Pick up details for the local 707 bus TBC. Go to https://form.jotform.com/UniforCanada/masshealthcareprotests for a seat on the bus.








OSHAWA







	General community members- contact Pam Parks at president20226364@hotmail.com
	OHCU/CUPE members- Bus departing from Oshawa. details TBA. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	OPSEU members – Oshawa Centre (by Sears), 419 King St. W. Bus departs at 9:45 am. Go to  https://opseu.org/information/bus-sign-up-for-sept-25-health-care-rally-inoronto/198903/  for a seat on the bus. 
	Unifor – Pick up details for the local 222 retirees bus to be confirmed but there is a bus coming! Go to https://form.jotform.com/UniforCanada/masshealthcareprotests for a seat on the bus.








PICKERING







	General community members –  Pick up at Home Depot Kingston Rd. Bus departs at 10:10 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	CUPE Ontario members –  Pick up at Home Depot Kingston Rd. Bus departs at 10:10 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.







TORONTO








	Community members – There are buses being organized by a number of community groups from their community agencies to the rally. Mostly people will make their own way downtown to Queen’s Park.







WHITBY








	General community members –  Pick up at Whitby GO, 1350 Brock St S. Bus departs at 9:40 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	CUPE Ontario members –  Pick up at Whitby GO, 1350 Brock St S. Bus departs at 9:40 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.







Hamilton-Burlington-Niagara






 

BURLINGTON





	General community members –  Pick up at Burlington GO, 2101 Fairview St. Bus departs at 9:10 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	CUPE Ontario members – Pick up at Burlington GO, 2101 Fairview St. Bus departs at 9:10 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.












FORT ERIE








	General community members – Bus departs 8:30 am from Fort Erie Leisureplex, 3 Municipal Center Fort Erie. Contact Sue at 905-932-1646 or niagarahealthcoalition@yahoo.ca for a seat on the bus.











GRIMSBY










	CUPE Ontario members –  Pick up at Grimsby Gateway 424 S. Service Rd. Bus departs at 9:00 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.












HALTON


	General community members- Contact Helen at 416-500-6128 or ohchalton@gmail.com for a seat on the bus.






HAMILTON


	General community members – Contact Janina at 905-545-5514 or janinalebon44@gmail.com for a seat on the bus.
	CUPE Ontario members –  Pick up at Hamilton Carpool/GO 4245 Service Rd. Bus departs at 8:30 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	OHCU/CUPE members- 2 buses departing from Hamilton. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	OPSEU members – OPSEU Hamilton Office, 505 York Blvd. Bus departs at 10:30 am. Go to  https://opseu.org/information/bus-sign-up-for-sept-25-health-care-rally-inoronto/198903/   for a seat on the bus.


	Unifor members – Pick up details for the local 5555/504 bus at Limeridge Mall, 999 Upper Wentworth St, Hamilton at 10:00 am. Go to https://form.jotform.com/UniforCanada/masshealthcareprotests for a seat on the bus.










NIAGARA FALLS






	CUPE Ontario members – Pick up at Costco, 7500 Pin Oak Dr. Bus departs at 8:00 am.Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus
	OPSEU members – 1 bus departing from Niagara details TBD. Go to  https://opseu.org/information/bus-sign-up-for-sept-25-health-care-rally-inoronto/198903/   for a seat on the bus. 














OAKVILLE 






	
	General community members- Contact Helen at 416-500-6128 or ohchalton@gmail.com for a seat on the bus.
	CUPE Ontario members –  Pick up at Oakville Go, 214 Cross Ave. Bus departs at 9:40 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	Unifor members – Pick up details for the local 707 bus TBC. Go to https://form.jotform.com/UniforCanada/masshealthcareprotests for a seat on the bus.









ST CATHARINES









	General community members- Bus departs 9:15, am Go bus Stop, 25 YMCA Drive, west side of Fairview  Mall

Contact Sue at 905-932-1646 or niagarahealthcoalition@yahoo.ca for a seat on the bus.
	CUPE Ontario members – Pick up at Costco, 3 N Service Rd. Bus departs at 8:30 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.







West and Southwestern Ontario (including Grey Bruce)






BRANTFORD








	General community members – Pick up at Brantford District Labour Centre, 1100 Clarence St S.  Bus departs at 9:00 am. Contact Brit at 289-690-6758 or brittainy.hancock@gmail.com for a seat on the bus
	CUPE Ontario members – Pick up at Home Depot, 25 Holiday Dr. Bus departs at 8:45 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.








CHATHAM-KENT








	General community members. Chatham exit 81 South at Esso Cardlock, 22216 Bloomfield Rd. Bus departs at 7:15 am.  Contact Judy at 519-436-1973 or judy.wolanski@googlemail.com
	CUPE Ontario members – Pick up at Chatham Carpool Lot, 7760 Seventh Line. Bus departs at 7:20 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	OPSEU members – Chatham exit 81 South at Esso Cardlock, 22216 Bloomfield Rd. Bus departs at 6:45 am. Go to  https://opseu.org/information/bus-sign-up-for-sept-25-health-care-rally-inoronto/198903/   for a seat on the bus.















CHESLEY







	General community members- Pick up Chesley grocery store. Bus departs at 8 am. Contact Brenda at 519-375-5812 or greybrucecountyhc@gmail.com for a seat on the bus.







DURHAM (Town of Durham in Grey County NOT region of Durham in GTA)

	General community members – bus departs at 9:00 am from the Municipal Parking Lot behind Credit Union. Contact Brenda at 519-375-5812 or greybrucecountyhc@gmail.com for a seat on the buses.








GUELPH








	General community members – Pick up at University of Guelph at University Centre. Bus departs at 9:30 am. Contact Owen at 519-222-2052 or guelphdistricthealthcoalition@gmail.com for a seat on the bus.










HANOVER







	General community members – Depart at 8:40 am from the Canadian Tire.  Contact Brenda at 519-375-5812 or greybrucecountyhc@gmail.com for a seat on the bus.








INGERSOLL








	General community members- A bus will be stopping in Ingersoll from London. Location and Time are TBA. Contact Bryan at 226-228-8309 or bryasmit@oxford.net for a seat on the bus.
	CUPE Ontario members –  Pick up at Ingersoll Carpool Lot, Plank Line. Bus departs at 7:40 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.









LONDON








	General community members- There will be two buses departing from London arena parking lot (Wellington Rd & 401). Bus departs at 7:45 am. Contact Peter at 519-860-4403 or pbergmanis@rogers.com for a seat on the bus.
	CUPE Ontario members –  Pick up at White Oaks Mall, 1105 Wellington Rd. Bus departs at 7:00am.  Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	OPSEU members – OPSEU London Regional Office, 1092 Dearness Ave. Bus departs at 8:15 am. Go to  https://opseu.org/information/bus-sign-up-for-sept-25-health-care-rally-inoronto/198903/   for a seat on the bus. 
	Unifor members –  Pick up for Local 302 at 125 Elm Street at 8 am.  Pick up forLocal 27 at 606 First Street, London, Ontario at 8 am. Go to https://form.jotform.com/UniforCanada/masshealthcareprotests for a seat on the buses.







MEAFORD








	Depart at 8:00 at Meaford Hall. Contact Brenda at 519-375-5812 or greybrucecountyhc@gmail.com for a seat on the bus.







OWEN SOUND








	Depart at 7:15 from Heritage Mall – South Parking Lot.  Contact Brenda at 519-375-5812 or greybrucecountyhc@gmail.com for a seat on the bus.







PORT DOVER








	General community members- Pick up at Powell Park, 250 Main Street. Bus departs at 8 am. Contact Gail at 519-428-6083 or ghealdtaylor@outlook.com for a seat on the bus.








SARNIA & LAMBTON







	General community members. Pick up at Lambton Mall, 1380 London Rd. Bus departs at 7:30 am. Contact Judy at 519-436-1973 or judy.wolanski@googlemail.com for a seat on the bus.







ST THOMAS






	General community members- Pick up at the Doug Tarry Complex at 275 Bill Martyn Pkwy. Bus departs at 8 am. Contact Peter at 519-860-4403 or pbergmanis@rogers.com for a seat on the bus.








WATERLOO








	General community members. Pick up at Waterloo Times Square – 75 King St S. Bus departs at 9:30 am. Contact Jim at 519-588-5841 or waterlooregionhealthcoalition@gmail.com for a seat on the bus.
	Unifor members – Pick up details for local 1106 bus TBC but there is a bus coming! Go to https://form.jotform.com/UniforCanada/masshealthcareprotests for a seat on the bus.









WINDSOR








	General community members. Pick up at Devonshire Mall Northwest corner. 3100 Howard Ave. Bus departs at 6:30 am. Contact Sandra at 226-347-5776 or srsahli@hotmail.com for a seat on the bus.
	CUPE Ontario members –  Pick up at CUPE 543, 1576 Parent Ave. Bus departs at 6:30 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	OPSEU members – Windsor Regional Office, 3005 Marentette Ave. Bus departs at 6:00 am. Go to  https://opseu.org/information/bus-sign-up-for-sept-25-health-care-rally-inoronto/198903/  for a seat on the bus. 
	Unifor – Pick up details for the bus for locals 2458,195 & 240 TBC but there is a bus coming! Go to https://form.jotform.com/UniforCanada/masshealthcareprotests for a seat on the bus.








WOODSTOCK








	General community members –  Pick up at Woodstock Walmart, 499 Norwich Ave. Bus departs at 8:05 am.  Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	CUPE Ontario members –  Pick up at Woodstock Walmart, 499 Norwich Ave. Bus departs at 8:05 am.  Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	OPSEU members – Woodstock Walmart 499 Norwich Ave. Bus departs at 9:05 am. Go to  https://opseu.org/information/bus-sign-up-for-sept-25-health-care-rally-inoronto/198903/  for a seat on the bus. 








Central-East and Eastern, including Peterborough, the Kawarthas and Haliburton








BELLEVILLE








	General community members –  Pick up at Cannifton Carpool at 382 Cannifton Rd. Bus departing at 8:05 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	CUPE Ontario members – Pick up at Cannifton Carpool at 382 Cannifton Rd. Bus departing at 8:05 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	OPSEU members – Belleville, Cannifton carpool lot at Cannifton Rd and the 401. Bus departs at 8:30 am. Go to  https://opseu.org/information/bus-sign-up-for-sept-25-health-care-rally-inoronto/198903/   for a seat on the bus.










BROCKVILLE








	OPSEU members – Brockville Carpool at Maitland and the 401. Bus departs at 8:00 am. Go to  https://opseu.org/information/bus-sign-up-for-sept-25-health-care-rally-inoronto/198903/   for a seat on the bus.









CORNWALL








	General community members- Pick up at Cornwall Walmart parking lot, 420 Ninth Street W. Bus departs at 6 am. Contact Louise at 613-330-3117 or louiselanctot18@gmail.com for a seat on the bus.







HALIBURTON HIGHLANDS








	General community members-  Minden Community Centre, board at 7:30 am/departure 7:40 am (NEW TIME!), Fenelon Falls-8:20 am (140 Lindsay St., near Home Hardware) Contact Bonnie at 705-457-6579 or bonnieroe08@gmail.com for a seat on the bus.








LINDSAY/KAWARTHA LAKES








	General community members –  Lindsay, Lindsay Mall, Main Entrance-8:45 am  Pick up at Minden Community Centre- 55 Parkside St. Bus departs at 8:00 am.  Contact Bonnie at 705-457-6579 or bonnieroe08@gmail.com for a seat on the bus.
	OPSEU members – 449 Kent St. W. (Near LCBO) Bus departs at 9:45 am. Go to  https://opseu.org/information/bus-sign-up-for-sept-25-health-care-rally-inoronto/198903/   for a seat on the bus.









KINGSTON








	General community members- Pick up location TBD. Bus departs at 8:00 am. Contact Joan at 613-305-2716 or kingstonhealthcoalition@gmail.com for a seat on the bus.
	CUPE Ontario members and general community members – Pick up at Kingston carpool at Montreal St. Bus departs at 7:00 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	OHCU/CUPE members- 2 buses departing from Kingston. Details TBA. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	OPSEU members – . OPSEU Kingston Office, 824 John Counter Blvd. Bus departs at 7:30 am. Go to https://opseu.org/information/bus-sign-up-for-sept-25-health-care-rally-inoronto/198903/  for a seat on the bus.







OTTAWA








	General community members- email the Ottawa Health Coalition at ottawahealthco@gmail.com for a seat on the bus.
	CUPE Ontario members and general community members – Pick up at CUPE National Office at 1375 Laurent Blvd. Bus departs at 5:30 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	OHCU/CUPE members- 2 buses departing from Ottawa. Details TBA. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	OPSEU members – OPSEU Ottawa Office, 2525 St. Laurent Blvd, Suite 204. Bus departs at 6:00 am, Second stop Eagleson Park & Ride (Eagleson Rd. and the 417). Bus departs at 6:45 am. Go to  https://opseu.org/information/bus-sign-up-for-sept-25-health-care-rally-inoronto/198903/  for a seat on the bus.








PETERBOROUGH








	General community members- Pick up at Park & Ride at Crawford Drive & Harper Road. Bus departs at 9 am. Contact Marion at 905-376-2189 or marionburton@nexicom.net for a seat on the bus.
	CUPE Ontario members –  Pick up at Costco, 485 The Parkway. Bus departs at 8:00 am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	OHCU/CUPE members- Bus departing from Peterborough. Details TBA. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.
	OPSEU members – OPSEU Peterborough Regional Office, 1840 Lansdowne St. W.  Bus departs at 9:00 am. Go to  https://opseu.org/information/bus-sign-up-for-sept-25-health-care-rally-inoronto/198903/  for a seat on the bus.









RENFREW COUNTY/ PEMBROKE








	OHCU/CUPE members- 1 bus departing from Renfrew/Pembroke. Details TBA. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.






Northeastern- Huron Shores







NORTH BAY








	General community members – Contact Henri at 705-471-7746, hgiroux1@hotmail.com for a seat on the bus. 
	OPSEU members – North Bay Memorial Gardens, 100 Chippewa St. W, Bus departs at 6:00 am. Go to  https://opseu.org/information/bus-sign-up-for-sept-25-health-care-rally-inoronto/198903/  for a seat on the bus. 








PARRY SOUND








	General community members – Bus departs at 6:50 a.m. at Canadian Tire, 30 Pine Drive, Parry Sound.  Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.










SUDBURY








	General community members – Contact Melissa at 705-662-8506, wood.melissa@hotmail.com
	CUPE Ontario members –  Pick up at Sudbury CUPE 4705 41 Veterans Road Copper Cliff. Bus departs at 5am. Contact https://cupe.on.ca/ontario-health-coalition-rally/ for a seat on the bus.










Ford draws protesters at ribbon-cutting for new Markdale hospital
(September 15 2023)

By: Scott Dunn, The Owen Sound Sun Times

Ontario Premier Doug Ford helped cut the ribbon to ceremonially open the nearly $70-million Markdale hospital Thursday, and drew a crowd of protesters.

The community has waited more than 20 years for a new hospital and on Sept. 24, a Sunday morning, it will open to the public, replacing the Centre-Grey General Hospital which opened in 1958. A come-and-go tea takes place at the new hospital Friday from 11 a.m. – 2 p.m.

Ford and Health Minister Sylvia Jones, the deputy premier, were greeted by about 150 protesters who stood along the roadside in front of the hospital, which prompted frequent honking of support from passing vehicles.

Taking land from the Greenbelt and the way the Progressive Conservatives did it was the thrust of the protest, along with concerns that the government will be privatizing health care with its plan for privately run medical procedure, diagnostic imaging and surgical clinics.

But protest organizers said they welcome the new Markdale hospital and that it will be a great facility. The current hospital has 12 beds and the new one has eight, a point of contention for some.

One protest organizer, Brenda Scott, who is organizing Ontario Health Coalition buses to protest at Queen’s Park Sept. 25, said she thinks this riding could be up for grabs in the next provincial election.

Wednesday a poll showed Ford’s popularity was tied with Manitoba Premier Heather Stefanson for the lowest among premiers in Canada, at 28 per cent support — a five percentage point drop for Ford attributed to the Greenbelt controversy.

Inside the new hospital foyer, the protest wasn’t mentioned and Ford’s staff informed reporters before his remarks that he would not be taking questions.

Ford gave credit for the hospital to lots of people but said it takes advocacy at Queen’s Park to build a hospital and he singled out Bill Walker, the former Bruce-Grey-Owen Sound MPP, and others including current local MPP Rick Byers.

“Folks, there’s never been more money put into our health-care system in any government in the history of this province, of this country . . . $50 billion in 50 sites around the province you’re either getting a brand new hospital” or an addition.

He said more than $6.4 billion has been invested by his government in building long-term care homes. More than 3,000 beds have been added, with 3,200 more on the way, he said. Ford pointed to thousands of nurses ready to graduate.

Jones highlighted the government’s “Your Health” plan and a 10-year health infrastructure plan, its incentive programs, including “Learn and Stay” grants, to bring for nurses, lab techs and paramedics to rural areas, and MRI expansion plans.

A Markdale hospital physician, Dr. Erica Ferguson, warned in January the new hospital won’t have enough beds, given new local housing planned and underway.

Brightshores Health System CEO Gary Sims (formerly Grey Bruce Health Services) has said there’s room to expand in the new hospital which is nearly double the size of the old one, but other challenges must also be addressed first. Thursday he acknowledged “we all wanted more beds.” He thanked numerous people including staff, whom he called the hospital’s “heart.”

Dr. Ferguson, who attended the hospital ribbon-cutting wearing her stethoscope and a black T-shirt which read “Hands off the Greenbelt!,” said hospital administration has been open to working with medical staff to support them.

“I am really upset with the provincial government,” Ferguson said in an interview. She’s concerned about Ford’s plans to create privately run clinics paid through OHIP to address backlogs, and with the Greenbelt “scandal,” she said.

She said given the “degree of deception,” Ford’s response “wasn’t dire enough. I feel the premier should be involved in the repercussions of that” but she allowed that “I know it’s not finished yet.”

The private clinics Ford is pushing for “really just erodes our public system and it hurts everyone in the end,” she said. “We’ve seen with long-term care, the for-profit homes having such dismal record during COVID. That’s the same thing that’s going to happen to our public health-care system if we continue to let privatization come in.”

The new hospital will have a 24/7 emergency room, three exam rooms and a treatment room, palliative care room, physiotherapy, and a room for procedures such as endoscopy and colonoscopy.

It will include diagnostic imaging, ambulatory care, a laboratory, a café, spiritual care and an office for the Centre Grey Health Services Foundation. There is also undesignated flex space on the ground floor for future expansion.

Others at the protest included a group organized by Dave Meslin called the Grey County Farmland Protection Committee that’s concerned about the Greenbelt.

Grey Bruce Labour Council pointed out “months and months of emergency room closures” across the Grey-Bruce region and the “horrifying story of negligence in the long-term care sector” during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Grey Bruce Health Coalition stressed how important small rural hospitals are to saving lives, particularly when so many don’t have a family doctor. Brenda Scott, who co-chairs the coalition’s small and rural hospital caucus, worries frequent emergency department closures at small hospitals like Chesley’s threatens the entire hospital’s future.

The Ford government has defended removing parts of the Greenbelt to help meet the target of building 1.5 million new homes by 2031. But the provincial housing affordability task force has said there’s already enough land outside of that protected area to do that.

Last month, Ontario’s auditor general and the integrity commissioner found the housing minister’s chief of staff, Ryan Amato, favoured certain developers over others when selecting which lands would come out of the Greenbelt.

Amato resigned in August while saying he did nothing wrong. The housing minister, Steve Clark, resigned a few days after the integrity commissioner’s report was released.

Ford has admitted the process was flawed, and has accepted the auditor’s recommendations on procedural changes. The new housing minister, Paul Calandra, said a Greenbelt could see more protected lands added or removed.

Last year, the province took 7,400 acres of land in 15 sections out of the Greenbelt to build 50,000 homes and replaced it with about 9,400 acres elsewhere.

(Files from Canadian Press)

Click here for original article 

Increasing ER closures worry Grey-Bruce residents
(September 15 2023)

By: Scott Miller, CTV News

Summer vacations are all but over, but the hospital emergency room closures in Grey and Bruce County are on the rise.

“Here we are, the leaves are changing and the ER closures are still increasing. Personally, here in Chesley, we have a real concern about the viability of our hospital. Are we moving towards a more permanent closure?” questioned Chesley resident and Co-Founder of Chesley Hospital Community Support group Brenda Scott.

Chesley’s emergency room closed on Sept. 7 and won’t reopen until Sept. 25 due to a shortage of staff, according to the South Bruce Grey Health Centre (SBGHC), who operate hospitals in Chesley, Kincardine, Walkerton, and Durham.

Hospitals in Walkerton and Durham are facing rolling overnight ER closures this weekend and into next week, on top of Chesley’s nearly month long ER closure.

“Here [at the SBGHC] we’ve got three of four hospitals repeatedly closed. In the Huron Perth Healthcare Alliance, three of the four hospitals have their ER’s repeatedly closed. So people will drive to the next town, and not really know whether or not there’s going to be a hospital ER open. How is that possibly an acceptable situation,” exclaimed Natalie Mehra, executive director of Ontario’s Health Coalition.

Mehra joined Scott in Chesley Friday because she feels it’s “ground zero” and will be the next small, rural hospital that will be closed after Minden’s hospital ER completely closed earlier this year.

“This year, so far to the end of August, we’ve had 498 emergency room closures in Ontario, so just over half way through the year. And we’re going to exceed last year’s record breaking number of ER closures [of 848]. It is completely unprecedented,” said Mehra.

An open ER matters to most, but more than ever to Scott, whose brother had a heart attack a week and a half ago when the Chesley ER was open.

“They got him stabilized and off to Kitchener for a life saving surgery. Had he had his issue later on in the day, that wouldn’t have been possible and he wouldn’t have made it to Hanover (the nearest open hospital ER) for treatment,” said Scott.

Summer vacations are all but over, but the hospital emergency room closures in Grey and Bruce County are on the rise.

“Here we are, the leaves are changing and the ER closures are still increasing. Personally, here in Chesley, we have a real concern about the viability of our hospital. Are we moving towards a more permanent closure?” questioned Chesley resident and Co-Founder of Chesley Hospital Community Support group Brenda Scott.

Chesley’s emergency room closed on Sept. 7 and won’t reopen until Sept. 25 due to a shortage of staff, according to the South Bruce Grey Health Centre (SBGHC), who operate hospitals in Chesley, Kincardine, Walkerton, and Durham.

Hospitals in Walkerton and Durham are facing rolling overnight ER closures this weekend and into next week, on top of Chesley’s nearly month long ER closure.

“Here [at the SBGHC] we’ve got three of four hospitals repeatedly closed. In the Huron Perth Healthcare Alliance, three of the four hospitals have their ER’s repeatedly closed. So people will drive to the next town, and not really know whether or not there’s going to be a hospital ER open. How is that possibly an acceptable situation,” exclaimed Natalie Mehra, executive director of Ontario’s Health Coalition.

Mehra joined Scott in Chesley Friday because she feels it’s “ground zero” and will be the next small, rural hospital that will be closed after Minden’s hospital ER completely closed earlier this year.

Ontario Health Coalition Executive Director Natalie Mehra and Chesley Hospital Community Support leader Brenda Scott spoke outside the Chesley Hospital on Sept. 15, 2023. (Scot Miller/CTV News London)

“This year, so far to the end of August, we’ve had 498 emergency room closures in Ontario, so just over half way through the year. And we’re going to exceed last year’s record breaking number of ER closures [of 848]. It is completely unprecedented,” said Mehra.

An open ER matters to most, but more than ever to Scott, whose brother had a heart attack a week and a half ago when the Chesley ER was open.

“They got him stabilized and off to Kitchener for a life saving surgery. Had he had his issue later on in the day, that wouldn’t have been possible and he wouldn’t have made it to Hanover (the nearest open hospital ER) for treatment,” said Scott.

Scott and Mehra will be at Queen’s Park on Sept. 25 for a massive protest to try and draw attention to the increasing ER closures in rural Ontario. They’re calling on all Ontarian’s to join them.

“The provinces are

“The provinces are responsible for planning and providing healthcare for people and they are failing at it, they are not doing it,” said Mehra.

Officials with SBGHC have previously said they have no intention of closing the Chesley Hospital or its emergency room permanently.

CTV News reached out to SBGHC officials Friday, but did not hear back by the time this article was published.

Click here for original article

Going south: Simcoe County Health Coalition members taking train to Toronto protest later this month
(September 14, 2023)

By: Chris Simon, simcoe.com


Commuters may be taking a seat beside a resident actively fighting for the public health-care system Sept. 25.




Simcoe County Health Coalition members will be riding the rails between the Barrie South GO Transit station and downtown Toronto that morning, as they prepare for a large demonstration against health-care privatization at Queen’s Park later in the day.




The coalition formed earlier this year with the goal of protecting not-for-profit public health services and improving care within the region, particularly within hospitals. It has ties to the Ontario Health Coalition, a collective of unions, health professionals, cultural organizations, and student and seniors groups with a similar mandate for provincial health care.




“Severe underfunding and understaffing of our public hospitals, the closure of several (emergency rooms) during the summer, the appeal of the Bill 124 court ruling, the wilful inaction regarding the recruitment and retaining of much-needed health-care professionals, and the forced passing of Bill 60 without due process and without consultations all open up the door to further privatization (and) the deregulation of health-care professions,” the Simcoe group said in a media release.




“In light of the recent Greenbelt scandal, (it) calls (into) question the true motivations behind these actions.”

Protesters will gather at the station at 8:30 a.m. Anyone interested in joining the rally can email simcoecountyhc@gmail.com to book a seat on the train. For more on the coalition, visit simcoecountyhealthcoalition.org.

Click here for original article



BRIEFING NOTE:  Sampling of Recent Ontario Hospital Service Closures
(September 15, 2023)

The following briefing note gives a sampling of local hospital emergency, ICU, birthing and other vital service closures across Ontario in 2023. There are many more. Dr. David Savage has been tracking Ontario emergency department closures. He found 848 emergency department closures in 2022. In 2023, up until the end of August alone there had been 498 emergency department closures.

These closures are unprecedented and are getting more common and longer, threatening the future of the most urgent services in a number of communities across the province. This spring, the emergency department at the Minden hospital was closed permanently. In July in Fort Erie’s and Port Colborne’s hospitals, the urgent care centres were closed down during the overnight hours permanently. Those urgent care centres had been created to replace their emergency departments after they had been closed down permanently. Now, the plan is to close the two urgent care centres permanently, as well as the inpatient acute care services at the Welland hospital. In Chesley, the local emergency department is currently closed for two weeks straight after repeated short term closures. In that hospital corporation, which is an amalgamation of four hospitals, three of the four hospitals have repeated emergency department closures. Similarly, three of the four hospitals in the Huron Perth Health Alliance, stretching from Stratford east toward Lake Huron, the hospitals in Seaforth, Clinton and St. Marys have had repeated emergency department closures. This trend of multiple emergency department closures across entire regions is happening across Ontario from Arnprior and Carleton Place in the east to the shores of Lake Huron in the west.

The situation has deteriorated to the point that when a local hospital emergency department is closed, residents cannot be sure whether the next town’s emergency department is also closed. There is no apparent coordination.

The service closures that we have found in this briefing note are a result of staffing shortages and also funding cuts. There is still no emergency plan from the provincial government to stop the closures, recruit back staff who have left, deal with the urgent staff retention issues and dramatically increase and speed up training to get more staff into the local hospitals. Recommendations given by the hospital unions in the last year along with a request to meet the provincial government went unanswered. Comprehensive recommendations given by the Ontario Health Coalition last winter have not been implemented. For-profit staffing agencies continue to cannibalize existing staff from local hospitals, privatizing nursing and health professionals’ services, costing hundreds of millions of dollars, and worsening regular permanent staffing shortages. At the same time as local public hospital services are being closed, cut and reduced, the provincial government is moving forward with privatizing core public hospital services including surgeries and diagnostics to for-profit clinics. The province has funded at least some hospital deficits, but there is no comprehensive emergency plan to end the chaos. The bottom line? The Ford government’s priority policy appears to be privatization of the core services and staffing of our public hospitals while nothing substantive is being done to restore stability and prevent the collapse of Ontario’s public hospitals.

 

Alexandria, ON

Glengarry Memorial Hospital had the highest number of emergency department closures in Ontario in 2022. GMH had to close its ER department 38 times in the past year due to staffing shortages. However, it has not closed its emergency department since October, largely due to using for-profit staffing agency nurses. As a result of the high cost of staffing agencies, the hospital had to go into deficit,

“[CEO] Alldred-Hughes said the hospital pays agency nurses two- or three times what it pays its staff to come to work, which is one reason the hospital is now facing a deficit.”

The provincial government announced $3.66 million in funding this week to “enhance patient care”. However, the hospital has a projected $3.5 million budget deficit due, largely, to the need to use agency staff, so the funding will simply offset the deficit.

Alliston, ON

Stevenson Memorial Hospital closed its obstetrics unit for two days in August due to staff shortages.

Chief of Staff, Dr. Barry Nathanson, reports that physician shortages are the cause, stating, “Our community needs to be prepared, unfortunately, for episodic gaps in services, and it is a new reality, at least for the time being.” In the last year there were 566 births at the hospital, an average of two per day.

The hospital cut 8 ICU and overflow beds that were supposed to be permanent and that unit was reduced to running at less than full capacity as the hospital announced the lay off of 13 nurses in March due to funding cuts. It closed its flu and cold clinic last spring also.

Almonte, ON

The Almonte hospital has faced repeated closures of its emergency department this year as a result of staffing shortages. A quick search revealed closures in March, May and repeatedly in July.

Almonte General Hospital’s ER Department was temporarily closed on July 7th, 2023 at 3 p.m. and resumed operation at 7 a.m. on July 8th due to a staffing shortage. It was closed again overnight for two nights July 14 and 15.

Arnprior, ON

Arnprior Regional Health had to close their overnight ER on May 19th and May 29th, 2023 due to staff shortage. They reported patients could go to the next nearest emergency departments including the Almonte hospital (which itself had been closed due to staffing shortages on May 18.)

Carleton Place, ON

The emergency department at Carleton has been repeatedly closed due to staffing shortages. A quick search reveals repeated announcements as in this example: Carleton Place & District Memorial Hospital again closed its emergency department temporarily overnight Saturday, with a scheduled reopening on Sunday afternoon.

President and CEO Mary Wilson Trider said the hospital was in touch with Ontario Health “to discuss possible solutions” to the increasingly frequent closures.

Carleton Place, one of Ontario’s fastest-growing communities, operates with one physician and two nurses working on each shift. If one of them is sick, there is an impact. The hospital says it is dealing with “multiple” sick leaves.

Chesley, ON

The Chesley hospital emergency department is currently closed for two weeks straight.

This follows repeated closures all year. South Bruce Grey Health Centre reports that insufficient staffing is resulting in closures of three of the four hospitals in its amalgamated hospital corporation. The nearest hospital is 19km away in Hanover or Walkerton which is 25km away. However, the Walkerton hospital has also faced repeated closures of its emergency department, often on the same dates as the Chesley hospital emergency is closures.

See for example: The temporary emergency department closures will also impact Durham and Walkerton.

South Bruce Grey Health Centre had overnight ER closures at all of its four sites through the fall and had to fully close its Chesley ER for two months.

Clinton, ON

The Clinton Public Hospital has faced numerous staffing shortages that has led to the hospital being forced to close or reduce emergency department hours repeatedly.

This is a longstanding issue for the hospital, which in addition to shutting down on a Sunday in July has been running on reduced hours (8 a.m. to 6 p.m.) for the last three years.

Some other recent examples include the ER department temporarily closing on June 4th and some patients being forced to travel 20km to the nearest hospital after finding out that Clinton Public Hospital was closed after 6 p.m. on July 30th.

Durham, ON (town in Grey Bruce)

The Durham Hospital has had to reduce its emergency department hours on numerous occasions because of staffing shortages. The emergency department at the Durham Hospital was closed overnight several times from June 24 to July 31. They reported patients could go to the nearest 24-hour emergency department in Hanover, which is 20 km away.

Fort Erie, ON 

The Fort Erie Urgent Care Centre has closed overnight permanently as of July 5 due to staffing shortages. The urgent care centre had been initially created to replace their emergency department after it had been closed permanently in 2009.

Hawkesbury, ON

The emergency department at Hawkesbury and District General Hospital closed its doors from December 30, 2022 at 6 pm to January 3, 2023 at 8 am. The hospital announced the closure was due to “high volumes in the Emergency Room (ER) and to a nursing staff shortage.”

Kemptville, ON

The Kemptville District Hospital reaching an agreement to “borrow” physicians from The Ottawa Hospital over a 3 month period in the summer in order to avoid closing its ER department on weekends.

This agreement was made in part due to the emergency department closures the hospital dealt with last year due to staffing shortages, highlighting the ongoing issue with staffing levels the hospital has been facing.

Kingston, ON

Hotel Dieu Hospital has been forced to permanently reduce the hours of operation in its Urgent Care Centre on weekends due to a shortage of physicians. The hospital’s normal hours see its Urgent Care Centre operate from 8 am to 8 pm.

The Kingston Health Sciences Centre has noted that emergency physician staffing levels have decreased since the beginning of the year, which has led to the reduction of the Urgent Care Centre’s hours of operation.

Listowel, ON

On January 8, the Listowel Memorial Hospital emergency department was closed between 11 am and 7 pm due to staffing shortages.

Staffing issues have been a concern in the region, which prompted the Listowel Wingham Hospital Alliance to recommend that residents confirm that other hospitals in the region are open before heading to the next nearest hospital.

Minden ON

The Minden hospital emergency department has been closed permanently as of June 1 due to staffing shortages. Haliburton Highlands Health Services cited the significant staffing shortages, that were “significantly exacerbated by the pandemic” and have worsened over the past year, as the reason for the permanent closure.

Mount Forest, ON

Due to staffing shortages, Louise Marshall Hospital announced its emergency department will be closed overnight on July 20 at 7 pm and reopen the next morning due to a staffing shortage. In their notice to residents, they list nearby hospitals people can go to but note that some emergency departments in the region may also be closed.

Orangeville, ON

Headwaters Health Care Centre was forced to temporarily close its obstetrical unit on July 7th starting at 3:30 pm due to staffing shortages, with the unit reopening the following morning.

Port Colborne, ON

The Port Colborne Urgent Care Centre has closed overnight permanently as of July 5 due to staffing shortages. The urgent care centre had been initially created to replace their emergency department after it had been closed permanently in 2009.

Red Lake, ON

The Red Lake Clinic has closed its Saturday urgent care clinic after the province reduced the physician staffing complement. The clinic also stated that emergency room closures may become more frequent.

The clinic has dealt with staffing issues previously, as it was the first hospital to temporarily close its emergency room due to a physician shortage in 2022.

Seaforth, ON

The Seaforth Hospital has dealt with numerous emergency room closures this year, as it has been closed 15 times since January, as of July 2023.

St. Marys, ON

St Marys Memorial Hospital was forced to close overnight on July 15, and the Huron Perth region has dealt with numerous closures across their hospitals’ emergency departments this year.

Stratford, ON

The Stratford General Hospital closed its medicine unit to admissions until further notice following the declaration of a COVID-19 outbreak earlier this week.

Thessalon, ON

The North Shore Health Network’s Thessalon site was forced to shut down its emergency department for two days during the month of May due to staffing shortages. 

Wingham, ON

Wingham and District Hospital has dealt with numerous emergency department closures this year due to staffing shortages.

The President and CEO of Listowel Wingham Hospitals Alliance said that the staffing shortages have led to the emergency department closing “at least once every two weeks.”

Click here for printable version

Privatization of health-care services topic of local forum
(September 12 2023)

By: MidlandToday Staff

Dr. Marty McNamara will speak about changes that ‘are already affecting local citizens’ at Thursday meeting taking place in Penetanguishene

A meeting this week in Penetanguishene will draw attention to the privatization of health-care services.

Don Copping and Fran Moreau, who represent north Simcoe with the Ontario Health Coalition, have organized the meeting, which will take place Thursday from 1 to 3 p.m. in the Normandy Room at the Royal Canadian Legion on Poyntz Street.

Dr. Marty McNamara will speak about changes that “are already affecting local citizens,” according to a news release.

“He also will help us understand the potential consequences of continued privatization and the risks to local hospitals and clinics as well as the impact of surcharges that are being charged to patients.”

Attendees will be able to reserve a seat on a chartered bus to the Sept. 25 rally at Queen’s Park. Organizers are asking for donations of $20 per person to help cover the cost of the bus.

Click here for original article

COMMUNITY SPOTLIGHT: Port Dover Chapter Of Ontario Health Coalition Hosting A Town Hall Meeting On Monday
(Sep 8, 2023)

By: 98.9 myFM News/Oldies 99.7 staff

 

The Port Dover Chapter of the Ontario Health Coalition wants the community to gather to show their concerns regarding Bill 60.

98.9 myFM news spoke to Dr. Gail Taylor regarding the Bill and what it means for the healthcare sector moving forward – specifically the privatization of services.



A Town Hall meeting is being scheduled for September 11th to gather concerned residents in the community.



Dr. Taylor went into a bit more details about their specific concerns.

She said there is also concern that some of the institutes we rely on may be facing an uphill battle moving forward.

The meeting takes place September 11th from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at the Port Dover Community Centre.





Click here for audio interview

OPEN LETTER:  Open Letter to CMA on their private health care campaign with Globe & Mail
(September 8, 2023)

Re. Canadian Medical Association/Globe and Mail Hearings on Health Care Privatization

Dear Dr. Ross,

We are writing with deep concern about the activities of the Canadian Medical Association in partnership with the Globe and Mail. We have seen your promotion of your “consultation” on privatization in health care. On the front of your website, you have framed the issues as “Health care in Canada is in crisis. Should the private sector help fill the gaps?” and, “…the balance of public and private care”. In other communications you have cast the issue as having a “fearless” or “open” conversation about privatization.

This framing is deplorable. It is factually incorrect on many levels. For one, private for-profit interests and their champions have repeatedly and very openly pushed for more privatization. They have no fear about it. To pretend Canada hasn’t repeatedly had an open debate about public or private health care is nonsense.

The fact is that the majority of Canadians strongly, vociferously oppose privatization. We oppose privatization because it threatens our very livelihoods and even our lives. We oppose because it violates the fundamental values of our society. We oppose because it harms our neighbours, often irreversibly.

Perhaps even more deplorable is your choice to have a panel (in what is supposedly a public consultation) that includes private for-profit health care companies, including Maple, which is overtly charging patients for access to doctors. It is our position that such charges are a violation of the Canada Health Act and the core tenets of public medicare in this country. While you pay lip service to Canadians accessing care without user fees, you promote this voice as a panelist in a high-profile national campaign? How could you?

We further note that your panel is all providers, many of them, apparently with vested interests. No one represents the patient voice nor the public interest voice in public health care.

We are in a health care crisis. The issue right now is not some arcane debate with dubious intentions about adjusting the balance between private and public health care. This urgent issue at hand is how do we improve the public health system in the public interest. It’s how do we improve prevention and protect public health. It’s how we retain or recruit back retired staff and train more as quickly as possible to improve access under our deeply held principles of equity and compassion that are supposed to anchor our public health system.

Finally, we take issue with the claims that you represent as “facts” in this campaign on your website and in communications. It is patently untrue that “the evidence is not in” on the impact of for-profit privatization on user fees and extra billing of patients. We have called every private clinic in Canada, asking as patients how much it would cost to get a diagnostic test or surgery in their clinics. We have done this multiple times over more than a decade and have openly published the results, including transcripts of our conversations with the clinics. We caught the majority of the private clinics extra billing patients. Lest you try to dismiss this, the most recent time we did this in partnership with the Globe and Mail, which resulted in a multi-part front-page series exposing the clinics for extra-billing and even for double-billing. The prices were exorbitant – up to ten times the cost under public health care. Further, we have documented clearly and repeatedly as has the Toronto Star and other media across the country, that private clinics take their staff from the public hospitals. We have shown irrefutably where the siphoning of public staff has reduced hours of public MRIs, for example. The documentation about the impact of for-profit nursing agencies is also irrefutable.

In fact, as you know, the BC Supreme Court’s landmark decision in the private clinics’ attempt to bring down the laws protecting single-tier public medicare found, “The evidence suggests that there is a real risk that a duplicative private system would result in reduced capacity and an increase in wait times in the public system, undermining the legislative purpose of preserving and ensuring the sustainability of the universal public system.”

The evidence is in. Pretending it is not is disingenuous.

We have other issues with the way you have presented “the facts” and what you have picked to include and leave out, but space and time prevent us from including all of them here.

We are well aware of the historic role that the CMA and the Globe and Mail played in opposing single-tier public medicare at its inception in Canada. You were on the wrong side of history then, and in the intervening years when your organizations have represented the interests of greed and profit-taking from patients in need, you have done Canadians a terrible disservice. There are also times when you have been better than this.

We hope that you will revisit the manipulative language you have chosen and the choice to amplify for-profit interests that charge patients for doctors on your panels.

 

Regards,

Natalie Mehra                                        Ross Sutherland

Executive Director                                 Chair

Click here for printable version

Labour Day ‘Solidarity March’ in Sault Ste. Marie
(September 4, 2023)

By: Mike McDonald, CTVNorthernOntario.ca

 

Workers gathered in downtown Sault Ste. Marie for the 65th Annual Labour Day Parade. More than a hundred people took part in this year’s ‘Solidarity March,’ with this year’s theme being ‘Lifting Everyone Up.’

“When we look at the health and safety issues that are happening in different work sites, when we look at the number of deaths that have occurred locally in Sault Ste. Marie,” said Michele McCleave-Kennedy, president of Sault Ste. Marie District Labour Council.

“That’s the importance of unions coming together and fighting for workers across the province.”

Members of the Ontario Health Coalition were also on hand to speak on their ongoing efforts to protect public healthcare.

“We want to see our hospitals not privatized, but properly funded instead,” said coalition representative Albert Dupuis.

“Privatization is a take away from the public system and we want this government to properly invest in our public hospitals.”

The next gathering for the local labour movement will be a protest at Sault Area Hospital on Sept. 25, which will be a demonstration against healthcare privatization.

Click here for original article

‘We don’t need to privatize health care’: Penetanguishene residents voice concern about direction of public health-care system
(August 29, 2023)

By: Andrew Mendler, Midland Mirror


Don Copping and Fran Moreau are growing increasingly concerned about the direction the provincial health-care system is headed in.




The Penetanguishene residents, who are north Simcoe’s representatives with the Ontario Health Coalition (OHC), are calling on the public to push back against what they view as an increasing privatization of health care.




During the past year, the provincial government has moved forward with plans to allow a variety of surgeries and diagnostic services, such as cataracts surgeries, MRI and CT scans, to be conducted at private, for-profit clinics.


While the government says this will help address the backlog created by the pandemic, Copping believes the strategy is destroying the foundation of the public health-care system.




“The public at large does not understand that the staff at those private clinics are being pulled out of public service,” said Copping, who is worried about the potential of more public services being allowed to be conducted by private clinics.




“Staff will be solicited from the community and the people who depend on public health care will end up with longer wait times.”




Burnout caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, combined with the lure of private clinics and the low wage increases the government offered medical professionals is pushing even more people out of the public system, Copping said.

“The dichotomy between what people need, should be paid and can actually earn is getting so far apart. It’s destroying loyalty,” Copping said.


Copping and Moreau plan to attend an upcoming rally at Queen’s Park on Sept. 25, to oppose the government’s health-care plan. Information about how to catch a bus to the rally can be found at ontariohealthcoalition.ca.




“It will be politically impossible for them to continue to privatize our public hospitals’ services against the will of the vast majority of Ontario’s (residents),” said Natalie Mehra, executive director of the OHC. “Let us make that happen sooner than later because every service we lose is extremely hard to get back.”




The Ontario Public Sector Employees Union (OPSEU) Local 329, which represents staff at the Waypoint Centre for Mental Health Care, is also sending a contingent to the rally.




President Justin LeGros is “extremely concerned” with the direction the public health-care system is headed.




“The government has deliberately defunded the health-care system to create this crisis, and are trying to frame privatization as the only option,” LeGros said. “It’s like steering a plane into a mountain, then blaming the mountain for being in the way when you crash.”






According to LeGros, the hours of reported agency use jumped to 1,183,358 in 2022-23, up from 449,608 in 2020-21. The cost of employing private agency staff increased to $173.7 million from $38.4 million during that time span.




The hourly rate relative to the amount of hours worked climbed to $140 per hour in 2022 from $85 per hour in 2021, and it continues to rise, according to LeGros.




“The use of agency nurses continues to cripple the public system,” LeGros said.




“We don’t need to privatize health care. We need government to invest in public health care, and create conditions in which highly skilled workers actually want to work in.”




A community meeting has been scheduled at the Penetanguishene Legion on Sept. 14 from 1 to 3 p.m.








Click here for original article














New, upgraded long-term care beds announced for Essex County
(August 18 2023)

By: CBC News

Hundreds of new and upgraded long-term care beds will open for residents in the coming years, provincial health officials announced Friday at events in Belle River and Leamington.

The announcements cover 125 new beds and 195 “upgraded” beds, according to a provincial statement.

A new home in Belle River will replace the aging Tilbury Manor nursing home. That project will have 75 upgraded beds and 85 new beds, for a total of 160 beds in the home. It’s expected to be open to residents in fall 2025.

In Leamington, Franklin Garden Long Term Care Home will be replaced by a new home with 40 new and 120 upgraded beds in both private and basic rooms. It is expected to be open to residents in summer 2026.

“Congratulations to the whole team involved in the ground-breaking of these two upgraded and modernized homes,” said Paul Calandra, minister of long-term care. “Our government is fixing long-term care and a key part of that plan is building modern, safe and comfortable homes for our seniors.”

The province said the homes will include larger resident common areas and air conditioning throughout the home.

The design will be based around what they call “resident home areas” to create more familiar living spaces for up to 32 residents with specific dining and activity areas as well as lounges and bedrooms.

“The new facility in Belle River will be state-of-the-art, offer private rooms, and have 160 beds,” said Anthony Leardi, Progressive Conservative MPP for Essex.

“That’s twice as many beds as the facility it is replacing. That means the people of Tilbury and Belle River will have twice as many beds in a new state-of-the-art facility.”

The province is spending a total of $140 million to build the homes. There will be a staff to patient ratio of eight to one, but the province says staff will spend at least four hours per day with the residents.

Ground-breaking comes after opposition to closure of Tilbury home

There has been opposition to moving patients to Belle River from Tilbury, but a man whose mom lives in Tilbury Manor is glad to see the new home being built.

“The building we are in, the staff go out of their way to look after the residents, but we don’t have the facilities necessary for modern long-term care,” said Joe Langlois, a member of the facility’s family council.

His mom, Tilbury Manor, a resident at Camel Letterblich, is looking forward to the move.

“My own bathtub, my own shower, my own bathroom. I have a private room. I want a private room… it’s going to be excellent,” she said.

Calandra says some municipalities have been putting up opposition to new homes, but he says the province will not let them stand in the way.

“Work with us or we will remove you. We will remove you as an obstacle and we will get shovels in the ground,” he said. “We will meet our goals and we will continue to build on behalf of the people of the province of Ontario.”

But the co-chair of the Windsor-Essex Health Coalition says patients get better care under publicly owned long-term care homes like Huron Lodge in Windsor, and these homes will still be privately owned.

“Not investing in the public aspect of long-term care is still going to back up our hospital system in southwest Ontario,” said Patrick Hannon.

“And I urge the government to please, please, please invest in a public option so that people who are stuck in the hospital system can get the long-term care beds and can free up hospital spaces for other people who desperately need them.”

The province said there will be as many as 361 new and 759 upgraded long-term care beds in the community by 2028, as they support five other projects in Essex, Tecumseh and Windsor.

Click here for original article

Eric Bunnell’s People: A show of peace in Pinafore Park
(August 10, 2023)

By: Eric Bunnell

[image: A woman nudges lanterns at the shore of Lake Pinafore]

A gentle nudge floats lanterns Sunday onto Lake Pinafore at a commemoration of the anniversary of the Second World War devastation of Hiroshima and Nagasaki by atomic bombs. Eric Bunnell PHOTO BY ERIC BUNNELL /jpg, SF, apsmc

“As we float these lanterns on the water, it is my wish that the world will live in peace.”

And with that sendoff spoken by Dr. Sharon Koivu, about 20 spectators watched Sunday evening at Pinafore Park as two-dozen brightly decorated, candlelighted paper lanterns were set on Lake Pinafore to commemorate the anniversary of the Second World War devastation of Hiroshima and Nagasaki by atomic bombs.

It was the post-pandemic return of an annual observation started 39 years ago by Sparta Quakers.

Despite a gentle prodding, the lanterns hugged the shore as violinist Ian Johnson played John Williams’ theme from Schindler’s List.

But before the lanterns were collected, their peaceful sight underscored the terrible threat of nuclear war facing the world today.

Recalling the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki 78 years ago, Sharon said: “While these events may seem distant, we must not forget the past or we are destined to repeat it.”

Indeed, at a time Russia has threatened the use of nuclear weapons in its war on Ukraine, Sharon told her listeners, “calls for peace remain relevant today.”

“In August of last year, the UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres warned that the world is now in ‘a time of nuclear danger not seen since the height of the Cold War.’”

And in January, the hands of the Doomsday Clock were moved forward.

Sharon is a longtime peace activist. In medical school in the ’80s at now Western University, she was a founder of the London chapter of Physicians for Social Responsibility – today, the International Physicians for Prevention of Nuclear War.

And chatting later, she discussed whether disarmament truly can happen.

“I think it is possible,” she said. “That’s a question I’ve pondered now for almost 40 years.”

As long as there are nuclear weapons, there is the threat of nuclear war, Sharon says.

“I like to believe humans can work together for peace, as much as we can work together for our destruction.”

Health-care protest

In May, more than 400,000 Ontarians voted in a referendum led by the Ontario Health Coalition, including residents of St. Thomas and Elgin.

And overwhelmingly, by 98 per cent, they said they oppose the privatization of public health. Among other things, the provincial government’s Bill 60 permits establishment of for-profit private clinics to provide OHIP-funded services. The government says the move will increase access to health care. Critics say it will gut public health.

Now, the coalition is calling for a mass protest on Sept. 25 at Queen’s Park.

And, locally, Julie Berry, who organized referendum polling last spring in Sparta and Port Stanley, has booked a bus from St. Thomas for the noon-hour gathering in Toronto.Although she’s better known as an activist working for peace and social justice, Julie says, “if health care isn’t social justice, I don’t know what it.”
There is room on the highway coach for 56 people and it’s slated to leave at 9 a.m. from the parking lot of the Doug Tarry ballplex before returning in late afternoon.

The ride is free – “We would love donations” – and to claim a seat, call Julie at 226-973-6622.

Elgin County Pride

Rainbow flags are flying in St. Thomas and Elgin, where both municipalities have declared this week as Elgin Pride Week.




[image: Elgin County Pride flag-raising]

Smiling for the camera at an Elgin county Pride Week flag-raising Tuesday are Warden Ed Ketchabaw, right, Elgin Pride Week co-chair Devon Church, centre, and ElginÐMiddlesexÐLondon Tory MP Karen Vecchio.Eric Bunnell jpg, SF, apsmc



There’s a host of activities planned by the organizing Elgin County Pride committee, an offshoot of the Rainbow Optimist Club Southwestern Ontario, including a weekend of events at Pinafore Park, starting with a movie night Friday. Details are posted to elgincountypride.com.

Proclaiming the week at a flag-raising Tuesday, Elgin Warden Ed Ketchabaw told onlookers, “The intent of the Pride flag being raised … is to show support for the Rainbow Community and show the commitment of the community to provide a safe and welcoming place that improves the overall quality of life for all members.

“We look forward to the County of Elgin and its community members as being and fulfilling their title as ambassadors and leaders as we strive for equality in Ontario, Canada and, even more broadly, the world.”

Joining the flag-raising was Elgin–Middlesex–London Tory MP Karen Vecchio, who spoke of unity, especially in 2023.

“It’s important that we stick together. We are friends. We are neighbours. And we are all here together.”

Devon Church, co-chair of Elgin Pride with Marty Withenshaw, said following the flag-raising that seeing the rainbow flag flying on the county’s ceremonial flag pole in front of Elgin Heritage Centre is meaningful.

“If we are driving by, we feel like someone is actually going to help us if we need it.”

Devon, a leader of Queer Club, a youth group that meets from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Tuesdays at the YWCA St. Thomas-Elgin, announced Tuesday the formation of a social group for adults, which will meet the third Thursday of the month at the Canada Southern railway station.

Earlier, St. Thomas Mayor Joe Preston proclaimed the week in the city at a flag-raising Friday at city hall before the long holiday weekend.
New food bank numbers

Well, no sooner was the ink dry on last week’s entry about the increased demand on services of the St. Thomas-Elgin Food Bank, that new numbers were provided.

As of Aug. 4, the food bank had provided groceries so far this year to 10,883 people.

That number compares to 13,462 for all of 2022, 10,081 for the 12 months of 2021, and 8,230 in 2020.

“I got seven skids of soup today,” Karen McDade, the agency’s PR and administration manager, said Tuesday.

And even at a special price, “there goes $12,000 in the blink of an eye!”

Karen asked for another mention of the agency’s new Top-Up Program for families with school-age children four- to 18 years. Happy to oblige!





With school out for summer, and school food programs on vacation, the Top-Up is a weekly boost of lunch things like Kraft Dinner, soup, noodle bowls, granola bars and puddings, and juice boxes.

 

All the above in advance of a major summertime food drive Aug. 17 at grocery stores around town.

Guest curator

A note from Elgin County Heritage Centre.

“We are winding up the museum’s most successful show since we had the History of the Toilet here in 2008,” curator Mike Baker says with a smile.

Cycling: An Unspoken History is to close Sept. 2 after being extended through the summer. Guest curator Rick Wolfe – whose collection includes the 16 rare bicycles and ephemera on exhibit, among them an example of one of the earliest motorcycles built, a 1901 Lamson – is to give his final public tour of the show at 2 p.m. on Aug. 24.

“Rick brings an interesting personal story to each bike, having ridden and restored most of the bicycles in the exhibit.”

(And who knows? He may even share the embarrassment of crashing head over heels on a high wheeler – not an uncommon event with the type – and being thrown smack dab onto the thorns of a brier patch.)

Colours in the Park

And just to remember that Colours in the Park – a celebration of 40 different cultures – is calendared for the afternoon of Aug. 26 at Pinafore Park.

It’s the followup to Colours on the Beach on July 15 in Port Stanley, and is a funder in support of the campaign to raise $8 million for an MRI machine at St. Thomas-Elgin General Hospital.

The afternoon is organized by Indian Culture of London Ontario, with the South Asian Association of London and Surrounding.

In addition to food and music, there is the fun of participants throwing handfuls of coloured powders on each other – an event inspired by the Indian springtime festival of Holi. The colours are available for purchase through EventBrite.

See you soon

And that’s that for now.

This corner will return.

Stay well.

ericbunnellspeople@gmail.com

Click here for original article 










Aug. 26 rally in Minden protesting hospital closures
(August 10 2023)

By: Martin Halek, MyHaliburtonNow

Thousands of people are expected at the Minden Fairgrounds on Aug. 26, to rally against rural hospital closures. 

Patrick Porzuczek, founder

Patrick Porzuczek, founder of the Save the Minden ER campaign, says people from all over Ontario are banding together at 1:00 p.m. that day to protest hospital reductions and closures in their own communities. 

“That’s why all these people are coming out, to share their stories,” says Porzuczek. “To share what’s similar and what’s not. What to watch out for. People really need to start asking the question: ‘is our health care safe in our own rural communities’.” 

According to Porzuczek, it’s a community event with live music, with the goal of showing people they’re not alone in fighting local hospital closures. He says they’re trying to send a message to the Ontario government that rural communities will not sit quietly as their health care is taken away. 

“What the government is doing, allowing these hospital boards to be in charge of themselves, is wrong,” says Porzuczek. “They need to give more funding, better wages. They need to stop privatization and actually start listening to the people. Start doing what’s necessary to bring nurses, to bring doctors. Stop promising all these different programs and private agencies to be the new gold standard. Let’s bring public health care back to the public.” 

A petition to reopen the Minden ER has garnered more than 7,500 in-person signatures, as Queen’s Park only accepts petitions in writing. Porzuczek says it’s been circulated around the province, and they expect many more signatures to come in by mail in the coming weeks. Those will be hand-delivered to the legislature when it re-convenes in September, alongside a larger anti-privatization protest by the Ontario Health Coalition. 

Porzuczek adds that although many might see the closure of the Minden ER as a local issue, it represents a much bigger problem. 

“This is something that’s not only affecting us, it’s affecting all of Ontario,” says Porzuczek. “The way they closed Minden [Hospital], with no public consultation, no communication, no plan, Minden is basically ground zero for how they’re going to be closing the other hospitals in all the rural communities. We have to bring all those other towns and people together, and we need to stop it.” 

Click here for original article

Critics fume as OHIP denies coverage of local woman’s U.S. appendix surgery
(August 8, 2023)

By: Jennifer Bieman, The London Free Press
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New Democrat MPP France Gelinas is photographed on Monday August 15, 2022. John Lappa/Sudbury Star

A Southwestern Ontario woman who pursued appendix surgery in the U.S. after being unable to access timely medical care in the province has lost her bid to make Ontario’s health insurance program cover the cost.The unidentified woman, referred to as KW in the board’s decision, and her mother lost their appeal of an OHIP decision that denied her reimbursement for medical costs connected to an April 2021 appendix removal surgery she sought in New Jersey after months of failed attempts to seek a diagnosis and treatment here.







That desperate patients are scrambling to find medical care and sometimes opting to pay out-of-pocket in another country for it is an indictment of government handling of the health care file, advocates say.“This is hideous. The first job of a public health care system is to plan for and provide the care that the population needs,” said Natalie Mehra, executive director of the Ontario Health Coalition, a grassroots public health care advocacy group.
“It sounds in this case like she was failed by the system. . . . Things are much worse than they ever have been. The system is starved of staff and the resources they need, in terms of primary care and hospital care.”

The decision upholding OHIP’s denial of coverage by Ontario’s Health Services Appeal and Review Board – the provincial panel that reviews and adjudicates challenges of health system decisions, including OHIP eligibility and public health orders – was released July 27.

The New Jersey surgery was the culmination of months of attempts to seek care in Ontario’s health care system, the board’s decision said.

The woman developed abdominal pain in late October 2020 and underwent more than 20 virtual and in-person consultations with various emergency departments, her family doctor and specialists until April 25, 2021, the decision said.








At least three surgeons in Ontario were unable to accurately pinpoint the issue and never performed a diagnostic surgery or MRI, she alleges in her appeal to the board.

The attempts to seek treatment included visits to the Strathroy General Hospital emergency department and London Health Sciences Centre emergency room on April 24 and April 25 respectively.

Days later, the woman had her appendix removed at a hospital in Teaneck, New Jersey, a 30-minute drive northeast of Newark. Her diagnosis was chronic appendicitis and an umbilical hernia, a weakness or tear in muscle or connective tissue near the belly button that allows intestinal tissue to bulge out.

The mother and daughter submitted an out-of-country claim for reimbursement to OHIP for medical and other expenses – including travel, car rental and medication – connected to the New Jersey surgery.

At a minimum, they were seeking reimbursement for the surgical consult, hospital bill, surgical fee and anesthetic fee totaling nearly $9,800 CAD.

The claim was denied by OHIP in April 2022 because it did not fit the criteria for an emergency, defined as an acute and unexpected illness that arose outside of Canada and required immediate care.






In the appeal, KW’s mother alleged she saw her daughter “continuing to fade” with pain, weight loss and hair loss and “believed she had to act to ensure the survival” of her daughter. She arranged for the surgery in New Jersey, alleging that further delays in her daughter’s diagnosis and treatment would have “life altering or loss of life consequences.”The appeal decision, made by three members of the review board, said the surgery cost was not eligible for reimbursement because it was not an acute, unexpected condition that arose outside of Canada.
In its decision, the board said the woman had not proven the surgery was insured under the out-of-country regulation and had no ability to compel OHIP to cover the procedure for “compassionate reasons.”

“The appeal board recognizes the very difficult circumstances facing the appellant and her mother,” the decision said. “The appeal board further acknowledges the pain and discomfort experienced by the appellant as well as the frustration of not being able to obtain a definitive diagnosis and treatment within Ontario.”








Ontario’s health insurance program provides limited coverage for emergency medical treatment costs incurred outside of Canada, provided the situation meets specific criteria. The out-of-country coverage – scrapped by Doug Ford’s Progressive Conservative government then later reinstated – is not a substitute for private travel insurance or coverage included in workplace benefits programs.The family could not be reached for comment.
With Ontario’s health care budget topping $70-billion a year, and the ranks of talented and dedicated health care workers in the system, no family should find themselves in the situation of this mom and daughter, Ontario NDP health critic France Gelinas said Tuesday.

“It is terrible. I feel like our health care system has failed them, but really it’s our provincial government that has failed them and others,” she said.

Lack of access to timely medical care has broader consequences, she said. When patients are dissatisfied with the care they receive it shakes public confidence in medicare itself, Gelinas said.

“It doesn’t matter what segment of the health care system I speak to, everyone is worried that the love Canadians have for medicare is being put to the test,” she said.

“Patients are looking for solutions of their own. If they’re close enough to the border, a solution is to go across the border and pay. If you are rich, a solution is to find a private clinic and pay. . . . But for the great majority of people, they depend on a program that defines us as Canadians.”

jbieman@postmedia.com

twitter.com/JenatLFPress

Click here for original article















































Stabbing victims arrive at southwestern Ont. emergency department overnight only to find it’s closed
(August 3, 2023)

By: Brent Lale, CTV News London Videographer

Three teenagers who were stabbed at a sweet 16 birthday party in Clinton, Ont. late last month were driven to the local hospital, only to find out the emergency department (ED) was closed.

Following a triple stabbing at a house party on Raglan Street in Clinton on July 30, a citizen who was driving took the wounded teenagers less than 2 kilometres to Clinton Public Hospital (CPH) only to find out the ED closes at 6 p.m.

OPP confirmed the driver and victims immediately made the 20 kilometre trek to Goderich where the three teens — aged 15, 16 and 17 — were assessed.

Two of the victims were held at Alexandra Marine and General Hospital, while the third victim with a much more serious puncture wound was transported to London Health Sciences Centre (LHSC) in London.

“We are playing Russian roulette here, sooner or later something is going to happen here and it’s going to cost someone their life and it came close this time,” explained Jim Ginn, mayor of Central Huron.

He added, “That’s why we need as many emergency rooms as possible because we have big distances to other hospitals in other municipalities. We are somewhat fortunate in Clinton that Goderich and Seaforth aren’t too far away.”

[image: ]

Central Huron Mayor Jim Ginn says his community is playing Russian roulette as he believes eventually someone will die due to the closure of the emergency department in his hometown of Clinton, Ont. (Brent Lale/CTV News London)

For those that do arrive at the CPH after hours, they can either use the phone available inside the ED which patients can call 9-1-1 and paramedics will re-route to the nearest available ED.

There is also signage with a list of the closest 24-hour EDs including addresses and distance.

“This is going to lead to a tragedy beyond anything we can comprehend,” said Peter Bergmanis of the Ontario Health Coalition. “While this is a fortunate story in the end, that all these gentlemen actually received care and it was timely enough for them to go to another hospital, I can only imagine a more serious trauma and there is no other options.”

Bergmanis said there are a multitude of reasons why these EDs are closed.

He said nursing staff collapsed during the COVID-19 pandemic and have never recovered. He added that they are still fighting the 11 per cent wage hike and they are still looking for primary care in those areas.

[image: ]

Inside the front door of the emergency department in Clinton, Ont. there is a phone and intercom for use after the hours of 6 p.m. (Brent Lale/CTV News London)

“We’re looking at 158 ER closures, predominantly all in rural Ontario because they are a decade behind all these hospitals being underfunded,” said Bergmanis. “These communities built their hospitals over generations. We are begging the Ford government to get off those $22 billion that they are sitting on and fund these hospitals. They need to automatically flood the resources into these rural communities.”

CTV News London spoke with Huron-Bruce MPP Lisa Thompson Wednesday, as the drama unfolded in her riding. She said the Huron-Perth hospital Alliance (HPHA) is responsible for the administration of hospitals in Clinton, Seaforth, Stratford and St. Marys.

“I know that the Huron-Perth Hospital Alliance, the Huron Health Services, and the Listowel and Wingham Health Care Alliance, they are all working together on a regional effort to make sure services are available to people when they need them,” said Thompson.

CTV News London asked Thompson if it would take a death to get these rural EDs back to being open 24 hours.

[image: ]

A sign at the city limits of Clinton, Ont. shows Goderich as an 18 kilometre drive. (Brent Lale/CTV News London)

“I know that our professional health care providers are doing everything they can to ensure whether you live in small town Ontario or an urban centre, that everyone has access to quality care,” Thompson said in response. “I really believe in the management of our hospital alliances and their commitment to making sure the best services are available when they are needed.”

Two of the teens have since been released from hospital in Goderich, while the third victim remained in LHSC as of Tuesday evening.

The teen who hosted the party is thankful her friends will all survive.

“My cousin had taken them to the hospital, so I’m grateful they got there in time,” said the 15 year old who wished not to be identified. “But it was sad to hear the Clinton Hospital was closed and they had to drive all the way to Goderich.”

Click here for original article 

Climb aboard privatization protest bus
(July 20, 2023)

By: Lisa Gervais, The Highlanders

The Haliburton Highlands Long-Term Care Coalition is planning to join provincial allies for a massive rally at Queen’s Park in September, but wants people to know the deadline for getting a seat on their rally bus is July 20.

Spokesperson Bonnie Roe said the Ontario Health Coalition and local coalitions such as theirs are “upping the ante” from a citizenled referendum in May.

During that poll, more than 400,000 Ontarians voted ‘no’ to health care privatization. In Haliburton County, there were 30 voting stations and 5,504 votes cast. Roe said only 104 people said ‘yes.’

However, she said the coalition’s work is not over, “as we need to stop the Ford government’s privatization of our local hospitals.”

The Ontario Health Coalition is planning a mass protest at noon on Sept. 20 during the opening day for the fall session of the Ontario Legislature.



“We will fill the lawn with Ontarians from across the province. We need to stand together and raise our voices to let our premier and MPP (Laurie Scott) understand that we are not going away,” she added.

To help with travel, Roe said they are renting a bus from Coach Canada with a washroom.

She asks members of the public to reserve their place on the bus by July 20 with a deposit of $20.

Roe said the cost of a full bus of 56 is $55 per person. A tip for the driver is optional. Some subsidies are available if needed.

She said they would leave at 8 a.m. from the Minden Community Centre and depart Queen’s Park at 2 p.m. People are encouraged to bring beverages, snacks and lunch as eating is not easily accessible.

“This will be a day to show the value of community engagement and democracy,” Roe said.

She added privatization is a reality across Ontario and will continue to close hospitals such as the Minden ER.

“This is our chance once again to represent Haliburton County on this crucial issue. Can we count on you to join us?” Contact Roe at bonnieroe08@gmail.com or 705-457-6579.


Click here for original article



Doug Ford is Quietly Planning to Privatize Maintenance Services at New Hospitals in Ontario
(July 19, 2023)

By: Mitchell Thompson, PressProgree

The Ontario government’s multi-billion dollar hospital construction plan quietly includes a proposal to privatize hospital maintenance services.

According to a document from Infrastructure Ontario, the Ford government’s multi-billion hospital plan – including The Ottawa Hospital’s new Civic campus, its new Windsor/Essex regional hospital, the Mackenzie Vaughan Hospital and its addition to Toronto’s Sick Kids hospital – are all set for financing under a new P3 model.

The report notes the plan is set-up to allow a “consortia” of private companies to design, build, finance and maintain the sites – the code they’ve adopted is “progressive DBFM.”

According to the Canadian Council for Public-Private Partnerships, a DBFM model involves “the private sector designs, builds and finances an asset and provides hard facility management (hard fm) or maintenance services under a long-term agreement.”

Typically, Infrastructure Ontario notes, the province has stuck to the DFB design-finance-build p3 model – a DBFM designation would give the consortia explicit control over “maintenance.”

In 2021, Infrastructure Ontario President and CEO Michael Lindsay told a trade magazine:

“Our traditional public-private partnership models will continue to be the primary mechanism we use for project procurement and delivery … But there are several projects in our pipeline at the moment that call for approaches that are above and beyond the traditional, fixed-price, fixed-schedule approach. Whether because of their size or their complexity, those projects require new ways of working with our development partners to understand and mitigate risks.”


The government did not respond to questions from PressProgress about what “maintenance” would be under the purview of the P3 financiers.

Ontario Health Coalition Executive Director Natalie Mehra says the province’s history with private hospital financing is long and troubling.

“Usually there’s a financier and then financiers financing the financiers, there’s a property manager and a builder,” Mehra told PressProgress. “They say they find savings, but they are ridiculously expensive.”

While it is unclear what “maintenance” services the financiers will be able to control, Mehra said the province’s first P3 hospitals – the Royal Ottawa Hospital and the Brampton Civic Hospital – operate under a similar arrangement that was “bundled into the real estate deal, over a generation, all of the services of the hospital.”

That included patient support service, record-keeping, portering security, food services, and transcription. “All of that was privatized and bundled into the real estate deal for the duration of the contracts,” Mehra noted.

Registered Nurses Association of Ontario CEO Doris Grinspun says regardless of what the financiers explicitly control, they can only receive a return on their investment from the hospital’s own operations.

“RNAO does not support P3s,” Grinspun told PressProgress. “We are not in favor of investor-driven healthcare at all.”

“There is way more uncertainty from a long-run deal like this. And the consortium’s revenue’s come in unexpected ways, higher user fees, selling other services, cutting services and cheaper staffing to make up for shortfalls and so on.”

Click here for original article

NEED FOR LOCAL PEDIATRIC CARE
(July 13, 2023)

By: The Morning Drive, AM800

Dan and Megan are joined by Sherry Roebuck, from Ontario Health Coalition, to talk about the need for local pediatric care to avoid separating families and sending them out during a vulnerable time.

Click here for original audio

Toronto hospital network apologizes after patients charged for test covered by OHIP
(July 12, 2023)

By: CBC News
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Akio Maroon, a patient at Toronto General Hospital, said she had to draw attention to a mistake the hospital made in charging patients for a test covered by OHIP. (Doug Husby/CBC)

A Toronto hospital network is apologizing and issuing refunds after it charged patients for a test covered by OHIP, which is against the law.

The University Health Network released a statement on Wednesday after patients at a Toronto General Hospital clinic were told they needed to pay for a balance test normally covered under Ontario’s health insurance plan.

“This is a mistake on our part and we are addressing this directly with our patients including full reimbursement of any payments already made,” UHN said on Twitter.

The patient who reported the charge to the province said the mistake highlights how many Ontarians are left on their own to navigate the health-care system.

“This should have never happened. It’s not up to the patients to do the administrative part of the health care, we pay enough taxes, we do our due diligence,” Akio Maroon told CBC News.

Maroon tweeted about the charges after she received an email from Toronto General Hospital notifying her about a series of tests for vertigo, she said.


One of the tests, the video head impulse test or VHIT, examines a person’s sense of balance. Maroon was told via email that OHIP did not cover the test as of July 1 and that it would cost her $120.

In a statement to CBC Toronto Wednesday, the hospital network said the charge was due to a “communication and interpretation error with the physicians practice and billings department around covered and uncovered services.”

“We sincerely apologize for the concern this caused our patient,” it said.

No coverage changes to the test under OHIP: ministry

With Maroon unable to work and her finances tight, she tweeted about the cost to see if others had a similar experience and to find out the cost was valid, she said.

She had planned to pay because her doctor made it clear the test was needed to determine if she had vertigo, she said.

Maroon’s tweet sparked a conversation on perceived changes within Ontario’s health-care system, particularly as the province passed legislation in May  allowing private clinics to offer publicly funded surgeries. Maroon said her initial assumption was that the charge was due to health-care cuts.

[image: Toronto general hospital is pictured]

A view of Toronto General Hospital on Aug. 4, 2022. The University Health Network, which TGH is under, issued an apology for charging patients for the test covered by OHIP on Wednesday. (Carlos Osorio/CBC)

On Wednesday afternoon, the Ministry of Health tweeted there have been no coverage changes to the test under OHIP. “vHIT, including required equipment, staff and supplies is an insured service when medically necessary or rendered by an audiologist on staff,” it said.

It also said patients should call 1-888-662-6613 or contact protectpublichealthcare@ontario.ca if they are being charged for an OHIP covered service, as it’s against the law.

The Ontario Health Coalition, an advocacy organization that aims to protect and improve the province’s health-care system, told CBC Toronto that it has recently received “a historically high number of complaints” about “various” tests not being covered by OHIP.

Maroon said the overwhelming response she received from people across Ontario and Canada indicates there’s frustration around the health-care system and many don’t have the means to cover surprise costs or find mistakes. While she’s relieved the issue was resolved— she is concerned patients have to spot these mistakes themselves.

“Not everyone has the same ability to advocate for themselves,” she said.

Click here for original article



RALLIES PLANNED OUTSIDE PORT COLBORNE AND FORT ERIE URGENT CARE CENTRES PROTESTING REDUCED HOURS
(July 5, 2023)

By: Bonnie Heslop, Newstalk610

Two protest rallies are planned in south Niagara today as Niagara Health closes its urgent care centres in Port Colborne and Fort Erie during the overnight hours.

As of today, Urgent Care Centres in Fort Erie and Port Colborne will be open from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m., seven days a week.

The Niagara Health Coalition says it is calling for the restoration of 24/7 hours at the facilities, saying residents of South Niagara face serious health risks because of Niagara Health’s decisions to reduce hours .

The first rally will be held this morning at 10 a.m. in front of Douglas Memorial Hospital in Fort Erie.

Speakers include Mayor Wayne Redekop, Niagara Falls MPP Wayne Gates, Jennifer Dockstader from the Fort Erie Native Centre, and Natalie Mehra with the Ontario Health Coalition.

A second rally is planned for 12:30 p.m. outside the Port Colborne General Hospital.

Niagara Health says the changes are due to staffing shortages and will allow them to avoid any closures at the emergency departments in Welland, Niagara Falls and St. Catharines.

Officials are reminding the public that if you have an emergency you should go straight to those hospitals or call 9-1-1.

Click here for original article

Rally protests service cuts at Port Colborne urgent care centre
(July 5, 2023)

By: Sarah Ferguson, Port Colborn Leader


Ontario’s health care is currently in crisis mode and the situation won’t be solved by reducing the hours of service at Port Colborne and Fort Erie’s Urgent Care Centres (UCC).




That was the main message of a rally held at Niagara Health’s Port Colborne General site Wednesday (July 5).




It was also the first day changes to the UCC hours in both Port Colborne and Fort Erie. The two sites have both operated as 24/7 UCC since 2009 and effective July 5 will now only be open from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. with new patients only being accepted until 8 p.m.


Dozens of people gathered outside 160 Sugarloaf St. early in the afternoon to listen to health care advocates including Sue Hotte, with the Niagara Health Coalition; Niagara Centre NDP MPP Jeff Burch; Ward 1 Coun. Mark Bagu; and health care advocate Angie Desmarais speak on the issue.




It was the second of two rallies; the first was held earlier in the day at the UCC in Fort Erie.




To deal with a shortage of health-care workers, Niagara Health has said it is reducing urgent care hours in Port Colborne and Fort Erie to keep Niagara’s three emergency departments operating.




Burch was critical of the provincial government’s treatment of health care workers, and not receiving appropriate pay which he sees as why there are staffing shortages to begin with.

“The reason they can’t find staff is because the staff have been treated like crap,” Burch said to cheers from the crowd.

Click here for original article





UPDATE:  Update on Ford government’s attempt to push through expansion and redevelopment of Orchard Villa
(June 29, 2023)

Under Bill 23 the Ford government gave itself extraordinary powers to override municipal governments and force through developments. This applies to housing developments and also long-term care homes.

On March 7, Southbridge, the for-profit company that owns Orchard Villa, applied for a Ministerial Zoning Order (MZO) to rush through the process of zoning approval for a new 15-storey building and significant expansion of its retirement home and long-term care home at Orchard Villa. The goal was to get approval in order to obtain a new 30-year long-term care license to operate an expanded facility.

The City of Pickering voted unanimously against the proposal brought by Southbridge on May 1.

The Ford government’s Minister of Long-Term Care issued the MZO against the unanimous vote of Pickering City Council to force through the redevelopment that is not only an anathema to the families of Orchard Villa who have suffered so grievously and the people of Ontario who oppose the expansion of for-profit long-term care, but also is in violation of the municipal plan and by laws regarding height and size restrictions for buildings in that area.

Cathy Parkes of the families of Orchard Villa has filed an appeal to have the MZO revoked.

We will post updates as they come in.

BRIEFING NOTE & FACT SHEETS: Health Care Privatization Fact Sheets & Information
(June 20, 2023)

Below is a quick summary of the key issues. Here are some fact sheets and additional information:

	Briefing note on Ford government’s plan to privatize our public hospital services
	Note d’information : Le plan de privatisation des services hospitaliers du gouvernement Ford
	Questions and answers about for-profit clinics and hospitals  
	Front page story in the Globe & Mail from our report on private clinics across Canada
	Our report on private clinics across Canada      
	Toronto Star column on Bill 60 – the Ford government’s new law to facilitate the privatization of our hospital surgeries
	Patients report being extra billed thousands of dollars in Ontario private clinics
	Briefing note on why for-profit clinics & hospitals are bad for business
	 Making a Killing: Everything you wanted to know about privatization of public hospitals webinar
	 Press Conference with real life report on what private clinics have done across Canada 


Why for-profit privatization is a terrible idea

We don’t need to privatize.

Operating rooms in our public hospitals are closed evenings, weekends — sometimes even permanently — due to underfunding.

It is a choice by government not to fund & open the under-used operating rooms we already have in our public hospitals.

Even a few extra hours per day over 3 months would clear the backlog of patients waiting.

For-profit hospitals & clinics only take the fast, easy, profitable patients.

They also take their staff out of our local public hospitals.

They leave the complicated surgeries, such as cancer care, and riskier patients (eg. those with diabetes, are overweight, have COPD/heart arrhythmias etc.) to our public hospitals with less funding & staff to provide care.

For-profit clinics & hospitals routinely charge patients thousands of dollars on top of OHIP for needed surgeries & tests.

This “extra-billing” is illegal under the Canada Health Act which requires care to be provided without charge based on medical need — not our wealth, & which bans extra-billing. No government has been successful in controlling the for-profits.

It would require a whole new system to monitor, inspect and police them.

For-profit clinics also take profits by getting patients to pay for unneeded tests & extras.

Their prices are very high — often up to five times higher than OHIP costs.

For-profit privatization is a fatal threat to our cherished system of Canadian public health care for all & is more expensive.

Ontario funds our public hospitals at the lowest rate in Canada.

The Ford government has underspent the health care budget by $1.25 billion, even while patients are waiting,

our emergency departments & other vital services are closing, and our nurses & hospital staff are leaving by the thousands due to overwork, burnout & frustration.

This follows years of underfunding.

If the Ontario government funded our health care even to the average of Canada, they could resolve the crisis.

The Ford government’s hospital privatization plan is a “take away” from our local public hospitals.

It will be damaging to all public hospitals & particularly devastating to medium & smaller hospitals that lose surgeries, diagnostics, doctors, nurses & health professionals.

Most health referendum results against private care
(June 14, 2023)

By: Review Newsroom

The results are in from an unofficial referendum on private healthcare in Ontario.

The Ontario Health Coalition, which conducted the referendum with regional health coalitions, delivered the results to the Ontario government. Among the results received so far, 98 per cent of them opposed privatization of public hospital services.

As of May 30, the results were:

Total Votes: 386,068



Spoiled Ballots: 341

Yes Votes (in support of private care): 7,001

No Votes (against private care): 378,726

Click here for original article

Ontario releases new details on private clinic OHIP surgeries
(June 13, 2023)

By: Katherine DeClerq, CTV News Toronto Multi-Platform Writer

The Ontario government has released new details on how OHIP-covered surgeries will be performed at private clinics.

The proposed regulations, which were posted publicly on June 9, builds on Premier Doug Ford’s plan to allow private clinics to conduct more surgeries covered under the Ontario Health Insurance Plan.

Bill 60, also known as the Your Health Act, passed in early May as part of the government’s pledge to reduce the province’s surgical backlogs.

Under the bill, both for-profit and not-for-profit clinics will be allowed to conduct cataract surgeries, MRI and CT scans, minimally invasive gynecological surgeries and, eventually, knee and hip replacements under the Ontario Health Insurance Plan (OHIP).

Amid criticism about oversight, staffing and upselling, the government stressed that standards for licenced clinics will be made public and that there would be “expert organizations” designated to ensure those standards are met.

The new regulations will repeal the Independent Health Facilities Act and replace it with the Integrated Community Health Centres Act—a nod to the new name the government has given to the clinics they licence.

Under the changes, private clinics will be required “to post a list of prices for all uninsured services that a patient may choose to purchase” on its website. The facility must post this list at a conspicuous place if it does not have a website.

This will include any costs associated with additional devices, treatments or services not covered by OHIP.

One of the biggest concerns advocates had was of “manipulative upselling,” in which patients are encouraged to pay for medically unnecessary services. Examples previously provided by the Ontario Health Coalition include instances in which patients were urged to get upgraded lenses, told they had to incur the costs of eye measurements, and invoiced for contrast dye needed for imaging.

Each licenced establishment will also, under the proposals, be required to post a phone number for the ministry’s Protecting Access to Public Healthcare program, which reviews instances in which a patient may have been charged for an insured service.

The clinic must also post publicly their complaint process.

ONTARIO NAMES INSPECTING BODIES

As part of Bill 60, the province said it will designate “expert organizations” to work with Ontario Health and the Ministry of Health to ensure quality and safety standards are met at every clinic. The director of this third party or the ministry may issue an inspection of a facility if necessary.

The regulations name two agencies that will act as “inspecting bodies” under the new legislation—the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario and the College of Midwives of Ontario.

A detailed version of the regulations doesn’t provide further details about their responsibilities.

It does say that each clinic has to appoint a “quality assurance advisor” and an advisory committee to ensure quality and safety standards are being met. The committee should consist of health professionals from each specialty, the regulations say.

If a complaint cannot be resolved between the patient and the clinic, the government has said individuals could contact the Patient Ombudsman.

The regulations are open for public commentary until July 9.

Click here for original article

The Ottawa Hospital lifts most mask requirements, but some say it’s too soon
(June 12 2023)

By: Natalia Goodwin, CBC News Ottawa

If you visit any of The Ottawa Hospital’s locations today, you may notice a big change: fewer people wearing masks.

The hospital has announced that as of June 12, masking will be optional in public spaces such as hallways, cafeterias, and meeting rooms, as well as in clinical areas where direct patient care is not provided.

They will still be required during direct patient care and in areas such as patient rooms, outbreak units and the emergency department.

The hospital says the move is a “direct result” of low transmission rates for COVID-19 and other respiratory illnesses, few hospitalizations, and “high vaccination rates and hybrid immunity.”

It also reflects similar decisions at other regional hospitals, with the Montfort, and Queensway Carleton and The Royal, Ottawa’s mental health centre  all making similar changes in May.

Some still worry about the most vulnerable in hospital settings.

“There’s nothing wrong with The Ottawa Hospital being a leader for a change and not a follower,” said Ed Cashman with the Ottawa Health Coalition, which advocates for improvements to the public health-care system.

“They could be a leader by protecting their patients and their workers and visitors for just a little while longer, until the situation is better for everyone.”

Policies hard to change back, says doctor 

COVID-19 numbers have been low and steady recently, although there have still been deaths: about 80 in Ottawa this year and more than 200 in the wider region.

The hospital said the policy will be adjusted should the circumstances change.

One epidemiologist and cardiologist thinks that might be hard to do.

“If we start to de-emphasizing the importance of masks, as some people tend to do, is it going to be harder to reinstate policies in the fall, when I think some of us are worried we could see an uptick not just of COVID but also influenza and RSV?” said Dr. Christopher Labos.

“Policies have to be universal to be easy to implement. That’s just unfortunately how human nature tends to work.”

Labos said it’s become clear during the pandemic that masking works to prevent airborne diseases from spreading, given that influenza cases all but disappeared when mandates were in place.

He said there are other preventative measures to look at such as air filters and improving ventilation in buildings, though those come at a higher cost.

Worries about staff 

The potential for another surge of respiratory diseases this fall and winter worries Rachel Muir, the bargaining unit president at The Ottawa Hospital for the Ontario Nurses’ Association.

“We should be protecting the health-care providers as well because they are exposed to these things far more frequently than anybody else in our community,” Muir said.

“If you’ve got these surges on an already stressed workforce and already reduced workforce — and you’re having to stay at home because you’re ill — then you are going to put an additional strain onto an already strained situation.”

The hospital says anyone who feels unwell should still mask up and masks will be widely available at their campuses for anyone who still wants to wear one.

Click here for original article

London hospital boss grilled at forum over ending LHSC-St. Joe’s pact
(June 12 2023)

By: Norman De Bono, The London Free Press

London Health Sciences Centre leaders are tearing apart a cohesive health-care system that works, adding bureaucracy and cost as service integration is unraveled, a local advocate warned at a weekend public forum held by the hospital.

LHSC is scrapping a long-standing collaboration agreement with the city’s other hospital, St. Joseph’s Health Care, as first reported by The Free Press. Officials with the large hospital held a Saturday morning community forum at Goodwill on Horton Street and the first question was: Why scrap a partnership that works?

“We will be struggling, competing against one another for staff in an environment where there’s a staffing crisis,” Peter Bergmanis, chair of the London Health Coalition, an advocacy group, said after the meeting. “How will we make this run smoothly? It doesn’t add up to quality patient care. It will be fragmented.”

LHSC and St. Joe’s in a 2016 agreement set broad ground rules for joint ventures and shared services, though co-operation preceded that formal partnership. That deal has been undone, meaning collaboration will end on everything from electronic patient records to shared lab services and joint buying of medical supplies, doctor credentials and technology services.

Bergmanis questioned LHSC chief executive Jackie Schleifer Taylor on the issue and the hospital boss answered that LHSC still will partner and share resources with St. Joe’s, but health care has changed.

The partnership agreement had a “five-year cycle,” she said, and “a lot has changed at both our hospitals. We have programs that only happen at St. Joseph’s and others that only happen at LHSC. We both have regional mandates that are different. . . . LHSC looked at them carefully and considered what was next.”

But Bergmanis said Schleifer Taylor didn’t answer his key questions: Why do this? And how will patient care be affected?

“I’m not happy with it,” he said of her response. “She glossed over the contradictions, saying we’re still working together, but separating. She didn’t justify it. It’s not efficient. It’s fragmented.”

The Free Press shone a spotlight on the issue after Tony Dagnone, a former longtime LHSC chief executive, sent a scathing letter to the hospital’s board of directors slamming the “backroom antics” of terminating the pact with St. Joe’s.

“London hospitals are precious community resources. Governance should be promoting effective inter-hospital collaboration at every opportunity to garner value for money,” he wrote. “My view is that the board should prohibit management from creating self-defined organizational castles at expense of public funds.”

Over the years, the two hospitals have evolved to complement, rather than compete with, each other, he added.

Each hospital will have its own medical research division, and Schleifer Taylor said the hospitals no longer will share vice-presidents, which the agreement had covered in areas such as medical and academic affairs, internal auditing and information management.

Before the community forum, Schleifer Taylor discussed how the Ontario government has moved to scrap larger regional health-care administrations in favour of smaller, collaborative teams of hospitals and other partners, including in long-term and primary care.

The health system changes, together with gaps exposed by the pandemic, mean LHSC needs to work with a cross-section of other health-care providers, not just other hospitals, Schleifer Taylor said.

There’s a new focus now on partnering with similar acute-care hospitals and building closer ties with home care, long-term care and social service agencies, she added.

Click here for original article 

Politicians change health care at their peril
(June 10 2023)

By: David Shearman, Owen Sound Sun Times (Print Edition)

The hospital in Minden, Ont., closed its doors on June 1.

There is now a telephone beside the door which will connect you with the hospital in Haliburton, about 25 minutes away.

To put that into Grey Bruce terms, imagine that instead of a brand new hospital waiting to open in Markdale, the provincial government decided to close the old hospital. Next to the front door is a phone that will connect you with the Owen Sound hospital. That is Minden’s reality.

The Minden hospital was closed on six weeks’notice by Haliburton Highlands Health Services (HHHS) based on “an evidence-based decision, which was made in the best interest of our community,” according to David O’Brien, chair of the HHHS board of directors.

The evidence for the decision has not been made public. The president and CEO of HHHS, Carolyn Plummer, said “We’ve heard from and are responding to the needs of our clinical staff, who are experts when it comes to patient safety and delivering high-quality care. This decision is about maintaining the safety of our patients, the sustainability of our services and the care our patients receive, and the well-being of our staff teams.”

If I read between the lines, the statements suggest that the staff could no longer provide quality of care under the existing site regime.

Hospitals are complex organizations driven by a variety of standards. Some are set in regulation; some are set by contracts with employees and some standards are from professional organizations. Most of us want our health care to be there when we need it. Change that challenges our security and wellbeing makes us very anxious.

A variety of solutions have been proposed to Ontario’s and Canada’s health-care issues. The Ontario government has made the choice of funding private clinics to do specific high demand medical procedures such as hip and knee replacements and cataract surgery. This should not come as a surprise.

The government has accepted the argument that private providers can do certain medical procedures more efficiently and at lower cost than our current public health care system.

The argument is false. A recent study in Quebec between 2018 and 2020 shows that surgeries performed in the private sector are more expensive than those in the public sector, sometimes more than 150 per cent.

According to one researcher, in 2019-2020, the cost of a carpal tunnel surgery averaged $908 in the private sector compared to $495 in the public sector; a short colonoscopy cost $739 in the private sector compared to $290 in a public institution.

Part of the reason costs are higher in the private sector is that private medical care has one goal, to maximize shareholder return. That is called making a profit.

While Canadians may not ever see a bill from medical procedures performed in a private clinic or in a public hospital, we will all end up paying for heath care costs through our taxes, be they income taxes or sales taxes. Some of that money will add to the profits of private health care providers and not be returned in system enhancements in a non-profit system.

This is what makes the recent poll by the Ontario Health Coalition and its allied groups so important. They held a public poll asking if the people of Ontario would like their public hospital services to be privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics.

Nearly 400,000 people voted in person and on line. In the interest of transparency, one of the churches I served was used as a polling place by the local organization, the Grey Bruce Health Coalition.

There were 9,889 ballots cast in Grey Bruce. Only 132 ballots were cast in favour of privatizing public hospital services.

Ford has dismissed the ballot, but he ignores it at some risk. He will have to do a better job dealing with the reality of a health care system which is deeply challenged. David Shearman is a retired United Church minister in Owen Sound.

Click here for original article

Gélinas calls for more action to keep emergency rooms open
(June 9 2023)

By: Sudbury.com Staff

NDP health care critic said is not taking health concerns seriously and that residents are worried about emergency room closings and the move toward private health care


Ontario official opposition health critic France Gélinas is pushing the Ontario government to take more action to keep emergency rooms open and to move away from any actions that promote private health care.

Gélinas was speaking out in the Ontario Legislature Wednesday when she asked a question about the thousands of Ontario residents opposed to the idea of private health care, as was demonstrated by the referendum held by the Ontario Health Coalition in late May..

Gélinas said more and more Ontario residents are visiting Queen’s Park to voice their worries about health care.

“Today Brock University students are here to show their dissatisfaction with this government’s privatization agenda. People representing Minden, Mount Forest, Palmerston, Listowel, Wingham, Seaforth, Clinton, Grey Bruce, Chesley, Thessalon are here, asking the Premier to reopen their ER (emergency room) or keep their ER open,” said Gélinas.

“We live in a democracy, Speaker. All those people are coming to Queen’s Park because they are scared. They’re anxious. They’re worried. They want to be heard. Why won’t the Premier listen to them?” Gélinas asked.

Ontario Health Minister Sylvia Jones responded to Gélinas by saying that recent hearings held for Bill 60 (Your Health Act, 2023) indicated that many Ontarians were in fact pleased with the changes.

“I’m going to highlight a couple of things that came out of those committee hearings: ‘I’m here to say that Bill 60 is a good start in eliminating Ontario’s surgical backlogs. We are pleased to see this government introduce significant changes to our system that will better serve Ontarians within a publicly funded system. Overall, this bill sets up a good framework to create a system of surgical care that is patient-centred and promotes patient choice.’ That comes from the president and CEO of CE Health,” said Jones.

Click here for original article



‘I can’t believe that I am seeing this happen …’: Community reacts to urgent care service reduction
(June 7, 2023)

By: Sarah Ferguson, Richard  Hutton, Port Colborne Leader


When Bob Saracino first learned the urgent care centres (UCC) in Fort Erie and Port Colborne will no longer operate overnight he was overcome with emotion.




As of July 5, both UCCs will provide service between 10 a.m. and 10 p.m. To deal with a shortage of health-care workers, Niagara Health is reducing urgent care hours in Port Colborne and Fort Erie to keep Niagara’s three emergency departments operating.




“I can’t believe that I am seeing this happen in my lifetime,” he said. The former Port Colborne mayor was a major figure in the fight to save Port Colborne General Hospital in 2009, which was eventually downgraded to an UCC.


“If I was younger, I would take up the fight again and rally the troops,” he said.




Saracino said there are many older adults, families and individuals that don’t have access to transportation who will be impacted by the change.

Fort Erie resident Lesley Kinghorn admitted she was upset when she first heard the news. She had similar concerns as Saracino about the reduction in service, and the need for people to travel to the Niagara Falls hospital site if they can’t access the UCC.




“Most days it might be fine. But we had a blizzard the day before Christmas this past year and people couldn’t get out of town for days,” she said.

Fran Semley credits the Port Colborne UCC with saving her life, and wonders how the overnight closures will impact others in the community.


In 2018, Semley was exercising when she became nauseous and felt pain in her upper arm.




She was taken to the UCC. Within seconds, she was examined by a triage nurse, moved to a treatment room and quickly treated. Within 23 minutes she was in an ambulance and headed to Hamilton General Hospital.




“Port Colborne UCC has a special place in my heart. I don’t know where I would have been without it.”




Semley said she hopes government officials can look at ways to provide incentives to bring more health-care professionals to Niagara. “There’s such a shortage of doctors. They’re burnt out, especially after the pandemic.”




Niagara Health president and CEO Lynn Guerreiro said both mayors were given “a heads up” that changes were on the horizon.






“We knew we were going to have to do something because the data was showing us very clearly that doing nothing was not going to be an option,” she said. “We have been speaking to them along the way. Their reaction is one of disappointment and I think that’s really important to note.”




The UCC changes come as Niagara Health is preparing for an expected shortage of 274 physician shifts between now and August.




While the cut back in hours at the UCC’s doesn’t solve the problem, it will free up resources without causing too much disruption, the health system said. Fort Erie sees an average of 11 patients overnight and an average of one visit every three hours between midnight and 7 a.m. In Port Colborne, 13 patients are seen on average overnight with an average of one visit every three hours between midnight and 7 a.m.




The top reasons for visits to the UCC, according to Niagara Health, are for such things as acute respiratory infections (949 visits) and urinary tract infections (493).




Guerreiro said a part of the solution for municipalities such as Fort Erie and Port Colborne would be access to team-based primary care, something she has discussed with both Wayne Redekop and Bill Steele.




“I think when you look at some of the things that people are going to the UCC for, those are conditions, that if they have access to same-day or next-day appointments, which is what team-based comprehensive primary care should give you, they will not need to go to the centre.”




She added the changes don’t mean the UCCs in either facility faces imminent closure before a new south Niagara hospital is up and running.




“Right now, it is our intent to continue to operate the UCCs and to keep those sites open until 2028.”

Click here for original article







Niagara health care ‘in a real crisis’: coalition chair
(June 6, 2023)

By: Richard Hutton, Fort Erie Post


Health-care advocates are calling for the province to step in and keep south Niagara’s urgent care centres operating 24 hours a day.




Niagara Health announced last week that as of July 5, operating hours at urgent care centres in Fort Erie and Port Colborne would be cut back to 12 hours a day (10 a.m. to 10 p.m.) seven days a week.




Speaking at a news conference at Queen’s Park designed to put pressure on the Ford government to properly fund health care, Sue Hotte, chair of the Niagara Health Coalition, said that staffing shortages are affecting all three Niagara Health hospital sites, and all are operating over capacity.


“In a nutshell, what we have in Niagara, Port Colborne and Fort Erie is a real crisis,” she said.




“The government has the solution. The solution is you have to fund the system,” she said, adding that funding needs to build a better system for the future and not simply provide temporary relief.




“They need the funding that is guaranteed so that they can attract the physicians and the nurses and the technicians to come and stay in our hospitals, to stay there and work there,” she said.




Fort Erie resident Heather Kelly, a member of the group Fort Erie SOS, said having fully operational urgent care at Douglas Memorial Hospital was a matter of life and death for one American summer resident who suffered from heart issues.

“The only place she knew to go was Douglas Memorial and thank goodness this wasn’t July 5, the date of an announced closure,” Kelly said. “Because they were able to take her in, even though she presented with no vital signs. They were able to take her and get her heart going again and then stabilize there so she could move on to a larger centre after that.”


The cut to UCC hours is just the latest blow to health-care access in Fort Erie, she said.




“We thought many years ago when they decided that they were going to close the hospital facility,” Kelly said. “We were able to maintain a smaller, urgent care centre after that and now they’re saying that we need to also lose the urgent care.”




Hotte and Kelly were joined at the event by Niagara’s three NDP MPPs, Wayne Gates (Niagara Falls), Jeff Burch (Niagara Centre) and Jeannie Stevens (St. Catharines).




“This is an issue that was created by the Ford government,” Gates said.




Legislation such as Bill 124, which limits wage increases in the health-care sector to one per cent, “attacked nurses” and Bill 60, which will allow private clinics to perform some health-care services under OHIP, has contributed to staffing shortages across the province.






“We’re seeing it all across the province, you’re seeing in Fort Erie with the urgent care centre,” he said. “You’re seeing it in Minden, that had their emergency rooms closed.”




“If these urgent cares close, people in Fort Erie are going to die,” Gates said.




Burch, meanwhile, recalled when he ran federally for the NDP back in 2005, that the prospect of hospitals being closed in Fort Erie and Port Colborne loomed large back then.




“We were called fearmongers … and, you know, it turned out to be true,” he said. “This is a long-standing trend to remove services from our community. We’ve been fighting this for a long time.”




He said changes being made at Niagara Health’s Welland site that have resulted in surgeries no longer being performed on weekends only complicates matters more for people in Port Colborne especially.




“If they have an emergency now, they can’t go to the urgent care after hours and they may not get the help they need if they go to the Welland hospital either,” he said.

Click here for original article







North Bay council urges the province to rescind Bill 60
(June 7 2023)

By: Jennifer Hamilton-McCharles, North Bay Nugget

Henri Giroux, chairman of the North Bay Health Coalition, garnered enough support from council to pass a motion to lobby the province to rescind Bill 60.


But it didn’t come with unanimous support.












Mayor Peter Chirico, Coun. Gary Gardiner and Mark King voted against the motion that would see council call on the province to rescind Bill 60.

Bill 60, otherwise known as Your Health Act, has drawn criticism across the province including in council chambers.

The health-reform bill will allow more private clinics to offer certain public-funded surgeries as a way to cut down long wait times for health care and reduce a massive backlog of surgeries.

Chirico told council during Tuesday’s meeting he didn’t think this was the proper locale for this discussion.

He said while Bill 60 could have a local impact he would like to see council deal with what they’re responsible for – municipal issues.

In the same breath he said Bill 60 has already passed and received royal ascent.

“It’s done,” Chirico told council. “I’m very supportive of the investments we’ve made into the hospital to retain and attract doctors and nurses. We are doing well.”

Chirico acknowledged there are wait times in the emergency room.

As of Wednesday, at midnight the average wait time in North Bay’s emergency room was six hours and 29 minutes and the longest wait time is 11 hours and 18 minutes.

Deputy Mayor Maggie Horsfield put forward the motion, which was seconded by Coun. Justine Mallah, calling on the provincial government “to reconsider its proposal to create private for-profit hospitals and clinics and rescind Bill 60.”

A copy of the resolution is being forwarded to the Premier of Ontario Doug Ford, Minister of Health, Minister Vic Fedeli, Association of Municipalities of Ontario, Federation of Northern Ontario Municipalities, Rural Ontario Municipalities Association and Ontario Small Urban Municipalities.

The motion comes after Giroux, made a presentation to council during Tuesday’s council meeting.

He rang the alarm bells and issued a stark warning that funding will be further lost and the already dwindling number of health care workers working in public health institutions will be poached by for-profit clinics.

“It’s already well documented that non-hospital based for-profit medical clinics will divert resources from public sector to the private, for-profit sector,” Giroux said.

“Private clinics will probably be more of day shift and higher pay job that would entice health care workers to leave the public system. There is no real protection against staff poaching from our local public hospitals.”

Giroux, who worked in long-term care for decades, said Canada has no surplus of health care workers.

“Ontario has the worst staffing crisis we have ever seen.”

He told council the province capping nurses wages at one per cent also didn’t help attract and keep qualified staff working in the field.

“In Northern Ontario we see it every day in public hospital and long-term care that employers are poaching to get staff in their own facilities with rewards and higher pay.”

Giroux said this will particularly hurt Northern Ontario communities already struggling to recruit staff.

“There’s no real public accountability and poor enforcement in the existing private clinics.”

Giroux said he would like to see the provincial investment into private clinics go toward public health care institutions to improve services.

He said operating rooms hours are currently operating on an 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. schedule.

Giroux questions why funding wouldn’t be given to increase hours to at least 9 p.m.

“If that happened the backlog would be gone in three months.”

Giroux also raised caution about what could soon be happening in communities like West Nipissing and Mattawa.

He said emergency rooms across the province are reducing hours or shutting down during certain days of the week due to not enough staff.

“Who is to say it will not happen in Sturgeon Falls and Mattawa. We’re already waiting 16 to 18 hours for service. The problem will only get worse. We might have to start travelling for health care.”

Click here for original article
























For-profit clinics should not be funded with public money: Huntsville reader
(June 5 2023)

By: Huntsville Forester


In late May, the Ontario Health Coalition held a citizen-led referendum asking Ontarians if they support the steps the government is taking toward privatizing our health care.




Ninety-nine per cent of the nearly 400,000 people who participated voted “no” to privatizing health care, and voting results from participants in Muskoka matched this trend.




The referendum was created in response to Bill 60, which aims to fund private clinics to provide some of the services typically provided by public hospitals, such as diagnostics and some surgeries. Although these clinics are for-profit, they still receive public funding that could have otherwise been invested into our current health-care system.




Currently, Ontario provides the lowest amount of funding for health care compared to any other province. We have seen this lack of funding result in the lowest ratio of nurses per patient in Canada, backlogs for services, emergency rooms shutting down, and the loss of some local services. If the government increased the funding of our public health care to match the average funding given by other provinces, this would alleviate the backlogs and allow us to keep our local services. Instead, the government is funding private clinics, which cost more and provide lower quality services as their safety requirements and regulatory oversight are weaker.




When the results from the Ontario Health Coalition referendum were shared with Doug Ford, he dismissed them as being a part of a political poll. As a result, we must continue to put pressure on our political representatives to make decisions that are in our best interest — a quality public health-care system that is accessible to all. For-profit clinics should not be funded from the taxpayers’ dollar.

Click here for original article



Fight for south Niagara urgent care centres to continue at Queen’s Park
(June 5 2023)

By: The St. Catharines Standard


Health coalition and advocates to hold media conference Tuesday






Click here for original article







Votes gathered to stop privatized health care
(June 5 2023)

By: Somer Slobodian, Niagra Now

The Niagara Health Coalition was one of many coalitions that participated in a citizen-run referendum against new rules for health care across the province.

The referendum was held nearly two weeks ago by the Ontario Health Coalition in response to the provincial government’s passing of Bill 60 which allows for-profit and third-party organizations to operate private clinics.

More than 50 voting stations, staffed by more than 120 volunteers, were set up across the Niagara Region.

Niagara-on-the-Lake residents had a chance to vote at the old courthouse on Queen Street and at Sparky’s Park in St. Davids on May 26 and 27.

Before the actual voting day, people had the opportunity to vote online or at other early voting locations.

In Niagara, residents had to answer two questions on the ballots.

The first question was: Do you want our public hospital services to be privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics?

Out of the whole region, 17,123 people voted no and 404 people voted yes.

The second question was: Do you want all existing sites of the Niagara hospitals to be maintained, protected and improved without any further cuts or closures?

This question was only asked on the physical ballot and not on the online voting system.

There were 10,042 who voted yes to maintaining Naigara’s hospitals and 197 who voted no.

According to the Ontario Health Coalition’s website, more than 380,000 people across the province voted to stop the privatization of public hospitals.

The ballots were delivered to the provincial government on the morning of May 31.

Click here for original article

Minden Emergency Department Permanently Closes
(June 3 2023)

By: Tieja MacLaughlin

Despite an inspiring community push to save it, Minden’s Emergency Department has permanently closed as of June 1.

Haliburton Highlands Health Services (HHHS) made the decision to close the Minden Emergency Department citing a nursing and medical staffing shortage.

“The on-going shortage of nursing and medical staff means we need to be as efficient as possible with how we allocate our staff and resources,” reads a statement on the HHHS website. “Having more staff available at a single site will help create a more stable staffing situation overall.”

“It’s a heart break and significant loss to our community,” said Patrick Porzuczek, leader of the ‘Save Minden ER’ community group that amassed nearly 5,000 members on Facebook (Minden’s town population is 6,971). “Now anyone who is ill, suffers a major cardiac event or stroke is in jeopardy. It puts the whole community at risk.”

Earlier this year it was the Minden Emergency Department that caught and diagnosed Porzucek’s daughter – aged 6 – with arrhythmia, a heart condition with the potential of life-threatening complications if not treated in a timely manner.

Porzucek and community members are concerned about the closure’s impact on vulnerable populations, healthcare staff, regional growth and the local infrastructure.

In May, Marit Stiles, Leader of the Official Opposition NDP, tabled over 24,000 signatures from Ontarians advocating to save the Minden Emergency Department. The Ontario Health Coalition citizen referendum also revealed that over 400,000 people – 98% of respondents – believe The Progressive Conservative Party of Ontario is moving in the wrong direction on healthcare.

For some, the closure signals a possible fate for other rural ERs across Ontario.

“It’s a warning shot of what’s to come,” said Porzucek. “All of rural Ontario is at risk. I want to educate all of rural Ontario to be aware of their own hospital boards, to be involved, ask questions and to become stakeholders so their voices can be heard.”

Emergency services in Minden will now be transferred to Haliburton, over 25 km away.

Click here for original article

Referendum: 98% against private, for-profit health care
(June 1, 2023)

By: Joanne Shuttleworth, Wellington Advertiser

GUELPH – The Guelph and District Health Coalition is pleased with the results of the referendum on health care the group – in conjunction with the larger Ontario Health Coalition – held last weekend.

The coalition is hopeful the government will hear the message that people value public health care and don’t want to see it privatized.

“This is an awareness campaign,” Barb Hogg, co-chair of the local health coalition, said in a phone interview after the referendum.

“We talked to so many people who are not aware of the what the government is doing and when they heard, they were shocked.”

In early May, the province passed Bill 60, legislation that allows some surgeries and diagnostic testing to be done in private clinics.

The reasoning behind the move is to address the backlog of surgeries as a result of COVID-19 and its impact on hospitals.

Many healthcare organizations say the move won’t address the backlog and will merely shift health professionals – already in short supply – out of hospitals to more lucrative private health care organizations.

“Bill 60 was passed so fast, most citizens didn’t know what was happening,” Hogg said in a follow-up email.

“Now as the news is getting out, people are astonished that this is happening.”

The referendum asked the question, “Do you want our public hospital services to be privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics? Yes or no.”

In Guelph and Wellington County, 11,085 people voted online, with 10,895 (98.2 per cent) voting no and 158 (1.4%) voting yes, while 32 (0.3%) of the ballots were spoiled.

“I’m very happy with that,” Hogg said with respect to voter turnout.

“Volunteers led the referendum, and we didn’t have much time and much of that was spent arranging voting stations.

“With more time, more money, and more volunteers, we could have got the message out to more people.”

The local ballots were rolled in with the votes cast across the province on May 26 and 27 and on May 31, the ballots were delivered to the government at Queen’s Park.

The province-wide numbers mirror the local ones.

Of the 386,068 votes cast, 378,726 (98%) voted no and 7,001 voted yes (1.8%). There were 341 (.08%) spoiled ballots.

“We are unalterably opposed to the gutting and dismantling of our public hospitals and the privatization of them,” said Natalie Mehra, executive director of the Ontario Health Coalition.

“This is the beginning of what will be a relentless campaign to stop them from privatizing our public hospitals.

“We have no choice because once we lose them, I don’t know how we will get them back. It will be very difficult if not impossible to get them back.”

Mehra added, “They can dismiss, make fun, and suppress the actual ability of the people to vote.

“We know they are worried about this … If they try to ignore this, we will ratchet it up. We will not stop until they stop.”

Hogg said the local health coalition is seeking volunteers to help spread the message.

“You don’t have to work in healthcare to participate – you just have to care about the issues,” she said, adding the coalition is non-partisan.

“Whatever the government of the day, if they try to deplete our healthcare, we’re on it.”

Anyone interested in volunteering can contact the Guelph and District Health Coalition on their Facebook page or by emailing guelphdistricthealthcoalition@gmail.com.

Link to original article

98% of Ontario referendum participants do not support Bill 60 & the privatization of healthcare
(June 1, 2023)

By: Samanah Ali, The Pointer

Janine Herrmann-McLeod was consistently having trouble getting to sleep. She would often crawl into bed at a normal hour, but consistently find herself staring at the clock as it struck 5 a.m.

When she did finally drift off, she wouldn’t wake up until 3 p.m., her alarm blaring. No matter what she tried, her body appeared set on this sleep cycle. Even when it started to cause her to miss classes in university, threatening her grades, and she tried everything to fall asleep early, nothing changed.

“When I am unable to wake up it’s almost like a state of delirium. I don’t know what day it is, I don’t know what time it is, what I have to do that day, I just know that the alarm clock is loud and I am half asleep,” the Brampton resident said.

When she decided to visit a doctor there was no medication, or sleep study to try, she was simply told to redouble her efforts to find proper sleep. After her family doctor for years did not offer to conduct commonly administered studies, she was forced to pay $750 out of her own pocket for a melatonin measuring test, which led to a doctor eventually diagnosing her with a circadian rhythm disorder.

Herrmann-McLeod is neurodivergent (someone who experiences certain neurological functions that are not typical) and currently has dysautonomia, a disorder of the autonomic nervous system. She said that Ontario’s family health teams (FHT) changed her life. FHTs are primary healthcare organizations that include a team of medical professionals with diverse expertise working together to address patients’ needs.

“I was able to get a doctor who…to this day gives me long appointments that I really need to discuss everything, whereas before in the pay-per-service model I had a doctor who didn’t give me even a sleep study for seven years of having my life ruined by the circadian rhythm disorder,” she said.

“Then they started cutting the family health teams, they started losing the paraprofessionals who are kind of the point of that, and I’ve had wait times for the EDS clinic in Toronto that was a year and a half, and that was not including the extra year that was added to that because of COVID.”

Now 29-years-old, Herrmann-McLeod feels medical negligence and a healthcare model that is increasingly shifting toward privatization under Premier Doug Ford’s PC government, has stolen most of her 20s. But she’s one of the lucky ones, she says, because of the financial support she receives from her family.

“If I ended up needing surgery and I had to pay for it and I didn’t have a family that is financially stable, then I would absolutely be like a lot of my disabled friends who are constantly fundraising on social media for basic things like food, rent, electricity, cat food.”

On May 8, the Ford government passed Bill 60, which allows for the appointment of directors to regulate for-profit clinics and opens the door for certain publicly-funded surgeries, like cataracts, knee and hip replacements, or MRI and CT scans, to be carried out by private clinics, eventually. The PCs claim this will improve patient wait times, their treatment experience and access to care. The legislation makes it clear that these procedures would be covered by the existing publicly funded provincial healthcare system.

The Ontario Health Coalition has been actively campaigning against the Bill. Over the last month, the OHC has been conducting a community referendum in regions across Ontario asking residents whether they support the PC plan to introduce private medicine into the province’s healthcare system. Herrmann-McLeod started getting involved with the OHC’s Peel chapter in March as one of the co-chairs and has been actively advocating against the Bill.

Under the current Bill, three for-profit clinics in Windsor, Waterloo and Ottawa will be allowed to conduct diagnostics and 14,000 cataract surgeries (procedures currently carried out within public hospitals). There are plans to expand the scope of these services to include hip and knee replacement surgeries by next year. The OHC worries this shift to a private healthcare model is a slippery slope that will eventually see Ontarians have a two-tier healthcare system that punishes those who are unable to pay. Despite Premier Ford’s assertions that Ontarians will always be able to pay for healthcare “with their OHIP card, not their credit card”, the OHC argues these private clinics will “upsell” patients, a practice the organization has highlighted in research that shows private clinics routinely push patients to spend money out-of-pocket to upgrade medical care beyond what is covered under OHIP.

The PCs claim this push toward private services will help reduce a surgical and diagnostic backlog in Ontario that has ballooned as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. The potential for shorter wait times will be particularly attractive to anyone in Brampton who has attempted to get treatment as the city’s lone full service hospital.

Brampton has long been waiting for another hospital to help with its capacity issues. In January 2020, City Council declared a health care emergency and launched a ‘Fair Deal for Brampton’ campaign to receive additional funding from the Province in support of establishing a second hospital in the City. Brampton Civic is where the term “hallway healthcare” was popularized and residents have been waiting years for the City, Province and William Osler Health System to get on the same page with plans and funding to get the expansion of the Peel Memorial Centre for Integrated Health and Wellness into a full service hospital off the ground.

The new legislation is not the answer to long wait times and the lack of capacity, critics argue.

The OHC disputes the PC position that the move will reduce wait times, arguing the infrastructure already exists within public hospitals to address current capacity issues, but the PC government is refusing to provide the necessary funding to repair and activate it.

“All across Ontario local public hospitals have operating rooms that are closed every evening, on weekends, and sometimes permanently due to underfunding and staffing. We already have the infrastructure in our public hospitals. The choice not to use public hospitals’ operating rooms to their capacity, and instead to rebuild operating rooms only under the ownership and control of for-profit clinics and hospitals, is a political choice to privatize,” a press release from the OHC states.

On Wednesday, the OHC delivered the results of a non-binding referendum it organized across the province to Queen’s Park, which included nearly 400,000 ballots from Ontarians who voted. According to the OHC, in Peel, over 14,000 residents voted against the push to use private clinics currently underway by the PCs. Only 7,001 people, out of 386,068 province-wide, voted in favour of Bill 60. Overall, the results suggest that 1 in 29 people in the province voted on the matter.

“We are unalterably opposed to the gutting and dismantling of our public hospitals and the privatization of them,” Natalie Mehra, executive director of the Ontario Health Coalition, stated in a press release. “This is the beginning of what will be a relentless campaign to stop them from privatizing our public hospitals.

“They can dismiss, make fun, and suppress the actual ability of the people to vote. We know they are worried about this. We have spoken to over a million Ontarians, person to person in this process. That is the power of this process. 1 in 29 Ontarians over the age of 16 voted in this referendum. Every Ontarian knows someone who voted in this. If they try to ignore this, we will ratchet it up. We will not stop until they stop.”

The referendum results are based on voluntary participation from the public, and can’t be compared to a randomized sample surveyed by an organization with no particular stance on an issue. When asked about the accuracy of their results considering the organization has a clear position on the controversial issue that was voted on, and it was a voluntary process, which skews the results of any survey, Mohammad Aumeer, from the Peel chapter of the OHC, said they encourage others to carry out their own referendum as he believes the results would be similar.

The OHC is particularly critical of the government not consulting with the public prior to the introduction of Bill 60, even when the PCs started signalling the move through healthcare policy changes more than a year earlier.

In March 2022, previous health minister Christine Elliott said claims the PCs would privatize healthcare in Ontario were false.

“We warned in 20 press conferences that they were going to privatize the hospitals because the minister in a press conference had kind of tipped her hand,” Mehra said. “She said that they were going to open independent health facilities, which are the private clinics and private hospitals to do surgeries and diagnostics.”

Mehra said the OHC will be monitoring the government’s response to the referendum results, and will not stop advocating against the privatization of health coverage in Ontario.

“Our government’s Your Health Act (Bill 60), strengthens the oversight of community surgical settings while protecting the stability of doctors, nurses and other health-care workers in our healthcare system,” Hannah Jensen, spokesperson for the Minister of Health, Sylvia Jones, said in a statement to The Pointer.

“Bill 60 also strengthens the already robust framework for the oversight of community and surgical diagnostic centres, including a provision to bring these centres under the oversight of a patient ombudsman, and puts into law that Ontarians will always access insured services at community surgical and diagnostic centres with their OHIP card and never their credit card, consistent with the Canada Health Act.”

The spokesperson also referenced the nearly $1 billion invested in public hospitals through the Surgical Recovery Fund, which is available for hospitals and can be used to extend operating room hours on the weekend and weekdays. “Our plan has already reduced the surgical backlog to pre-pandemic levels.”

Contrary to this claim, the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI), data show that significant wait times still exist for certain procedures, including many cancer surgeries and knee replacements.

“The most recent data indicates that wait times for cancer surgeries increased slightly in 2022. Between April and September 2022, half of patients waited about 1 to 3 days longer for their breast, bladder, colorectal and lung cancer surgery compared with before the pandemic, and the median wait time increased by about 12 days for prostate cancer. Although these findings varied somewhat across provinces, they suggest that health systems are continuing to work through the backlog of surgeries within current capacity and resource constraints,” a CIHI release from March 2023 states.
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Niagara votes against privatized healthcare services
(June 1, 2023)

By: Mike Balsom, Niagara-on-the-Lake Local

The results are in from voting booths set up across Niagara by volunteers with the Niagara Health Coalition.

The results are in from voting booths set up across Niagara by volunteers with the Niagara Health Coalition.

Almost 120 volunteers ran more than 50 voting stations across Niagara last week, giving visitors a chance to express their opinion about the provincial government’s passing of Bill 60, The Your Health Act 2023, which received royal assent on May 18.

The Ontario Health Coalition, along with the Niagara group led by activist and retired teacher Sue Hotte, are concerned that the new law will lead to the proliferation of private health clinics across the province, putting a further strain on public health systems. Voting booths similar to those in Niagara were happening this weekend across Ontario.

The Niagara ballot contained two questions:

1 Do you want our public hospital services to be privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics?

2 Do you want all of the existing sites and services of the Niagara hospitals to be maintained, protected and improved without any further cuts or closures?

Ontarians also had a chance to complete a ballot online, though only the first question was included there.

Overwhelmingly, participants voted against privatized healthcare and for the continuation of current service levels at all existing public health facilities in the region.

In a Tuesday morning press release, the Niagara Coalition revealed the results of the polls across the region. On question number one, 17,123 people voted no and 404 voted yes. On question number two, the votes were 10,042 for yes to maintaining our hospitals and 197 for no.

“We’re happy with the turnout,” Hotte said Tuesday afternoon. “We only had four weeks to get the word out, and Niagara is a big area. For me, the turnout is really good. In one town I think more people turned out to vote for this than for the last election.”

In Niagara-on-the-Lake, a Queen Street voting booth set up by the Niagara Health Coalition Friday attracted curious visitors, many from across the province, throughout the day.

The NOTL booth was set up just after 9 a.m. on the east side of the Court House by Pamela Wilson and Peggy Hooke. Unfortunately, they had chosen the spot usually occupied by the Niagara-

on-the-Lake Ambassadors and were asked to move at around noon.

NOTL residents Barb Cowie and Jennifer Roberts took over on the other side of the Court House after that, and told The Local that there had been a steady stream of about 30 voters in their first 90 minutes.

“A lot of people who have stopped by aren’t from Ontario,” said Cowie. “But those who are have been telling us they were happy we’re here as they hadn’t voted online yet.”

Gerda Ryckaert of St. Catharines was one of the voters who stopped by the booth Friday afternoon.

“My mother and father died of cancer,” said Ryckaert. “I know how important it is for us to have services and friendly, helpful people in our hospitals. I am sure everybody there is so stressed and pressured there right now. This bill makes me worry that we may end up having to pay for services. Healthcare should be equal for everyone.”

Irene Rutt of NOTL said she was worried about the effect the bill will have on hospital staffing.

“It’s just going to take nurses and doctors from the hospitals,” she lamented. “It’s going to drain these services out of our public hospitals. And it’s important to keep local services open. We are an aging population here, we need access to healthcare.”

Co-workers Rachel LaFrance of Stoney Creek and Summer Thorp of London, Ontario were visiting NOTL on a day off.

“I work in healthcare and procurement,” said LaFrance. “The government needs to support our local hospitals and our people. Pulling staff away from an already short-staffed

facility to work in private facilities will just create further issues with capacity and patient-nurse ratios. That’s a safety issue.”

LaFrance fears Ontario’s health system under Bill 60 will become similar to what Americans deal with south of the border.

“What we have is so much better than there,” she added. “We need to be pouring our money into our institutions rather than taking it out. This runs the risk of increased healthcare costs as certain agencies and vendors will get more business and they will raise their prices. In a public health system, we answer to the taxpayers.”

Thorp’s role in healthcare is to create working relationships between the community and the institutions.

“There’s this misguided expectation that private healthcare will be the panacea for everything,” she said. “But there isn’t any contingency planning, especially for the vulnerable populations that I am working for. Privileged people will jump the cue, they’ll push their advantage and leave out the same people who are always left out.”

“It blows my mind that we still have such a shortage of family doctors,” added LaFrance. “And foreign doctors shouldn’t be driving Ubers. They should be able to practise their profession in Canada. We need to eliminate these wait lists for doctors.”

The hope, of course, is that if enough Ontarians express their displeasure with the new law it will force the Ford government to rethink its implementation.

“The people have spoken and are sending a message loud and clear to the Premier and the Minister of Health,” said Tuesday’s press release. “People were able to have a say about Ford’s plan. The results show how strongly they feel. Do not privatize our hospital services and fund our hospitals so that all services and sites are maintained and enhanced.”

At press time full provincial results of the referendum were not yet available.

However, Hotte told The Local that she and other members of the Niagara Coalition planned to head to Queen’s Park with their ballots Wednesday afternoon. There, they expected to gather with other coalitions from across Ontario to form a mountain out of the ballots to demonstrate to the Conservative government the number of Ontario residents who oppose an expansion of private health care services.
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Waterloo region against private for-profit health care
(June 1, 2023)

By: Cambridge Today

Waterloo Region Health Coalition says 99 per cent of local voters want to protect public healthcare and prevent private-for-profit hospital services and clinics

The results are in for Cambridge voters who took part in the province-wide, citizen-led referendum on healthcare last Friday and Saturday.

The Waterloo Region Health Coalition says 99 per cent of the 28,321 people who voted during an informal poll held by a local healthcare coalition on the weekend voted against private-for-profit health care. Only 267 local voters voted for it.

The province-wide referendum was a response to the provincial government’s efforts to increase private-for-profit hospital services and clinics.

The polls were run by volunteers and organized by the Ontario Health Coalition. Polling stations were located in shopping centres, community centres, parks, churches, drop-in centres, homes, and small businesses.

The referendum asked voters if they wanted public hospital services to be privatized and for-profit.

Based on the votes it seems voters are concerned about a move to private-for-profit health care, said a release from the Ontario Health Coalition.

The OHC said they delivered massive pile of ballots to the government Wednesday to represent the 400,000 Ontarians who voted.

An overwhelming 98 per cent of voters opposed to the privatization of Ontario’s public hospital services.

The total votes count was 386,068 with 341 spoiled votes, 7,001 yes votes and 378,726 no votes.

“We are unalterably opposed to the gutting and dismantling of our public hospitals and the privatization of them,” said Natalie Mehra, executive director of the Ontario Health Coalition.

“This is the beginning of what will be a relentless campaign to stop them from privatizing our public hospitals. We have no choice because once we lose them, I don’t know how we will get them back. It will be very difficult if not impossible to get them back.”

“They can dismiss, make fun, and suppress the actual ability of the people to vote. We know they are worried about this. We have spoken to over a million Ontarians, person to person in this process. That is the power of this process. 1 in 29 Ontarians over the age of 16 voted in this referendum. Every Ontarian knows someone who voted in this. If they try to ignore this, we will ratchet it up. We will not stop until they stop.”
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Local voters reject paying private clinics to reduce surgical backlogs
(June 1, 2023)

By: Scott Dunn, Owen Sound Times

Grey-Bruce voted almost unanimously against the Ontario government’s decision to expand publicly funded medical procedures, diagnostic imaging and surgeries done in private clinics.

The Ontario Health Coalition vote May 27-28 had 9,889 votes against and 132 in favour of changes the government enacted May 18 in Bill 60, the Your Health Act, which it says will tackle surgical backlogs, including expanded access to cataract operations.

In January, the province also announced the new private clinics would expand MRI and CT scanning this year, and next year would expand hip and knee replacements, all to be paid with an OHIP card, not a credit card, Premier Doug Ford has promised.

The coalition said in a release that about 390,000 ballots were cast so far province-wide, 98 per cent in favour of stopping health-care privatization. Some Northern Ontario ballots remain to be counted.

Chesley resident Brenda Scott helped place local ballots with others on tables set outside the legislature doors in Toronto Wednesday morning, before a news conference there.

She’s with Grey Bruce County Health Coalition, an affiliate of the provincial organization. She has also helped organize a group calling for a return to a 24/7 emergency department, rather than daytime hours during the week currently at the Chesley hospital.

She said the referendum sought to help persuade the government to rescind Bill 60 and stop underfunding hospitals and services.

It’s hospital underfunding that has led to surgical wait lists in the first place, Scott said. Hospital operating rooms have idle hours that could be utilized with more funding to address staffing, she said.

“If you put money into the health-care system, and you look at that staffing issue, you could probably clear that backlog in no time. If you can attract the staff.”

Scott puts the blame for the shortage of nurses, doctors and other medical staff at the feet of the government.

Nurses are “over-stressed and underpaid” but their contract negotiations have gone to arbitration, while the Ford government has appealed a court decision that wage-cap legislation was unconstitutional, she observed. “So there are a lot of staffing issues that I think our government created.”

And telling people looking for a faster way to get a cataract fixed that all they need is an OHIP card fails to mention related out-of-pocket expenses like anaesthetist services, Scott said. “There are people already who I’ve met who’ve had a sad situation arise.”

Scott also views expanded privatized medical care with public money as a threat to hospitals, particularly small rural ones because they need more funding.

When ERs are closed or operating only part-time, the existence of that hospital is in jeopardy because their doctors go elsewhere for better pay, she said. That makes it more likely the hospital will close too, she said.

“Small, rural hospitals they provide close proximity for those emergency situations that arise, strokes, accidents, etc.,” she said. “We really feel there are lives at stake when this system is compromised.”

The Ontario Health Coalition says the new clinics won’t be temporary but rather will have contracts that start at five years or longer. “Once for-profit clinics are in and have taken over our public hospital services, it will be extremely difficult, if at all possible to get them out.”

A coalition news release says that those using existing private clinics in the province “are being charged thousands of dollars for cataract surgery — far in excess of the $550 cost under OHIP — and they are being charged on top of OHIP for these services, and they are doing so with impunity.”

It calls tackling surgical backlogs with more done in private clinics “a political choice to privatize.”

Scott said people recruited locally to help conduct the vote have indicated they want to do more. “Provincially, similar discussions are taking place. Like what should we do next?” Scott said there’s talk of leaving the coalition’s online voting open for the summer.
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Advocates say ‘people’s referendum’ results massively against privatization of Ontario health system
The Ontario Health Coalition released its survey results on Wednesday.

(May 31, 2023)

By: Ottawa Citizen

Ninety-eight per cent of people who participated in a cross-province “people’s referendum” voted against privatization of Ontario’s public health services, the Ontario Health Coalition says.

With more vote results still coming in, the coalition said in a news release Wednesday that “no” votes against privatization totalled 378,726 compared to 7,001 “yes” votes in favour, and there were 341 spoiled ballots.

In Ottawa, the tally was 16,639 “no” to 248 “yes.”

“We are unalterably opposed to the gutting and dismantling of our public hospitals and the privatization of them,” Natalie Mehra, executive director of the Ontario Health Coalition, said in the release. “This is the beginning of what will be a relentless campaign to stop them from privatizing our public hospitals. We have no choice because, once we lose them, I don’t know how we will get them back. It will be very difficult, if not impossible, to get them back.

“They can dismiss, make fun, and suppress the actual ability of the people to vote. We know they are worried about this. We have spoken to over a million Ontarians, person to person, in this process. That is the power of this process. One in 29 Ontarians over the age of 16 voted in this referendum. Every Ontarian knows someone who voted in this. If they try to ignore this, we will ratchet it up. We will not stop until they stop.”

The health coalition said the mass community-run referendum gave Ontarians the opportunity to have their say on whether they would like their public hospital services to be privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics. Ballots were delivered to the provincial government Wednesday, it added.
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Over 380K Ontarians vote against private health care in referendum conducted by advocates | CityNews Toronto
(May 31, 2023)

By: Tina Yazdani, CityNews Toronto

Health care advocates took to at Queen’s Park Wednesday to oppose what they call “the gutting and dismantling of public hospitals.”

Almost 400,000 people voted across Ontario, including 100,000 in Toronto in what’s being described as a citizen-led referendum organized by the advocacy group Ontario Health Coalition. The ballots were hand-delivered to the provincial government on Wednesday.

The question on the ballot was: do you want our public hospital services to be privatized?

Ninety-nine per cent or almost 380 thousand people voted no.

“That is not insignificant, and if this government wants to continue to call it a stunt or whatever, I challenge them [to hold your own referendum,]” said Marit Stiles, the Ontario NDP Leader. “And actually consult with the people of this province if you’re going to gut our healthcare system.”

Bill 60 allows more private clinics to offer certain publicly funded surgeries and procedures in an effort to cut long wait lists for care.

Cataract surgeries and diagnostic imaging and testing will be expanded while the government will create an entirely new system to perform hip and knee replacement surgeries.

Natalie Mehra with the Ontario Health Coalition said she believes this will make a difference.

“I think it’s pretty hard to ignore almost half a million people,” said Mehra. “I think it would be to their peril not to listen.”

Premier Doug Ford responded to the referendum earlier this week during Question Period at Queen’s Park on Monday. “I don’t call it a referendum, it was a political poll, [driven by] one side.”

“This is the way the polls should be: do you want to wait in line for a hip replacement for 18 months or would you like to get something done in 60 days from the exact same doctor in a surgical clinic?” asked Ford.

Critics of the legislation say the bill will cost more for patients and taxpayers, saying it will allow the simplest surgeries to be done for the highest price while existing operating rooms inside public hospitals aren’t being used at capacity.

“They had the money, they made the choice … at any point they could’ve cleared the backlog,” said Gayatri Samaroo, a health care professional.

“When you see the result of that backlog, when you see cancers getting worse, and you see the people, their pain, their suffering, the loss of their loved ones, because of the backlog they created, your heart utterly breaks,” added Samaroo.

This referendum vote is the beginning of what advocates call a relentless campaign

“We’re not going to stop. We’ll ratchet it up from here and the next thing we’ll be a massive protest as big as we can build in Toronto at the legislature to stop them,” said Mehra.

Mike Schreiner said that is the way to get the government’s attention.

“The only thing that moves this government is if people speak up and put pressure on them. That’s exactly what this is designed to do.”

The Ontario Medical Association and Ontario Hospital Association have both come out in support of Bill 60, calling it an important step to reduce wait times, and free up hospital resources to focus on emergency and complex cases.
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BLOG:  The Power of a People’s Referendum
(June 1, 2023)

By Natalie Mehra, Executive Director

We know that the overwhelming majority of Ontarians do not want our public hospitals privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics. We know this because we hear it in our families, in our communities. The polls reveal that the opposition to the privatization of our hospital services is deep, it is everywhere, it crosses all political party lines.

So why, then, would we hold a volunteer-run referendum?

I think everyone who has volunteered over the last five months now has a deep understanding of the power of a people’s referendum. You all know, from the conversations you had in community groups, at the doors as you leafletted, on the streets at the voting stations. You know that the power of this kind of mass public outreach and education is undeniable. From the Ontario Health Coalition central office we distributed 1.5 million leaflets. There are some left over in the hands of volunteers and local coalitions but the vast majority of them have been distributed in communities across Ontario. That is astonishing.

When the Health Minister said, in February 2022 prior to the election, that she was opening Independent Health Facilities (aka private for-profit clinics) and the private for-profit hospitals to do surgeries, I was walking across the living room. The government’s press conference was playing on CP24 and I stopped dead in my tracks. I found the clip online and watched it over and over. Since there are only two remaining functioning private for-profit hospitals in Ontario, and very few IHFs that do surgeries, I found it inexplicable that the Minister would specify these sectors in the context of clearing the backlog of surgeries from the pandemic. There was just a tiny amount of capacity in the private clinics and hospitals, in the scheme of things. No Minister historically would have singled out private clinics or hospitals for specific comment.

We knew that the Ford government was close to the for-profit health care industry in long-term care, in the labs and virtual care (and Shoppers Drug Mart and more). By the time the Minister had made that statement, they already had privatized COVID testing, vaccinations, expanded for-profit virtual care and let them extra-bill patients with impunity. But the Minister’s statement was very specific, and it meant one thing. They were now coming for the public hospitals.

We held twenty press conferences across Ontario. The government sent out a spokesperson from the Ministry who did not mince words. They categorically denied that they were expanding the private clinics and hospitals and that they had any intention of doing so.  This was two months before the election. Literally two months after the election they announced that they were moving forward with the exact privatization they had denied prior to the election. They announced plans to expand for-profit clinics, open more for-profit clinics and build new private for-profit outpatient hospitals.

Worse, in the time period in which the Ford government spokesperson was categorically denying that they were expanding private clinics, they actually doubled the funding to the private clinics.

They could never have won an election if they told the truth about their intentions. So they did not.

When faced with a profoundly undemocratic attack on the foundational public services in our local communities — services that we all paid to build over a century — we could not simply hold a small rally of a few hundred people, or even a few thousands people. In response to that kind of threat we have to build public awareness and power. We have to insist on creating democratic spaces when they take them away. We have to find a way to reach out to the public and make visible the deeply-held belief that our public hospitals should be just that — public. Not owned and operated to take profit out, but owned and operated in the public interest to provide care for our communities.

That is why we held a people’s referendum. It set a deadline. It requires massive public outreach. We would have to make it visible, and do the deepest public education that we could. It would bring that massive public opposition to privatization out into the light for everyone to see. It would galvanize the forces of good and the public interest. It would capture the imagination of volunteers.

Could we do more? Yes, of course, always.

And we will!

But over the past five months, a core of perhaps seventy people organized almost half a million people to vote, recruited thousands to volunteer, put out thousands of pieces of communication on social media, built larger networks than we have ever had, got hundreds of businesses to support the campaign, put out thousands of lawn signs….oh, and distributed more than a million leaflets.

Anyone responding with contempt or dismissal has no idea of the power of this kind of movement but don’t worry. They will see.

Thank you all. I am so proud of us. It is the honour of a lifetime to work with all of you to safeguard our cherished public health care for all.

Oxford Residents Vote Against Privatization of Hospitals
(May 31, 2023)

By: Marcie Culbert, 104.7 Heart FM

A citizen-led vote took place last week. Over 4,400 ballots were collected in Oxford County and 98.6 percent of them were against the privatization of hospitals.

OXFORD COUNTY – The votes are in and it looks like Oxford County residents are against the privatization of hospitals.

The Ontario Health Coalition held a citizen-led vote on May 26th and May 27th.

Several polling stations were set up all across Oxford County in local stores, churches, union halls, and more. Online voting was also available.

Bryan Smith, the Chair of the Oxford Coalition for Social Justice, says 4,425 ballots were collected here in Oxford and 98.6 percent of them were against privatization. He says this proves that the people of Oxford value their public hospitals.

“The reason why people in Oxford give so generously to their hospitals, having built them up over more than 100 years, is that they expect them to remain publicly owned and run.”

In January, the Ford Government announced its intentions to begin offering for-profit clinics to Ontario, stating it was pushback at wait times in hospitals.
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Ontario Health Coalition says majority of Ontarians against privatized healthcare
(May 31, 2023)

By: Global News

More than 400,000 ballots from a community-run referendum on privatized healthcare found 99 per cent of those who voted are against publicly funded hospital services being privatized. Marianne Dimain reports.

Link to video coverage

Ontario Health Coalition Continues To Speak Out Against Bill 60
(May 30, 2023)

By: 98.9 myFM News/Oldies 99.7 staff

The Ontario Health Coalition has formed a province-wide referendum campaign to speak out against Bill 60, which they call “the most undemocratic attack on our public healthcare in memory.”

In part, Bill 60 expands the scope of services private clinics can offer and it passed on May 8th.

OHC Executive Director Natalie Mehra says the bill makes no sense.

She also believes the bill only benefits those in power, not the people of Ontario.

Mehra says everyone agrees the current healthcare model is not sustainable, but it makes no sense to shift services away from public hospitals citizens pay for through taxes instead of boosting them up.

The Ministry of Health said prior to the bill passing, citizens will be able to access medical services with their OHIP card and not have to pay out of pocket.

The OHC have vowed to “build the biggest fightback in its history to save our local public hospitals’ services.”
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Referendum Shows Local Support for Public Health Care – 99.1 FM CKXS | Your Music Variety
(May 31, 2023)

By: 99.1 News

Local health care advocates are joining their counterparts across Ontario today, delivering results of a citizen-led referendum to Queen’s Park.

The Ontario Health Coalition held a two-day province-wide vote asking if residents are in favour of allowing public hospital services to be privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics.

With 20 polling stations set up across Chatham-Kent, 2571 paper ballots were filled out last Friday and Saturday, with another 1003 votes cast online. Of those, 98% voted against privatization.

Chair of the Chatham-Kent Ontario Health Team, Shirley Roebuck says the work doesn’t end here.

“Just because we have this paper referendum on two days doesn’t mean we’re just all going to go home for the summer, we’re going to keep fighting, gathering more votes, making sure that Mr. Ford knows that so many people in Ontario want public health care in public hospitals.”

The referendum comes in response to the Ford government’s Bill 60, which would allow private clinics to offer OHIP-covered procedures, including cataract surgeries, hip and knee replacements, as well as MRIs and CT scans.

Roebuck says that while the Ontario Health Coalition didn’t reach its provincial goal of one million votes, the message to the government still comes across loud and clear.

“I think that if our elected officials ignore 400,000 votes (province-wide,) which translates into 400,000 voters, they don’t really want to be re-elected.”
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‘The people have spoken’: Windsor-Essex voters opposed to privatized health care, according to OHC survey
(May 30, 2023)

By: Chris Campbell, CTV News Windsor

Almost 99 per cent of voters in Windsor and Essex County are opposed to privatization of public hospitals, according to the Ontario Health Coalition (OHC) referendum results revealed Tuesday morning.

Since April, the citizen-led group had been asking Ontarians to vote in person or online answering if they want public hospital services to be privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics.

“In this referendum, the people have spoken,” said Patrick Hannon, co-chair of the Windsor-Essex chapter of the OHC.

Hannon said 98.8 per cent of people in just Windsor opposed privatizing public hospital services, with a total of 5,286 votes cast across the entire Windsor-Essex catchment area last week.

“When the number of ballots, the number of people opposed to privatization, when that is presented to the government, politicians need to hear what their constituents have to say,” Hannon said. “We’ve been very successful with showing the government the results and we anticipate to doing so again with this referendum.”

The vote was in response to the Ford Government’s implementation of Bill 60, which the advocacy group worries will only work for relatively healthy people, and those who can afford it.

They said there’s concern it could lead to people with minimal training put into health care positions.

“We also have not seen any piece in the legislation where there is a budget attached to the enforcement of the private clinic certifications, there’s language for enforcement. We don’t see a budget line item for this yet. And it’s not real, unless there’s money put to that,” Hannon said.

The OHC believes the Ford government will be forced to acknowledge the results, or potentially face fallout at the ballot box in the next three years.

Full results of the province wide campaign are expected to be announced and presented to the government at Queens Park on Wednesday.

Earlier this week, Premier Doug Ford dismissed the OHC’s work.

“I don’t call it a referendum, it was a political poll that was driven one sided,” Ford said on Monday.

He had his own thoughts on how the survey question should have been presented.

“Do you want to wait in line for a hip replacement that could take 18 months?” asked Ford. “Or would you like something that could be done in 60 days from the exact same doctor in a surgical clinic, in a centre?”

Meanwhile, a health ethics, law and policy professor at Western University in London, Ont., told CTV News surveys like this one are important public opinion measures.

“It shows that Ontarians are really not interested in the approach that Doug Ford is taking to privatize health care,” said Jacob Shelley.

“And without these types of measures or initiatives, we have a void. We don’t know exactly what people are thinking. So this definitely gives us important context that people aren’t actually happy with what Doug Ford is doing.”

Shelley expressed concern over the premier’s dismissive response.

“The government represents the people and the people are speaking and the government is choosing to ignore the people that are speaking by ignoring the results of these studies,” Shelley said.

“We know the public system is a more effective, more efficient and more equitable system. The privatized world does benefit some people. There’s no question that there are benefits for some individuals, but it’s not an equitable benefit. It’s not a public benefit. It benefits those that have wealth, those that have opportunity and those that profit from illness and now we have to really question a government that’s making health care profitable. What actual kind of consideration this government might have to ensuring that we remain healthy.”

Shelley added, “This is just not politically justified nor is this something that is evidentiary justified. This is merely opportunities to make people money.”

Link to original article

RELEASE: More than 400,000 Ontarians vote to stop the privatization of Ontario’s public hospitals: Health Coalition announces results of Huge People’s Referendum
(May 31, 2023)

The Ontario Health Coalition announced the results of a mass community-run referendum, where Ontarians were given the opportunity to have their say on if they would like their public hospital services to be privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics. A massive pile of ballots were delivered to the government this morning, as 400,000 and counting Ontarians voted on this critical issue with an overwhelming 98% of voters opposed to the privatization of Ontario’s public hospital services.

The results of the cross-province referendum as of May 30, with more vote results still coming in, are as follows:

• Total Votes: 386,068

• Spoiled Votes: 341

• Yes Votes: 7,001

• No Votes: 378,726

“We are unalterably opposed to the gutting and dismantling of our public hospitals and the privatization of them,” said Natalie Mehra, executive director of the Ontario Health Coalition. “This is the beginning of what will be a relentless campaign to stop them from privatizing our public hospitals. We have no choice because once we lose them, I don’t know how we will get them back. It will be very difficult if not impossible to get them back.”

“They can dismiss, make fun, and suppress the actual ability of the people to vote. We know they are worried about this. We have spoken to over a million Ontarians, person to person in this process. That is the power of this process. 1 in 29 Ontarians over the age of 16 voted in this referendum. Every Ontarian knows someone who voted in this. If they try to ignore this, we will ratchet it up. We will not stop until they stop.”

Click here for printable version

Nearly 99% of local referendum voters say ‘no’ to private healthcare
(May 30, 2023)

By: Alex Flood, Soo Today

‘It’s not even a debate about what’s in the best interest of the public,’ says local spokesperson for Ontario Health Coalition, which organized citizen-run ‘referendum’

The local and provincial results from the Ontario Health Coalition’s citizen-run referendum on healthcare privatization were announced on Tuesday during a gathering in front of MPP Ross Romano’s office.

Strongly opposed to Bill 60, the OHC asked Ontarians to cast a ballot last week in favour of maintaining a single-tier publicly funded healthcare system.

The province, meanwhile, says the legislation will allow private clinics to perform procedures such as knee replacements, hip replacements and cataract surgery to cut long wait lists for care.

The question on the ballot was: “Do you want our public hospital services to be privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics?”

Out of the 5,886 ballots cast in the Algoma district, only 72 people voted yes.

Across Ontario, 6,424 out of 382,647 voters wished to see hospital services privatized to for-profit clinics, or 1.67 per cent of the poll, according to the OHC.

The “referendum” results will not be binding on the Ontario government, but OHC officials are still pleased with the turnout.

“To say it’s a resounding ‘no’ is an understatement,” said Al Dupuis, Blind River-based Ontario Health Coalition spokesperson for the Algoma District. “This is a serious threat to our single-tier, public healthcare system, which there is no reason why we can’t have.”

“We have hospital emergency rooms closing, and they’re not putting enough funding forward to getting staffing levels up to where they need to be.”

Dupuis says that he’s heard from many concerned and upset residents on opposite ends of the political spectrum, and notes the situation stretches far beyond politics.

“This is not about parties right now,” he says. “If Ford turns around and scraps Bill 60 and starts to fund our hospitals properly, then the Ontario Health Coalition would be the first organization to praise his decision – we will do that, on my word.”

Also in attendance at Tuesday’s gathering included Sault District Labour Council vice-president Neal Moss, who fears that the healthcare system in Ontario and parts of Canada are on track to mirroring our neighbours to the south.

“In 20 or 30 years, we’ll be the American healthcare system,” he says. “This is Canadian identity that’s being attacked. They have seriously underfunded hospitals for years. We have to look after those who can’t afford to look after themselves.”

“It’s not even a debate about what’s in the best interest of the public,” Dupuis adds. “This vote is pretty significant, and we’re really just getting started.”

SooToday has reached out to MPP Ross Romano to respond to the results of the referendum, but his office has confirmed he has no comment at this time.

Link to original article

Ontario Health Coalition referendum results are in
(May 30, 2023)

By: Rob Cooper, CTV News Barrie

A small but passionate group gathered at Sunnidale Park in Barrie Tuesday morning to call out the province’s plan to privatize public health services.

Over the past several weeks, the Simcoe County Health Coalition took part in a province-wide referendum asking people if they want public hospital services privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics.

“Ninety-nine per cent of people who voted in this referendum in Simcoe County rejected the government’s plans to privatize our hospital services,” said Anisa Carrascal with Simcoe County Health Coalition.

More than 15,380 votes were cast in the county. Province-wide, just over 382,000 votes were cast both in person and online.

A total of 98 per cent of ballots cast in the province were opposed to the province’s plan.

“Funding our public hospitals is a better answer than selling services in public hospitals basically, the premise is fix it, don’t sell it,” said Carrascal.

“The government relies on our votes, and they are meant to work to make the betterment of society, so when they are working against the betterment of society and society stands up to say you better cut it out, it can work,” said Elizabeth Watts President of Local 346 Opseu.

“The mandate for this government was clear. Doug Ford campaigned saying he was not going to privatize any health care services, and two months after the election, he announced the privatization of surgeries and diagnosis. So, we’re telling him this is not what we voted for,” said Carrascal.

The group is heading to Queen’s Park on Wednesday to pass on the results of its referendum to the government.

Link to original article

98% of London voters oppose Ontario’s privatization health care plan
(May 30, 2023)

By: Amy Simon, Global News London

When asked “Do you want our public hospital services to be privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics?” Roughly 98 per cent of voters in London, Ont., said no.

That’s according to the results from the province-wide citizen-run referendum that was launched last month against the government’s plan to privatize public health care.

On Tuesday morning, the London Health Coalition announced that of the 15,483 residents who filled out a ballot both in person and online, 15,305 Londoners said they were against Bill 60.

According to the local coalition, only 178 residents voted “yes,” equaling roughly two per cent of the Forest City’s balance.

“That puts us in about the top five communities in the province that voted on this,” said Peter Bergmanis, co-chair of the London Health Coalition. “We’re incredibly happy (and) we work really hard to get the word out.”

The Ontario Health Coalition launched the referendum last month, saying that “Ontarians were never given the opportunity to voice their opinion as to whether public hospital services should be contracted out at taxpayer expense to for-profit private clinics.”

“The referendum offered Ontario voters a genuine opportunity to tell their politicians how they feel about handing over their public hospital services to for-profit providers,” the statement from the coalition read.

Following the winter break, the Ford government tabled legislation to expand the private delivery of public health care by “funding clinics to perform more cataract surgeries, MRI and CT scans, colonoscopies, and hip and knee replacements,” among others.

In a statement, a spokesperson for the Minister of Health told Global News that Bill 60, or the Your Health Act, which was passed earlier this month, aims to reduce wait times and surgical backlogs while protecting the stability of front-line workers.

“Bill 60 also strengthens the already robust framework for the oversight of community and surgical diagnostic centres, including a provision to bring these centres under the oversight of a patient ombudsman, and puts into law that Ontarians will always access insured services at community surgical and diagnostic centres with their OHIP card and never their credit card, consistent with the Canada Health Act.”

The ministry added that further leveraging community and surgical diagnostic centres is in addition to the nearly $1 billion the government has invested in public hospitals through the Surgical Recovery Fund.

“This fund remains available to hospitals and can be used to extend operating room hours on the weekend and weekdays. Our plan has already reduced the surgical backlog to pre-pandemic levels,” the spokesperson wrote.

“Ontario is proud to continue to have one of the largest publicly funded health-care systems in the world, a system that we are investing nearly $80 billion in this year.”

But Allene Scott, a local volunteer who was stationed at one of the in-person polling stations in Aylmer, Ont., this past weekend, said that many residents were unaware of the Your Health Act.

“A lot of people didn’t know about this a month ago, and now that they’re finding out, they’re feeling hurt, angry and betrayed,” she told Global News. “Many said they’re feeling let down and worried about their own future health care.”

Local health and labour officials stressed that the public health-care system should remain essential and accessible to all.

“I think the government was hoping that they wouldn’t have to talk about this,” Bergmanis said. “We’ve just created a hive of bees that Doug (Ford) can’t eat, and this is going to happen.”

When asked if the work down through the referendum over the month of May would hold a significant impact on the progression of Bill 60, Bergmanis said he “stakes his reputation on it.”

He adds that “the voices of residents will be heard” as all ballots are set to be delivered to Queens Park Wednesday.

“We have the people on our side, they know we have the people on our side, and this government is now put on notice that they are going to have a heck of a three-year term if they choose to continue to implement Bill 60,” he said.

Link to original article: https://globalnews.ca/news/9733373/london-poll-bill-60-ontario-health-care-privatization/

99% of Algoma voters oppose health-care privatization: Ontario Health Coalition – WITH PHOTO GALLERY
(May 30 2023)

By: Jeffrey Ougler

Those who cast ballots – physically and electronically – have “overwhelmingly rejected” what the Ontario Health Coalition contends is the path toward increased health-care privatization in this province.

A May referendum, which saw more than a thousand voting stations set up provincewide last weekend, workplaces polled earlier in the month and online voting carried out all month, asked Ontarians if they wanted health privatized. In Algoma District (including Sault Ste. Marie), 99.9 percent said no; 5,814 voters were opposed compared to 72 in favour.
Across Ontario, of 382,647 ballots cast, 376,223 registered a ‘no’ vote.

Poll results were announced in communities across Ontario Tuesday morning, with Algoma District numbers unveiled at a press conference in front of Progressive Conservative MPP Ross Romano’s Elgin Street office.

Ontario Health Coalition Algoma District representative Al Dupuis told about 40 supporters, including Unifor and CUPE representatives, the turnout was “really good” considering what he called little time to organize.

“To say that it’s a resounding ‘no’ is an understatement,” said Dupuis, adding the numbers were a “good” sample size

Some workplace votes have yet to be tallied.

“They do public opinion polls with a couple thousand people to get an accurate level that’s pretty high,” Dupuis said.

The ballot question was: “Do you want our public hospital services to be privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics?” Vote options were: “Yes” or “No.

The Ontario government passed Bill 60 May 8 allowing private clinics to conduct more OHIP-covered surgeries as advocates warn of potential legal action.

Also known as the Your Health Act, it will go into effect once it receives Royal Assent. The legislation was first tabled in February by Health Minister Sylvia Jones, who charged it was necessary to prune the province’s large surgical backlog.

OHC, which advocates for publicly funded health care while representing more than 500 member organizations and individuals, contends the Ontario government has already called for bids for three new private day hospitals to do 14,000 cataract surgeries initially, as well as diagnostics. The Ford Progressive Conservatives have also given repeated boosts of tens of millions in new funding to expand existing private clinics, increased the number of private clinics and intend to further beef up volumes as well as expand the types of surgeries they privatize.

Dupuis said it’s not necessarily true that the bulk of those who voted already shared his group’s concerns.

“Probably after seeing the facts (people pitched a ‘no vote,) which is the whole point,” Dupuis told the Sault Star in an interview follow the announcement. “We work very hard to get to the bottom of what’s the reasons for the short-comings in our health-care system.”

Sault Ste. Marie OHC representative Marie DellaVedova said local voting stations were strategically set up so that those who may not have been aware of the event would notice them.

“Way above and beyond the people who came over and heard about it voted in favour of our stand, which was no to privatization,” she told the Sault Star.

Dupuis said OHC collaborates with other organizations, such as the Canadian Institute for Health Information, which gauges Ontario health-care funding compared to that of other provinces.

“It’s just abysmal … We’re at the bottom of funding in Canada by a lot, not just by a little,” he said. “We do our best to find out what’s at the root cause of what’s wrong.

“An effort like this, for no other reason than just to reach a whole bunch of people … there’s close to a half a million people we’ve been able to reach over the last few weeks, who now understand what’s at stake and what kind of misinformation they’ve been getting from this government about solutions and what’s necessary.”

The province’s take that it must be “innovative” in managing health care is “code” for privatization and “selling off our public services to profiteers.”

“When people see that stuff, they’re angry,’ Dupuis said. “And I think they should be. Especially when the government said categorically leading up to the last election that they weren’t going to.”

Dupuis said OHC called out the Tories at the time and, despite promises not to move forward with privatization, the government “backtracked” once re-elected.

“Now they’re moving forward with it,” he added.

Romano did not appear at the event.

Under the bill, for-profit and not-for-profit clinics will be allowed to conduct cataract surgeries, MRI and C.T. scans, minimally invasive gynecological surgeries, and knee and hip replacements under the Ontario Health Insurance Plan.

“Ford is still saying you can pay with your OHIP card, not your credit card. Another really good one,” Dupuis said.

Results across the province appear to mirror Algoma’s: 99 per cent of Peterborough-area participants voted against health-care privatization, as did those in Cornwall.

The vote was open to any Ontario resident 16 or older. Voters had to provide their address and make a pledge to only vote once. The same applied to online voting. Two votes could be cast from one IP address.

The goal of collecting one million votes across the province fell short.

“A number of people, no doubt, think that we can’t do anything about it,” Dupuis said. “I think this is a really strong demonstration of community solidarity and it’s really just starting.

“Given (health care’s) importance to everybody, I don’t think they’re going to put up with it. We’ll see what happens going forward. Maybe the Ford government will suddenly relent, but, if not, the Ontario Heath Coalition, being a democratic organization, will consult with its membership and consider next steps.”

DellaVedova said, if anything, the referendum spread heightened awareness about what she brands as the perils of health-care privatization.

“We’re not going away,” she said. “There’s a real high level of enthusiasm amongst these volunteers and (they) are really are dedicated to try to turn back this legislation. And I think, in time, as more and more people find about it, they’ll understand the ramifications … they are not good.”

Click here for original article


Votes are counted: Ontario Health Coalition reveals results from informal health care survey
(May 30, 2023)

By: Brent Lale, CTV News London

The Ontario Health Coalition (OHC) said more than 382,000 people voted in their informal survey.

For the past six weeks they’ve been asking Ontarians to vote in person or online on whether they want public hospital services to be privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics.

“We’d love to see like all 382,000 plus of those [ballots] being poured out onto the front lawn of the legislature,” said Peter Bergmanis, co-chair of the London, Ont. chapter of the OHC.

In response to the Ford government’s implementation of Bill 60, the advocacy group started what they were calling “referendum” on public health care.

In London, the OHC received more than 15,000 physical and online votes, with about two per cent saying they’d be okay with privatization.

At Queen’s Park, Premier Doug Ford dismissed the OHC’s work.

“I don’t call it a referendum, it was a political poll that was driven one sided,” said Ford.

He had his own opinion on how the survey question should have been crafted.

“Do you want to wait in line for a hip replacement that could take 18 months?” asked Ford.

“Or would you like something that could be done in 60 days from the exact same doctor in a surgical clinic, in a centre?”

The OHC believes the Ford government will be forced to listen to the results, or face potential fallout at the ballot box in the next three years.

“He’s got closures of ERs in a lot of Conservative communities,” said Bergmanis. “Minden has never been in the news before and now it is. St. Marys in our own backyard. So I think the Conservatives are very concerned. They wouldn’t actually be pushing back against us so hard if they weren’t concerned.”

The opposition parties will bring the formal tally to the legislature later this week.

“The magnitude of 10,000 in a petition is significant, and this is magnitudes much greater than anything done before,” said Bergmanis.

He added, “We have the people on our side and they know we have the people on our side. This government is now put on notice that they are going to have a heck of a three year journey, if they choose to continue to implement this.”

Link to original article

Overwhelming support for public healthcare in referendum results : My North Bay Now
(May 31, 2023)

By: Richard Coffin, North Bay Now

About 3,500 people cast ballots in the North Bay and District Health Coalition’s citizen-led referendum on public versus private healthcare.

Henri Giroux, local coalition chair, says all but 43 people voted no, they do not want public hospital services to be privatized to a for-profit hospital or clinic.

The referendum was a response to provincial legislation expanding for-profit clinics and hospitals to take on surgeries and diagnostic procedures typically done at public hospitals, something the province claims will make it easier and quicker to access care.

“We just can’t allow this to happen. We have to stop it,” says Giroux. “Even though it’s passed Royal Assent, with a strong voice from the people the Ford Government is going to have to look at do they continue with this, do they slow down, or do they just rush through and make it happen?”

He says the campaign was also about raising awareness.

“We know the more people know about it they understand that ‘whoa, whoa, when did this start? When did this happen? We’ve seen that going door-to-door, talking to people, even Conservative people,” Giroux says.

Across the province, he says nearly 382,000 people voted in the referendum, including online.

Results are being announced at Queen’s Park with officials saying a ‘massive pile’ of ballots from across Ontario are being delivered to the government.

Bill 60, an act to amend and enact various acts with respect to the health system received Royal Assent on May 18.

Link to original article

99% of Peterborough-area voters against health-care privatization: health coalition referendum
(May 30, 2023)

By: Greg Davis, Global News Peterborough

Nearly 99 per cent of voters in the Peterborough, Ont., area are against the privatization of public hospitals, according to a citizen-led referendum held late last week.

On Tuesday morning, the Peterborough Health Coalition — part of the Ontario Health Coalition — reported that of the 9,445 votes cast on Friday and Saturday in the city and county, 9,345 individuals voted “no” when asked, “Do you want our public hospital services to be privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics?”

Only 100 individuals voted “yes,” according to the local coalition — equating to one per cent of the votes.

Of the in-person votes cast in the city and county, there were 4,866 voting ‘no’ and 65 voting ‘yes.’ The votes include some workplace votes, the coalition notes. The county votes included Douro-Dummer Township, Otonabee-South Monaghan Township, Cavan-Monaghan Township and Selwyn Township.

Story continues below advertisement

Online voting saw 4,479 votes cast for “no” and 35 for “yes” for health-care privatization.

The local coalition says there are still some workplace votes that remain to be counted.

The city of Peterborough’s population was over 83,650 in 2021, according to the 2021 census.

The vote locally is part of a provincewide campaign, with the overall Ontario results expected to be announced on Wednesday. The campaign targets the controversial Bill 60 or the Your Health Act, which passed earlier this month. The bill aims to cut long wait-lists by allowing more private physician-owned clinics to offer some publicly funded procedures and diagnostic work.

“The numbers are great. It was a massive effort that far exceeded our expectations,” said Peterborough Health Coalition co-chair Marion Burton.

Burton said Ontarians did not have a chance to express their concerns on the privatization of health care prior to the 2022 election.

“Why would you not continue to invest in our public system that you have underfunded for way too long?” Burton said last week. “We have the facilities already there. They are excellent facilities, why would you not fund them?”

Peterborough-Kawartha Conservative MPP Dave Smith argues that since the clinics are being funded via OHIP, they are not private clinics. He said while the current health-care system needs support, he doesn’t believe that further funding is always the answer.

“You have to do things somewhat differently than what you were doing in the past, because what we were doing in the past just isn’t working anymore,” he told Global News. “This group (Ontario Health Coalition) can come up with however many ballots as they want — it doesn’t make any difference.”

Link to original article

OHC reports regional ‘people’s referendum’ results
(May 30, 2023)

By: TBnewsWatch

The more than 8,500 Northwestern Ontario residents who participated in a ‘people’s referendum’ on the privatization of hospital services nearly unanimously oppose the Ford government move, organizers report.

THUNDER BAY – Organizers with a provincial ‘people’s referendum’ campaign against the Ford government’s health care privatization plans have reported results showing near-unanimous opposition among those who participated.

The Ontario Health Coalition (OHC) solicited votes across the province on Friday and Saturday, with well over a dozen polling stations in communities across the region.

The group also collected some votes in advance through workplace polls held in partnership with labour unions.

The campaign responds to the government’s passage earlier this month of Bill 60 — also known as the Your Health Act — which expands the already substantial role of the private sector in Ontario’s health care system.

The bill will allow more private clinics, to offer publicly-funded procedures like cataract surgeries and hip and knee replacements, a move the government says will help reduce long wait lists at public hospitals.

Opponents, including the Ontario Nurses’ Association, have called the plan a step toward further privatization of the province’s health system, and warned it could worsen existing staff shortages in public hospitals.

The Ford government has defended the legislation as a way to reduce long wait lists, and promised patients at private clinics will not have to pay out of pocket.

The OHC referendum asked participants, “Do you want our public hospital services to be privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics?”

On Tuesday, the organization reported 382,647 people cast a ballot in the campaign province-wide, with over 98 per cent voting no.

While that fell short of a goal of one million votes OHC leaders had cited in the lead-up to the campaign, Jules Tupker, the co-chair of the Thunder Bay Health Coalition, said it remained an impressive figure that demonstrated the importance of the issue to Ontarians.

“It’s very clear, the general public in the province of Ontario is not interested in Doug Ford’s plan to privatize our hospital services,” he said.

“This is something that is deeply entrenched in people’s minds in Canada – our public health care system is a huge part of our life. We brag about it.”

The vote total included 8,568 ballots registered in Northwestern Ontario, with over 98.5 per cent voting no.

The Thunder Bay area accounted for 2,216 of those votes. A large portion of the remainder came from Fort Frances, Rainy River, and Atikokan, with over 1,800 people from those three communities participating.

While Tupker acknowledged there’s little the OHC can do to immediately stop a majority government from implementing its will, he said the issue could prove to be a decisive one in the next election in 2026.

The health coalition will make sure people remember the issue when that time comes, he said.

“I’m hoping it’s going to have a huge impact on the PCs, because politicians are politicians – they have to be reelected, and if they do things that people don’t like, it’s going to cost them votes.

“If Doug Ford had been up-front during the election and said, ‘We’re going to privatize hospital services,’ … I don’t think he would have won the election, I think it’s as simple as that. It’s so important.”

Members of the OHC, which represents over 500 member organizations including unions, patients’ organizations, and seniors and student groups, will deliver ballots cast in the campaign to the Ontario legislature on Wednesday.

Tupker said that will serve as a potent visual illustration of the sheer number of Ontarians who took the time to register their opposition to the plan.
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Kingston-area residents vote ‘no’ to health-care privatization
(May 30, 2023)

By: Meghan Balogh, Kingston Whig-Standard

More than 10,000 residents in the Kingston region voted against privatizing health care during a provincewide referendum vote organized by the Ontario Health Coalition.

During the voting process on May 26 and 27, Ontarians were asked at more than 1,000 polling stations across the province: “Do you want our public hospital services to be privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics?”

According to a news release from the Kingston Health Coalition on Tuesday, 10,394 regional residents answered “no” to that question, 138 voted “yes” and 10 ballots were spoiled.

“The local results show that our community is united in opposition to the government plans to move work out of our public non-profit hospitals into for-profit corporate clinics,” Joan Jardin, co-chair of the Kingston Health Coalition, said in a written statement.

“Our community understands that there is space in the public system to improve care for patients. There are many innovative ideas, great staff and wonderful communities and volunteers that can be mobilized to support non-profit care. The real problems start with a lack of government will, systemic underfunding and a 30-year push to for-profit corporations to deliver health care while causing significant staff reductions in the public system. Further privatization will only make the problems worse.”

The Kingston Health Coalition polled residents in Kingston, Sydenham, Verona and Napanee on May 26 and 27.

“The people of Ontario do not want our health-care system privatized,” Kingston Health Coalition co-chair Ross Sutherland told the Whig-Standard on Tuesday morning.

Sutherland said that being out in the community administering the voting process was “an amazing experience.”

“We talked to so many people,” he said. “It was a wonderful community education and engagement process.”

The Ontario Health Coalition and its community chapters have been vocally critical of the Ontario government’s ongoing plan to integrate private, for-profit clinics into the province’s public health system to address surgical wait times.

In recent weeks, the Ontario government passed Bill 60, the Your Health Act, which will enlist more private medical clinics to offer publicly funded surgeries for cataracts and hip and knee replacements, as well as diagnostic imaging and testing.

Sutherland said that privatizing only divides an already strained system that is experiencing growing staffing shortages.

“It’s a huge problem that is made worse by privatization,” he said. “We don’t have enough staff in general. If you divide that staff by two different systems, that staff is used inefficiently, and I think everyone recognizes that as a problem. … These clinics don’t create more staff. They take staff from hospitals.”

While partnering with private clinics may seem to take the pressure off wait lists, Sutherland said that running concurrent private and public systems further prevents wait-list integration.

“Wait times have been a problem for a long time,” he said. “(With privatization) you end up with a public list and a private list, and lists within both those systems with surgeons. There is no efficiency within that process.”

The Ontario Health Coalition will announce its provincewide voting results on Wednesday. Once that happens, representatives will deliver those results to Queen’s Park.

“We want to make this pressure strong enough that not only this government but future governments say that our public health-care system needs to work for people, and it needs to be in the non-profit sector, and that’s how we will be the best integrated, the most efficient and the most responsive, with the best quality and the most accessible,” Sutherland said. “That’s what we want, and I think that’s also what’s supported by all the signs in the research.”
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Almost 100% of Ontario Health Coalition ballots in Cornwall/SDG cast against privatization
(May 30, 2023)

By: Hugo Rodrigues, Cornwall Standard Freeholder

Of the area residents who voted in the Ontario Health Coalition’s referendum on the expansion of the privatization of public hospitals on May 26-27, 99.6 per cent supported the coalition’s call to reinvest in public hospitals.

Results of the provincewide referendum were announced in communities across Ontario Tuesday morning, with Cornwall/SDG results being simultaneously shared by the local chapter’s co-chairs in front of both Hôpital Glengarry Memorial Hospital in Alexandria and the Cornwall Community Hospital. Louise Lanctot spearheaded the announcement in Alexandria, with Elaine MacDonald handling things in Cornwall.

MacDonald said the regional chapter decided to make its announcement in the two locations as two of the 19 area in-person polls with the most ballots cast were at Chartrand’s Your Independent Grocer and at Tom’s Pantry— two Alexandria locations.

“It shows people are concerned. Their hospital (HGMH) had the most ER closures last year than any other hospital,” MacDonald said before announcing the local vote counts.

While workplace ballots from Ontario Council of Hospital Unions-led polling stations such as one at CCH are not yet reported, MacDonald said 4,625 ballots were cast at the 19 public polling stations in Cornwall/SDG. Of those 4,555 supported the Ontario Health Coalition’s call, with 70 opposing it.

People could also cast a ballot online, entering their postal code so the results could be sifted into the coalition’s various chapter-level results. While these ballots took longer to be counted, MacDonald said 7,261 were cast from postal codes within Cornwall/SDG, with 7,201 supporting the coalition.

Based on the Elections Ontario count for the 2022 provincial election, there were 87,263 eligible voters in Stormont—Dundas—South Glengarry, which covers most but not all of the local health coalition’s region. Referendum turnout based on that number would be 13.6 per cent— the actual turnout was lower as that percentage doesn’t include those popular polls in Alexandria and the rest of North Glengarry.

MacDonald said the referendum was a remarkable achievement for the coalition. While updated results are scheduled to be presented at Queen’s Park Wednesday morning, she noted the provincewide count to-date had 382,647 ballots cast, with 376,223 (98.3 per cent) supporting the coalition. The number of ballots cast would be equal to 3.6 per cent of eligible voters in the 2022 Ontario election.

“This is the most grassroots… poll you can have,” MacDonald said. “It’s truly a citizens’ poll. We’re going to give (the results) to the government. May they use it for their decision-making.”

The coalition fears that Bill 60, and other recent provincial legislation, will push an ever-increasing number of health-care services out of publicly funded hospitals and into privately run, for-profit clinics. It points to recent announcements and examples of such outsourcing in Ottawa as proof its concerns are coming true.

MacDonald and Lanctot will be among those chapter chairs joining the Ontario Health Coalition at Queen’s Park on Wednesday to announce the latest provincewide results, and present the information to government.
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Nearly 99% of local referendum voters say ‘no’ to private healthcare
(May 30, 2023)

By: Alex Flood, Soo Today

‘It’s not even a debate about what’s in the best interest of the public,’ says local spokesperson for Ontario Health Coalition, which organized citizen-run ‘referendum’

The local and provincial results from the Ontario Health Coalition’s citizen-run referendum on healthcare privatization were announced on Tuesday during a gathering in front of MPP Ross Romano’s office.

Strongly opposed to Bill 60, the OHC asked Ontarians to cast a ballot last week in favour of maintaining a single-tier publicly funded healthcare system.

The province, meanwhile, says the legislation will allow private clinics to perform procedures such as knee replacements, hip replacements and cataract surgery to cut long wait lists for care.

The question on the ballot was: “Do you want our public hospital services to be privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics?”

Out of the 5,886 ballots cast in the Algoma district, only 72 people voted yes.

Across Ontario, 6,424 out of 382,647 voters wished to see hospital services privatized to for-profit clinics, or 1.67 per cent of the poll, according to the OHC.

The “referendum” results will not be binding on the Ontario government, but OHC officials are still pleased with the turnout.

“To say it’s a resounding ‘no’ is an understatement,” said Al Dupuis, Blind River-based Ontario Health Coalition spokesperson for the Algoma District. “This is a serious threat to our single-tier, public healthcare system, which there is no reason why we can’t have.”

“We have hospital emergency rooms closing, and they’re not putting enough funding forward to getting staffing levels up to where they need to be.”

Dupuis says that he’s heard from many concerned and upset residents on opposite ends of the political spectrum, and notes the situation stretches far beyond politics.

“This is not about parties right now,” he says. “If Ford turns around and scraps Bill 60 and starts to fund our hospitals properly, then the Ontario Health Coalition would be the first organization to praise his decision – we will do that, on my word.”

Also in attendance at Tuesday’s gathering included Sault District Labour Council vice-president Neal Moss, who fears that the healthcare system in Ontario and parts of Canada are on track to mirroring our neighbours to the south.

“In 20 or 30 years, we’ll be the American healthcare system,” he says. “This is Canadian identity that’s being attacked. They have seriously underfunded hospitals for years. We have to look after those who can’t afford to look after themselves.”

“It’s not even a debate about what’s in the best interest of the public,” Dupuis adds. “This vote is pretty significant, and we’re really just getting started.”

SooToday has reached out to MPP Ross Romano to respond to the results of the referendum, but his office has confirmed he has no comment at this time.
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ONTARIO HEALTH GROUP SET TO RELEASE RESULTS OF REFERENDUM THIS WEEK
(May 29, 2023)

By: Christine Ross, Zoomer Radio

Premier Doug Ford is firing back after being asked by the opposition NDP about a referendum vote by the Ontario Health Coalition on the government’s hospital privatization plans.

” I don’t call it a referendum, it was  political poll, driven one side, but in saying that, we do our polling too and right now,  and I’m going to include the Liberals, through many years, we’ve compiled over 800 community surgical diagnostic centres that are operating right now in the province, what we’re doing, we’re expanding it,” said Premier Doug Ford during Question Period.

Polls that were set up at 1,000 voting stations are now closed and province wide results will be announced outside Queen’s Park on Wednesday morning at 10 a.m.

The referendum is aimed at stopping hospital privatization plans by the Ford government. The question on the ballot is: “Do you want our public hospital services to be privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics?”

The coalition has been raising the alarm about Bill 60 since the province announced  in January it wants to fund privately operated clinics to perform more cataract surgeries, MRI and CT scans, colonoscopies, hip and knee replacements and other procedures.
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Local referendum results opposing health care privatization being announced Tuesday
(May 29, 2023)

By: Ellwood Shreve, Chatham Daily News

The results of a provincewide referendum regarding a provincial government plan to expand the private delivery of public health care will be announced Tuesday.

Voting stations were set up across the region on Friday and Saturday by a legion of volunteers working for the Chatham-Kent and Sarnia-Lambton chapters of the Ontario Health Coalition, which organized the referendum across the province.

The coalition has been raising the alarm about Bill 60 with the provincial government announcing in January it wants to fund privately operated clinics to perform more cataract surgeries, MRI and CT scans, colonoscopies, hip and knee replacements and other procedures.

The government says the move it is clear up backlogs for these procedures, but the health coalition is worried this will lead to further privatization of the public health care system.

The voting station set up at the Rims and Ribs event in Chatham’s Tecumseh Park on Saturday was seeing a decent response.

Anita Rumble, of Chatham, who has been a registered nurse for 24 years, was among those casting a ballot on whether or not she wants the to provincial government to expand the private delivery of health care.

She said privatization is not going to be the answer.

“We need to retain our public health care system so everybody has equal and fair access to a health care system they deserve,” Rumble said.

Asked if she is concerned Canada could move into a United States-style of health care system where the rich can go to the front of the line, she said, “One hundred per cent.”

Rumble said since the COVID-19 pandemic, “We’ve certainly been hit extremely hard in the nursing industry.”

However, she believes the situation is improving and it is important to create more full-time nursing positions to attract people to nursing.

Iris Roebuck and her husband Bob were volunteering at the voting station in Tecumseh Park, which they said had a good turnout.

“It’s a good cause,” Iris Roebuck said of why they decided to get involved. “We’re hoping that we can make a difference.”

The Chatham-Kent Health Coalition will be announcing the local results of the referendum vote at 10 a.m. Tuesday in front of the Wallaceburg hospital campus of the Chatham-Kent Health Alliance.
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Ontario Health Coalition forms province-wide referendum campaign against Bill 60
(May 29, 2023)

By: 94.1 myFM News staff

The Ontario Health Coalition is forming a province-wide referendum campaign to speak out against Bill 60, which they call “the most undemocratic attack on our public healthcare in memory.”

In part, Bill 60 expands the scope of services private clinics can offer and it passed on May 8th.

OHC Executive Director Natalie Mehra says the bill makes no sense.

Mehra says the only benefactors from the bill are the lobbyists and private clinics themselves.

The Ministry of Health said prior to the bill passing, citizens will be able to access medical services with their OHIP card and not have to pay out of pocket.

The OHC say they’ve vowed to “build the biggest fightback in its history to save our local public hospitals’ services.”
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Referendum against privatization of health care in Ontario begins | CityNews Kitchener
(May 28, 2023)

By: Brad Kraemer, CityNews Kitchener

A referendum vote that is being run by the Ontario Health Coalition on the Ford Government’s hospital privatization plans is happening in Kitchener on Sunday.

Votes will be brought in from across Ontario and brought to the legislature at Queen’s Park to be delivered to the government.

Locally, vote counting will take place from 12 p.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday at the Elementary Teachers Federation office in Kitchener.

Votes from the region will be announced on Tuesday at 8:30 a.m. outside Grand River Hospital in Kitchener.

Province-wide results will be announced on Wednesday at 10 a.m. outside Queen’s Park.

For more information, you can click here.
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Thousands cast their ballots in community-referendum on hospital privatization in Ontario
(May 28, 2023)

By: Christian D’Avino, CTV News Barrie

A “community-led” referendum is asking thousands of Ontarians to weigh in on whether the privatization of the province’s healthcare system is good for the future.

Thousands of ballot boxes were placed in communities across Ontario on Friday and Saturday by the Ontario Health Coalition, asking residents to cast their ballots on whether they’re for or against privatized care.

“I wanted to vote today (Saturday) because I think privatizing our public health system is completely wrong,” said Lucille Trickett, a Simcoe County resident who went to cast her ballot in Barrie. “I lived in the United States for four years for work and had the unfortunate experience of having to go to the E.R., and when I got checked in, they immediately came up with a cart and asked for my credit card.”

Simcoe County Health Coalition officials said the vote is part of a month-long campaign to educate the public about Bill 60, also known as the Your Health Act.

“There’s been quite a few in the public who don’t know exactly what’s going on,” said Daniel Burgoyne with the Simcoe County Health Coalition. “We’ve been finding a lot of the younger population especially. They’re just kind of out of touch with that. But it is something to be known. It is going to be affecting us going forward.”

Under the bill, for-profit and not-for-profit clinics will be allowed to conduct cataract surgeries, MRI and C.T. scans, minimally invasive gynecological surgeries, and knee and hip replacements under the Ontario Health Insurance Plan.

“Our government’s Your Health Act strengthens the oversight of community surgical settings while protecting the stability of doctors, nurses and other health-care workers in our healthcare system,” reads a statement from the Ministry of Health. “Bill 60 also strengthens the already robust framework for the oversight of community and surgical diagnostic centres, including a provision to bring these centres under the oversight of a patient ombudsman, and puts into law that Ontarians will always access insured services at community surgical and diagnostic centres with their OHIP card and never their credit card, consistent with the Canada Health Act.”

Saturday was the final day to vote in the referendum. Locally, the health coalition hopes it collected at least 5,000 votes before revealing its results on Tuesday.

Provincially, the Ontario Health Coalition aimed to have over 1 million people cast their ballots.
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Ontario Health Coalition referendum wraps up, votes being counted
(May 28, 2023)

By: Brent Lale, CTV News London

The votes are being counted…

“It’s going to be a resounding no to profitization of public hospital services,” said Peter Bergmanis, co-chair of London Health Coalition.

The Ontario Health Coalition started a referendum in April, asking people to choose whether they want public hospital services privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics.

“I think it’s important to keep it public so that everyone has equal access to healthcare,” said voter Vanessa Fralic. “I think that’s what Canada is all about. And I think it needs to stay that way”.

“[Public healthcare] protects people from going bankrupt and getting even more ill,” said voter Dirka Prout.

Two months ago, the Ford government passed Bill 60.

It would allow more private clinics to offer some publicly funded surgeries to help reduce the backlog built up during the pandemic.

Some residents said they’ve experienced private health care south of the border.

“I lived in the US for four years,” sais Lucille Trickett, a voter. “I had the unfortunate experience of going to an ER, and when I got checked in, they immediately asked for my credit card.”

Sylvia Jones, Ontario’s Minister of Health, has stated throughout this referendum that Ontarians will always access the healthcare system with their OHIP card, not their credit card.

The province said it will invest $80 billion dollars into the health care system this year.

However, the coalition feels allowing privatization could lead to even less frontline staff.

“They’re making another tier of healthcare that is far more attractive for anyone to work than the public one where they cap in their wages,” said Bergmanis. “They have horrible working hours and conditions. So yeah, this is going to make it even tougher for people to get care in the public hospital system.”

The final count of the votes being tallied in London, Ont. and area will be released Tuesday.

Bergmanis believes the province will have no choice but to listen to Ontarians.

“We have potentially up to a million people (in the province) who didn’t have a say last year,” said Bergmanis. “We’ve got a lot of voters who are very angry.”
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Have you voted yet in the Ontario Health Coalition’s provincewide referendum?
(May 26, 2023)

By: Adelle Loiselle, Blackburn News

Time is running out to vote in a provincewide referendum against Bill 60, the Ford government’s Your Health Act.

The bill allows private clinics to conduct some publicly-funded surgeries, procedures, and diagnostic tests.

The Ford government argues it will shorten wait times, but the Ontario Health Coalition fears it will shift funding and staff away from hospitals and lead to the privatization of healthcare.

Arguing the government has no mandate to privatize healthcare, the coalition launched the provincewide referendum.

There is still time to vote in person and online before the coalition starts counting the ballots this weekend.

It posted an online list of polling stations across the province, but for those unable to make it to a polling station, there is the option of casting your ballot online. The deadline is Saturday, May 27, at 11:59 p.m.

Local results will be announced on Tuesday, May 30, and the coalition will release the provincewide results the next day outside Queen’s Park.

Earlier this week, the coalition said it already received more than 160,000 votes online and at advance polls.
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Vote in person in Muskoka, Almaguin in Ontario Health Coalition referendum against hospital privatization
(May 26, 2023)

By: MuskokaRegion.com

Nearly a thousand voting stations will be staffed by thousands of volunteers across Ontario this Friday, May 26 and Saturday, May 27, in a citizen-run effort to force the Ford government to “respect democratic process and input on their hospital privatization plans,” says the Ontario Health Coalition.

The Ontario Health Coalition is organizing a citizen-led community opinion vote, asking Ontarians to vote on whether or not they want local public hospitals’ services to be privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics.

There are several locations participating in both the Muskoka and Almaguin areas for in-person voting, though none in Parry Sound. Here is a list of stations at which you can vote:

Voting closes on May 27 at midnight. Following this event, the pile of ballots from the people’s referendum will be brought in from across Ontario and piled in front of the legislature, to be delivered to the government.

Local health coalitions across the province will be counting ballots on Saturday evening and Sunday and will announce the results locally on May 30.

For Muskoka, voting results will be announced in front of MPP Graydon Smith’s office, 230 Manitoba St. in Bracebridge, at 10 a.m. on May 30.

A map listing all voting stations across the province is available online at publichospitalvote.ca/find-voting-station. On the website, you can zoom in for details and a list by region is below the map.
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Ontario Health Coalition holds ‘community-run referendum’ against privatization of health care
(May 26, 2023)

By: John Lawless, Global News Kingston

People across Ontario are casting ballots in a “community-run referendum” that is weighing a heavy question on the privatization of health care.

In March, the Ford government passed a bill that would allow more private clinics to offer some publicly funded surgeries to help reduce the surgery backlog that built up during the COVID-19 pandemic.

To protest that move, the Ontario Health Coalition is turning to the public to ask their opinion on the issue.

Volunteers are set up all over Kingston, and across the province, speaking with the public about this issue and encouraging people to cast their vote.

“The Ontario Health Coalition has set up this referendum to stop privatization of Ontario’s hospitals by the Ford government. They’ve set up almost 1,000 polling stations across Ontario,” volunteer Beth Wylie told Global News.

In terms of public opinion, those who spoke to Global News seemed divided on the topic.

“I don’t like the idea of privatization at all. I think we need to keep it public. I’m so glad I was able to vote on this today,” says Kingston resident Ron Rabbie.

However, fellow Kingston resident Dylan Short suggested private clinics could help free up doctors in the public system.

“It seems like almost a good thing that they’re privatizing, to the point where they want to bring in the privatized clinics and open up our actual doctors,” he says.

Some, like Kingston resident Robel Kebede, seem divided.

“From a student perspective, you want your basic things, like your checkups, to be public. Everything that’s expensive outside of that, I don’t even have those problems, it doesn’t make sense for me to think whether they should be private or not,” he says.

While resident Bramwell Davies agrees about the efficacy of privatization to a certain extent, for the purpose of the vote, he says it’s about considering what is best for all.

“A certain amount of private health care can be effective. However, medicine should not be for profit. Even at a certain amount of inconvenience to myself, I’m prepared to vote against private health care,” he says.

The coalition is hoping to get a million votes provincewide, and will present the results to Queen’s Park on Monday.
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NDP calls on provincial health minister to reverse local decision to close Minden emergency department on June 1
(May 26, 2023)

By: Sebastian Johnston-Lindsay, kawarthaNOW

With less than a week before the Minden emergency department is set to close for good, NDP health critic and Nickel Belt MPP France Gélinas and Ontario Health Coalition executive director Natalie Mehra held a media conference on Thursday morning (May 25) to again urge accountability from Ontario health minister Sylvia Jones regarding the closure decision by Haliburton Highlands Health Services (HHHS).

On April 20, HHHS initially announced its intention to close the Minden emergency department and consolidate emergency services at the Haliburton hospital, located 25 kilometres northeast of Minden. On April 27, Minden residents travelled to Queens’ Park to deliver a petition that at the time had been signed by over 3,300 individuals living in the Minden area asked Jones to intervene and implement a one-year moratorium on the decision to close the emergency department.

That petition now has nearly 25,000 signatures, according to the Save Minden Ontario Emergency Room Facebook group.

When the petition was brought forward to the legislature by Gélinas, who has served as NDP health critic for 16 years, Jones responded by stating that this was a local decision that had been made “thoughtfully” by HHHS and that the provincial government had no intentions of intervening as to “let them do their work.”

HHHS currently operates two emergency departments that are open 24/7, one at 4575 Deep Bay Road in Minden and the other at 7199 Gelert Road in Haliburton, both with on-site heliports. Unlike the Haliburton location, which has 15 in-patient beds, the Minden location does not offer in-patient acute care services.

HHHS has stated the decision to close the Minden emergency department on June 1 was made because of ongoing staffing shortages that would result in multiple and unpredictable closures of one or both of the emergency departments over the summer.

Much of the criticism of the closure decision from both Minden residents and local politicans relates to a lack of prior consultation and the timing of the closure at the beginning of summer, when Minden’s population triples due to seasonal residents and tourists, as well as the ability of residents to travel to Haliburton — a minimum 20-minute drive from Minden.

At a meeting of Haliburton County council last Tuesday (May 16), Minden Hills Township mayor Bob Carter asked members of the HHHS board to resign following a presentation of their plan to consolidate emergency services at the Haliburton hospital. At that meeting, HHHS CEO Carolyn Plummer said having two emergency departments in the county was no longer sustainable.

“We’ve fought long and hard to keep both sites open, but we’ve reached a point where we’re just not able to do that on a consistent basis anymore,” she said. “I do feel confident that this is the right decision.”

As the date for the closure of Minden’s emergency department, which last year treated over 13,000 patients, looms right at the beginning of the busiest tourism time of year for the region, Minden residents have taken to raising funds to launch a legal challenge to the HHHS decision based on the lack of consultation with both the public, employees, and unions — a point to which both Gélinas and Mehra spoke emphatically.

“There are timelines that have to be respected,” Gélinas said at Thursday’s media conference. “First, they have to post and let people give people at least 60 days notice that they intend to look at a service change. They never did that. They have obligations toward their union. SEIU (Service Employees International Union) has it in their contract that, if they’re going to change any department, they have to give them a five-month notice. None of that happened. All of that rests on the shoulders of the Minister of Health and the Ford government to make sure that the steps are followed.”

To date, the legal fund has yet to raise half of its $100,000 goal. However, attendees of a recent rally in Minden remained confident they would be able to stop the June 1st closure and, should the closure proceed, they would not give up the fight.

For her part, Gélinas said Jones was ultimately accountable for the closure decision.

“Hospitals are the highest priority of a minister of health,” Gélinas said. “No hospital can close an emergency department or close all together without [Jones’] approval. She has to take responsibility, grant [residents and staff] the minimum of one year that they’ve been asking for, and really do the right thing and make sure that this emergency department stays open for years to come.”

Also on Thursday, HHHS acting chief of staff Dr. Norm Bottum released a “community message” reiterating the reasons for the closure.

“Our goal is to ensure our community has a stable and safe emergency care system that you can all count on,” Dr. Bottom wrote. “This means having an emergency department that is open and able to provide quality services — each and every time someone shows up in an emergency department. The safety of our community has been impacted by the multiple, unpredictable, last-minute closures faced by HHHS over the past number of years.”

When asked about the statement by reporters, Gélinas said she didn’t buy the argument and pushed back against the idea that there had been closures at the Minden location.

“The argument is pretty shallow,” she said. “To prevent something that has not happened yet, we will take away the service altogether? [A service] that provided 13,000 people with the emergency care they needed in a high quality way in the last 12 months.”

To this point, Mehra added the whole situation looks like “a decision in search of a rationale.”

“Physicians dispute the claims that HHHS is making regarding staffing the emergency department,” she said.

In response to further questions concerning the lack of consultation, specifically with unions and employees, Gélinas again pointed out these workers had not been granted the requisite five months of notice regarding transfers, but found out about the closure through the media at the same time everyone else in the public did back in April.

“This disconnect between what we hear from the good people at the board and what we hear from the good people of Minden, this has to be cleared up,” Gélinas said. “And this is the job of the Minister of Health. She has all the tools. What we need is the political will and that’s sort of lacking right now.”

For her part, Mehra stated her concerns this closure is merely a sign of more to come. Across Ontario, smaller municipalities are seeing their amalgamated hospital boards work to shut down services in smaller rural centres.

“If they get away with closing Minden and the minister says ‘Oh, it’s a local decision,’ then Welland is next, right?” Mehra said. “Welland is on cue for having its core services closed, almost all of its acute care services and so on. Chesley is at risk. Wingham is at risk. So is Almonte and Alexandria. There’s a whole array of small rural hospitals at the most serious risk.”

According to the NDP, the recemt passage of the Ford government’s Bill 60 (Your Health Act) — which allows for the creation of “integrated community health centres” or private clinics that are able to conduct OHIP-covered surgeries — creates the possibility that investors will set up clinics in communities that have lost publicly funded health services.

“I see the eagerness of the investor to make a pile of money off the back of sick people,” Gélinas warned.

Ontario NDP leader Marit Stiles echoed that warning when she visited and met with Minden residents on Thursday afternoon.

“What happens in Minden is what’s going to happen across this province if we’re not careful,” Stiles said, calling for the provincial government to reverse the closure decision.
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For her part, Mehra stated her concerns this closure is merely a sign of more to come. Across Ontario, smaller municipalities are seeing their amalgamated hospital boards work to shut down services in smaller rural centres.

“If they get away with closing Minden and the minister says ‘Oh, it’s a local decision,’ then Welland is next, right?” Mehra said. “Welland is on cue for having its core services closed, almost all of its acute care services and so on. Chesley is at risk. Wingham is at risk. So is Almonte and Alexandria. There’s a whole array of small rural hospitals at the most serious risk.”

According to the NDP, the recemt passage of the Ford government’s Bill 60 (Your Health Act) — which allows for the creation of “integrated community health centres” or private clinics that are able to conduct OHIP-covered surgeries — creates the possibility that investors will set up clinics in communities that have lost publicly funded health services.

“I see the eagerness of the investor to make a pile of money off the back of sick people,” Gélinas warned.

Ontario NDP leader Marit Stiles echoed that warning when she visited and met with Minden residents on Thursday afternoon.

“What happens in Minden is what’s going to happen across this province if we’re not careful,” Stiles said, calling for the provincial government to reverse the closure decision.

Link to original article

Ontario Health Coalition gears up for referendum against private clinics
(May 24, 2023)

By: Darren Taylor, Newmarket Today

Citizen vote to be held May 26 and 27 on Ford government’s Bill 60, which privatizes public hospital services, OHC spokesperson says

The Ontario Health Coalition is urging residents across the province to cast a ballot in favour of maintaining a single-tier publicly funded health-care system.

The OHC will be holding a citizen-run referendum May 26 and 27 online and at hundreds of locations in protest of the Ontario government’s Bill 60.

The province says the legislation will allow private clinics to perform procedures such as knee replacements, hip replacements and cataract surgery to cut long wait lists for care.

The question on the ballot will be: “Do you want our public hospital services to be privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics?”

“It’s fundamentally undemocratic. Nobody voted for this,” said Al Dupuis, an Ontario Health Coalition spokesperson for the Algoma District.

“Not only are we losing our single-tier health-care system with this legislation with the privatization of these services, but we didn’t ask that they be taken from us in this way,” Dupuis said.

Government officials, including Premier Doug Ford, have stated that Ontarians will be able to pay for procedures at private clinics with their OHIP cards and not their credit cards.

“This is misleading,” Dupuis said.

“We know by way of research that the Ontario Health Coalition has done and corroborated by other media sources that in many of these private clinics that already exist, especially in other provinces, that there is up-selling, that there is queue jumping if people want to pay extra, that there is up-sold services or extra user fees, there’s all kinds of this sort of thing happening.”

Dupuis said the OHC agrees with an April 2023 Supreme Court of Canada ruling in which the court dismissed an appeal by British Columbia Dr. Brian Day to allow patients to go to private clinics in the face of long wait times for services.

While Day argued that long wait times for medical procedures violate Charter rights, the Supreme Court of Canada upheld universal public health care.

“We know that some people, some of the time, will be able to get their services with their OHIP card, but the premier knows very well that these clinics are very problematic and that we’ve never been able to properly regulate them and there are known to be many violations of the Canada Health Act because of it,” Dupuis said.

Dupuis said that the OHC has received reports of individuals in Ontario being asked to pay extra to receive services sooner.

“This is not supposed to be legal under the Canada Health Act because you’re not supposed to be charged for medically necessary services. So the claim that you’re going to be able to pay with your OHIP card is false because of the extent to which it’s been documented already,” Dupuis said.

The OHC says that measures such as implementing Bill 60 could be avoided simply by spending more money on the existing publicly funded health-care system.

“We don’t need these extra clinics to clear the backlogs,” Dupuis said.

“We have operating rooms in many — in fact most — major hospitals in Ontario, that are closed at four o’clock in the afternoon or not open on weekends or are closed permanently because the province refuses to fund them and staff them.”

Dupuis said that as of Friday, 100,000 votes had already been cast in the OHC referendum online and that other people had voted at advance polls.

Voters will be asked to prove they are 16 years of age or older, a resident of Ontario and to vote only once.

While there are no voting locations in York Region, you can vote online on the OHC website.

The ballots and total provincial results will be released in Toronto outside the Ontario Legislature at noon on Wednesday, May 31.

“We’re doing this referendum to introduce a little bit of democracy where there hasn’t been any, to give people a chance to decide for themselves whether or not they think our hospital services should be privatized,” Dupuis said.

Voting hours will vary depending on the number and availability of OHC volunteers at the ballot boxes as well as the store hours where the ballot boxes are located.

“We just have to open operating rooms for a few hours extra, daily and on weekends, and we would get rid of the backlog in a fairly short period of time,” Dupuis said.

“The infrastructure is there but the government is choosing not to fund the infrastructure that is existing in the public system to deal with the backlogs, neither are they making the necessary steps to get the recruitment where it needs to be for nursing staff.”

Link to original article

EVENT:  HUGE people’s referendum to stop hospital privatization Friday & Sat: maps & list of all vote counts/announcements
(May 25, 2023)

Almost a thousand voting stations will be staffed by thousands of volunteers in a massive effort to force the Ford government to respect democratic process and input on their hospital privatization plans

Vote counting & results announcement information listed here

A map listing all voting stations across the province is available online at https://publichospitalvote.ca/find-voting-station This is what it looks like (below). On the website, you can zoom in for details and a list by region is below the map. Media are invited to go and see the voting taking place at voting stations across Ontario.

Map I: Southern Ontario to Northeast Ontario
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Map II: Northwestern Ontario
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	Online voting is also available for all Ontario residents at PublicHospitalVote.ca
	Voting closes on Saturday, May 27 at midnight.
	At time of writing, more than 160,000 votes have been received online and in advance polls.


Province-wide results will be announced outside Queen’s Park on Wednesday May 31 at 10 a.m. 

A massive pile of ballots from the people’s referendum will be brought in from across Ontario and piled in front of the Legislature to be delivered to the government. Local health coalitions across the province will be counting ballots on Saturday evening May 27 or Sunday, May 28 as listed below and announcing results locally on Tuesday, May 30 as listed below.

Contact us at ontariohealthcoalition@gmail.com

List of contacts and information for media to view vote counting and receive local/province-wide results:

Algoma Region

	Vote results will be announced outside Roy Romano’s office at 390 Bay St, Sault Ste. Marie at 10 a.m. Tuesday, May 30.
	Contact: Albert Dupuis 613-808-7710, algomahc@gmail.com


Atikokan Region:

	Vote counting will take place at 191 Pine Crescent at 1:30 p.m. on Sunday, May 28.
	Contact: Diana Coulomb 807-598-1189


Chatham-Kent:

	Vote counting will take place at 36 Plantation Place, Chatham at 9 a.m. Sunday, May 28.
	Vote results will be announced on Tuesday, May 30 at 10 AM outside the front entrance of Sydenham District Hospital in Wallaceburg.
	Contact: Shirley Roebuck 226-402 2724, goddess@bell.net


Cornwall & Region:

	Vote counting will take place at the Automotive Room in the Benson Centre, Cornwall, starting at noon, Sunday, May 28.
	Vote results will be announced on Tuesday, May 30 at 10 am in front of the Cornwall Community Hospital, on McConnell Avenue, midway between the emergency entrance and the general parking entrance.
	Contact: Louise Lanctot 613-932-1943, louiselanctot18@gmail.com


Durham Region:

	Vote counting will take place at Valleyview Clubhouse, 81 Gladstone Ave., Oshawa starting at 10 a.m. on Sunday, May 28.
	Vote results will be announced outside Lakeridge Health in Alexandra Park at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, May 30.
	Contact: Lance Livingstone 905-431-0823, koach_14@yahoo.com


Fort Frances:

	Contact: Richard McKinnon 807-274-5013.


Guelph & Wellington County:

	Vote counting will take place at 7 Sugarbush Place, Guelph, starting at 1 pm, Sunday, May 28.
	Vote results will be announced on Monday, May 29 at 10 am at 116 Gordon St, Guelph ON at Speed River beside Boathouse Tea Room.
	Contact: Barb Hogg 519-821-2077, guelphdistrictcoalition@gmail.com & Brit Hancock 289-690-6758, guelphdistrictcoalition@gmail.com


Grey Bruce:

	Vote counting for the northern half of the region, including Meaford, Town of Blue Mountains (Thornbury, Clarksburg), Owen Sound, Rockford, Eugenia will take place on Sunday, May 28, at 107 Kiowana Beach Rd., Meaford.
	Contact:  Norah Beatty 519-477-3513, greybrucecountyhc@gmail.com


	Vote counting for the southern half of Grey-Bruce will take place on Sunday, May 28 in the afternoon at 105 8th Street South East in Chesley under the supervision of Shawn Morrow, a well-respected local business person.
	Contact: Brenda Scott 519-375-5812,  bscott6176@yahoo.ca


Haliburton:

	Vote counting will take place at 1 pm on Sunday, May 28 at the Haliburton Highlands Outdoor Association, 6712 Gelert Rd.
	Vote results will be announced at 10 am on Tuesday, May 30 at Head Lake Park in Haliburton Village near the Information Center.
	Contact: Bonnie Roe 705-457-6579, bonnieroe08@gmail.com


Halton Region:

	Contact Helen Lee 416-500-6128, ohchalton@gmail.com


Hamilton:

	Vote counting will take place at USW 1005 at 350 Kenilworth Ave. N. starting at noon on Sunday, May 28.
	Vote results announcement TBA – Tuesday, May 30.
	
Contact: 905-545-5514 (h)  jlebon@sympatico.ca




Kingston & Region:

	Vote counting will take place at 393 Knightsbridge Road, Kingston on Sunday, May 28 at noon.
	Vote results will be announced at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, May 30 at the corner of Princess and Concession Sts.
	Contact: Joan Jardin 613-305-2716, kingstonhealthcoalition@gmail.com


London:

	Vote counting will take place starting at 11 a.m., Sunday, May 28 at London Health Coalition Referendum HQ/Reimagineco 206 Piccadilly St, London
	Vote results will be announced at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, May 30 at London Health Coalition Referendum HQ/Reimagineco 206 Piccadilly St, London
	Contact Peter Bergmanis 519-860-4403, pbergmanis@rogers.com


Muskoka Region:

	Vote results will be announced in front of Graydon Smith MPP’s office, 230 Manitoba St., Bracebridge at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, May 30.
	Contact: Sandra.ashcroft@ufcw175.com


Niagara Region:

	Vote results will be announced at 11 a.m. on Tuesday, May 30 in front of the St. Catharines Hospital at the corner of 4th Avenue and First Avenue Louth.
	Contact: Sue Hotte 905-932-1646, niagarahealthcoalition@yahoo.ca


Norfolk County:

	Vote counting will take place at 19 Somerset Drive, Port Dover on Saturday evening May 27.
	Vote results will be announced on Tuesday, May 30 at 11 a.m. at Powell Park, 250 Main St., Port Dover.
	Contact: Gail Heald-Taylor 519-428-6083, ghealdtaylor@outlook.com


North Bay and Region:

	Vote counting will take place on Sunday May 28 at 11 a.m. at the Campaign office 335 Main St. E. North Bay.
	Vote results will be announced on Tuesday, May 30 at 2 p.m. the OPSEU office,150 First St. East.
	Media contact: Henri Giroux 705-471-7746, hgiroux1@hotmail.com


Ottawa:

	Vote counting will take place at The Spot Community Room at the Carlingwood Shopping Centre, 2121 Carling Avenue, Ottawa on Sunday, May 28 from 12 – 3 p.m.
	For vote results on Tuesday, May 30 please contact Ed Cashman at 343-999-6886, Ottawahealthco@gmail.com


Peel Region:

	Vote counting will take place at 1022 Franconia Dr, Mississauga on Sunday, May 28, starting at 11 a.m.
	Vote results will be announced at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, May 30 outside Trillium Health Partners Mississauga Hospital, 77 Queensway West, on the sidewalk, north side of the hospital.
	Contact: Mohammad Aumeer, 416-770-7858, peelregionhc@gmail.com


Peterborough Region:

	Vote counting will take place on Sunday May 28 from 10 a.m. until completed at the campaign office in the Maple Ridge Plaza, 1840 Lansdowne St. W. Peterborough.
	Vote results will be announced on Tuesday May 30 at 10 a.m. at the campaign office in Maple Ridge Plaza 1840 Lansdowne St W. Peterborough.
	Contact: Marion Burton 705 868-7352, marionburton@nexicom.net


Renfrew County:

	Vote counting will take place at 2 p.m. on Sunday May 28 at the Giant Tiger, 171 Alexander St #1, Pembroke.
	Vote results will be announced on Tuesday May 30 time and location TBA.
	Contact: Leona Haley renfrewcountyohc@gmail.com


Sarnia-Lambton:

	Vote counting will take place at the Dunlop United Church, 757 Rosedale Ave., Sarnia on Sunday, May 28 at 12:30 p.m.
	Vote results will be announced in front of the Sydenham District Hospital in Wallaceburg at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, May 30.
	Contact: June Weiss 519-466-3372, junebug111@hotmail.com


Simcoe County:

	Vote counting will take place at the Elementary Teachers Federation of Ontario office, 351 King St. #3, Barrie starting at 9:30 a.m. on Sunday, May 28.
	Vote results will be announced on Tuesday, May 30 at 11:30 a.m. in the Sunnidale Park Arboretum at 265 Sunnidale Road, Barrie.
	Contact: Anisa Carrascal 647-835-7870, simcoecountyhc@gmail.com


Stratford:

	Vote counting will take place at 9 Douro Street, Stratford on Saturday, May 27 starting at 6:30 p.m.
	Vote results: media contact: Paula Bentley gpbentley6@gmail.com


Toronto: 

	Vote counting will take place at 10:30 a.m. Sunday, May 28 at USW Hall, 25 Cecil St.
	Toronto results will be announced with the Ontario-wide results on Wednesday, May 31 at 10 a.m. outside the Main Legislative Building, Queen’s Park, Toronto. Volunteers from communities across Ontario will come in to the city with their ballots and create a huge pile in front of the Legislature.
	Contact: greatertorontohc@gmail.com


Thunder Bay:

	Vote counting will take place on Sunday, May 28 starting at 1 p.m. at the OPSEU Regional Office, 326 Memorial Ave.
	Vote results will be announced on Tuesday May 30th at 2:00pm at the OPSEU Regional Office, 326 Memorial Ave.
	Contact: Jules Tupker 807-577-5946, jtupker@tbaytel.net


Waterloo Region:

	Vote counting will take place at the Elementary Teachers Federation of Ontario-Waterloo Region Office 610 Wabanaki Dr Kitchener ON on Sunday, May 28 from 12 – 5 p.m.
	Vote results will be announced on Tuesday, May 30 at 8:30 AM outside the Main Entrance to Grand River Hospital, 835 King St W., Kitchener.
	Contact: Jim Stewart 519 588 5841 waterlooregionhealthcoalition@gmail.com


Windsor:

	Vote counting will take place at Chapter Two Brewery, 2345 Edna St., Windsor, Sunday,      May 28, 12 -2 p.m.
	Vote results will be announced on Tuesday, May 30 at 10 am at the Southeast corner of Prince Road and Glenfield St, Windsor, next to the new Hôtel-Dieu Grace Healthcare site.
	Contact: Patrick Hannon 519-796-0410, PatrickJHannonM@gmail.com


Health coalitions across Ontario prepare for citizens referendum
(May 23, 2023)

By: Doreen Nicoll, Rabble

Bill 60 essentially proposes to expand for-profit health care in Ontario by allowing a still undefined range of procedures and services to be carried out in new facilities called ‘integrated community health services centres.’ This will lead to poorer patient access, safety and outcomes at a greater overall cost.

Luis Marco Siega is a volunteer with the Halton Health Coalition, and is encouraging the public to get engaged with the upcoming citizens referendum on health care in Ontario.

“I’m part of this community. I’m a citizen of this country. I want my fellow citizens to have the same benefits that I have,” said Siega.

Siega lived in Toronto, Montreal, San Francisco, Boston and Ottawa over the course of his life before settling in Oakville, Ont.

When he heard about Bill 60: Your Health Care Act, Siega joined Halton Health Coalition.

Bill 60 essentially proposes to expand for-profit health care in Ontario by allowing a still undefined range of procedures and services to be carried out in new facilities called ‘integrated community health services centres.’

Historically, redirecting public health care to for-profit agencies has resulted in poorer patient access, safety and outcomes at a greater overall cost.

“I want the people in my community to be able to have access to health care when they need it,” Siega shared. “I pay my taxes just so my neighbour doesn’t have to worry about whether he has enough money to pay for health care.”

Siega lived in the US for several years. There he encountered people without access to health insurance through their work and others whose health insurance wasn’t comprehensive enough requiring them to pay out-of-pocket.

“Even something small like a couple of thousand dollars, people don’t have that in their bank account. Therefore, they take on health care debt,” shared Siega. “It’s upsetting from an ethical standpoint and also from an economical standpoint. We have people struggling with health care debt on top of any other expenses they might have.”

Siega saw a lot of money concentrated into the hands of health care insurance companies leaving people without enough to spend on groceries, housing, and student debt.

According to Siega, the average Canadian values free universal health care and Ontarians in particular are not comfortable with the Conservative government’s expanded privatization plans and the lack of accountability to their constituents.

“I’m opposed to privatization of any kind. People pay their taxes so they have access to their community hospital and clinics. Privatization creates a barrier for people who can’t pay,” said Siega.

The business graduate who has worked in both the for-profit and non-profit sectors, claims the scrutiny is much greater for non-profits, as is transparency.

Not-for profits also have a cap on administration costs as opposed to costs for personal support workers, nurses, or program staff where there is no cap. Costs must be reported quarterly to the government to ensure the not-for-profit is on track to hit pre-set targets.

For-profit health care is all about how much money the corporation can make. These facilities can choose to pick a small number of the easiest cases as long as they make a profit.

“We will be subsidizing an organization whose goal and efforts will be directed towards improving the profits for their shareholders as opposed to making sure the people in our communities are healthy,” observed Siega.

He points out that Bill 124, Protecting a Sustainable Public Sector for Future Generations Act, which limits public service wage increases to one per cent, applies to nursing staff and PSWs in not-for-profit settings and not to private clinics or agencies who pull these workers from the public system with higher wages and bonuses.

Siega encourages everyone in Ontario who cares about universal health care to get involved and volunteer with their local Ontario Health Coalition and to vote during the May citizen referendum to stop the privatization of hospital services.

“Even if you think it’s a small thing to do, it has a big impact,” Siega said.

The referendum is being run by regional health coalitions and will allow Ontarians to weigh in on Premier Doug Ford’s privatization efforts.
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Ontario Health Coalition to hold citizen referendum on Your Health Act in Napanee Friday and Saturday
(May 22, 2023)

By: Adam Prudhomme, The Napanee Beaver

Ontario Health Coalitions across the province will be holding a public referendum May 26 and 27 to gather public opinion on the Ontario government’s Your Health Act.

In Napanee a pair of polling stations will be set up at Metro and downtown at Dundas Street W and John Street. The polls will be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and will allow anyone over the age of 16 to answer one question on the ballot: Do you want our public hospital services to be privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics? Online votes can also be cast at www.PublicHospitalVote.ca. Voters will be asked to provide their address.

The results of the unofficial vote will be presented during a planned rally outside of Queen’s Park on May 31.

“The government ran on a platform of not bringing in for-profit healthcare, they were extremely explicit about that,” said Ross Sutherland, a co-chair of the Kingston Area Health Coalition. “Fairly shortly after that they announced plans to create these for-profit clinics and for-profit hospitals. They now just passed a bill enabling them to do that. They still haven’t done it on a large-scale expansion but they have started. We’ve got one in Kingston, which is expanding slowly and they’ve created one in Ottawa, so it’s starting. (The public referendum) is a way of asking people of ‘do you really want this?’”

The Ontario government first announced the Your Health Act in February of this year, which they say will reduce surgery wait times.

Sutherland says if nothing else he hopes their referendum will get people talking about the issue. He feels it’s already made some progress, crediting the expansion of more surgeries being offered by hospitals across the province due to the campaign.

“They have started to expand some of the surgery capacities in the hospitals and they’re doing that in a variety of ways,” said Sutherland. “In some places their opening up the day surgeries over night. Some of the other central hospitals are coordinating with sort of more regional hospitals. Ottawa’s doing that with some of the regional hospitals, they’re using the operating rooms out there for a day or two a week. I think that’s in direct response to this campaign. I think people understand there’s room available in our public hospitals to bring those wait times down, substantially to even what they were before the pandemic.”
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Renfrew County Health Coalition sounds alarm over Bill 60 and private healthcare
(May 19, 2023)

By: Pembroke Observer and News

Some Renfrew County residents are calling code red on the healthcare system proposed by the province’s Bill 60, which they believe allows for private companies to arrange healthcare services with less qualified health caregivers, less transparency and less accountability.

This advertisement has not loaded yet, but your article continues below.

“When our public hospitals and clinics become private, it won’t be nonprofits such as the VON (Victorian Order of Nurses) and the Salvation Army running them – it will be for-profit businesses. That is not well understood by all.” said Leona Haley, chairperson of the Renfrew County Health Coalition.

Haley said consistent underfunding of the public healthcare system by the present provincial government has left Ontario with the lowest funding for public hospitals, in addition to the fewest nurses per patient in Canada.

Thousands of residents across the province and a third of the residents in Renfrew County are without family doctors, in part due to this underfunding, she continued. Healthcare workers are overworked from inadequate staffing all while there is a historical shortage of long term care beds for our senior citizens.

“Residents need to understand that more corporations will make a profit from our residents’ failing health as further privatization occurs. Even the scenes from Ontario’s private for-profit long term care during the pandemic can become a reality here,” Haley said.

Years before Ottawa Valley hospitals charged for parking, bigger centres had been, Haley said. “Likewise, for years Ottawa clinics have been offering less complicated surgeries such as cataract removal. As a result there are fewer surgeons to perform them in Renfrew County hospitals, our waitlists lengthened and local residents began driving to Ottawa for the service. The surgeries are paid by OHIP (Ontario Health Insurance Plan) as they should. However, patients are unnecessarily charged for medical testing and products,” a press release from the  Renfrew County Health Coalition stated.

Haley said the Ontario Health Coalition (OHC) provides strong evidence that the ultimate goal of Bill 60 is to privatize healthcare further.

From now until May 27, a non-partisan group of concerned Renfrew County residents are holding a referendum initiated by the OHC. All provincial political parties have been invited to promote this referendum.

There is one simple yes or no question on the ballot: Do you want our public hospital services to be privatized to for-profit hospitals and clinics?

Ontario residents 16 years-of-age and older can voice their opinion by voting in the referendum. Booths will be set up throughout the county in Renfrew, Cobden, Pembroke and Barry’s Bay, to name a few. Volunteers will be hosting voting booths in work places, malls, stores, churches and community events. There will also be an option to vote online if you choose.

“We wouldn’t have serious surgery without a consultation. We are requesting the consultation that the public was not offered from the government before we allow the government to profit from patients’ needs,” Haley said.

LINK TO vote, volunteer, donate or find more information 
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Chesley Residents Visit Queen’s Park To Advocate For Hospital
(May 18, 2023)

By: Claire McCormack, Bayshore Broadcasting

A group of Chesley residents and local representatives are visiting queen’s park today.

The aim of their visit the Ontario Legislature to try to get a firm commitment from the Ford government to save their hospital emergency department and restore its services.

In recent years, the Chesley Hospital has experienced repeated emergency department closures due to the staffing crisis.

The visiting group includes the Chesley Hospital Community Support Group, Arran-Elderslie Deputy Mayor Jennifer Shaw, and the Executive Director of the Ontario Health Coalition Natalie Mehra.

Two petitions about Chesley were presented in the legislature; one by Waterloo NDP MPP Catherine Fife and the other by Liberal MPP Adil Shamji.

A portion of the petition read by Fife says, “There is yet another threat to the continued existence of our hospital and, whereas the ER in Chesley hospital serves an area of the total population of 6,900 people, it delivers emergency medical care for the whole constituency of Arran-Elderslie Township, including the towns of Chesley, Tara, Paisley and Dobbinton. It also provides services for those living in the nearby villages of Desboro and Elmwood and in the former townships of Brant, Sullivan and Bentinck, a large number of the residents are seniors and the area includes a large population of Amish and Mennonite families many of these residents do not have access to a private automobile and are disadvantaged in the effort to reach health centres in large communities by the long distance and lack of public transportation system they require close proximity to ER and hospital services and that proximity is best provided by Chesley hospital…”

Bruce-Grey-Owen Sound MPP Rick Byers says, “Petitions are a normal part of the process that is here and I’m helping in lots of other ways and happy to do that and look forward to continuing that work.”

Byers says he met with the local group today, “I had a nice chat with them just now, I’m happy to see them here and reiterated my support for doing whatever I can do to make sure we get the Chesley hospital back to the service level it was in the fall of 2019.”

Byers says he attended two local public meetings, one in the fall, as well as the large rally held April 1st.

“I was there both times and heard the community and spoke as well, and I’m advocating here with the ministry,” says Byers.

The Chesley Hospital emergency department is open Monday to Friday, 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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Ballots for health-care referendum coming to Cornwall and area
(May 15, 2023)

By: Todd Hambleton, Cornwall Standard-Freeholder

Local organizers of what’s being called the people’s referendum on the privatization of public hospitals in Ontario say about 5,000 ballots are being distributed to workplaces in the lead-up to the May 26-27 event.

“This is important for two reasons (including access to ballots),” said Louise Lanctot, joined by Elaine MacDonald – they’re co-chairs of the SDG/Cornwall Health Coalition – at a rally held on Friday afternoon in downtown Cornwall that attracted about 50 coalition members and supporters. “(Those receiving ballots will also) be bringing the news about this back to their communities.”

It was announced in mid-April at a rally in front of Cornwall Community Hospital that over 20 poll sites will be set up across Cornwall and area for a citizen-led referendum in response to the Ontario government’s Bill 60. That bill was passed last week at Queen’s Park; the Ontario Health Coalition says it legitimizes the transfer of health-care services from public non-profit hospitals to for-profit hospitals and clinics.

At the most recent rally in Cornwall, in front of Stormont—Dundas—South Glengarry MPP Nolan Quinn’s office, Lanctot and MacDonald said the coalition has been getting some pushback from the Doug Ford Conservative government, which they say makes it even more important for people to have a say in the matter.

“We the people know what’s going on (in health care), we have the experience with it,” Lanctot said. (The government narrative that) there’ll be no extra charges (as a result of privatization) is patently false.”

Said MacDonald: “We all know it’s about the money. With Bill 60, the whole balance is being skewed. This is about nothing but money – money will determine the kind of care you get.”

MacDonald said privatization of hospital services was not on the 2022 provincial ballot, “and in fact the premier denied any intention of bringing it in while he was campaigning.

“Well, supporters of public health care and public hospitals across Ontario are putting it on a ballot now and on May 31, they will converge on Toronto to deliver the ballots to Queen’s Park.”

Organizers say many of the polls will be walk-up or drive-through, and that voters will sign an attestation they are at least 16 years of age and will only vote once, providing their postal code for proof of Ontario residency.

The polls are among 1,000 identified across the province, and with the goal of one million votes.
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Ontario Health Coalition Overseeing Private Healthcare Referendum
(May 11, 2023)

By: 100.1 News

The Ontario Health Coalition is overseeing a referendum being held on May 26th and 27th to not have privatized healthcare.

The Guelph and District Health Coalition will be among the regions holding a referendum at various locations across Guelph and Wellington County.

The worry for hospitals and the health coalition is private facilities would lure medical staff away from public hospitals putting an even greater strain on the system.

Voting can also be done online though officials do still prefer paper ballots to have a visual display to bring to Queen’s Park.

Voting online and voting stations for in person can be found here.

Information on in person voting stations will be shared soon.
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Over $42K in wrongful fees charged to Ontario patients by clinics since 2018
(May 9th, 2023)

By: Isaac Callan & Colin D’Mello, Global News

As one of the biggest changes to how health care is delivered in Ontario for a generation passes its third reading — and advocates raise concerns about widespread privatization — new data shows complaints about improper charges for health care have been relatively rare in recent years. Since the Ford government took power in 2018, around $70,000 in medical fees have been found to violate legislation that outlaws charges for procedures or services that are covered by public insurance. The vast majority of improper charges were found to be by clinics.

The right to universal access to health care procedures covered by provincial insurance OHIP is enshrined in law, and anyone found to be charging patients for a service that should be free can be fined. The number of successful complaints every year, however, has numbered fewer than 100 over the past decade. In 2020-2021, for example, just 15 complaints were considered to have broken rules. What that says about the system depends on who you ask: government officials suggest it shows strong oversight will protect patients as the private sector helps to clear surgical backlogs, while advocates believe it is evidence people aren’t able to complain and issues with for-profit health care go unreported. Between 2012 and 2022, an average of 101 complaints were submitted every year from patients alleging they had been forced to pay for a health service that should have been free. On average, 43 complaints were upheld each year, according to data shared with Global News by the province. Through the same period, the total annual value of charges found to violate the rules ranged significantly. In the highest year, the violation charges sat at $341,980.40 (2012-2013), falling as low as $3,527.15 in the 2020-2021 year.

On Monday, the Ford government passed the third reading of a health-reform bill (Bill 60) that will allow more private clinics to offer certain publicly-funded surgeries and procedures in an effort to cut long wait lists for care. Cataract surgeries and diagnostic imaging and testing will be expanded while the government will create an entirely new system to perform hip- and knee-replacement surgeries. The province argues its new legislation will further strengthen protections, reiterating the right of people in Ontario to receive health care that is free at the point of use. “Bill 60, if passed will also establish a robust framework for the oversight of community and surgical diagnostic centres, including a provision to bring these centres under the oversight of a patient ombudsman, and puts into law that Ontarians will always access insured services at community surgical and diagnostic centres with their OHIP card and never their credit card, consistent with the Canada Health Act,” a spokesperson for Health Minister Sylvia Jones told Global News. There are already about 900 private clinics currently operating across the province, the vast majority of them for diagnostic imaging and testing.

Others have said that a system that relies on proactive complaints simply cannot protect patients. “Every time I speak with a patient who’s been extra billed, they’re quite surprised that it’s not allowed,” Natalie Mehra of the Ontario Health Coalition told Global News. “We get more (complaints) than that ourselves,” she said of the data showing the average of 101 complaints per year in Ontario. “But a lot of those people don’t want to go public, they don’t want to go forward publicly. I just think people don’t know where to complain… it’s not easy to find on the government website, even I have to go combing through to find out where it is. It’s not like they go out of their way to make it overly easy.”

The data shared with Global News shows that, since the Ford government took office in 2018, patients were charged more than $42,000 incorrectly for services that should have been free at clinics. Specifically, $42,157.31 in charges at clinics were deemed violations of legislation since the 2018-2019 year. A total of $225 charges from independent health facilities were found to be wrong. The data’s definition of a clinic could include spaces that previously held an independent health facilities license but were no longer licensed under that structure when the numbers were collected. Both clinics and independent health facilities are health-care settings outside of hospitals which may be operated for-profit and provide services including diagnostics or imaging. Clinics are non-hospital spaces that offer services that range from X-rays to ultrasound scans and do not hold an independent health facility licence, which are adjacent but separately regulated.

Other places were also guilty of charging patients for procedures or services that should have been free and covered by OHIP. In 2021-2022, hospitals wrongly charged patients $6,896.20 for services such as diagnostics that should have been covered for OHIP. Physicians did the same to the tune of $1,560.50, according to the data. Optometrists were found guilty of $55 in incorrect fees and laboratories $1,100.

The fines for those found guilty of wrongly charging are laid out in the Commitment to the Future of Medicare Act. Different fines include a maximum of $1,000 in one instance and a maximum of $25,000 for another.

New Democrat Leader Marit Stiles said the government’s new Bill 60 will create longer wait times, leave emergency departments shuttered and increase exhaustion for already-stressed health-care workers. “That is not the health-care system that I think Ontarians need or deserve or want,” she said. She also warned of clinics possibly “upselling” patients by pressuring them to choose a service or product that costs more than what the Ontario Health Insurance Plan covers. Upselling differs from the violations under the Commitment to the Future of Medicare Act, which specifically forbids charges to access services covered by OHIP which should be free. Someone would be upselling if they offered a patient a premium service not covered by OHIP. That would not be forbidden unless they somehow misled the person into thinking it was medically necessary instead of being an optional upgrade. Adil Shamji, the Liberal health critic, said there is a role for diagnostic services and surgeries to be done outside of hospitals.

“But it needs to be done in the right way,” he said. “It needs to be not-for-profit, hospital-affiliated with credible protections to prevent siphoning of health-care workers and staff.” The province said its new legislation will better protect patients, even as their interactions with for-profit facilities increase.“Our government’s Your Health Act (Bill 60), will strengthen oversight of community surgical settings while protecting the stability of doctors, nurses and other health-care workers in our health care system,” the provincial spokesperson said.

The Ontario Health Coalition, however, argues that strengthening the system is not enough. “It’s going to be almost impossible to stop them,” Mehra said of for-profit charges. “The way to stop them is to stop the services from being turned over from our public hospitals to these private entities that then go and do all this extra billing and charging of patient and are almost impossible to catch up with.” Many details of the new system will not be revealed until the government proposes regulatory changes.
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Ford government passes private surgical clinics bill
(May 9th, 2023)

By: Jessica Smith Cross, The Trillium

Ontario has passed legislation to enable the expansion of surgeries performed in private clinics.

Bill 60, the Your Health Act, passed over the objections of opposition MPPs, who vowed Monday to continue to fight the changes it will bring to the health-care system by allowing companies — both for-profit and not-for-profit — to establish private clinics in Ontario for diagnostic imaging and some surgeries, such as hip and knee replacements, under a new licensing system.

The NDP held a press conference Monday to air their objections to what Leader Marit Stiles calls the government’s “plan for two-tier investor-driven health care” along with health-care unions and the Ontario Health Coalition advocacy group, which oppose the bill.

The Ontario Health Coalition is running a “referendum” on the private surgeries plan, with voting online and in-person, in an effort to show the public opposes it. Executive Director Natalie Mehra said the public has not had a chance to vote on the issue because the Ford government had categorically denied prior to the last election that the use of private facilities in Ontario would be expanded or changed.

Before the press conference began, NDP Health Critic France Gélinas told the group of advocates the goal was to continue the fight by making potential investors think twice about spending their money because the legislation would be overturned when the Ford government was gone.

Asked what an NDP government would do about clinics established under the new law, Stiles spoke about the government of British Columbia buying out some private clinics and bringing them under the public system.

“I think that’s where we’re headed,” said Stiles. “I don’t think we’ll have any choice, and we won’t hesitate.”

Interim Liberal Leader John Fraser said his party would question whether buying back clinics is the best use of money, but said a Liberal government would increase the “guardrails” on the clinics and limit their ability to create equity by prohibiting the transferring of licences, and he was sending them a message to that effect.

“If you have a licence and it’s not transferable, it belongs to the people of Ontario, to the government, Ontario. Is it a great investment? Probably not. If that’s what you’re looking to do,” he said.

For his part, Green Leader Mike Schreiner said he wants to make it clear to potential investors that under future governments — at least, in the case of a Green one — public money will be directed to non-profit public health-care system and not to private clinics.

All of the opposition parties were united in criticizing the bill for the same reasons: they believe it will drain staff from public hospitals that are already facing a staffing crunch, that it will lead to patients being “upsold” and pressured into paying for care, that it will create a two-tiered system where wealthy people are served first, and that it will cost the public more than an expansion of the public hospital system would.

However, the government has promised protections against those concerns and is touting the bill as a way to reduce surgical wait times and bring care closer to home.

“When it comes to your health, the status quo is no longer acceptable,” said Robin Martin, parliamentary assistant to the health minister, in question period Monday. “Our government is taking bold action to eliminate surgical backlogs and reduce wait times for publicly funded surgeries and procedures. Ontario has a three-step plan that better integrates and uses community surgical diagnostic centres and their state-of-the-art facilities to speed up how quickly people are able to get surgeries and procedures using their health care card, never their credit card.”

Many key details of the proposed licensing regime were not included in the legislation itself but in regulations. According to the health minister’s office, they will be publicly posted in the coming days.
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Upcoming community vote disputes healthcare action by government
(May 9th, 2023)

By: Guelph Today

Several voting locations are opening later this month in Guelph and Wellington County, as the Guelph District Health Coalition (GDHC) joins others in opposition to privatizing health care services in Ontario. They are calling it a “citizen-led community opinion vote,” held by the Ontario Health Coalition, which describes itself as a coalition of over 400 organizations concerned about health care, including several health care unions.

The GDHC said it is “gravely concerned” with the province’s plans to convert hospitals to a for-profit model, and expediting the passing of Bill 60, which it said will open the door to “further privatization, the lowering of quality-of-care standards, deregulation of healthcare professions, lack of accountability, and lack of transparency.” The coalition said it will severely damage all local public hospitals, as well as the delivery of healthcare in small and rural towns.

“We are making sure Guelph and Wellington County residents have the opportunity to have their voices heard with our community-led referendum,” Brit Hancock, the co-chair of the GDHC, said in a news release, adding the vote is about democracy and allowing everyone to have their say. The province officially passed Bill 60 on Monday, which will allow more private clinics to offer certain publicly funded surgeries and procedures. It said cataract surgeries and diagnostic imaging and testing will get expanded, while a new system will be created to perform hip and knee replacements.

Voting will take place in-person May 26-27, while online voting is available now on the Public Hospital Vote website. Residents 16 years of age and older are eligible to vote. The first 500 in-person voting locations have been announced. Seven are in Guelph, while three more are in Wellington County. The GDHC said it’s hoping to add more locations and volunteers throughout the month.
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Ontario Health Coalition plans a referendum to halt the implementation of a two tier health system
(May 9, 2023)

By: Burlington Gazette

When the Ontario Health Coalition (OHC) warned last spring leading into the election that the Ford government was planning to privatize surgeries and diagnostic services , Ford repeatedly denied that was his plan. Those claims are shown to be totally false with Bill 60 , the Ford government’s hospital privatization legislation passed into law yesterday.

With no mandate from Ontarians, the government is moving to cut core services including surgeries and diagnostics out of our public hospitals and transfer them to private for-profit hospitals and clinics. Initially, they plan to move 14,000 cataract surgeries to new private day hospitals that they want to have up and running by next fall. The government has already announced repeated rounds of tens of millions of dollars for private clinics, even while underspending on public health care and failing to plan to meet population need for care. They announced that they plan to privatize hip and knee surgeries by 2024.

This will create two-tier health care in Ontario in which patients will be faced with an increasing array of user charges and extra-billing for care when they are sick, elderly, in need and least able to pay.

The intention is to hold a province wide citizen led referendum through which they hope to pull in more than 1 million votes.

This is why, over a century people in communities across Ontario funded and built their local public hospitals and our government responded 70 years ago by creating a public hospital system in the first place. It is also one of the reasons that private hospitals have been banned since 1973.

Bill 60 not only privatizes our core public hospital services, it also privatizes the oversight of the private clinics and deregulates health care staffing including who can call themselves a doctor, a surgeon, a nurse, an MRI technologist, a respiratory therapist and more.

A large group of health coalition members were joined by Erin Ariss, Ontario Nurses’ Association president, and Michael Hurley, Ontario Council of Hospital Unions/CUPE president, who, along with OHC executive director Natalie Mehra spoke at a press conference organized by the NDP then went into the Legislature to witness the vote.

In the Legislature yesterday, the Opposition parties repeatedly raised examples of constituents who are already being illegally charged for services at private clinics. The Health Minister did not attend Question Period and left responses to her parliamentary assistant Robin Martin, MPP, who simply kept repeating the government’s PR lines about clearing the surgical backlogs.

At no point did the government answer for the fact that Ontario already has operating rooms in every public hospital that we have paid for and are sitting idle every evening and weekend due to underfunding and staffing. (Ontario funds its public hospitals at the lowest rate in Canada.)

In fact, in a moment reminiscent of Donald Trump’s bombast, Doug Ford actually claimed “no one has done more” than his government to improve access to care. (In fact, his government repeatedly cites $800 million given to hospitals which is the total over four years — since the start of the pandemic — much of it funded by the federal government. In addition, this government has actually imposed wage caps and worsened what have become unprecedented staffing shortages for nurses, health professionals and doctors exhausted and burned out by working all out for the entire pandemic. While the staffing crisis has intensified, and dozens of local hospital emergency departments are facing repeated closures as a result, the government has chosen to under-spend our COVID funding by billions and is underspent on health care every year while overspending the budget on private clinics.)

While Premier Ford and his MPPs continue to claim that Ontarians will always be able to pay with their OHIP card, and not their credit card, a new report today by Global TV shows that private clinics already are billing patients thousands of dollars in illegal user fees every year. As the government knows very well, the history of private for profit clinics in Canada shows the OHIP card claim is not the case, and research done by the Ontario Health Coalition and with the Globe and Mail proves it.

Despite the evidence, and despite the unanimous opposition of the opposition parties in the Legislature, the Ford government voted down every single amendment proposed to the Bill, and yesterday, they used their majority to vote to pass the Bill.

“Along with virtually all Ontarians, we are unalterably opposed to the privatization of our hospitals and this legislation. The passage of Bill 60 is not the end. It is the beginning. We will mount the biggest fightback this province has ever seen to save our local public hospitals. Millions of people of every political stripe in our communities have spent a hundred years or more building our system of local public hospitals. They do not belong to Mr. Ford to dismantle and give away to health care profiteers,” Natalie Mehra, Executive Director

The Ontario Health Coalition is building a province wide referendum campaign to stop what is the most undemocratic attack on our public healthcare in memory. And we need your support to make this happen. On May 26th and 27th and throughout the month online we will be asking Ontarians to vote on the question: Do you want our public hospital services to be privatized to for profit hospitals and clinics? Yes or No.

“Now that Bill 60 has passed, our job at the Ontario Health Coalition is to do everything in our power to stop its implementation. We have to make it politically impossible for the Ford government to privatize our public hospitals., To do this, we are mounting a massive People’s Referendum. We have set an ambitious goal of a million votes to save our local public hospitals.

To do this we are going to need tens of thousands of volunteers. Everyone matters. Everyone is needed.

	VOLUNTEER: https://publichospitalvote.ca/node/5


Everyone can do something…Distribute leaflets, help at a referendum voting station, help to get additional volunteers, help make ballot boxes, count and stuff leaflets, and help get out lawn signs.

VOTE: You can vote online now here. 
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By: Guelph Today

Several voting locations are opening later this month in Guelph and Wellington County, as the Guelph District Health Coalition (GDHC) joins others in opposition to privatizing health care services in Ontario. They are calling it a “citizen-led community opinion vote,” held by the Ontario Health Coalition, which describes itself as a coalition of over 400 organizations concerned about health care, including several health care unions.

The GDHC said it is “gravely concerned” with the province’s plans to convert hospitals to a for-profit model, and expediting the passing of Bill 60, which it said will open the door to “further privatization, the lowering of quality-of-care standards, deregulation of healthcare professions, lack of accountability, and lack of transparency.” The coalition said it will severely damage all local public hospitals, as well as the delivery of healthcare in small and rural towns.

“We are making sure Guelph and Wellington County residents have the opportunity to have their voices heard with our community-led referendum,” Brit Hancock, the co-chair of the GDHC, said in a news release, adding the vote is about democracy and allowing everyone to have their say. The province officially passed Bill 60 on Monday, which will allow more private clinics to offer certain publicly funded surgeries and procedures. It said cataract surgeries and diagnostic imaging and testing will get expanded, while a new system will be created to perform hip and knee replacements.

Voting will take place in-person May 26-27, while online voting is available now on the Public Hospital Vote website. Residents 16 years of age and older are eligible to vote. The first 500 in-person voting locations have been announced. Seven are in Guelph, while three more are in Wellington County. The GDHC said it’s hoping to add more locations and volunteers throughout the month.
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Ford government passes private surgical clinics bill
(May 9th, 2023)

By: Jessica Smith Cross, The Trillium
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A nurse is silhouetted behind a glass panel at the Bluewater Health Hospital in Sarnia, Ont., on Jan. 25, 2022. Chris Young/The Canadian Press

Ontario has passed legislation to enable the expansion of surgeries performed in private clinics.

Bill 60, the Your Health Act, passed over the objections of opposition MPPs, who vowed Monday to continue to fight the changes it will bring to the health-care system by allowing companies — both for-profit and not-for-profit — to establish private clinics in Ontario for diagnostic imaging and some surgeries, such as hip and knee replacements, under a new licensing system.

The NDP held a press conference Monday to air their objections to what Leader Marit Stiles calls the government’s “plan for two-tier investor-driven health care” along with health-care unions and the Ontario Health Coalition advocacy group, which oppose the bill.

The Ontario Health Coalition is running a “referendum” on the private surgeries plan, with voting online and in-person, in an effort to show the public opposes it. Executive Director Natalie Mehra said the public has not had a chance to vote on the issue because the Ford government had categorically denied prior to the last election that the use of private facilities in Ontario would be expanded or changed.

Before the press conference began, NDP Health Critic France Gélinas told the group of advocates the goal was to continue the fight by making potential investors think twice about spending their money because the legislation would be overturned when the Ford government was gone.

Asked what an NDP government would do about clinics established under the new law, Stiles spoke about the government of British Columbia buying out some private clinics and bringing them under the public system.

“I think that’s where we’re headed,” said Stiles. “I don’t think we’ll have any choice, and we won’t hesitate.”

Interim Liberal Leader John Fraser said his party would question whether buying back clinics is the best use of money, but said a Liberal government would increase the “guardrails” on the clinics and limit their ability to create equity by prohibiting the transferring of licences, and he was sending them a message to that effect.

“If you have a licence and it’s not transferable, it belongs to the people of Ontario, to the government, Ontario. Is it a great investment? Probably not. If that’s what you’re looking to do,” he said.

For his part, Green Leader Mike Schreiner said he wants to make it clear to potential investors that under future governments — at least, in the case of a Green one — public money will be directed to non-profit public health-care system and not to private clinics.

All of the opposition parties were united in criticizing the bill for the same reasons: they believe it will drain staff from public hospitals that are already facing a staffing crunch, that it will lead to patients being “upsold” and pressured into paying for care, that it will create a two-tiered system where wealthy people are served first, and that it will cost the public more than an expansion of the public hospital system would.

However, the government has promised protections against those concerns and is touting the bill as a way to reduce surgical wait times and bring care closer to home.

“When it comes to your health, the status quo is no longer acceptable,” said Robin Martin, parliamentary assistant to the health minister, in question period Monday. “Our government is taking bold action to eliminate surgical backlogs and reduce wait times for publicly funded surgeries and procedures. Ontario has a three-step plan that better integrates and uses community surgical diagnostic centres and their state-of-the-art facilities to speed up how quickly people are able to get surgeries and procedures using their health care card, never their credit card.”

Many key details of the proposed licensing regime were not included in the legislation itself but in regulations. According to the health minister’s office, they will be publicly posted in the coming days.
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Over $42K in wrongful fees charged to Ontario patients by clinics since 2018
(May 9th, 2023)

By: Isaac Callan & Colin D’Mello, Global News

As one of the biggest changes to how health care is delivered in Ontario for a generation passes its third reading — and advocates raise concerns about widespread privatization — new data shows complaints about improper charges for health care have been relatively rare in recent years. Since the Ford government took power in 2018, around $70,000 in medical fees have been found to violate legislation that outlaws charges for procedures or services that are covered by public insurance. The vast majority of improper charges were found to be by clinics.

The right to universal access to health care procedures covered by provincial insurance OHIP is enshrined in law, and anyone found to be charging patients for a service that should be free can be fined. The number of successful complaints every year, however, has numbered fewer than 100 over the past decade. In 2020-2021, for example, just 15 complaints were considered to have broken rules. What that says about the system depends on who you ask: government officials suggest it shows strong oversight will protect patients as the private sector helps to clear surgical backlogs, while advocates believe it is evidence people aren’t able to complain and issues with for-profit health care go unreported. Between 2012 and 2022, an average of 101 complaints were submitted every year from patients alleging they had been forced to pay for a health service that should have been free. On average, 43 complaints were upheld each year, according to data shared with Global News by the province. Through the same period, the total annual value of charges found to violate the rules ranged significantly. In the highest year, the violation charges sat at $341,980.40 (2012-2013), falling as low as $3,527.15 in the 2020-2021 year.

On Monday, the Ford government passed the third reading of a health-reform bill (Bill 60) that will allow more private clinics to offer certain publicly-funded surgeries and procedures in an effort to cut long wait lists for care. Cataract surgeries and diagnostic imaging and testing will be expanded while the government will create an entirely new system to perform hip- and knee-replacement surgeries. The province argues its new legislation will further strengthen protections, reiterating the right of people in Ontario to receive health care that is free at the point of use. “Bill 60, if passed will also establish a robust framework for the oversight of community and surgical diagnostic centres, including a provision to bring these centres under the oversight of a patient ombudsman, and puts into law that Ontarians will always access insured services at community surgical and diagnostic centres with their OHIP card and never their credit card, consistent with the Canada Health Act,” a spokesperson for Health Minister Sylvia Jones told Global News. There are already about 900 private clinics currently operating across the province, the vast majority of them for diagnostic imaging and testing.

Others have said that a system that relies on proactive complaints simply cannot protect patients. “Every time I speak with a patient who’s been extra billed, they’re quite surprised that it’s not allowed,” Natalie Mehra of the Ontario Health Coalition told Global News. “We get more (complaints) than that ourselves,” she said of the data showing the average of 101 complaints per year in Ontario. “But a lot of those people don’t want to go public, they don’t want to go forward publicly. I just think people don’t know where to complain… it’s not easy to find on the government website, even I have to go combing through to find out where it is. It’s not like they go out of their way to make it overly easy.”

The data shared with Global News shows that, since the Ford government took office in 2018, patients were charged more than $42,000 incorrectly for services that should have been free at clinics. Specifically, $42,157.31 in charges at clinics were deemed violations of legislation since the 2018-2019 year. A total of $225 charges from independent health facilities were found to be wrong. The data’s definition of a clinic could include spaces that previously held an independent health facilities license but were no longer licensed under that structure when the numbers were collected. Both clinics and independent health facilities are health-care settings outside of hospitals which may be operated for-profit and provide services including diagnostics or imaging. Clinics are non-hospital spaces that offer services that range from X-rays to ultrasound scans and do not hold an independent health facility licence, which are adjacent but separately regulated.

Other places were also guilty of charging patients for procedures or services that should have been free and covered by OHIP. In 2021-2022, hospitals wrongly charged patients $6,896.20 for services such as diagnostics that should have been covered for OHIP. Physicians did the same to the tune of $1,560.50, according to the data. Optometrists were found guilty of $55 in incorrect fees and laboratories $1,100.

The fines for those found guilty of wrongly charging are laid out in the Commitment to the Future of Medicare Act. Different fines include a maximum of $1,000 in one instance and a maximum of $25,000 for another.

New Democrat Leader Marit Stiles said the government’s new Bill 60 will create longer wait times, leave emergency departments shuttered and increase exhaustion for already-stressed health-care workers. “That is not the health-care system that I think Ontarians need or deserve or want,” she said. She also warned of clinics possibly “upselling” patients by pressuring them to choose a service or product that costs more than what the Ontario Health Insurance Plan covers. Upselling differs from the violations under the Commitment to the Future of Medicare Act, which specifically forbids charges to access services covered by OHIP which should be free. Someone would be upselling if they offered a patient a premium service not covered by OHIP. That would not be forbidden unless they somehow misled the person into thinking it was medically necessary instead of being an optional upgrade. Adil Shamji, the Liberal health critic, said there is a role for diagnostic services and surgeries to be done outside of hospitals.

“But it needs to be done in the right way,” he said. “It needs to be not-for-profit, hospital-affiliated with credible protections to prevent siphoning of health-care workers and staff.” The province said its new legislation will better protect patients, even as their interactions with for-profit facilities increase.“Our government’s Your Health Act (Bill 60), will strengthen oversight of community surgical settings while protecting the stability of doctors, nurses and other health-care workers in our health care system,” the provincial spokesperson said. The Ontario Health Coalition, however, argues that strengthening the system is not enough. “It’s going to be almost impossible to stop them,” Mehra said of for-profit charges. “The way to stop them is to stop the services from being turned over from our public hospitals to these private entities that then go and do all this extra billing and charging of patient and are almost impossible to catch up with.” Many details of the new system will not be revealed until the government proposes regulatory changes.
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Simcoe County Health Coalition holding health-care referendum
(May 8th, 2023)

By: Midland Today

The Simcoe County Health Coalition (SCHC) is gravely concerned with the current government’s plans to convert our local public hospitals’ core services into for-profit hospitals and clinics.

Similarly, the SCHC is disturbed by the government’s expedition of the passing of Bill 60, which will open the door to further privatization, the lowering of quality of care standards, deregulation of health-care professions, lack of accountability, and lack of transparency. Without question, this would severely damage all local public hospitals and the delivery of health care in small and rural towns.

With the Ontario Health Coalition, the SCHC has organized an Ontario-wide, citizen-run referendum and is mobilizing with other coalitions to garner votes across the province. Voting in the referendum will give a clear voice to millions of Ontarians who oppose the privatization of our hospital services. The vote will take place throughout May, with the main voting days on May 26 and 27.

Across Ontario, there are more than 500 voting stations so far, with more coming every day. Today, the Simcoe County Health Coalition is announcing polling stations in several areas of Simcoe County, as part of this referendum.

Simcoe County residents aged 16 or older who have not already voted in the referendum are invited to vote at a polling station from the list or visit www.simcoecountyhealthcoalition.org for up-to-date information and advance poll dates and locations.

Ontario residents who cannot attend an in-person polling station may vote online at www.PublicHospitalVote.ca.

The Simcoe County Health Coalition is also seeking volunteers to staff polling stations and distribute leaflets. Everyone who believes in democracy and in protecting our local public hospitals’ services is welcome to join. To volunteer, complete a volunteer surveyor reach out via email to simcoecountyhc@gmail.com. You can also find the SCHC on Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram
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Ontario passes health-care bill allowing private clinics to conduct more surgeries
(May 8th, 2023)

By: Katherine DeClerq, CTV News Toronto

The Ontario government has passed a bill allowing private clinics to conduct more OHIP-covered surgeries as advocates warn of potential legal action.

The legislation was first tabled in February by Health Minister Sylvia Jones, who argued it was necessary to reduce the province’s large surgical backlog.

“People should not have to wait for months for diagnosis, and if necessary, surgeries,” Jones said on Feb. 21.

Under the bill, both for-profit and not-for-profit clinics will be allowed to conduct cataract surgeries, MRI and CT scans, minimally invasive gynecological surgeries and, eventually, knee and hip replacements under the Ontario Health Insurance Plan.

The legislation was met with immediate backlash from advocates and experts concerned about oversight, staffing and upselling.

The province’s official opposition has repeatedly said the plan will result in a two-tiered system leading some patients to “jump to the front of the line.”

“Today is a sad day, a day that will go down in history of our province as the day that the Ford government delivered a fatal blow to our treasured Medicare,” NDP Health Critic France Gelinas told reporters Monday morning ahead of the vote.

“Today this Conservative government will say goodbye to care based on needs and come on in to investors who wants to make money off of the backs of sick people.”

The NDP has said it presented 74 amendments to the Your Health Act in committee, but none were accepted or even considered by the Doug Ford government.

“They did not engage in discussion. I would say they did not even listen to what we were saying,” Gelinas said.

A revised version of the legislation shows only one change, and it appears technical in nature.

The legislation, also known as Bill 60, specifies that a physician at a private clinic shall not turn a patient away for choosing to pay with their OHIP card.

Some experts have previously told CTV News Toronto that allowing private clinics to perform more procedures does have the potential to help relieve some of the pressure being put on the province’s health-care system; however they also suggested that a plan for staffing, as well as transparent funding and oversight, will be necessary.

The province has said it will designate “expert organizations” to work with Ontario Health and the Ministry of Health to ensure quality and safety standards are met at every clinic. The director of this third-party or the ministry may issue an inspection of a facility if necessary.

The Ontario Health Coalition, which advocates for publicly-funded health care while representing more than 500 member organizations and individuals, has said this oversight is not enough to combat what they have previously called “manipulative upselling” at private clinics.

“Before they brought in the legislation, Doug Ford said that they had guardrails, and they will be protecting against all sorts of things,” Natalie Mehra, executive director of the Ontario Health Coalition, told reporters.

The coalition released a compilation of testimonies from patients in February that revealed instances in which people were forced to pay out of pocket for procedures that should be covered under their insurance.

In some instances, patients said they were urged to get upgraded lenses, told they had to incur the costs of eye measurements, and invoiced for contrast dye needed for imaging.

Mehra warned they will be filing a formal complaint to both the provincial and federal government, and that further legal action may be possible following the passing of Bill 60.

“If you think you’re going to set up shop here and charge OHIP and charge patients on top, you have another thing coming.”

While the Your Health Act does say that all private clinics will need to show they have a staffing model in place that won’t detract from other facilities, experts and unions say they remain concerned that staff will leave the public sector in exchange for better hours or pay at a private clinic.

“The idea is good, but there’s still there’s a tremendous lack of human resources to be able to sort of pull this one off,” Doug Angus, professor emeritus at the University of Ottawa’s Telfer School of Management the University of Ottawa, told CTV News Toronto in January.

John Fraser, interim Liberal leader, reiterated this in a statement issued Monday, saying the health-care system as it stands now is under stress and needs more support.

“What should be of great concern to all Ontarians is that the government’s solution to the healthcare human resources crisis – which will be the biggest ongoing challenge in this province for some time to come – is to set up a parallel system that will compete for the nurses, doctors, and frontline workers that our hospitals and long-term care homes desperately need,” Fraser said.

“There should be only one shareholder when it comes to our healthcare system, and that’s the patient.”

The province has said there are more than 200,000 people in Ontario waiting for surgical procedures.

Link to original article

UPDATED: Provincial health-reform bill passes, but advocates, workers and opposition politicians vow to keep fighting
(May 8th, 2023)

By: Elizabeth Payne, The Ottawa Citizen

Ontario’s contentious Bill 60, which allows private clinics to provide more surgeries and health procedures in the province, was passed into law Monday — even as organizations representing health-care workers, advocates and opposition politicians vowed to continue fighting it.

Premier Doug Ford said in the Legislature that the bill will shorten patient waiting lists and bring more convenient health care closer to home for residents. The Progressive Conservative government has emphasized that all procedures are and will continue to be covered by OHIP.

“We are going to give people the care they need in rapid fashion,” Ford said.

But opponents say the bill will contribute to further staffing shortages that are stunting public hospitals. They also cite recent evidence from Quebec showing that private surgery costs taxpayers more than operations done in public hospitals. Other research from around the world suggests patient outcomes are better in publicly operated hospitals.

Ontario NDP Leader Marit Stiles said the government has ignored calls for amendments to the legislation that would better protect patients from being “upsold” on additional treatments, improve regulation of the clinics, and prevent private, for-profit clinics from poaching scarce nursing and other staff from the public health system. Private operators are required to show a staffing plan.

“I am very concerned about what this bill means for the future of Ontario,” Stiles said.

“The truth is every study shows patient outcomes are worse and it costs the public system more.”

Critics point to private orthopedic surgeries done by a group called AOAO (Academic Orthopedic Surgical Associates) that have been taking place at The Ottawa Hospital’s Riverside campus on Saturdays in recent months as an example. Many nurses working there come from the public hospital system and are being paid more for their work with the private group.

“In Ottawa, a private surgical clinic is paying double to staff to work on weekends and, as a result, The Ottawa Hospital is starved of those staff and their ability to work,” said Michael Hurley, president of the Ontario Council of Hospital Unions.

The Ottawa Hospital, which is dealing with nursing shortages, says it has been closely monitoring the private surgeries and that they are not impacting the public system. It also says the private partnership means it has freed operating rooms for more patients. Until recently, though, some early-stage breast cancer patients at the hospital faced among the longest waits in the province, forcing some to pay for private surgery, a situation the hospital says it has since improved.

Under the newly passed legislation, the province plans to expand hip and knee surgeries to privately operated clinics outside of hospitals. AOAO is among organizations looking at setting up a stand-alone clinic to do those surgeries during the week, instead of just on Saturdays, in partnership with The Ottawa Hospital.

Natalie Mehra, who heads the Ontario Health Coalition said, despite promises, the bill effectively has “no guardrails, no inspection system and no one is enforcing laws for extra billing. There is no excuse for this.”

The Ontario Health Coalition has launched a referendum to gauge public attitudes toward the legislation, something she said has taken place with little public consultation. Polling stations for the referendum will be set up in Ottawa and other locations. Information is available at publichospitalvote.ca.

Ottawa South MPP and Interim Liberal Leader John Fraser said passage of the bill poses a serious threat to the health-care system.

“There should be only one shareholder when it comes to our health-care system, and that’s the patient.”

Erin Ariss, who is provincial president of the Ontario Nurses Association, said Bill 60 is part of a dangerous path of provincewide health-care privatization that will further erode patient care.

The province has already expanded private cataract surgeries, including to two private operators in Ottawa — Herzig, and the Focus Eye Centre which is in partnership with The Ottawa Hospital.

Link to original article

UPDATE:  Bill 60, the Ford government’s hospital privatization bill passed final vote yesterday: Health Coalition statement & update on the fightback
(May 9, 2023)

When the Ontario Health Coalition (OHC) warned last spring leading into the election that the Ford government was planning to privatize surgeries and diagnostic services , Ford repeatedly denied that was his plan. Those claims are shown to be totally false with Bill 60 , the Ford government’s hospital privatization legislation passed into law yesterday.

With no mandate from Ontarians, the government is moving to cut core services including surgeries and diagnostics out of our public hospitals and transfer them to private for-profit hospitals and clinics. Initially, they plan to move 14,000 cataract surgeries to new private day hospitals that they want to have up and running by next fall. The government has already announced repeated rounds of tens of millions of dollars for private clinics, even while underspending on public health care and failing to plan to meet population need for care. They announced that they plan to privatize hip and knee surgeries by 2024.

This will create 2-tier health care in Ontario in which patients will be faced with an increasing array of user charges and extra-billing for care when they are sick, elderly, in need and least able to pay.

This is why, over a century people in communities across Ontario funded and built their local public hospitals and our government responded 70 years ago by creating a public hospital system in the first place. It is also one of the reasons that private hospitals have been banned since 1973.

 Bill 60 not only privatizes our core public hospital services, it also privatizes the oversight of the private clinics and deregulates health care staffing including who can call themselves a doctor, a surgeon, a nurse, an MRI technologist, a respiratory therapist and more. A large group of health coalition members were joined by Erin Ariss, Ontario Nurses’ Association president, and Michael Hurley, Ontario Council of Hospital Unions/CUPE president, who, along with OHC executive director Natalie Mehra spoke at a press conference organized by the NDP then went into the Legislature to witness the vote. (More on that below.)

In the Legislature yesterday, the Opposition parties repeatedly raised examples of constituents who are already being illegally charged for services at private clinics. The Health Minister did not attend Question Period and left responses to her parliamentary assistant Robin Martin, MPP, who simply kept repeating the government’s PR lines about clearing the surgical backlogs.

At no point did the government answer for the fact that Ontario already has operating rooms in every public hospital that we have paid for and are sitting idle every evening and weekend due to underfunding and staffing. (Ontario funds its public hospitals at the lowest rate in Canada.) In fact, in a moment reminiscent of Donald Trump’s bombast, Doug Ford actually claimed “no one has done more” than his government to improve access to care. (In fact, his government repeatedly cites $800 million given to hospitals which is the total over four years — since the start of the pandemic — much of it funded by the federal government. In addition, this government has actually imposed wage caps and worsened what have become unprecedented staffing shortages for nurses, health professionals and doctors exhausted and burned out by working all out for the entire pandemic. While the staffing crisis has intensified, and dozens of local hospital emergency departments are facing repeated closures as a result, the government has chosen to underspend our COVID funding by billions and is underspent on health care every year while overspending the budget on private clinics.)

While Premier Ford and his MPPs continue to claim that Ontarians will always be able to pay with their OHIP card, and not their credit card, a new report today by Global TV shows that private clinics already are billing patients thousands of dollars in illegal user fees every year. As the government knows very well, the history of private for profit clinics in Canada shows the OHIP card claim is not the case, and research done by the Ontario Health Coalition and with the Globe and Mail proves it.

Despite the evidence, and despite the unanimous opposition of the opposition parties in the Legislature, the Ford government voted down every single amendment proposed to the Bill, and yesterday, they used their majority to vote to pass the Bill.

“Along with virtually all Ontarians, we are unalterably opposed to the privatization of our hospitals and this legislation. The passage of Bill 60 is not the end. It is the beginning. We will mount the biggest fightback this province has ever seen to save our local public hospitals. Millions of people of every political stripe in our communities have spent a hundred years or more building our system of local public hospitals. They do not belong to Mr. Ford to dismantle and give away to health care profiteers,” Natalie Mehra, Executive Director


The Ontario Health Coalition is building a province wide referendum campaign to stop what is the most undemocratic attack on our public healthcare in memory.  And we need your support to make this happen. On May 26th and 27th and throughout the month online we will be asking Ontarians to vote on the question: Do you want our public hospital services to be privatized to for profit hospitals and clinics? Yes or No.

“Now that Bill 60 has passed, our job at the Ontario Health Coalition is to do everything in our power to stop its implementation. We have to make it politically impossible for the Ford government to privatize our public hospitals., To do this, we are mounting a massive People’s Referendum. We have set an ambitious goal of a million votes to save our local public hospitals.

To do this we are going to need tens of thousands of volunteers. Everyone matters. Everyone is needed.

	VOLUNTEER: https://publichospitalvote.ca/node/5
	Everyone can do something…Distribute leaflets, help at a voting station, help to get additional volunteers, help make ballot boxes, count and stuff leaflets, and help get out lawn signs. It is fun!



	VOTE: You can vote online now here.
	DONATE: We can build this referendum and the fight back as big as we can afford. If you are able to help, it really makes a difference.
	SHARE the video and promo for the campaign.
	Twitter:  https://twitter.com/OntarioHealthC/status/1654550332322480129?s=20
	Facebook: https://fb.watch/kqekmesGYM/
	YouTube: https://youtu.be/oWE5jC_malc 





UPDATED: Provincial health-reform bill passes, but advocates, workers and opposition politicians vow to keep fighting
(May 8th, 2023)

By: Elizabeth Payne, The Ottawa Citizen

Ontario’s contentious Bill 60, which allows private clinics to provide more surgeries and health procedures in the province, was passed into law Monday — even as organizations representing health-care workers, advocates and opposition politicians vowed to continue fighting it.




Premier Doug Ford said in the Legislature that the bill will shorten patient waiting lists and bring more convenient health care closer to home for residents. The Progressive Conservative government has emphasized that all procedures are and will continue to be covered by OHIP.







“We are going to give people the care they need in rapid fashion,” Ford said.

But opponents say the bill will contribute to further staffing shortages that are stunting public hospitals. They also cite recent evidence from Quebec showing that private surgery costs taxpayers more than operations done in public hospitals. Other research from around the world suggests patient outcomes are better in publicly operated hospitals.

Ontario NDP Leader Marit Stiles said the government has ignored calls for amendments to the legislation that would better protect patients from being “upsold” on additional treatments, improve regulation of the clinics, and prevent private, for-profit clinics from poaching scarce nursing and other staff from the public health system. Private operators are required to show a staffing plan.




“I am very concerned about what this bill means for the future of Ontario,” Stiles said.







“The truth is every study shows patient outcomes are worse and it costs the public system more.”

Critics point to private orthopedic surgeries done by a group called AOAO (Academic Orthopedic Surgical Associates) that have been taking place at The Ottawa Hospital’s Riverside campus on Saturdays in recent months as an example. Many nurses working there come from the public hospital system and are being paid more for their work with the private group.

“In Ottawa, a private surgical clinic is paying double to staff to work on weekends and, as a result, The Ottawa Hospital is starved of those staff and their ability to work,” said Michael Hurley, president of the Ontario Council of Hospital Unions.




The Ottawa Hospital, which is dealing with nursing shortages, says it has been closely monitoring the private surgeries and that they are not impacting the public system. It also says the private partnership means it has freed operating rooms for more patients. Until recently, though, some early-stage breast cancer patients at the hospital faced among the longest waits in the province, forcing some to pay for private surgery, a situation the hospital says it has since improved.







Under the newly passed legislation, the province plans to expand hip and knee surgeries to privately operated clinics outside of hospitals. AOAO is among organizations looking at setting up a stand-alone clinic to do those surgeries during the week, instead of just on Saturdays, in partnership with The Ottawa Hospital.




Natalie Mehra, who heads the Ontario Health Coalition said, despite promises, the bill effectively has “no guardrails, no inspection system and no one is enforcing laws for extra billing. There is no excuse for this.”







The Ontario Health Coalition has launched a referendum to gauge public attitudes toward the legislation, something she said has taken place with little public consultation. Polling stations for the referendum will be set up in Ottawa and other locations. Information is available at publichospitalvote.ca.

Ottawa South MPP and Interim Liberal Leader John Fraser said passage of the bill poses a serious threat to the health-care system.

“There should be only one shareholder when it comes to our health-care system, and that’s the patient.”

Erin Ariss, who is provincial president of the Ontario Nurses Association, said Bill 60 is part of a dangerous path of provincewide health-care privatization that will further erode patient care.

The province has already expanded private cataract surgeries, including to two private operators in Ottawa — Herzig, and the Focus Eye Centre which is in partnership with The Ottawa Hospital.

Click here for original article

Ontario passes health-care bill allowing private clinics to conduct more surgeries
(May 8th, 2023)

By: Katherine DeClerq, CTV News Toronto

The Ontario government has passed a bill allowing private clinics to conduct more OHIP-covered surgeries as advocates warn of potential legal action.

Bill 60, also known as the Your Health Act, was passed by the Doug Ford government Monday at Queen’s Park and will go into effect once it receives Royal Assent.

The legislation was first tabled in February by Health Minister Sylvia Jones, who argued it was necessary to reduce the province’s large surgical backlog.

“People should not have to wait for months for diagnosis, and if necessary, surgeries,” Jones said on Feb. 21.

Under the bill, both for-profit and not-for-profit clinics will be allowed to conduct cataract surgeries, MRI and CT scans, minimally invasive gynecological surgeries and, eventually, knee and hip replacements under the Ontario Health Insurance Plan.

The legislation was met with immediate backlash from advocates and experts concerned about oversight, staffing and upselling.

The province’s official opposition has repeatedly said the plan will result in a two-tiered system leading some patients to “jump to the front of the line.”

“Today is a sad day, a day that will go down in history of our province as the day that the Ford government delivered a fatal blow to our treasured Medicare,” NDP Health Critic France Gelinas told reporters Monday morning ahead of the vote.

“Today this Conservative government will say goodbye to care based on needs and come on in to investors who wants to make money off of the backs of sick people.”

The NDP has said it presented 74 amendments to the Your Health Act in committee, but none were accepted or even considered by the Doug Ford government.

“They did not engage in discussion. I would say they did not even listen to what we were saying,” Gelinas said.

A revised version of the legislation shows only one change, and it appears technical in nature.

The legislation, also known as Bill 60, specifies that a physician at a private clinic shall not turn a patient away for choosing to pay with their OHIP card.

Some experts have previously told CTV News Toronto that allowing private clinics to perform more procedures does have the potential to help relieve some of the pressure being put on the province’s health-care system; however they also suggested that a plan for staffing, as well as transparent funding and oversight, will be necessary.

The province has said it will designate “expert organizations” to work with Ontario Health and the Ministry of Health to ensure quality and safety standards are met at every clinic. The director of this third-party or the ministry may issue an inspection of a facility if necessary.

The Ontario Health Coalition, which advocates for publicly-funded health care while representing more than 500 member organizations and individuals, has said this oversight is not enough to combat what they have previously called “manipulative upselling” at private clinics.

“Before they brought in the legislation, Doug Ford said that they had guardrails, and they will be protecting against all sorts of things,” Natalie Mehra, executive director of the Ontario Health Coalition, told reporters.

The coalition released a compilation of testimonies from patients in February that revealed instances in which people were forced to pay out of pocket for procedures that should be covered under their insurance.

In some instances, patients said they were urged to get upgraded lenses, told they had to incur the costs of eye measurements, and invoiced for contrast dye needed for imaging.

Mehra warned they will be filing a formal complaint to both the provincial and federal government, and that further legal action may be possible following the passing of Bill 60.

“If you think you’re going to set up shop here and charge OHIP and charge patients on top, you have another thing coming.”

While the Your Health Act does say that all private clinics will need to show they have a staffing model in place that won’t detract from other facilities, experts and unions say they remain concerned that staff will leave the public sector in exchange for better hours or pay at a private clinic.

“The idea is good, but there’s still there’s a tremendous lack of human resources to be able to sort of pull this one off,” Doug Angus, professor emeritus at the University of Ottawa’s Telfer School of Management the University of Ottawa, told CTV News Toronto in January.

John Fraser, interim Liberal leader, reiterated this in a statement issued Monday, saying the health-care system as it stands now is under stress and needs more support.

“What should be of great concern to all Ontarians is that the government’s solution to the healthcare human resources crisis – which will be the biggest ongoing challenge in this province for some time to come – is to set up a parallel system that will compete for the nurses, doctors, and frontline workers that our hospitals and long-term care homes desperately need,” Fraser said.

“There should be only one shareholder when it comes to our healthcare system, and that’s the patient.”

The province has said there are more than 200,000 people in Ontario waiting for surgical procedures.

Click here for original article

ONTARIO PASSES HEALTH-REFORM BILL BUT ADVOCATES VOW TO KEEP FIGHTING
(May 8th, 2023)

By: Christine Ross, Zoomer Radio

Bill 60 has officially passed in the Ontario legislature that will allow more private clinics to offer some publicly funded surgeries and procedures in an effort to cut long wait lists for care.

But advocates and the opposition like NDP leader Marit Stile have major concerns about the up-selling of medical services.

“Under Doug Ford’s plan, we’re going to see more emergency rooms closing because there won’t be enough staff to keep them open, we’re going to have a two tier system where a select few are going to jump to the front of the line and everybody else is going to wait even longer,” said Stiles.

NDP health critic France Gélinas says this is a sad day. “A day that will go down in history in our province as the day the Ford government delivered a fatal blow to our treasured medicare,”added Gélinas.

And Natalie Mehra with the Ontario Health Coalition accuses the health minister of mincing her words.

“The health minister won’t even say the words private clinic, she won’t say independent health facilities, she won’t say private, she won’t say for profit, she keeps referring to them as community-based clinics.”

Cataract surgeries and diagnostic imaging and testing will be expanded while the government will create an entirely new system to perform hip and knee replacement surgeries.

Hospitals are concerned about losing staff to private clinics. And healthcare advocates haven’t ruled out legal action.

The Ontario Health Coalition is holding a referendum May 26th and 27th with 1,000 voting locations across the province for people to weigh in.

The voting can also be done online here.

Click here for original article

Ontario passes health-reform bill that expands private delivery of care
(May 8th, 2023)

By: The Canadian Press

Ontario has passed a health-reform bill that will allow more private clinics to offer certain publicly funded surgeries and procedures in an effort to cut long wait lists for care.

Cataract surgeries and diagnostic imaging and testing will be expanded while the government will create an entirely new system to perform hip and knee replacement surgeries.

The moves are part of the government’s plan to decrease wait times and reduce a massive backlog of surgeries, which stands at more than 200,000 procedures.

“We’re going to shorten the list, we’re going to give people the care they need in a rapid fashion,” Premier Doug Ford said at question period Monday just before the bill passed.

There are already about 900 private clinics currently operating across the province, the vast majority of them for diagnostic imaging and testing.

The province has not said who will regulate or inspect the new clinics.

Hospitals have said they are concerned about losing staff to private clinics. The province has said new clinics must apply for a licence to operate and show detailed staffing plans “to protect the stability of doctors, nurses and other health-care workers at public hospitals” as part of their applications.

Last summer, hospital emergency departments across the province had to close for hours, days or weeks at a time. Hospital officials blamed the closures on a severe shortage of nurses.

In the fall, the four major pediatric hospitals in Ontario had to cancel surgeries in order to shuffle health-care workers to

intensive care units and emergency departments that were dealing with a massive influx of really sick children, mostly due to a bad flu and respiratory syncytial virus, or RSV, season.

About 12,000 children are part of Ontario’s surgical backlog. None of the measures in the new bill are directed at pediatric care.

‘Government chooses to ignore nurses’

Bill 60, titled the Your Health Act, has drawn criticism from opposition parties and health-care workers.

The Ontario Nurses’ Association said the province should invest in hospitals to perform more surgeries rather than set up a new system.

President Erin Ariss said the union, which represents some 68,000 nurses across the province, laid out its concerns at a committee studying the bill.

“This government chooses to ignore nurses, which our public health-care system heavily relies on,” Ariss said. “Bill 60 draws fed up staff out of our public system and exacerbates the staffing issues already faced by our public hospitals.”

New Democrat Leader Marit Stiles said the legislation will create longer wait times, leave emergency departments shuttered and increase exhaustion for already-stressed health-care workers.

“That is not the health-care system that I think Ontarians need or deserve or want,” she said.

She also warned of clinics possibly “upselling” patients by pressuring them to choose a service or product that costs more than what the Ontario Health Insurance Plan covers.

The Ontario Medical Association had proposed a similar system to deal with the surgical backlog, but wanted the private clinics to operate as non-profits.

Click here for original article

Bill 60 passes at Queen’s Park
(May 8th, 2023)

By: Randy Thoms, Dryden Now

The bill that gives private health care clinics an expanded role has passed at Queen’s Park.

The Ford government says Bill 60 will address the surgical backlog, but opponents say it’s a step toward two-tiered health care.

The Ontario Health Coalition’s Natalie Mehra says they have already documented some patients having to pay out-of-pocket for health care services.

“We have another, at least two or three dozen examples of this. We will move ahead with a formal complaint to the Ontario government, to the federal government, and bring legal action, if we have to, to stop them from allowing these private clinics to extra bill,” says Mehra.

“And so if you’re a private clinic owner in Ontario, and you think you’re going to set up shop here and charge OHIP and charge patients on top, you have another thing coming. Keep your investment money out of our public health system. We don’t want you here.”

The Coalition has launched a community-run referendum to show the government the bill is not wanted.

Online voting is already taking place, with ballot boxes set up in several parts of the province on May 26 and 27.

The opposition also vows to continue the fight against the expansion of private health care clinics.

“Today is a sad day,” says NDP Health critic Frances Gelinas. “A day that will go down in history of our province as the day that the Ford government delivered a fatal blow to our treasured Medicare.”

Gelinas says the NDP put forward 74 amendments to improve oversight that all were dismissed by government.

There is also concern the bill will lead to more nurses and doctors leaving the public system for more lucrative jobs in private clinics.

Erin Ariss, a registered nurse and president of the Ontario Nurses Association, alleges the Ford government is intentionally destroying public health care.

“Bill 60 draws fed-up staff out of our public system and exacerbates the staffing issues already faced by our public hospitals. Because privately operated surgical clinics and nursing agencies pay double what the hospitals do,” says Ariss.

NDP leader Marit Stiles foresees more emergency rooms closing because there won’t be enough staff to keep them open.

Click here for original article

Simcoe County Health Coalition holding health-care referendum
(May 8th, 2023)

By: Midland Today

The Simcoe County Health Coalition (SCHC) is gravely concerned with the current government’s plans to convert our local public hospitals’ core services into for-profit hospitals and clinics.

Similarly, the SCHC is disturbed by the government’s expedition of the passing of Bill 60, which will open the door to further privatization, the lowering of quality of care standards, deregulation of health-care professions, lack of accountability, and lack of transparency. Without question, this would severely damage all local public hospitals and the delivery of health care in small and rural towns.

With the Ontario Health Coalition, the SCHC has organized an Ontario-wide, citizen-run referendum and is mobilizing with other coalitions to garner votes across the province. Voting in the referendum will give a clear voice to millions of Ontarians who oppose the privatization of our hospital services. The vote will take place throughout May, with the main voting days on May 26 and 27.

Across Ontario, there are more than 500 voting stations so far, with more coming every day. Today, the Simcoe County Health Coalition is announcing polling stations in several areas of Simcoe County, as part of this referendum.

Simcoe County residents aged 16 or older who have not already voted in the referendum are invited to vote at a polling station from the list or visit www.simcoecountyhealthcoalition.org for up-to-date information and advance poll dates and locations.

Ontario residents who cannot attend an in-person polling station may vote online at www.PublicHospitalVote.ca.

The Simcoe County Health Coalition is also seeking volunteers to staff polling stations and distribute leaflets. Everyone who believes in democracy and in protecting our local public hospitals’ services is welcome to join. To volunteer, complete a volunteer surveyor reach out via email to simcoecountyhc@gmail.com. You can also find the SCHC on Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram

Click here for original article

Sad Day for Public Health Care, MPP Steves Says
(May 8th, 2023)

By: Allan Benner, Niagara Falls Review

[image: private_health_care_protest.jpg.webp]

Bill 60 allows more non-urgent medical procedures in private clinics. West Lincoln MPP Sam Oosterhoff says legislation will help relieve pressure on Ontario hospitals while enhancing access to care for patients. St. Catharines MPP Jennie Stevens, however, called the provincial government’s approval of the legislation a “sad day” for public health care.

Click here for original article

‘Sea of Yellow’ expected at Queen’s Park to fight Minden ER closure
(May 8th, 2023)

By: Greg Davis, Global News

Patrick Porzuczek hopes the public gallery at the Ontario legislature is awash in yellow as he and residents return to Queen’s Park this Wednesday in another effort to save the emergency department at the hospital in Minden.

As of early Monday afternoon, the Minden resident said “over 100” area residents are expected to don plain yellow T-shirts at Queen’s Park in Toronto — the colour matching “Minden Matter” signs distributed throughout Haliburton County since the Haliburton Highlands Health Services announced on April 20 plans to close the Minden ER on June 1.

The health board cites ongoing “severe” staffing shortages as the main reason to consolidate all services, including two trauma beds, at the hospital in Haliburton, about 30 kilometres northeast.

“We’re packing Queen’s Park; we want to pack that house,” Porzuczek told Global News Peterborough.


Porzuczek said he and his daughter Kinsley, who had an irregular heartbeat discovered by staff at the Minden ER this spring, will be in a private member’s box directly across from the Progressive Conservative government. He said he hopes Premier Doug Ford, deputy premier and health minister Sylvia Jones and Haliburton-Kawartha Lakes Broke MPP Laurie Scott are present and make an effort to intervene in the board’s decision.



“They can see my daughter from 20 feet away and see why I’m fighting,” said the former Minden firefighter.

During multiple Question Period sessions in late April, Jones said the closure was a health board decision based on the “best interests of the community.”Scott also repeated that message in several releases.

Since the April 20 announcement, Porzuczek and others have spearheaded a public awareness campaign, which has included a Facebook group with more than 4,400+ members, an online petition with more than 9,200 signatures, and rallies, including one on Saturday with more than 450 people in attendance at the Minden fairgrounds.

“It was a good turnout but we didn’t have the younger generations, people with young children,” he said. “We need everyone to support this. People from the GTA who travel to Haliburton County and the Highlands don’t know — they need to know. We need the message out there and we need it to be clear.”Wednesday’s Queen’s Park visit will be Porzuckek’s second after presenting an initial petition with 3,300 signatures on April 27, which was read into the record by NDP MPPs and mentioned during several Question Period sessions. He says another petition will be presented Wednesday.

“Right now people are mad, they’re scared,” he said. “We now have a mental health crisis on our hands. All the people who live near the hospital — many who don’t drive — use it as their lifeline.”

One concern is the timing of the announcement at the start of the summer months. Minden Hills Township estimates its population of 7,000 nearly triples during the summer months with an influx of tourists and cottagers. As a result, the township council has asked the health board to delay the ER closure at least until the fall.

However, health board president CEO and president Carolyn Plummer and board chair David O’Brien have said multiple times that if the closure decision wasn’t made now, both Minden and Haliburton sites could face emergency, last-minute closures due to staffing levels this summer.


During an April 27 council meeting, Plummer said in 2022 the Haliburton site had over 20 official “close calls” where the Ministry of Health was notified of a possible temporary closure of an ER and “countless” unofficial incidents, most involving nursing sick calls.



“It really was an operational decision that had to be made,” she said.

The township council has also claimed it wasn’t notified of any possible closure and was taken off-guard by the announcement.

Porzuckek said the Minden site regularly sees patients from the neighbouring City of Kawartha Lakes who try to avoid wait times at Ross Memorial Hospital in Lindsay.

Ross Memorial says it expects more annual visits to its emergency department if the Minden ER closes.

“Planning is well underway to meet any increased demand on our services,” said Ryan Young, RMH’s communications and public affairs officer.

City of Kawartha Lakes Mayor Ron Elmslie says council also supports a delay in the ER closure.

“We regret the need to close the Minden Hospital ER and potential impacts to the residents that access health care at that site,” he said. “We support any additional time to make the necessary adjustments to address the impacts on emergency services processes.”

HHHS on Friday posted a “frequently asked questions” section on its website about the Minden ER closure.

Porzuczek said he had just undergone knee surgery when he learned of the closure but he won’t let his recovery slow down the fight. He said anyone wanting to take part in Wednesday’s rally at Queen’s Park should arrive by 9 a.m.

“I was literally waking up in surgery when it was announced and starting mobilizing right away,” he said. “It’s a lot of stress on me but I’m still fighting the fight.”

Click here for original article
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